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ABSTRACT
This

research addresses the use of a knowledge-based

interface to provide the communication service of message
translation. The focus of this research is on the technical
feasibility of using a knowledge-based design to perform this
service

for

programmable

devices

on

the

shop-floor.

The

uniqueness of this approach is in the use of a knowledgebased

design

for

the

software

interface.

This

method

of

implementation is different from the procedural programming
approach used

in today's custom interfaces.

This

research

asserts that use of a knowledge-based design will result in
an interface system that is easier to construct and maintain
than an interface based on the procedural programming.
Based on the proposed design,

a prototype knowledge-

based interface was developed. This prototype was successfully
applied in four different applications. Each of these applica
tions

involved

Manufacturing

the

translation

Message

Format

of

messages

Standard

between

(MMFS)

the

messaging

language and one of four device-specific languages selected
for study.

These languages represent devices of the type:

programmable logic controllers, robots, and NC machines. The
capability of the system to provide the translation service
was demonstrated using simulated messaging for each device.
The system was also adapted for connection with a robot. The
resulting design of the interface revealed that the system
does impose several restrictions on the messaging languages.
ix

These restrictions are expressed in the form of rules which
specify if a messaging language is appropriate for use with
the system. The requirements and limitations of the design
were identified based on the adaptation of the system to each
of the different languages. The benefits of the system and
recommendations for future work are presented.

x

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In manufacturing systems, the computer has become a vital
part of almost every aspect of the production system. This use
of computers and computerized devices has proven to be both
effective and profitable. The next step of progress necessi
tates the interconnection of these computer systems to form
an

integrated

network

of

equipment.

The

benefit

of

this

integration is the capability for each device to exchange
information with other devices on the network. This dynamic
interchange of information provides each device with knowledge
about the current state of the system outside of its local
environment. The concept of integration is one of the major
components in the philosophy of computer-integrated-manufac
turing

(CIM). However,

the

task

of

establishing

computer

communications is a difficult job and represents one of the
major barriers to the realization of CIM today [1].
1.1

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In CIM, or any other form of integrated manufacturing,

there

is

a

strong

dependence

on

efficient

and

effective

communication between the various functions that make up the
manufacturing process.
turing

function

In the ideal system,

every manufac

from product design to delivery would be

included in the integration project. This wide scale integra
tion is achieved by the use of a computer network to provide
1

2

a path for the transport of data between attached devices.
These attached devices encompass a wide range of equipment
such as CAD/CAM workstations, personal computers, programmable
controllers, CNC machines, robots, etc.
In

this

study,

effort

focuses

on

the

communication

problems that exist between the devices commonly found on the
shop-floor.

At

this

level,

communication

problems

arise

because of the different communication protocols used by the
various vendors. However, several solutions are possible. The
first requires the manufacturer to purchase all equipment from
the same vendor or vendors who utilizes identical standards.
This

method

ensures

compatibility,

but

is

difficult

to

accomplish since it is highly unlikely that a single vendor
can supply all the necessary equipment. The second solution
involves designing custom communication interfaces between
incompatible devices.

This method requires

an experienced

programmer with extensive communications knowledge to develop
and code the program. In addition, a new program would have
to be written for each different device type on the network.
However, one benefit of using custom interfaces is that they
allow the manufacturer to develop interfaces

for existing

equipment which might be incompatible with newly purchased
equipment. The third solution approach requires the adoption
of a single standard method for communication in the manufac
turing environment. This effort is currently underway with the

3

development of the Manufacturing Automation Protocol

(MAP).

The problems with using standards include:
- deciding what to do in the interim while the standard
matures,
- deciding what to do with the older equipment that is
incompatible with the new standard, and
- deciding how one can maintain flexibility in processing
when using a rigid standard.
The focus of this research will be on the incompatibili
ties that exist between shop-floor devices due to the differ
ent communication standards they use for messaging. Because
of these differences, intercommunication between these devices
can only be achieved with the use of message translators. The
service of message translation is concerned with the syntacti
cal and semantical content of a message transmitted between
connected
convert

communicating devices.

a message

from the

Translation

is needed to

form used by the transmitting

device to that of the receiving device.
This research addresses the development of a knowledgebased

system

that

performs

message

translation

between

computerized devices common to the manufacturing environment.
Message translation represents one area of incompatibility
that exists between heterogeneous shop-floor equipment. It is
believed that by using a knowledge-based program to perform
this communication function, the design, implementation, and
maintenance of the system is simplified. This simplicity will
aid in reducing the size of the barrier blocking the progress
in achieving CIM.

4

The intent of this study is not to offer a complete
solution to the compatibility problems that exist between
heterogeneous

computer

equipment.

Rather,

the

aim

is

to

provide insight into the use of knowledge-based systems within
the communication environment.
1.2

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The goal of this research is to investigate the design

of

a knowledge-based

system

for message

translation.

The

application of this system is limited to the mixed-vendor
computer equipment found on the shop floor. The application
of the resulting system will focus on a network environment,
like MAP, which uses a common messaging language. For this
study, the MMFS messaging language specified by MAP has been
selected.

In this environment,

if a device doesn't utilize

MMFS internally as its' messaging language, then a translator
is required to convert its proprietary message format to that
of MMFS. This research addresses the task of providing the
message translation service using a knowledge-based system
(see Figure 1.1). The specific objectives of the research are:
1. to explore the capability of a knowledge-based system
to perform the service of message translation,
2. to create a prototype system to demonstrate this
capability,
3. to determine the requirements and limitations of the
knowledge-based system used in this capacity, and
4. to determine the benefits of using a knowledge-based
system to provide this service.
This research is based on the following assumptions:
1. There is no concern with the performance of the
system. Instead, the research focuses on the technical

r
Shop-Floor
Device

J

n

Device Specific
Message Format

l
Knowledge-based
Interface

Message in
MMFS format

Network Node Using
MMFS Language

Figure 1.1:
Interface.

Message

Translation

using

a

Knowledge-based

6

feasibility of the system as designed.
2. MMFS is the host messaging language and implemented
at conformance level zero. The conformance level of
the implementation specifies which fields can be used
in messaging. The higher the conformance level, the
more fields available.
4. The four devices selected adequately represent the
population of shop-floor equipment.
5. The devices can't initiate messages. They are imple
mented as slaves to a host, and may only respond to
requests from the host. This represents the normal
operating mode for most of the programmable devices
found on the shop-floor.
1.3

UNIQUENESS OF RESEARCH
This

design

to

research

proposes

perform

the

the

use

communication

of

a knowledge-based

service

of

message

translation. This approach to implementing a software inter
face is unique in comparison to the procedural programming
approach used today.

This

research asserts that use of a

knowledge-based design will result in an interface system that
is easier to construct and maintain than an interface based
on procedural programming.

These advantages

result

from a

program structure that provides a clear separation between the
control program, that directs the translation process, and the
knowledge, that supplies information about how to translate
the message. This allows the same program shell to be applied
in every application of the interface.
1.4

RESEARCH PLAN AND PROCEDURES
The approach to this research began as a funded project

with the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. The aim was
to investigate the concept of using artificial intelligence

7

to support the communication services provided by the upper
layers of the MAP standard

[2].

This effort began with a

thorough examination of the methods of communication used in
manufacturing.

This

involved

a

study

of

the

background

material relating to heterogeneous computer communications,
and an investigation of the Manufacturing Automation Protocol
(MAP). An examination of the literature in this area provided
a look at the user's viewpoint on the problems that exist with
computer communications in manufacturing. From this perspec
tive,

the communication service of message translation was

identified as one service that would benefit from the applica
tion

of

standard

knowledge-based
was

programming

investigated

and

techniques.

selected

as

the

The

MMFS

messaging

language for the network.
The focus of this research involves a study of the task
of message translation.
design and

Initial efforts concentrate on the

implementation of a knowledge-based program to

provide the translation service. This involves the following
steps:
1. search of the literature for related work,
2. investigation of the design requirements of a know
ledge-based system needed to perform message transla
tion,
3. construction of a prototype system to provide this
communication service,
4. testing of the system's translation capabilities by
simulating the exchange of messages between a host
network, using the MMFS messaging language, and
different device specific formats of an attached
device,
5. implementation of the system to provide message
translation as an interface between a shop-floor

8
device (using a device specific message format) and
a host system using MMFS,
6. identification of the limitations of the resulting
implementation, and
7. examination of the flexibility and expandability of
the resulting system.

1.5

EVALUATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS
The effort of this research succeeded in the satisfying

each of the stated objectives. Implementation of the proposed
design resulted in a prototype knowledge-based program that
is

capable

of

performing message

translation between

two

incompatible messaging languages. One language is the Manufac
turing Message Format Standard (MMFS) and the other a specific
language used by a shop-floor device.

Table 1.1: Application of the Knowledge-Based Interface.

MACHINE TYPE
VENDOR

Programmable
Logic Controller

A

Honeywell
IPC-620

B

Allen-Bradley
PLC-3

Robot
NND Assembly
Robot

Numerical
Control Machine
Dyna Milling
Machine

9
Testing the system's capability was performed by adapting
the

system

to

four different programmable

devices.

These

devices encompass the three different machine types: robots,
CNC machines, and programmable logic controllers (PLCs) . Also,
within

the

programmable

logic

controller

machine

class,

testing included equipment from two different vendors

(see

Table 1.1). This diversity of machine types and vendors helps
demonstrate the flexibility of the knowledge-based design.
The program was first tested using a simulated exchange
of messages. This step aided in evaluating the effort required
to adapt the system to the different devices, without having
to actually interconnect the devices for communication. The
prototype
service

program

in each

successfully

of

the

performed

the

four applications.

translation

The

involved actually implementing the system as an
between

a

robot

microcomputer

using

its

own

messaging

next

step

interface

language

and

a

(acting as the MMFS host). This test further

demonstrated the capability of the system to perform message
translation and provided information concerning the program
changes needed to use the system in an on-line environment.
Specification of the system's design and the subsequent
development

of

the

prototype

disclosed

the

requirements

imposed by the knowledge-based design. All the tests required
adaptation of the system for the various devices. This effort
provides the information needed to evaluate any constraints
imposed

by

the

knowledge-based

design.

In

addition,

the

10

various benefits of the system became evident as the study
proceeded and the tests were conducted.
The results
future work.

of this

This

research provide

research proves

that

a

a platform

for

knowledge-based

system is a viable alternative for performing message transla
tion.

Therefore,

the design of the system is presented

detail, with special attention given to the structure of the
knowledge bases and the division of functionality between the
major system components. This detail is required so that, in
a future effort, the operation of the system can be converted
from its prototype language of Prolog,

to a language more

appropriate

in

for

actual

implementation

an

operational

environment (e.g., the C language).
1.6

OUTLINE
Each of the stated research objectives was achieved in

this study and is reported in later chapters. The results of
the literature review appear in Chapter 2. This chapter begins
with a discussion of communications and ends with a review of
published studies that relate to this work.

Chapter 3 then

introduces each of the messaging languages, and presents the
commands implemented for each device. Chapter 4 discusses the
operation of the knowledge-based interface and presents some
rules for the design of such a system.

The design of the

interface is presented in Chapter 5. In this chapter,

the

functional requirements of each part of the knowledge-based
interface are presented. The resulting design represents that
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utilized in the implementation of the prototype interface.
This

interface

was

successfully

applied

to

each

of

the

messaging languages in the study. Chapter 6 reports on the
tests run on the prototype and the results of these tests. The
last chapter,

Chapter 7,

reports

the

conclusions

of this

study. This chapter discusses the requirements and limitations
of the resulting system,

and presents the benefits of the

knowledge-based design. Chapter 7 also presents recommenda
tions for future work.

CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
2.1

INTEGRATED MANUFACTURING
One general direction in industry today is towards the

integrated

factory.

successfully
individual

For several years,

implemented
functions

computers

which

manufacturers have

to handle

comprise

many

manufacturing.

of

the

These

computers are used to perform functions relating to project
management, material handling,

scheduling, process control,

machining, inspection, and packaging. Almost every aspect of
manufacturing

has

been

affected

by

the

development

and

implementation of the computer.
Even though the aid provided by these computers has been
profitable,

their contribution and effectiveness would be

enhanced if they had a complete, and timely, "picture" of the
manufacturing system. This "picture" of the system is estab
lished from knowledge of the current status (value) of each
pertinent system variable. This timely information allows for
a more accurate interpretation of the system. For example, if
the

purchasing

department

had

current

data

regarding

the

manufacturing rates and inventory contents, it could better
forecast the need for parts. This would eliminate high stock
levels in inventory, and reduce the chance of being out of a
needed part. Such timely system information would also allow
the sales department to better forecast the product delivery
12
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schedules. Therefore, the next step of progress is to provide
each of these independent computer systems with any data it
needs to improve its decision-making capabilities.

This is

most effectively accomplished by allowing the computer systems
to communicate with each other. The exchange of information
is a basic concept of computer-integrated-manufacturing. As
expected, integration is not easily achieved, but "the success
of tomorrow's industrial plant will depend on its ability to
gather, share, and use data for more productive planning and
control" [3].
2.2

COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS
The term "computer communications"

is defined as "the

exchange of information between computers for the purpose of
cooperative action" [4]. This exchange of data is achieved by
use of a communications network to which each computer,

or

computerized device (station), is attached through a network
node (see Figure 2.1) . Communications networks are categorized
based on the architecture and techniques used to transfer
data.

Two major types

of communication networks

that

are

available include switched networks and broadcast networks.
The switched network transfers data from the source to the
destination station by routing the data through intermediate
nodes (such as the telephone system). In a broadcast network
all data that is transmitted from any one station is available
to, and received by, every station. No routing is required.
Communication by CB radio is a common example of this type of

14

□

Network station

O

DxTTTiJricalion network node

Figure 2.1:

Interconnection via a Communications Network [4].
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transmission.
The most common form of communications network employed
in the manufacturing environment is the local area network
(LAN). A LAN is a broadcast type of communications network
used for the interconnection of computing devices confined to
a small physical area. The principle components that determine
the nature of the LAN are its topology, transmission medium,
and the medium access control (MAC) technique it employs.
The topology of the LAN refers to the configuration used
to attach the stations (computers) to the network. Two popular
configurations found in industry are the ring and bus. In the
ring topology the stations are attached to repeaters which
form a closed loop, or ring (Figure 2.2a). When any station
transmits a message it is circulated around the ring and made
available to each station as it passes. The data circulates
around the ring in one direction and is removed by the station
that transmitted it. The bus topology is different from the
ring in that all the stations are attached to a common medium
(Figure 2.2b). When one station transmits, the data travels
down the medium in both directions and can be read by any
attached station.
The transmission medium is the physical path on which
the data is transported. Common types of medium used for LANs
include:

twisted pair,

coaxial

cable,

and

optical

fiber.

Selection of a particular medium is based on the needs of the
application.

Each

medium

can

be

evaluated

based

on

the

(a)

Ring local network

(b) Bus local network

Figure 2.2:

Broadcast Communication Networks
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following characteristics [5]s
-

transmission characteristics,
connectivity,
geographic range,
noise immunity, and
cost.

The transmission characteristics of the medium specifies
the type of transmission allowed
modulation technique used,

(analog or digital), the

its capacity,

and the frequency

range available for transmission. The connectivity of a medium
dictates whether it can be used in a ring (also called pointto-point) or bus (also referred to as multipoint) topology.
The

geographic

range

of

a

medium

specifies

the

maximum

distance allowed between any two points on the network. This
value helps determine the limits of the layout of the network
(intrabuilding, interbuilding, and/or intracity). The charac
teristic of noise immunity is a measure of the resistance of
the medium to electrical noise from the surrounding environ
ment. Noise can contaminate the transmitted data resulting in
transmission

errors.

In

the

manufacturing

particularly at the shop-floor level,

environment,

noise immunity is a

major concern.
The last characteristic is the cost of the medium in
terms of the required components,

installation, and mainte

nance. Associated values for these characteristics are given
in Table 2.1 for the three media: twisted pair, coaxial cable,
and optical fiber. Note that the medium's characteristics are
dependent on the topology.
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Table 2.1: Transmission Media for Local Networks [5].
(a) Ring Topology
Transmission Medium

Data Rate Distance Between No. of
(Mbps)
Repeaters (knO Repeaters

Twisted Pair:
shield
unshield
Coaxial Cable
Optical Fiber

16
4
16
100

0.3
0.1
1.0
2.0

250
72
250
240

(b) Bus/Tree Topology
Transmission Medium
Twisted Pair
Coaxial: Baseband
Broadband
Optical Fiber

Data Rate
(Mbps)

Range
(km)

1-2
10-50
500
10

< 2
< 3
<30
< 1

Number
of Taos
10s
100s
1000s
10s

The last principle component of a LAN is the technique
used to access the medium. The LAN is a broadcast network with
each station attached to a common medium.

Therefore,

some

method is needed to dictate when each station is allowed to
transmit. This method of control is referred to as the medium
access control (MAC) technique. There are many MAC techniques
available.

Some of the more popular ones

include polling,

token passing, carrier sense multiple access (CSMA), carrier
sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD). The
specific details of these can be found in fundamental texts
on computer communications [6].
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2.3

COMMUNICATION PROTOCOLS
In any form of communication, there exist a set of rules

or guidelines that must be followed. These rules will dictate
what is communicated, how it will be communicated, and when
it will be communicated. As an example, consider two people
that need to talk. They must first decide on a time (when) to
meet. Next they must decide which method (how) of communica
tion to use. Possible choices include vocally in person, by
telephone,

or by some written form. In addition, they must

decide on a language of communication. This language dictates
the syntax of the message to be transmitted. Lastly, they need
to decide what it is they will discuss. A context needs to be
established to aid

in understanding the

semantics

of the

message communicated.
In computer communication these rules of communication
are referred to as protocols.
protocol

are

syntax,

communications,

the

The primary components of a

semantics,
syntax

and

is the

timing.

data

format

In

computer

used

in

a

message, and maybe the signal levels used to represent the
data. Whereas, the semantics pertains to control information
that is added to a message, and error handling that is used
to ensure the accuracy of the message. The timing specifica
tion of a protocol matches the speeds of the two communicating
stations and sequences the transmissions.
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Protocols
variety

of

have

the

functions.

capability
Stallings

of

performing

[4] [7]

groups

a

wide

protocol

functions into the following categories:
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
The

Segmentation and reassembly
Encapsulation
Connection control
Addressing
Ordered delivery
Flow control
Error control
Multiplexing
Transmission services

first

protocol

function,

segmentation,

provides

more

efficient transport of large messages between systems. Some
protocols limit the size of the data unit (referred to as a
protocol data unit, PDU) that is transported. Therefore, the
message is segmented to a set of appropriate sized PDUs and
transmitted. The other system must then be able to reassemble
that message on receipt of the PDUs.

When the message

is

segmented and the PDUs created, the protocol will append some
control

information to the data.

This control header will

contain

information

address

such

as the

of sender and/or

receiver, error detection code, and additional information for
use by the protocol. Encapsulation is the process of appending
the control header to the data. Since each PDU is received as
a separate unit of data, a control header must be attached to
each (see Figure 2.3).
Data

may

be

transmitted

between

stations

by

either

sending it without establishing any formal connection, or by
setting up a connection with the receiving station and then
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Encapsulation, Segmentation, and Reassembly [7].
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sending the data. These tasks represent the protocol function
- connection control.

The prior method

is referred to as

connectionless data transfer and is mainly used for transmis
sion of short messages or for requesting a connection. The
second method is useful when a lengthy exchange of data is
anticipated and a sound connection is desired. This method is
referred to as connection-oriented transfer and is composed
of three main phases: connection establishment, data transfer,
and connection- termination. To transmit the data or establish
a connection, it is necessary that both stations identify each
other. This requires a protocol function for addressing. An
address
function

is
of

assigned
the

to

each

protocol

station

is to

on

the

determine

network.

the

address

The
of

others.
When the PDUs are transmitted over a network they may
take different paths. Thus, the data units might arrive at
the destination in a different order than when sent. There
fore, the function of the protocol is to sequentially number
the PDUs as they are sent.

This provides a means

for the

receiver to examine the sequence number and establish the
correct sequence on arrival. This protocol function is called
ordered delivery, or sequencing. In addition to maintaining
the order of the packets, a protocol must provide some means
of flow control. This control maintains the data flow rate so
that the transmitting station does not overwhelm the receiving
station with data. The need for this control is due to the
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limitations in a receivers' buffer size and the finite speed
with which the received data is processed. Another control
function concerns the detection and recovery from errors in
transmission. An error can result from noise corrupted data,
or lost PDUs. It is therefore necessary to provide some means
of detecting and correcting these errors. This is the function
of error control.
Multiplexing is a function which applies to the connec
tion

established

between

the

layers

of

a

communication

architecture1. In upward multiplexing, multiple higher layer
connections

will

share

a

single

lower

layer

connection.

Likewise, downward multiplexing occurs when a single higher
layer connection uses multiple lower layer connections for
transmission.

This

improves

reliability,

performance,

and

efficiency.
The

last group

of protocol

functions encompasses the

transmission services. These are additional services provided
to enhance the capabilities of the communications network.
Examples of these services include priority

(or expedited)

transmission of messages reguiring minimum delay, grades of
service for special processing, and security mechanisms.
Since more than one protocol will be used together in a
communications architecture, not every protocol will perform
each of the possible functions. However, there will be some

1 The concept of a communications
discussed in a section to follow.

architecture

will

be
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redundancy of functions in a suite of protocols to allow for
different degrees of implementation of a particular function.
For example, error checking is performed by several different
protocols, but each will check for different types of errors.
2.4

COMMUNICATION STANDARDS
The development of protocols in computer communications

is essential. These protocols make up the standards used by
the different vendors

for implementation in the computing

devices they market. The purpose of standards is to "govern
the physical, electrical, and procedural characteristics of
communication equipment"

[5]. The definition of a standard

is:
"A prescribed set of rules, conditions, or requirements
concerning definition of terms;
classification of
components; specification of materials, performance, or
operations; delineation of procedures; or measurement of
quantity and quality in describing materials, products,
systems, services, or practices." [8]
The advantage in using a standard is that it ensures that the
equipment, or software, utilizing that standard will have a
large market. Another advantage, of greater importance to the
user, is that equipment from different vendors that use the
same

standard

will

be

able

to

communicate.

However,

the

disadvantage to the use of standards is that they tend to
freeze technology. Developing a standard is a long process and
by the time the standard is set, more efficient techniques for
accomplishing the same task may have been developed.
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In computer

communications

today,

there

are

a

large

number of standards. These standards range from those that
specify the architecture of the communications

system,

to

standards that specify what level of voltage should be used
to represent data on the medium. In the sections to follow,
several

standards

will

be

presented.

It

is

important

to

remember when dealing with these standards that they represent
the work of a combined group of individuals

(representing

interested parties), who worked over a period of years, to
meet the needs of a wide range of users.
2.5

COMMUNICATION ARCHITECTURES
The process of computer communications requires more than

one protocol. In fact, a whole suite of protocols is needed
to provide the necessary functions for transmission of data
between stations. The arrangement or structure of this suite
of protocols is referred to as the communication architecture.
One

communication

architecture

that

is

receiving

a

growing list of supporters is the Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) Basic Reference Model. The architecture proposed by this
model was developed by the International Organization

for

Standardization

was

(ISO)

beginning

in

1977.

The

Model

completed and adopted by the ISO in 1983, and is defined by
ISO standard - DIS 7498. In this standard the purpose of the
OSI basic reference model is stated as:
"To provide a common basis for the coordination of
standards development for the purpose of systems
interconnection, while allowing existing standards
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to be placed into perspective within the overall
Reference Model.N [9]
Therefore,

the Basic Reference Model defines a functional

framework that will allow individuals to work independently
on

the

standards

(protocols)

that

reside

within

the

architecture.
The OSI Reference Model is concerned with the exchange
of information between open systems. Where the term "open"
means that the communicating stations are open to one another
because they both utilize the same standards for communica
tion. Based on this design, communication systems developed
using the OSI model

"will permit diverse products to work

together in a mixed-vendor environment. Users will be able to
increase the efficiency and capabilities of their operations
by integrating heretofore unintegrable applications" [10].
The architecture of the Basic Reference Model (referred
to as the OSI model) is a hierarchical arrangement of communi
cation functions into seven layers

(see Figure 2.4).

ISO's

decision to use seven layers was motivated by the desire to
logically group similar functions into a single layer, but
also to create enough layers so that each layer is manageably
small.
Communication in the OSI model is performed by each layer
employing the services of the layer below it. This shields
each layer from concern with how the lower layers perform
their associated services. This methodology provides for the
transparency of each layer and therefore, the independence of

Layers

Layer 7
Application

Layer 6

Functions

Provides users a o c e s s to the O SI environment and
allow s u s e of th o se services by the application
program.

R estructures data to or from th e standard format
u se d within the network.

Presentation

Layer5

N a m e an d ad d ress translation, a o c e s s , security
synchronizes and m a n a g es d a ta

Session

Layer 4
Transport

Layer 3
Network

Layer 2

P rovid es reliable, transparent transfer of d ata
betw een endpoints; provides end-to-end
error recovery an d flow control.

Responsible for establishing, maintaining and
terminating connections. This includes m e ss a g e
routing.

S e n d s blocks of d ata (frames) with the n ecessa ry
synchronization, error oontrol, and fb w control.

D ata Link

Layer 1

E n co d es and physically transfers m e s s a g e s
b etw een adjacent devices.

Physical

Physical Link

Figure 2.4: Basic Functions of the OSI Reference Model
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the protocols used at each layer. Communication between layers
takes place at an interface between those layers referred to
as the service access points (SAPs). Each layer may have one
or more SAPs connecting it with the layer above and below it
(see Figure 2.5).
In order for two users to communicate they must have the
same set of functions residing at each layer. Each layer of
one system communicates with

its peer layer in the other

system by use of a protocol for that layer. Even though each
layer communicates with its peer, the data does not travel
directly across between the peer layers. Instead, the data is
passed down through the sending system's layers, transmitted
through the medium to the destination system where it travels
back up the layers of the receiving system. Each layer calls
on the services provided by the layer below to complete the
necessary

tasks to

transport the data

correctly.

As

data

travels down from layer to layer, each layer attaches control
information,

in the form of a header, to the data from the

layer above (see Figure 2.6). The data is then passed on to
the layer below. This encapsulation process continues until
the data reaches the data link layer (Layer 2). At the data
link layer,

in addition to control fields,

a checksum and

other fields are appended. The complete data unit, referred
to as a frame,

is then passed to the physical

layer

for

transmission to the receiving system. At the receiving system
the data will pass back up through each layer. At each layer
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Figure 2.5: The Layer Concept [7].
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The Construction of a Data Frame for Transmis
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the appropriate control field added by the peer layer will be
stripped off and used to provide that layer's services.
The seven layers of the OSI model can be divided into
three groups. The first group is composed of the physical and
data link layers.

These layers focus on physically moving

messages between adjacent nodes. Therefore, the protocols used
at these layers must be consistent with the protocols used for
the same layers in the adjacent nodes on the network.

The

second group is composed solely of the network layer.

The

network layer routes information to nodes within a network and
requires consistent addressing throughout the network. Thus,
in order to

support communication between two nodes on a

network, the protocol used at this layer must be consistent
for every node on the network. The protocols of these first
two groups are also referred to as "point-to-point" protocols.
This is because these protocols must deal with the dialogue
that occurs between each element of the network,

including

intermediate nodes.
The
transport,

third

group

session,

contains

the

presentation,

top

and

four

layers,

application

the

layers.

These layers are specific to the application program, and in
order for two nodes to communicate the protocols applied at
these levels must be consistent. Each of these higher layer
protocols provides a dialogue with

its peer layer at the

destination. Because these dialogues pass through the network
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from user end-point

to user end-point,

these upper

level

protocols are called "end-to-end11 protocols.
As

an

example,

consider

the

communications

network

depicted in Figure 2.7. This network shows a 4 node network
segment.

The protocols

in each layer are

identified by a

number which represents the layer number, and a letter which
represents a particular protocol for that layer (e.g., 4.A layer 4, protocol A ) . A user attached to Node W could communi
cate with a user attached to Node X since they both employ
the same protocols in each layer. Node Y is an intermediate
node that provides translation of the lower level protocols.
This allows Node X to communicate with Node Z even though they
use different protocols in the lower layers. However Node Z
can't

communicate

with

Node

W

because

of

the

protocols used in the upper layers. As required,

different
the same

protocol is used for the network layer, layer 3, in each of
the nodes.
Computer equipment vendors can be guaranteed the ability
to communicate with any other "open" system if their system
has the following in common with the "open" systems [4]:
1. They implement the same set of communications func
tions.
2. The functions are organized into the same set of
layers. That is, peer layers provide the same set of
functions, but not necessarily in the same way.
3. Peer layers must share a common protocol.
Discussion about the functions performed by each layer will
be presented in the section which addresses the Manufactur
ing Automation Protocol.

The OSI model specifies the func-
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Figure 2.7:

Matching of Communications Layers [16].
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tions performed at each layer,

but does not specify what

protocols to use to implement these functions. Therefore, the
OSI

model

provides

the

foundation

upon which

to

build

a

communications system for heterogeneous computer systems.
Other popular communication architectures include IBM's
System Network Architecture (SNA), Digital Equipment Corpora
tion' s Digital Network Architecture

(DNA), and the Defense

Data Network (DDN). These three architectures also employ a
layered, approach similar to the OSI model, but the number of
layers and the services provided by each are different.
2.6

MANUFACTURING AUTOMATION PROTOCOL
In the manufacturing industry,

communication

standards

between

the

lack of available

programmable

devices

has

always been a problem. However, with the rise in the number
of

programmable

devices

and

the

need

to

integrate

these

devices to achieve better performance and efficiency,

the

problem has grown in size. A study conducted by General Motors
(GM) revealed that up to 50% of their total cost in automating
new facilities or retooling existing facilities is directly
related to the need for multiple proprietary communications
software, networks, and redundant plant wiring [11]. There
fore, in 1980 GM established a task force composed of repre
sentatives from various manufacturing divisions within the
company.

It

was

their

goal

to

decide

on

an

appropriate

solution to the communication problems that GM faced.
objectives of this task force were [12]:

The
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- to define a message standard for application-toapplication communication, based on user needs,
- to identify the specific communication functional
requirements to meet the needs of the message standard,
and
- to recommend protocols that meet the requirements of
the organization.
After much deliberation, the task force decided to establish
a nonproprietary standard for intercomputer communication over
local

area

networks

(LAN). They

selected

the

OSI

Basic

reference model as the basis (communication architecture) for
the standard. The OSI model was a likely choice because of its
international acceptance as a viable standard. This would aid
in the acceptance of the new standard and provide it with a
strong foundation.
It was 1982 when GM introduced the OSI-based communica
tions standard known as the Manufacturing Automation Protocol
(MAP). GM knew that they were not the only company with these
problems.

So

in

cooperation

with

McDonnell-Douglas

they

established a MAP Users Group in 1983. In addition to support
ing the development of the specification,
convince

suppliers

to

build

this group would

MAP-compatible

products

and

companies to become involved in the effort.
At the same time, Boeing Computer Services was backing
an effort to establish a common standard similar to MAP, but
aimed at the office and laboratory environments. This specifi
cation is known as the Technical Office Protocol (TOP). TOP
shares many of the same protocols as MAP, but differs in the
protocols used for the lower layers of the OSI communications
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architecture. Because of its compatibility with MAP, TOP will
enable the exchange of information between the office and
factory environment. For additional information regarding TOP
see the article by Farowich [13].
The first MAP document was released in 1982 and a second
document, version 1.0, appeared in April, 1984. Since then,
there has been a version 2.0 released February 1985 and a
version 2.1, in March 1985. Version 2.1 was the first commer
cial version of MAP supported by many vendors and suitable for
actual manufacturing implementation. Several months later, MAP
Version

2.2

was

released

to

provide

some

enhancements,

especially for the time-critical process communications. Then,
in the

Fall

release

was

of

1988 MAP Version

designed

to

realign

3.0 was

published.

some

MAP's

of

This

functions

according to new trends in formal standardization of communi
cation. With this release came the guarantee that for a period
of six years,

no changes would be made that would not be

compatible with Version 3.0. This assures both the users and
vendors that any use of the new version will remain stable
for the specified period.
2.6.1

Layers of MAP
In this section, the MAP specification is presented. The

discussion focuses on the services provided by each layer and
the protocols specified by MAP to perform these services. One
must remember that MAP is not complete and is still in the
developmental stage. Figure 2.8 shows the standards associated

L a y e rs

Layer 7
Application

MAP V e rsio n 2.2 P ro to c o ls

ISO FTAM (DP) 8571, MMFS, and CASE
Directory Service
Network M anagement

Layer 6
Presentation

Layer 5
Session

Null (ASCII and binary encoding)

ISO Session (IS) 8327
Session Kernel, full duplex

Layer 4
ISO Transport (IS) 8073 Class 4
Transport

L ayer3
Network
Layer 2

ISO Internet (DIS) 8473

ISO Logical Link Control (DIS) 8802/3
IEEE 802.2 (Class 1)

D ata Link
IEEE 802.4 (token bus)
Layer 1
Physical

Figure 2.8:

ISO token-passing bus (DIS) 8802/4
IEEE 802.4 (Broadband)

The MAP Specification.
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with each layer in the MAP specification.
Physical Laver;
the

OSI

The Physical layer is the lowest layer in

architecture.

This

layer

is

responsible

for

the

transmission of raw bits over the transmission media. This
layer performs the encoding/decoding and modulation/ demodula
tion of transmitted messages. The protocol for the physical
layer specifies the electrical interface, voltage require
ments, and frequency between the two communicating nodes. This
layer has no regard for the semantics of the message.
MAP specifies the IEEE 802.4 standard as the protocol for
the physical

layer.

This

standard designates a broadband2

coaxial cable operating at a 10 Mbit-per-second rate of packet
transmission. This rate has little to do with the actual speed
of the total transmission between users (attached devices).
It only reflects the speed of transmission once the data
reaches the cable. The constraint on transmission speed is
based on how long it takes to get the data from memory or disk
(of the attached device), format the packet, and reliably send
it to its destination. A better indicator of performance for
the system would be the time it takes to transfer a message
from one node's memory to the memory in another. This time
usually falls in the range of 1-100 kbyte/sec [14].
The

equipment

required

by

a

typical

MAP

interface

includes a token bus controller to handle the passing of the

2 Broadband is a unidirectional transmission medium which can
carry multiple signals using different frequencies for each.
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control token3, a broadband modem for the transmission and
receipt of data through the corresponding channels,

and a

broadband interface controller to manipulate data and control
the modem [15]. The rationale behind selection of the broad
band media is that [16]:
- Broadband allows multiple signals to exist simulta
neously on the same media.
- Broadband will not only support the high-speed data
requirements, but also audio and video transmission for
such uses as closed circuit TV and teleconferencing.
- Many industrial installations, including GM, already
have installed broadband cable systems which can also
serve as the medium for IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet) and IEEE
802.6 (Metropolitan Area Network).
Therefore,

broadband was chosen for its utility,

stability

and low price [17].
Data Link Laver:

This layer is composed of two sublayers,

the Media Access Control (MAC) sublayer and the Logical Link
Control

(LLC) sublayer.

In the OSI model, the concept of a

sublayer was created to allow for the grouping of functions
into separate sublayers within a single layer. This produces
a further segregation of the functions within a layer and
allows bypassing of some (but not all) of the sublayers when
providing the

layer's services

(which

is the case

in the

Network layer).
The MAC sublayer is the lower of the two sublayers and
performs the tasks of establishing, maintaining, and releasing
connections.

The MAC sublayer is also responsible for the

3 The use of the token for MAC will be discussed in conjunc
tion with the Data Link Layer.
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assembly and disassembly of the data frames presented to, and
taken from, the physical medium. The LLC sublayer performs the
addressing, and the error-checking and correcting functions
needed for accurate data transfer between nodes. The procedure
for carrying out these functions is [18]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Format the message into packets.
Gain access to the token to access the network.
Insert error checking flag into message.
Send the message across wire.
Check the error flag to acknowledge that the correct
message was received.

Both the MAC and LLC functions of the data link layer are
typically implemented in hardware using VLSI chips [14].
The IEEE 802.4 standard is the protocol specified by MAP
for the MAC sublayer. This 802.4 standard specifies the token
passing scheme as the method of controlling media access. The
token passing scheme prevents data collisions by allowing a
node to transmit data only if it is in possession of the
token. The token is a special bit pattern that is passed along
the network from node to node. The direction the token is
passed is not a function of the physical placement of the
nodes on the network.
specified

logical

Instead,

ring

it is passed according to a

topology

of

the

nodes.

The

token

passing scheme for media access was selected because it is
possible to determine the maximum time it will take for a node
to receive the token. This is an important concern in real
time systems where actions or responses are required within
a given period of time. In addition, token-bus based systems
are already widely used by many programmable device vendors.
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Token

passing

permits

the

use

of

logical

or

group

addressing. This permits the layer to send the same data frame
to two or more nodes if they have the same logical address.
This becomes important when systems use redundant nodes [19].
Token passing also supports a message priority scheme and can
guarantee the delivery of a message in a specified time limit.
The IEEE 802.2 Class 1 service is the standard for the
ELC sublayer. Class 1 service supports only connectionlessoriented message transmission. This allows the transmission
of data without the prior establishment of a defined path. As
opposed to a connection-oriented service, the connectionless
service doesn't perform message sequencing acknowledgment,
flow control, or error recovery. These functions are provided
by the higher layers. Therefore, choosing the connectionlessoriented type of service results in reduced complexity of the
hardware to implement these functions,

lower cost and in

creased network throughput.
Network Laver;

The network layer performs message routing

between communicating nodes. The location of these communicat
ing nodes may be within the same subnetwork or different
subnetworks. The Network layer is divided into the four major
sublayers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Inter-Network Sublayer
Harmonizing Sublayer
Intra-Network Sublayer
Access Sublayer

The logical position of these sublayers within the Network
layer is the same as listed above,

with the Inter-network
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sublayer on the top and the Access sublayer on the bottom.
When implementing these function, distinct divisions are not
required.
The Inter-network sublayer protocol takes care of the
global routing addresses for all the networks present in the
system.

This

allows

transmission

of

MAP

messages

across

multiple local area networks without concern for the routing
technique used by each network. The protocol selected for this
sublayer is the ISO Internet Draft Standard DIS-8473,

the

"Data Communications Protocol for Providing the Connectionless-Mode Network Service" (P_CLNS).
The Harmonizing sublayer provides an interface between
the Inter-network sublayer and the Intra-network sublayer.
This

sublayer provides

the

service

of mapping the global

Inter-network addresses into local Intra-network addresses.
Implementation of this sublayer is application specific. As
expected, the Intra-network sublayer handles all the routing
and switching within its own subnetwork. The Access sublayer
provides an interface to the Data link layer.
standards are given

No explicit

for these three sublayers.

These sub

layers become necessary only when non-MAP subnetworks are
present in the catanet; otherwise, they are null.
Transport Laver;

According to the OSI model [9]:

"The transport service provides transparent transfer
of data between session entities and relieves them
from any concern with the detailed way in which
reliable and cost-effective transfer of data is
achieved."
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The services provided by the transport protocol are divided
into two types. The first type is the connection management
services. These include [20]:
-

Establishing a connection.
Closing a connection without a data loss.
Immediately aborting a connection.
Providing the current status of connections.

The second type includes the data transfer services:
- Normal connection message transfer
- High priority (expedited) message transfer
- Unit data transfer without the establishment
connection.

of

a

Using these services the transport layer can select the best
route offered by the network layer. This is done by giving
each route priority based on established performance criteria
[18]. The expedited data function permits the transmission of
priority data independent of other data transfers in progress.
For this layer MAP specifies the ISO Transport IS-8072 Class
4 Connection Oriented Transport Service (COTS). A connectionoriented service provides the network with full error detec
tion without duplicating many of the services offered by the
connectionless-based network and data-link layers.
Session Laver: The purpose of the Session layer is to provide
additional services to augment those of the Transport layer.
These services include dialogue management which structures
and controls the interaction between the users. These interac
tions

are

occurring

expressed
in both

as

either

directions

full

duplex

(communication

simultaneously), half-duplex

(transmission in only one direction at a time)

or simplex
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(transmission in only one direction). In case of a transport
connection failure, the Session layer recovers by establishing
a new connection and continuing the previous transmission.
This layer also translates user-program destination names to
global network addresses. In addition, the session layer may
provide services related to security and billing [20]. The
protocol specified in MAP is the ISO Session IS-8327 Session
Kernel. This protocol only supports full duplex dialogues.
Presentation Laver:

The role of this layer is to perform

syntax conversion between the syntax used by the application
program and the syntax used by the network.

The

internal

representation of the information transmitted by a presenta
tion layer user is referred to as the

'abstract' or 'local

system' syntax [21]. Each abstract syntax is identified by a
name that each presentation user recognizes.

This abstract

syntax is application dependent and will have to be trans
formed into the form used within the network. This network
representation is called the 'transfer syntax' or 'concrete
syntax'. Therefore, it is the job of the presentation services
to provide this conversion service for all communications.
The presentation layer can also be equipped to provide
the services of data encryption and data compression. At this
time no standard has been specified for the presentation layer
within MAP.

Currently, the service of syntax conversion is

performed within the Application layer. Possible standards for
use within this layer include the Product Data Definition
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Interface

developed

Manufacturing

(ICAM)

under

the

program

Exchange Specification (IGES)
Notation One (ASN.l)
Application
devices)

Laver:

Integrated
[22],

the

Computer

Initial

Aided

Graphics

[23] or ISO's Abstract Syntax

[24].
This

layer

provides

users

(attached

access to the services of the network through a

standard interface. Conceptually, the application layer can
be broken down into three parts: the user elements, the common
application service elements (CASE) , and the specific applica
tion service elements (SASE) (see Figure 2.9) [25]. The user
elements represent functions that are specific to the applica
tion process that is accessing the network. The user element
selects

from among the services offered by the CASEs and

SASEs. The CASEs are composed of the general services needed
by nearly all applications, whereas the SASEs are services
developed to cater to certain applications. Of the many CASE
services

defined by

ISO standards,

MAP only

implements a

select few. These include services to establish,

transfer,

release, and abort the transfer of data between users. CASE
also provides the capability for applications to select and
negotiate the SASE (i.e., the semantics) to be used over the
connection.
The specific application service elements (SASEs) satisfy
the particular needs of specific applications
transfer,

data

base

access,

job

transfer,

(e.g., file

banking,

order

entry, etc.). These elements are designed as functions to be

Attached
Application

r
Application
Layer

V

User Element
CASE

SASE

Services

Services
M
M
F
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F
T
A
M

e
t
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Figure 2.9: Conceptual View of the Application Layer.
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used within a specific industry (e.g. financial services and
banking, manufacturing, etc.). Each industry has unique needs
and requires application layer services specific to them. For
the manufacturing environment, MAP selected the services [21]:
-

file transfer, access, and management (FTAM),
job transfer and manipulation,
virtual terminal systems,
directory services, and
manufacturing message language.

The FTAM service permits communicating applications to read,
write,

create,

and delete files located on another system.

This service is similar to (but much more sophisticated than)
the services provided for personal computers by the popular
software communication packages Smartcom, and Crosstalk. Job
transfer and manipulation services enable users to define,
submit, and receive results of processing on remote systems.
In addition to obtaining a job's status,

the user has the

capability to suspend, cancel, or resume processing of a job.
These services are useful for processing distributed batch
jobs.

Virtual

terminal

services

allow

remote

systems

to

communicate as terminals on the network. Directory services
give users the capability to locate one another in the network
by accessing a database which associates names with applica
tion programs or services and their addresses.
A manufacturing message language is used for communica
tion between devices on the shop-floor.

The Manufacturing

Message Format Standard appears in versions 2.0 and 2.1 of
MAP as an appendix. This standard provides a generalized set
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of message structures to communicate manufacturing information
between users, where the users include all types of manufac
turing devices (robots, programmable controllers, etc.)* MMFS
was designed to be an interim standard and was replaced with
the Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS) in Version 3.0
of MAP. MMS is defined by the OSI Standard ISO/DIS 9506 Parts
1 & 2.

Similar to MMFS,

MMS

acts as a generic messaging

service and provides messaging compatibility for a wide range
of plant floor devices. However, it is predicted that MMS will
take some time to mature [26].
2.6.2

Network Management in MAP
Network

Management

is

concerned

with

the

functions

involved in overseeing the operation of the network using
information

extracted

from the

nodes.

Currently,

the

MAP

management domain encompasses only the MAP segments of the
network and does not extend beyond
router

connecting

non-MAP

a gateway or

subnetworks.

The

internet

information

provided by the network management system can be used [16]:
- by managers as an aid in network design, modelling,
and simulation.
- by planners and operators in performance monitoring
and configuration management.
- by technicians for problem detection and diagnosis,
installation and checkout, and preventative maintenance.
The network management system consist of an operator
workstation,

a Management Application Processor, and agents

(see

2.10).

Figure

The

operator

workstation

provides

an

interface for the operator to enter the necessary information
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Figure 2.10: Proposed View of the Network Management System.
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and to monitor the operation of the network as reported. The
Management

Application

software

needed

manager.

It

to

acts

Processor

perform
as

the

the

houses

the

functions

interface

of

between

hardware
the
the

and

network
operator

workstation and the agents. The Management Processor accepts
commands from and sends data to the operator workstation, and
sends commands to and receives data from the agents. Each node
acts as an agent supported by the network manager. The agent
acts as the interface between the management system and the
node. The agent is responsible for obtaining information about
the node to send back to the Management Application Processor.
The agent itself contains minimal intelligence and reserves
the bulk of the processing for the Management Application
Processor.
Only

four

functions

are

currently

specified

for the

Management Application Processor although more are possible
and

expected

in

the

next

update.

These

four

functions

are [16]:
1.

Configuration management - the determination and
control of the state of the system; this is the
logical and physical configuration of the system.
2. Performance management - control and assessment of the
performance of the nodes and network operation.
3. Event processing - generation and interpretation of
notification of unsolicited significant occurrences.
4. Fault management - diagnosis of failures using tests
initiated on the network by the manager.
Each of these management applications is a generic function
that resides in the Management Application Processor in the
form of an application program.
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State changes monitored by the event processor consist
of two types, normal and abnormal state changes. Normal state
changes are performance related and include throughput, delay,
buffer overflow, and insufficient connections. Abnormal state
changes are error related and include errors resulting from
protocol

violations,

destination
options.

host

addressing,

down

and

use

conditions,
of

unsupported

unsupported

protocol

In the case of an abnormal state change the fault

management functions are activated to diagnose and determine
the severity of the fault.
Network Management is not a new concept for networks,
but it is an area that can provide a significant benefit if
properly implemented. The Network Management specification in
MAP, version 2.1, is not a complete product and updates in
this area are expected in the next version.
2.7

PROBLEMS IN THE MAP APPROACH
In the sections which follow, discussion will focus on

the various deficiencies cited by users within the current
version of the MAP standard (Version 2.1). These deficiencies
are not major problems, but represent user requirements that
are

not

completely

satisfied

by MAP

at this

time.

These

requirements include [27]:
- a means for efficient communication between plants and
the home office,
- the need to create new architectures for shop-floor
devices (i.e., mini-MAP, EPA, etc.) to meet performance
requirements, and
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- an effective real-time, multivendor messaging language
for communication between cell controllers, robots, and
automation equipment.
2.7.1

Connecting Multiple Networks
The need to provide total integration requires that we

not only interconnect the manufacturing facility, but that
the business end of the process have access to the data. This
problem of establishing communication between the office and
the manufacturing facility will be overcome as the development
of MAP (for manufacturing) and TOP (for the office) proceeds.
It is the desire of both groups that the two standards be as
compatible as possible, but remain effective in their respec
tive areas. However, even within the manufacturing facility,
there is a need to interconnect MAP-based network systems with
existing proprietary network systems. In order to perform this
interconnection task, several interface devices are available.
The simplest of these interfaces is the bridge. A bridge
is used when two networks (or a network and a single node)
employ identical protocols at the higher layers, but differ
at the physical, and possibly data-link layers (see Figure 2.11
a). Bridges are also used to extend or isolate parts of the
network when the number of nodes exceeds the recommended value
for maximum efficiency.
Routers are devices used to connect several networks
together at a single point. A router can link together similar
or dissimilar types

of networks at the network layer.

An

example architecture is shown in Figure 2.11b. The router can
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(a) Bridge Architecture.
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Figure 2.11: Connection Architectures [16].
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provide

path

selection

and

alternative

routing using

the

destination address and status of the networks that it joins.
The last interface device, a gateway, can be considered
a

protocol

converter.

It

permits

the

interconnection

of

networks which employ different communication architectures
by performing protocol
gateway

requires

the

translation at the connection.
use

of

all

seven

layers

to

The

enable

connection (see Figure 2.12). Thus, with a gateway it is pos
sible to connect to MAP, proprietary networks that utilize
different architectures than MAP.
Therefore, bridges provide connections at the data-link
level, routers at the network level and gateways provide a
connection utilizing all seven layers of the model. When these
devices are used to interconnect various network, the result
ing integrated system of networks is referred to as a catanet.
If MAP is successful and becomes a widely used standard, there
will no longer be a need for gateways and routers. The absence
of these devices will result in improved performance since the
time spent performing these services is eliminated. But until
MAP reaches maturity and is widely accepted, these devices
will be a necessary part in establishing an integrated system.
2.7.2

Requirements for Shop-floor Devices
The use of MAP at the shop-floor level has raised several

questions. The first and most important of these is perform
ance. Performance is evaluated by examining the elapsed time
between initiation of a request by an application program on

U

U s e r

s e r

Network A

Figure 2.12: Gateway Architecture [16].

Network B
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one node and the initiation of a physical output on another,
or between a sensor reading on one node and the receipt of
that data by another node [28]. The other issues include fault
tolerant

processors,

reliability

in

terms

of

redundant

equipment implementation, availability in terms of meantime
between failure

(MTBF), security,

and the use of a common

control language. These issues and more will be addressed by
MAP in future releases.
One quick fix for increasing performance, has been the
use of carrierband signaling at the physical layer. Carrierband uses only a single channel to transmit data using two
different

frequencies to encode the data.

Carrierband,

as

opposed to broadband, provides improved speed in peer-to-peer
communications.

In addition to performance,

carrierband is

cheaper to implement. A broadband system requires complex and
expensive radio frequency circuitry. The cost of connecting
a single device is in the range of $2,000 - $3,000. By using
carrierband, the cost for each connection reduces to approxi
mately $500 [28]. This results in a substantial savings when
considering the large number of control applications in use.
At present, carrierband signaling is not a part of the MAP
specification.

A subnetwork based on carrierband signaling

can only be connected to the MAP backbone by use of a bridge
or router. Inclusion of carrierband in the MAP specification
is currently under consideration by the MAP committee.
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The use of carrierband signalling still does not provide
the required performance for some control applications. For
these cases
services

not

it becomes essential to remove the MAP
needed

for these types

layer

of applications.

The

ability to bypass these layers is due to the independence and
modularity of the OSI architecture. This is the idea behind
the creation of the Enhanced Protocol Architecture (EPA) and
the Mini-MAP communications architecture [29].
The EPA is a subnetwork of MAP designed to meet the
requirements of the shop-floor level devices, explicitly in
the area of process control. The EPA system couples both a
full

seven

stripped

two

layer
layer

OSI

architecture

implementation

supporting
(see

Figure

MAP

and

2.13).

a

EPA

utilizes a coaxial medium, a carrierband signalling technique,
and a token passing media access method. Even though the EPA
resides on a subnetwork it still has the ability to communi
cate with devices on the MAP backbone. EPA can also communi
cate with mini-MAP nodes and act as a gateway to the MAP
backbone for these mini-MAP nodes. Because of the elimination
of the upper layers, the EPA is capable of verification of the
receipt of messages between systems in less than 20 msec [11].
The Mini-MAP system implements only the lower two levels
of the seven as was done in the EPA system (see Figure 2.14).
It also uses a carrierband signalling technique and only has
the

ability to

communicate with

other Mini-MAP nodes

and

EPA/MAP nodes. Although the EPA can be used as a gateway for
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Figure 2.13: MAP/EPA System [29].
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2.14: Mini-MAP System [29].
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the

system,

it

is

not

required.

The

Mini-MAP

system

is

intended to provide faster access times and access to sensors
such as bar-code readers, smart sensors, and vision systems.
The

use

of

both

types

of

architectures

provides

an

interim step in the migration of existing control systems to
the MAP standard. The intention is that when the high perform
ance, low cost hardware becomes available there will no longer
be a need for EPA and Mini-MAP. Until then, these types of
solutions show promise for the application and extension of
MAP to time-critical applications.
2.7.3

Messaging Language for Shop-floor Equipment
The development of an effective means for communication

between shop floor equipment requires the use of a multivendor
messaging language. A messaging language is a code that is
adapted for use in a particular environment, and that requires
a special or technical vocabulary.

It is usually composed

exclusively of groups of characters that represent complete
or nearly complete statements or messages [30].
The messaging language is used as a tool for the exchange
of data

in the manufacturing environment.

The

idea

is to

provide a common method for machine-independent exchange of
information. This is crucial at the shop-floor level where
there exists a large number of devices from different vendors
that serve diverse purposes (e.g., NC machines, AGVs, robots,
PLCs, etc.). In messaging, both the syntax and semantics of
the message are specified by the language. A common syntax
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ensures that messages generated by one device can be read by
another. Likewise, a standard for the semantics ensures that
the

messages

sent

will

portray

the

same

meaning

to

the

receiving device.
To fulfill this need for a standard messaging language,
the

Manufacturing

Message

Format

Standard

(MMFS)

was

developed. This standard will be replaced by it successor,
the Manufacturing Message Specification (MMS).
2.8

MESSAGING IN COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS
The exchange of messages between communicating entities

is one of the basic functions of a communication system [31].
The message itself can take many forms ranging from a simple
request for identification of another user, to a data file
transferred
between

end

between
users

databases.
utilizes

The

the

exchange

services

of

a message

provided

by

the

application layer of the OSI Basic Reference Model.
The problem encountered on the shop floor is that the
devices from different vendors

(and sometimes those from a

single vendor) will use different messaging languages. This
results

in an

inability to communicate.

To overcome

this

problem MAP has specified that all device messaging on the
network use a single standard message language. Therefore,
within the application layer of MAP it will be necessary to
translate
attached

between
device

the

and

proprietary

the

format

of

message
the

format

of

the

network messaging
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language.

This

task

of

translation

is

the

focus

of

the

proposed research.
The standard means of performing this translation is to
develop and program a custom interface that will serve the
needs of a particular attached device. This task requires a
skilled programmer who is knowledgeable about communications
programming. For a manufacturing facility, this would involve
a large effort to develop the software interfaces for each
device attached to the network. Then, once these interfaces
become operational,

the users must maintain these software

interfaces to follow any changes in the standards or upgrades
to a device.
2.8.1

Survey of Related Work
Even though computer communications has been a problem

for some time, it is only recently that these problems have
received widespread attention. Prior to this time, communica
tion problems were mainly addressed by the vendors themselves.
However, with the widespread use of computers in all areas of
business, computer communications now receives attention from
researchers in all user related areas

(telecommunications,

manufacturing, business, etc.).
A

review

of

the

literature

in the

area

of

computer

communications has not revealed any work directly related to
that proposed in this report. However, several studies have
been

reported

communication

addressing the
between

issues

manufacturing

of

compatibility

devices

on

the

and

shop-
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floor. In addition, there has been a growing interest in what
purpose artificial intelligence can serve within the field of
computer communications. Details on research in this area are
presented in the next section.
Laurance [32], in cooperation with Ford Motor Company,
has

been

working

on

using

the messaging

language MMS

to

implement a communication channel between a cell controller
and a machine tool. Their objective is to provide full remote
control of networked production tools. This would allow the
host system to perform all the functions normally performed
by the machine operator. These functions include:
- program load,
- setting the machine into single step
operation,
- reading status information, and
- starting or stopping program operation.

or

automatic

Currently, Laurance1s work has only implemented this communi
cation channel using simulation. In the future, they hope to
later perform an actual demonstration using a milling machine
communicating with an IBM PC (acting as the host).
In

addressing

the

implementation

of

the

messaging

language, Laurance provides no discussion on the translation
needed to convert the operator commands to the format of the
messaging language, nor to the conversion between MMS and the
format used by the machine.

Since only a small number of

commands are implemented, it is assumed that a simple inter
face was written to provide for a direct mapping between these
commands and their MMS counterparts. The proposed research
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would augment the work of Laurance by providing a effective
method for performing this translation service.
In the development of a standard messaging language,
there is a need for companion standards which address the
requirements of various specific devices
machines,

programmable

(e.g.,

logic controllers,

etc.)

robots, NC
[33].

The

purpose of these companion standards is to define virtual
device models which provide an image of the device's opera
tion.

Incorporation

of

these

models

into

the

messaging

language will allow computers, such as cell controllers, to
access and easily communicate with the devices. In his paper,
Johnson states that [33]:
"Beyond the need for standardized communications is
the need to standardize 'part program' and 'manu
facturing' languages so that CIM and CAD systems
can define machine operations in formats that are
portable from machine to machine."
These companion standards are currently under study by various
committees which include [32]:
- Electronics Industries Association (EIA) Committee
(Project Number 1924) for a machine tool standard,
- Instrument Society of America
(ISA) SP72 Proway
committee for a standard to deal with the issues in
continuous process control,
- Robotic Industries Association for a standard for
robots, and
- NEMA for a standard for programmable logic controllers
(PLCs),
Use of these standards will result in an increased capability
to integrate and control the functions on the shop-floor. This
will

allow

directly to

controllers
obtain

to

access

the

shop-floor

timely and accurate data

devices

resulting

in
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improved control. Along with these benefits there will be an
increase

in

the

responsiveness

and

productivity

of

the

manufacturing facility [33]*
In Europe,

another group is working on the issues of

manufacturing communications.

This group is the consortium

CNMA (Communications Network for Manufacturing Applications) .
Their aim is to promote the same communication standards as
MAP, but to address some of the limitations they believe are
barring MAP's success [34]. One of their main concerns is the
multi-vendor incompatibilities that exist on the shop floor.
They believe MAP has a limited scope for device-to-device
interworking.
These references indicate that there is a concern for
the communication problems that exist on the shop-floor. In
addition, the current focus seems to be concentrated on the
development of a standard for messaging between these shop
floor devices.

These efforts will aid in solving this one

problem, but what will happen to all the equipment that is
currently

in use?

For

these

devices

there

is

a

need

to

translate between their proprietary message format to that of
the network. The knowledge-based interface proposed in this
report should help to provide a solution to this problem by
allowing user's to easily construct a custom interface for
each device that is incompatible with the new standard.
The idea of developing a generic interface to simplify
the integration of computer systems is not new, and has been
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the focus of research for other investigators.

An ongoing

effort of Westinghouse and Carnegie Mellon University involves
the development of a commercial based computer language for
manufacturing, the Cell Management Language (CML)

[35]. The

purpose of CML is to provide a universal set of tools for use
in the construction of a universal interface for application
in the manufacturing environment. These tools would be used
to develop "machine specialist" for each attached device. The
job of these machine specialist would be to both interpret,
and generate, programs and command messages. Therefore, the
interface would have the capability to understand multiple
languages and to generate part programs for each attached
device.
CML is similar to the research proposed in this report,
in that both efforts focus on the development of a generic
AI-based software tool to aid in the task of integrating shopfloor equipment. Like the proposed research, CML is concerned
with maintaining compatibility with the existing equipment and
not requiring that users buy equipment that is compatible with
some new standard. However,

CML's approach is different in

that it attempts to provide an interface that can automatical
ly generate part programs from messages it receives. CML is
also designed for use in an atmosphere where the CML system
is the centralized control system for a cell. Therefore, the
translation activity occurs at the cell controller. In the MAP
environment, the attached devices would still need an inter
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face to translate their message format to that of the network
(i.e., MMFS). This reduces the benefit of the CML system to
just that of providing automatic program generation. In the
research proposed by this report, the knowledge-based inter
face will

be

implemented at each device.

It will perform

direct translation between the messaging formats of the device
and the
control

format used by the network.
and part program generation

programs

within

the

cell

The
is

controllers

issue of device

left to dedicated
and

other

on-line

systems. Since CML will become a commercial product, little
detail has been provided on the operation of the system.
Another

type

of

system

interface

is

the

VXM

system

presented by Mooers [36]. The purpose of this interface is to
provide a uniform command interface for use in mixed hardware
environments.

The VXM system is composed of the two major

components, VXM Agents and VXM Entities. The VXM Agent is a
computer program that acts as the engine of the system. The
VXM Entity consist of one or more software modules that act
as the brains of the system. The Entity controls the Agent and
specifies

the

actions

to be performed.

The

VXM Agent

is

machine dependent and performs the translation between the
primitives

(generic machine

independent commands)

and the

internal commands for the specific device.
Implementation of such a system will allow a uniform
system of commands to be used between a large variety of
computer systems. The VXM system has only been applied as an
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interface to various computer systems. No mention is made to
applying the system to handling communication between program
mable devices. If the manufacturing equipment were included
in the interface, this would require the inclusion of a large
number of additional primitives. Therefore, an interface based
the VXM system is not applicable to the problems addressed in
this research. Although the techniques applied for translation
might be similar, no discussion is provided. The VXM system
is a proprietary system belonging to Command Technologies
Inc., Quincy, MA.
Researchers in Finland have been working on the develop
ment of a knowledge-based data communications interface [37].
The

purpose

of

the

interface

is

to

provide

a means

for

integrating and coordinating "design and management tools of
heterogeneous distributed production management and office
environments"

[37]. Therefore, their application applies to

electronic mail messaging between users. This is different
from the proposed research which focuses on message exchange
between the shop-floor devices. The authors have only devel
oped a conceptual model of the intelligent interface system
and provide no details on proposed implementation methods.
Researchers

at the

Loughborough University have been

working on a project involving the integration of robotic
devices for the purpose of coordinated assembly [38][39], The
purpose of their research is to provide a means for attaching
heterogeneous robots to a network and then controlling them
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from a remote source. The network they used is based on the
OSI Basic Reference Model. However, they do not employ the
same protocols as specified by MAP.
Weston
interface

et

al.

[38]

have

for connecting the

developed

an

"intelligent"

robots to the network.

This

interface performs the necessary communications associated
with

Layers

3 through 7 of the OSI Reference Model.

The

intelligence of the interface is derived from its capability
to perform additional processing functions (aside from just
communication related functions). These additional functions
are implemented in software and reside in the application
layer (layer 7). Within this layer, software is provided to
perform such functions as the processing of feedback data,
post-processing of vision data, integration of sensory data,
etc.

[39]. In addition to these duties,

the interface also

performs any necessary protocol conversion for the attached
device. These additional capabilities provided by the inter
face

act

to

alleviate

the

processing

load

on

the

robot

controller.
This "intelligent" interface is similar to the knowledgebased system proposed in this report in that both systems
operate as an interface between a standard network and a non
standard device. The differences between the two system arise
in the method of implementation and the functions performed.
The proposed system uses a knowledge-based approach to perform
the single function of message translation. The intelligent
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interface attempts to perform all the functions associated
with the top four layers of the OSI model. This results in a
system that is inflexible. In order to apply it to another
network extensive reprogramming would be required to implement
the

new protocols

of

that

system.

It appears

that

their

approach is similar to developing custom interfaces for each
device. The only difference is in the capability to perform
additional machine related functions within the top layer of
the interface.
In both references

[38] and

[39], no mention is made

concerning the software used to implement the functions of
the interface. In addition, Weston has focused effort on the
integration of robotic devices and given no attention to the
other types of devices common to the shop-floor.
2.9

APPLYING KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS TO COMMUNICATIONS

2.9.1

Principles of Knowledge-Based Systems
This

principles

section will
of

provide

knowledge-based

a brief
systems.

discussion

on the

This

aid

will

in

understanding the structure of the proposed system and the
benefits that such a design affords. One possible definition
for a knowledge-based system is [40]:
"A computer program using knowledge and inference
procedures to solve difficult problems. The know
ledge needed to perform at such a level, plus the
inference procedures used can be thought of as a
model of expertise of skilled practitioners. In
contrast to expert systems, knowledge systems are
designed to solve small, difficult problems rather
than large problems requiring true human exper
tise."
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An expert system can be considered a type of knowledgebased system where some or all of the knowledge required to
solve the problem is obtained from the experience of an expert
in the associated field. The knowledge-based system in this
report will not use experience-based heuristics,

but will

employ deterministic knowledge (textbook knowledge) obtained
from

communication

standards.

Therefore,

it would

not be

appropriate to refer to this system as an expert system.
A

knowledge-based

system

is

composed

of

two

major

components, the inference engine (or control program) and the
knowledge base (see Figure 2.15). The knowledge base will be
unique to a particular problem, but the inference engine may
be common to a number of domains that have similar character
istics [41]. The inference engine is the part of the system
that contains the

inference and control

strategies.

These

strategies direct problem solving using the knowledge con
tained within the knowledge base.
The
contains

knowledge
the

base

facts,

is

the

assumptions,

part

of

beliefs,

the

system

heuristics,

that
and

expertise about the problem domain. The knowledge base will
also contain methods of dealing with the data base to achieve
desired

results

such

as

a

diagnosis,

interpretation,

or

solution to a problem [40]. Within the knowledge base will be
a block of knowledge called the "working memory." Working
memory is used as a temporary data storage area that contains
"declarative

knowledge

about the particular problem being
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Figure 2.15: Block Diagram of a Knowledge-Based System.
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solved and the current state of affairs in the attempt to
solve the problem" [42].
In the past few years,

researchers have successfully

applied knowledge-based systems for problem-solving in areas
related to medicine, engineering, and business. In the case
of expert systems, the novelty of these systems is that they
have allowed users to approach automated problem-solving using
experiential knowledge obtained from experts in the field. In
the broader case of knowledge-based systems,

benefits

are

manifested in increased programmer productivity [43]. These
benefits are due to:
- the existence of a clear separation between the
knowledge of problem solving from the software control
structure,
- the provision for user access to the reasoning used by
the software system, and
- the fact that the applications depend on the rules
only, not on the organization and ability to access them.
2.9.2

Applications in Communication
Recently,

intelligence
industrial

there
out

and

of

has

been

the

research

commercial

a

movement

of

artificial

laboratories

applications.

In

the

and
area

into
of

computer communications artificial intelligence has begun to
take its place with applications

focused in the areas of

network design, protocol design, and network management.
Knowledge-based systems are an excellent aid in designing
communication
designers

systems

can be

[44].

The

incorporated

knowledge

into the

of

experienced

system to provide

guidelines for others. This results in more consistent designs
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and provides a method for less-experienced designers to use
the knowledge of the experts.

Kinosita,

et al.

[45], have

proposed a knowledge-based design methodology for computer
communication systems. Their knowledge-based design support
system (KDSS) is composed of many expert systems corresponding
to the various phases of the design process. The specifica
tions of design are transformed into detailed designs at each
stage of the process.
Another network design aid is the knowledge-based system
MAPCON

(MAP

CONfiguration)

knowledge-based

tool

used

[46].
to

The

MAPCON

configure MAP

system

is

(Version

a

2.1)

networks. Its task is to aid in determining the characteris
tics of the network and then setting the parameters of the
devices

attached

to

the

network

so

that

the

network

is

operational. MAPCON is run off-line to perform static configu
ration of the network. Since MAPCON does not interface with
the network, it obtains needed data by querying the user. Also
in the area of design is a new system aimed explicitly at the
task

of

designing

(Knowledge-Based
designed

to

protocols.

System

allow

a

for

protocol

This

system

Protocol

is

termed

Synthesis)

designer

without

KSPS

and

is

extensive

experience to easily design a protocol without logical errors.
[47].
Networks are becoming too complex to manage without some
aid. The quantity and speed of information received requires
extensive

and

quick

decision-making.

The

application

of
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knowledge-based systems in this area "has reduced the manual
tasks previously performed by many people and has provided
timely and explicit decision support
result

that

fewer

operators

and

information with the

managers

are

needed

to

maintain higher performance networks" [48]. In this role, a
knowledge-based system performs functions such as [48]:
- updating the system database to reflect dynamic changes
in the network (such as a new resource that comes on
line) ,
- modifying traffic loads by switching user data flow
pathways,
- responding to diagnostic results from network compo
nents , and
- displaying and recording configuration status for the
entire network (or subset thereof).
No reports have been found which indicated the use of
artificial

intelligence

in the

capacity proposed

in this

report. However, this is a new area that has just recently
gained the attention of researchers. It will only be a matter
of time before the application of Al-based techniques will
spread to other areas of computer communications. "The impact
of AI systems to use non-language information in communica
tions on AI networks is a development that should not be
underestimated nor ignored" [48].

CHAPTER III
MANUFACTURING MESSAGING LANGUAGES
3.1

INTRODUCTION
A manufacturing messaging language is a code developed

for use as a means

for communication between the various

devices found on the shop-floor. At present, there is a wide
variety

of messaging

languages

available.

These varieties

arise due to the efforts of different vendors to develop a
particular language that fits their needs most appropriately.
However,

the result of these efforts was the creation of

messaging languages that are incompatible with one another.
The purpose of the messaging language1 is to provide a
means for accessing a remote device.

In a network environ

ment, this allows a host, such as a cell controller, to access
the memory of a remote device,
possibly direct

its actions.

monitor its operation,

and

Each messaging language will

implement an associated set of commands that can be used to
perform such actions as:
- transfer programs to, and from, a device controller,
- start or stop the device,
- read the status of the device, or
- read or write to parts of memory in the device control
ler.

1 Another name

for messaging language

[31].
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is command language
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The difference between the messaging languages used by various
devices is in which commands they implement, and what format
and parameters they use to implement them.
In the discussion to follow, the MAP messaging language,
MMFS, and four other device specific messaging languages are
presented. These languages represent the messaging languages
selected for investigation of the requirements of the transla
tion process. The prototype developed in this study will be
applied as a translation interface between MMFS and each of
the four languages. Therefore, it is necessary to describe the
characteristics of each of these languages.

Following the

discussion of these languages, is a presentation of a general
structure that was derived to represent messaging languages.
This presentation demonstrates how each of the five languages,
presented earlier, fits within a common structure.
3.2

MANUFACTURING MESSAGE FORMAT STANDARD
The

Manufacturing

pronounced Memphis)

Message

Format

Standard

(MMFS;

is a standard messaging language whose

purpose is "to facilitate the transfer of digitally encoded
information

between

various,

possibly

disparate,

devices"

[16]. MMFS was created for use as a network standard for
messaging on a MAP network. The focus of the MMFS is its use
in

the

communication

that

takes

place

between

shop-floor

devices.
During the early stages of MAP's development, the MAP
Task Force at GM set up the MAP Programmable Devices

(PD)
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committee.

The purpose of this committee was to create an

application layer protocol that would fit the needs of the
manufacturing

environment

[49].

In

1984

the

PD

committee

returned with a newly defined protocol called the Standard
Message Format (SMF). This new protocol provided a vocabulary
that

could

be

used

for

specifying

services

for

reading,

writing, uploading, and downloading of programmable controller
memory. In 1984, SMF was demonstrated at the National Computer
Conference. That same year, the PD committee invited partici
pation from interested vendors to aid in defining extensions
to SMF.

During this time,

GM members of the PD committee

joined with the working group (WG1393) of the EIA Committee
on Numerical Control. In 1980, the EIA group was organized to
work on an application protocol for linking of CNC and DNC
applications.

It was

at

this

time that

the

PD committee

decided that it would be best to pool the resources of their
group with that of the WG 1393. Together they would address
the

needs

of

robot,

numerical

controller applications.

control,

and

programmable

Then in December of 1984 the two

groups published the GM Manufacturing Message Format Standard
(MMFS). The MMFS standard was then included as an appendix in
MAP versions 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2. Later in 1985, the MMFS was
demonstrated at the Autofact conference [31].
The MMFS resides within the application layer (layer 7)
of the OSI architecture and is one of the service elements
within the class of services referred to as the "specific

Attached
Application

User Element

Application
Layer

CASE

SASE

Services

Services

<

M
M
F
S

F
T
A
M

e
t
c.

Figure 3.1: Conceptual View of the Application Layer.
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application

service

elements"

(see

Figure

3.1).

The MMFS

standard provides a description of the syntax and semantics
of MMFS messages. The use of a standard for network messaging
ensures that all attached devices will transmit and receive
recognizable messages. The MMFS was designed based on a number
of important properties which include [16]:
- providing a syntax which is consistent, efficient, and
flexible,
- providing for expansion of the standard's functional
ity,
- minimizing the need for reprogramming, and
- allowing for implementation of only those features
needed for a given application.
The discussion which

follows provides

an overview of

the

fundamentals of MMFS.
3.2.1

Syntax
The MMFS is composed of two principle building blocks,

the "field" and the "data stream".

The field contains two

subfields. The first is an identification subfield providing
a label for the field and indicating the type of information
contained in the content subfield, the second subfield. The
content subfield carries the data of the field and is limited
to a length of up to 127 octets (bytes). The data stream is
similar to the field in that it too carries data, but it does
not provide any label specifying the type of data it contains.
The data

stream can also hold a larger quantity of data

(10**300 octets) than the content subfield. As opposed to the
field, the data stream would be used when "it would be awkward
and inefficient to place the data in fields," and/or there is
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the desire "to send application specific data in a non-sta
ndard format" [16].
The subfields can be specified in either of two formats
(see Figure 3.2). The first is a short format requiring one
byte. This format is denoted by the presence of a zero in the
most significant bit of that octet. The long (or multi-octet)
format uses the first octet as a length octet to specify the
number of bytes in the subfield which follows. The multi-octet
format

is detected by a one

position

of

the

first

octet.

in the most significant bit
This

results

in

a maximum

subfield length of 128 octets (one octet to specify the length
and a maximum of 127 octets which follow).
The

MMFS

uses

the

construct

of

a

"group"

which

is

composed of sets of fields. Nesting of groups within groups
is allowed given that the field is the primary group where
nesting is restricted. The use of groups allows for delimiting
sets of fields within a message. The leading field of each
group delimits the groups.

This leading field is called a

"grouper" (see Figure 3.3). The MMFS specifies five types of
groupers: the octet-count grouper, the group-count grouper,
the parenthesis grouper, the concatenation grouper, and the
data stream grouper. A message is composed of an outermost
group containing all groups, fields, and data streams within
it [1]. Each message must begin with a grouper field which
denotes the length of the message. This starting field must
contain either the octet-count, group-count, or parenthesis

ID Subfield

Field:

Short:

Long:

Data Stream:

0

1

Content Subfield

XXXXXXX

Length Octet

Data

byte 1

■■■

■ ■

Figure 3.2: MMFS Syntax - Principle Building Blocks.

byte N
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grouper.
The syntax rules specified by the MMFS provide several
advantages. The MMFS syntax provides a uniform and consistent
means for easily formulating efficient short messages. The
syntax structure of an MMFS message is very flexible with no
fixed lengths and a minimum of positional dependence of the
fields.

Overall,

the MMFS syntax is simple,

powerful,

and

tailored for use in the manufacturing environment.
3.2.2

Notation
The MMFS specifies a notation for use in writing out

example messages. This notation identifies a field by the use
of

a single

set of

angle brackets to

enclose the

field.

Similarly a data stream is denoted by the use of double angle
brackets to set off its contents. To display the two octets
of a field,

the subfields are separated by a colon.

When

displaying a multi-octet subfield, the first octet (the length
octet)

is separated

from the rest by use of a semicolon.

Examples of these rules are:
notation for a field
notation for a data stream
short format subfields
multi-octet content subfield

< field >
« data stream »
<ID :content >
< ID :length octet;data >

These rules of notation are used in later discussion when
presenting messaging examples.
3.2.3

Semantical Elements
The

employed

semantical

elements

in an MMFS message.

of

the

MMFS

are

Each of these

the

fields

fields has

a

Group 1

Message:

Group 2 Group 3 I Group 4

■ ■ ■

Grouper

Grouper

Field 1

Field 2

■ ■ ■

Figure 3.3: MMFS Syntax - Message Structure.

Field N

Group N

Data Stream
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distinct meaning. For the convenience of discussing the MMFS
fields, mnemonics are assigned for each of the fields. These
mnemonics are used to write the message in a readable form,
but they are not transmitted as part of the message.

Each

mnemonic has a corresponding value used in transmissions.
Fields are represented using either two or three charac
ter mnemonics.

The two character mnemonics represent a class

of fields having the same identification subfield. The content
subfield of a field represented by a two character mnemonic
can carry data (i.e. numeric, string, untyped, etc.) or it can
contain a function code. The function codes represent differ
ent

types

subfield

of the
contains

field within
a

function

a class.
code,

When the content

then

that

particular

instance of the field is assigned a three character mnemonic
for convenience. Each MMFS content field, which carries data,
will

have

an

assigned

integer, untyped data,

default
character,

data

type

(e.g.

unsigned

etc.). Examples of these

semantical elements are shown in Table 3.1.
These lists of fields are not complete and represents
only a subset of the possible fields specified by the MMFS.
However, not all fields or syntactic constructs need to be
implemented. Certain subsets have been identified as applying
to

specific

classes

of

applications,

such

as

numerical

control, programmable controllers, and robotics. Within each
application class, there are several conformance classes of
MMFS fields. These conformance classes range from a minimal
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Table 3.1: Example MMFS Fields.

Mnemonics

ID
Subfield

Groupers
OC
01
DS
05
Data Definition
FA
07
CT
OB
Data Types
UI
15
CH
19
DF
28
UIF
Procedural Control
FT
20
CRQ
FRS
NRS
UDR
TN
IF
Error Handling
DI
27

ES

3D

File Operations
FO
25
XMT
SEL
Special Functions
SF
29
IDN
NTV
Instructional Group 2
12
41
REA
WRI
RUL
WDL

Content
Subfield

Explanation

UI
UI

Octet Count Grouper
Data Stream Grouper

UD
UI

Fully Qualified Addr.
Count

Data
Data
codes:
15

Unsigned Integer
ASCII Character
Data Format
Unsigned Integer

codes:
01
03
04
07
UI

Function Type
Command/Request
Final Response
Negative Response
Unsolicited Data Resp.
Transaction Number

codes:
01
05
13
17
18
19
IF
33
CH

Diagnostics
Command Not Executable
Device Not Available
Request Not Recognized
Out-of-Bounds Count
Message Size Too Small
Invalid Explicit Addr.
Write Protection
Action Fail -Privilege
Error String

codes:
01
02

File Operations
Initiate File Trans.
Select

codes:
02
04

Universal Functions
Identification
Native

codes:
01
02
04
09

PLC Instructions
Read
Write
Upload Read
Download Write

requirement (Conformance Class 0) to the complete subset, with
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each conformance class being more comprehensive in terms of
the

semantics and syntax

implemented.

The fields listed in

Table 3.1 present the MMFS fields that were implemented in
the prototype knowledge-based
research.

These

fields

were

interface developed
selected

from

the

in this

fields

of

Conformance Class 0 for programmable controllers, numerical
control, and robotics. Note that there are no fields listed
which are dedicated to numerical control machinery.

These

types of fields do exist, but not at conformance level 0. The
discussion in the next few paragraphs will provide a brief
explanation of these fields,

followed by some examples of

their use in messaging.
Groupers: The octet-count and data stream groupers are the
fundamental groupers used in message construction. The octetcount (OC) grouper's content subfield is an unsigned integer
that equals the number of octets in the group, excluding the
grouper itself. The data-stream (DS) grouper is used only as
the

leading grouper

for a data

stream.

It designates the

length of the data stream that follows.
Data Definition: The data definition fields are generally used
to further define and describe data type fields

[16]. The

"Fully Qualified Address" field (FA) specifies where in memory
the operation is to take place. The addresses designated in
the content subfields are user-specific and machine dependent.
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When one address is used with multiple data items, then that
address indicates a starting or base address for the data. The
"Count” field

(CT) carries an unsigned integer value. This

value designates the number of data elements associated with
the operation specified by the message. These data elements
represent such things as program instructions, data register
values, etc. If a message contains a data stream, then the
count field designates the number of data elements contained
in that data stream.
Data Types: The MMFS specifies eight data types. These data
types are:
integer,

signed integer,

character.
types.

counted bit string,

There

untyped,

signed

BCD,

boolean,

unsigned

floating point,

are twomethods for specifying

and

thesedata

The first method uses a standard field with the ID

subfield specifying the data type and the content subfield
carrying the data. The second method is used when no data is
present in the field. This is the "Data Format" field. It uses
functions codes within the content subfield to identify the
data type.

This method of data declaration is

describing

data carried

in other

fields,

for use in

such as

a

data

stream.
In terms of standard fields, the "Unsigned Integer" (UI)
data type and the "Character" data type (CH) allow for passing
either integer or ASCII based data in the messages. The "Data
Format" type,

"Unsigned Integer"

(UIF), identifies integer

data passed in data streams. Note that since each field has
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a default data type, it is not always necessary to use a data
type field.
The data format fields that employ function codes can be
specified in either two-octet (short) or multi-octet (long)
format. The long format is used if the user needs to specify
any details concerning the structure of the data specified by
that type.

For example,

to indicate a four-octet unsigned

integer the field is written as:
<28: length octet; function_code unit_length>
<28:82;15 04>
The first octet is the ID subfield identifying the field as
a "data format" field.

The second octet is a length octet

(most significant bit is 1) that indicates that two octets
follow. The two data octets specify a function code of 15
(unsigned integer) and a "unitlength" of 4 (octets).
Procedural Control Fields: These fields indicate whether the
communicating entity is a requestor or a responder for that
message.

The

communicating

"Command/Request"
entity

to

command

(CRQ)

field

or

request

is

used

that

by

a

another

communicating entity perform some specified action. This field
also requires that the receiving entity respond. The "Final
Response"

(FRS)

field is used by the responder entity to

return a positive response and indicate the completion of a
transmission. If an error occurs then a "Negative Response"
(NRS)

field appears

in the response to indicate that the
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request cannot be accomplished. The reason for the error will
be contained in an error report accompanying the response.
The "Unsolicited Data Response" (UDR) field is used to
send a message in the form of a response for the case when no
request was given. The implied request operation is indicated
by the opcode specified in the response message. The UDR field
is used when it is not possible for one communicating entity
to initiate an action. The responding entity issues a message
carrying the response data to an implied action2.
The last procedural control field is the "Transaction
Number"

(TN)

field.

A transaction

is defined as a "self-

contained sequence of fields of the same procedural type to
which a single transaction number is assigned"

[16].

Each

transaction must begin with a transaction number field and a
procedural

control

field.

A

transaction must

contain

one

action field and contain all the parameters necessary to carry
out that action. A response transaction will carry the same
transaction number as the request. This allows one to easily
identify

and

couple

the

request

and

its

corresponding

response. For each new transaction, the number increments by
one, beginning with 0. The transaction number is 65535. When
the

system reaches

this maximum,

it begins

counting at 0

again.

2 For examples of its use, see the messaging examples
Appendix A for the Dyna NC milling machine.

in
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Error Handling; A "Diagnostic" (DI) field reports errors in
MMFS

responses.

When

a receiving entity cannot process

a

request it issues a negative response. This response carries
with it an error report containing a description of the error
in a diagnostic field. The possible diagnostics are represent
ed as functions codes within the content subfield of the DI
field. Examples of these errors are given in Table 3.1. The
"Error String" field can be included in the error report to
provide further explanation of an error code given in that
response.
File Operations? The fields in this group appear in messages
involving the transfer and manipulation of files or programs.
The "Transmit"

(XMT)

field initiates the transmission of a

file or part program. This field is used for downloading and
uploading
"Select"

programs
(SEL)

to

field

and
picks

from
a

device

program

controllers.
for

execution.

The
It

specifies the name of the program using the "data format"
field which follows it.
Special Functions: The special function fields are general
fields that do not apply to any single class of device. The
"Identification"

(IDN) field is sent to request identifying

information from the device itself. The response to this field
will contain information about the vendor, model, revision,
etc.

of the device.

Another special

function field is the

"Native" (NTV) field. This field appears in conjunction with
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a data stream to pass non-MAP commands in a device specific
message format. This field can be used to pass device specific
commands not supported by the current version of MMFS.
Instructional Group 2 ; This group of fields provide all the
functionality

needed

for

communicating

controllers. The "Read” (REA) and "Write"

with

programmable

(WRI) fields are

used by the requesting entity to read values from, or write
values to, the memory or registers of a programmable control
ler. The "Upload Read"

(RUL) and "Download Write"

(WDL) are

the fields used to transfer memory contents between communi
cating entities. The data transferred is passed using a data
stream. Use of any of these fields requires that the request
ing entity use the address field to specify where in memory
the action is to take place.
Robot Functions: At this time, the functionality of the robot
fields in MMFS only includes the capability to start, stop,
and check the status of the robot. The "Cycle-Start"

(CST)

field listed in Table 3.1 is used to initiate the execution
of a designated program.
3.2.4

MMFS Message Examples
The following discussion presents several MMFS example

messages. These example messages were taken from the messages
used

in the

simulation tests discussed

in

Chapter

6 and

presented in Appendix A. These examples illustrate the use of
the MMFS fields in formulating messages.
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The first example is a message from a host controller to
aPLC

requesting

the

contents

of

a

specific

register

in

memory. This MMFS message in mnemonic form is:
<OC><TN><CRQ><REA><FAXCT><UIF>
Expanding this message to show the pertinent subfields results
in:
<0C: OEXTN: 0 1 X C R Q X R E A X F A : 82; 0908XCT: 0 1 X U I F >
<01: 0EX1F: 0 1 x 2 0 : 0 1 X 4 1 : 0 1 x 0 7 : 8 2 ; 0908X0B: 0 1 x 2 8 : 15>
This

form

shows

the hexadecimal

values

for

the

ID

subfields and the content subfields. The message begins with
the octet-count grouper to indicate the number3 of octets
included in the message (0E or 14 for this example). This is
followed by the transaction number field which labels each
transaction

(request and response) with a number

(01). The

transaction number is always followed by a procedural control
field. In this example, a Command/request with Response, CRQ,
is issued indicating that the receiving entity is to perform
the required action and respond (i.e., acknowledgement, error
code, etc.).
The

action

field

"Instructional Group 2"
action.

of the

message

(REA)

is

from

the

set

of fields, and specifies a "read"

Following the action field will be the parameters

needed to carry out the action. This example message requires
a memory address to specify where in memory the read will take
place. The FA (Fully Qualified Address) field is given using
3 All numbers in the MMFS messages will be given in hexa
decimal form.
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the long format, identified by the most significant bit of the
second octet of the field. Since the long format is used, the
lower

seven

bits

of

the

second octet

specify

the

length

(number of octets) of the data to follow, 02 for this example.
These two octets specify a 16-bit address for the register of
0908.
The '•Count" (CT) field indicates how many registers are
involved in the read operation.

In this example,

only one

register value is requested. However, if additional register
values are needed, then the address given previously would
represent a starting address from which to begin reading.
Since the count is one, it is not necessary to include this
field, as one is the default. The last field specifies the
data format for the read operation. This field is needed to
distinguish

between

the

signed

and

unsigned

read/write

operations available on the some devices (for example PLCs).
The next two examples demonstrate possible responses to
the example request given above. The first response is the
response that results in the absence of errors. This response
has the form:
<OC><TNXFRS><REA><UIFXDS>
<OC: O A x T N :0 1 X F R S X R E A X U I F X D S :length>«register v a l u e »
<01:0AX1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 3 x 4 1 : 0 1 X 2 8 : 1 5 X 0 5 : 0 2 X < 0 1 4 3 »
The response message begins with the same three fields:
the octet-count grouper, the transaction number, and procedur
al

control.

Again,

the

octet-count

grouper

indicates

the

length of the message. Note that it does not include the data
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stream in its count. The transaction number specifies the same
number as the request, coupling this response to its request.
The procedural control field (FRS) indicates that this is a
"Final Response" to the previous request.
The same action field used in the request is repeated in
the response. Then the data format for the contents of the
data stream identifies the data as unsigned integers. Next,
the data stream grouper (DS) indicates the presence of a data
stream and specifies

its length

(02). This

is immediately

followed by the data stream containing the data which repre
sents the register values read.
The final example illustrates the response for the case
where an error occurs in processing the request. Consider the
instance

where

the

address

specified

in

the

request

is

invalid. The response message would take the form:
<OCXTN><NRS><REAXDI>
<OC: 08XTN: O l x N R S x R E A X D I : 19>
<01:08X1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 4 X 4 1 : 0 1 X 2 7 : 19>
Again, the same three fields begin the message, except
that

the

procedural

control

field

specifying a negative response
included in the message,

indicates

an

error

by

(NRS). The action field is

followed by a diagnostic field to

indicate the nature of the error.

The

function code,

19h

(hex), specifies the explicit error type that occurred. This
value of 19h corresponds to an "invalid explicit address"
indicating

to

the

requesting

entity

that

the

related to the address supplied in the request.

problem

is
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These examples demonstrate the use and formulation of a
MMFS message. For additional message examples consult Appen
dix A. Appendix A contains a complete list of the messages
used in the simulation tests.
3.3

SPECIFIC DEVICE LANGUAGES
The MMFS standard was developed for use as a standard

messaging

language

for

communication

on

the

shop-floor.

However, not all shop-floor devices use MMFS as their messag
ing language. In addition, there is no other accepted standard
format for messaging.

In the discussion that follows,

different messaging languages are presented.
languages
device.

corresponds

to a

Each of these

language used by

These devices include a robot,

four

a shop-floor

a numerical-control

(NC) machine, and two programmable controllers.
In the discussion of each device's messaging language,
a list of commands are given which represent those implemented
in the prototype translator for that device. Not every command
was implemented in the translator for each device. This was
because either the MMFS does not support the command, or its
method of implementation is already exemplified by one of the
other implemented commands.
A limited amount of error handling was implemented for
some of the devices. These cases demonstrate the technique
and capability of the translator to deal with device errors.
No error handling is provided to treat faults in the MMFS
message itself.
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3.3.1

NND Assembly Robot 88
The NND Robot is a small robot used in assembly line

manufacture [50]. The robot has five axes (waist, shoulder,
elbow,

wrist

pitch,

and

wrist

roll), each

driven

by

an

electric motor. The robot is controlled by a digital servo
amplifier containing 16K of program memory.

The controller

supplies an RS-232C serial port for connection to a remote
host. The controller can store and distinguish between six
programs.

Each of the programs is referenced by a program

number from 1 to 6. The NND robot does not have the capability
to initiate requests and acts a slave device on the network,
only responding to requests from its master (host).
Commands; The NND Robot messaging language is composed of a
set of twelve commands (requests) that are divided into three
groups. The first group of commands are the "direct commands"
which allow direct manipulation of the robot from a remote
source. The second group of commands are the "program com
mands ." These commands permit a remote source to code and edit
a robot program. The third command group is composed solely
of a load command.

This allows a host to upload a single

program

the

step

from

robot

controller.

The

parameters

required by the various commands specify such settings as axes
position, program number, speed, and hand position.
The MMFS specification for a robot is unique in that it
only adds nine semantic fields dedicated to robotics. Six of
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these involve the starting or stopping of the robot. The other
three deal with overriding control and calibration of the
robot.

The

specific

messaging

language

of

the

NND

Robot

provides additional commands that can be used to control the
robot remotely. For implementation in the prototype interface,
four robot commands were selected to best demonstrate the
capabilities of the translator. These commands are listed in
Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: NND Robot Commands.
Command
Run
Origin
Move Immediate
Here

Command Format
RN no ss

fs <CR><LF>

OG<CR><LF>
MI sp h

al a2

a3

a4

a5 <CR><LF>

HE<CR><LF>

where: no = program number (1-6)
ss = starting step number
fs = ending step number
sp = speed parameter (O=low, l=high)
h = hand parameter (O=close, l=open)
al-a5 = position of the five axes
<CR>
= carriage return byte
<LF> = line feed byte

The first command,

RUN,

is from the

"direct command"

group. This command instructs the robot controller to execute
a specified program. The other three commands are all "direct
commands." The ORIGIN command instructs the robot to move to
its "home" position. The MOVE IMMEDIATE command directs the
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robot to move to the position specified by the parameters that
follow. The last command, HERE, requests the present position
of all the axes, including the hand.
Only the

first

command,

RUN,

has an

associated MMFS

field. There are no corresponding MMFS action fields associ
ated with the other three commands
commands were

(OG, MI, and HE). These

selected to demonstrate how device-specific

commands can be transmitted using the "Native" field

(NTV)

within the MMFS. This capability allows users to implement
commands not supported by MMFS. The result is the ability to
maintain compatibility with the standard without sacrificing
functionality of the device being controlled.

In addition,

these particular commands were selected because they vary in
the number and presence of parameters

in the request and

response messages.
Message Format: The NND Robot messaging language is a charac
ter-based messaging language. This means that the message is
sent using ASCII notation for the data. A request message
begins with a two character command. Spaces
used

to

separate

the

command

from the

(ASCII 20) are

parameters

and

to

delimit the parameters. The end of a message is denoted by a
"carriage

return"

<CR>

and

"line

feed"

<LF>.

represented in ASCII notation by the two bytes,
respectively. As an example,

These

are

0D and 0A,

consider the request that the

robot "run" (execute) a program. This command requires three
parameters:

a program number,

the step number at which to
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begin execution,
Therefore,

the

and the step number at which to

command

to

run program number

1,

finish.
steps

1

through 10, would take the form:
BN 1
However,

1
the

10 < C R X L F >
data

actually

transmitted,

is

the

ASCII

equivalent of these characters:
524E20312020312Q203130200D0A
The response messages issued by the robot will either contain
an acknowledgement verifying the correct receipt and process
ing of the command, or a response message containing response
parameters. In response messages containing parameters, commas
(ASCII 2C) are used instead of spaces to delimit the parame
ters. For example, consider the response to a request for the
robot's position. The response would contain a set of seven
parameters of the format:
0,0,511,511,511,511,511,0<CR><LF>
which in ASCII notation would be received as:
302C302C3531312C3531312C3531312C3531312C3531312C300D0A
Error Handling; The robot controller returns an error message
if there is a mistake in the specification of the command or
its parameters. However, the robot can not distinguish what
type of error has occurred. If the robot detects an error, its
only response is the ASCII message:
ERR<CR><LF>
Therefore, detection and correction of the error is up to the
user. The prototype translator has been given the capability
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to recognize this error response and inform the user with the
appropriate negative response MMFS-based message.
3.3.2

Honeywell Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
The PLC device chosen for this study is the Honeywell

IPC-620 Model 15. This PLC unit comes configured with 2K of
memory, and can handle up to a total of 256 combined inputs
and

outputs.

therefore,

The Model

cannot

be

15 does

used

for

not

have

signed

a

sign bit

operations.

and

Remote

communication with the PLC requires the use of the IPC-620
Communications Interface Module

(CIM). This module provides

either an RS-232C or RS-422A interface for serial communica
tion. Using the CIM it is possible to access and modify the
contents of program memory, input/output status, and register
contents.
Commands; For the Honeywell PLC, seven commands were selected
for implementation into the prototype translator interface
(see Table 3.3). These commands include actions for reading
and writing both registers and I/O, uploading and downloading
programs, and reading the status of the PLC.
The first two commands deal with read/write operations
to the I/O status tables in memory. These commands are used
to

monitor

the

status

of

the

inputs

and

outputs

to

the

process, and to make changes to the bits in the output table.
The second two commands also perform read/write operations,
except that they access the data registers in memory. These
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Table 3.3: Honeywell PLC Instructions.
Read 16N I/O
Write N Outputs
Read N Registers (unsigned)
Write N Registers (unsigned)
Upload N Program Memory Words
Download N Program Memory Words
Read CIM Status

instructions
contiguous

allow

access

registers

in

to

one

either

single

operation.

In

or
a

multiple

PLC,

these

registers would contain values that represent readings from
analog sensors, analog outputs, internal constants, etc.
The

next two

download)

commands

are used to transfer

(upload/

control programs between a remote host

and the

controller. The last command, "Read CIM Status," is a diagnos
tic tool used to identify the characteristics of the attached
device. This command can be used to identify the model number,
revision,

address

of the

interface card,

and the

current

status of the interface module.
These seven commands represent typical operations needed
in

an

integrated

manufacturing

facility.

They

correspond

directly with the actions defined by "Instructional Group 2"
in the MMFS.
Message Format: The messaging language used by the Honeywell
PLC

is

different

from

that

of

the

NND

Robot.

The

first

difference is in how the message is coded. Rather than the
character-based message used by the robot,

the PLC uses a
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numeric-based message.
message

are

In this method, the contents of the

represented

not

as

ASCII

characters,

but

as

numeric values coded in binary (i.e., a Ml" is coded as 01,
and not 31 (hex) as in ASCII notation).
The other major difference between the two languages is
that the Honeywell messaging language does not use spaces or
commas to delimit the parameters or fields4 of the message.
Instead,

each

field

is

explicitly

defined

based

on

its

position, length, and the values contained in other fields in
the message. This type of language could be considered a more
structured messaging language than that of the robot.

The

complete message structure for the PLC is shown in Figure 3.4.
The first five fields in the message make-up the message
header. The first byte signals the start of the message. The
second

byte,

the

nodal

address,

identifies

the

secondary

station (PLC rack) involved in the message exchange. This is
necessary for the case when several remote racks are in use
and

each

is monitored

separately.

The

third

byte

is the

"control character." This character identifies that the system
is operating in a mode where it provides an immediate response
to all commands. Message exchange can only be initiated by the
host. For a command, this field carries a value of 1. For a
response the CIM returns a field valut

129. The next byte,

4 In a structured messaging language a message can be con
sidered to be composed of several distinct parts called fields.
These fields define such entities as the opcode, parameters,
indicator bytes, etc.

10 4

S O

C

o n t r o l

H

C

N o d a l A

h a r a c t e r

E T B

O

S I X

M

d d r e s s

e s s a g e

p c o d e

L e n g t h

N

Param eters

C h e c k s u m

F I X

J
8-bit field

P o s s i b l e

P a r a m

e t e r

R

e i d s

in c lu d e :

: - A ddresses (16-bits each)
-D a ta (16-bits each)
- Sign bytes (8-bits each)

Figure 3.4: Message Format for the Honeywell PLC
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ETB, signals the end of the transmission block and contains
the value 23. The last byte of the header is the STX byte.
This byte signals the start of the transmission of the message
text. Each of these bytes has a fixed length and, except for
the control character byte, the values they contain do not
change during messaging.
The next several fields comprise the text, or body, of
the message. These fields specify the operation to be per
formed and provide the parameters needed to carry out the
operation. The first field is the OPCODE field. This field
has a fixed length of one byte and carries the numeric opcode
value

for

the

message.

identifies which

In

a

request

instruction the

message,

PLC is to

this

byte

execute.

In a

response message, the opcode field is used to return diagnos
tic codes in the event of an error. If no errors occur then
the

response

opcode will

be

zero.

The next

field

is the

message-length (LEN) field. This two byte field defines the
length of the message text that follows it. This field appears
in all messages, both requests and responses.
The message text fields that follow the LEN field are
considered to be optional. This means that they do not appear
in every message. Their presence is dependent on the operation
specified by the opcode of the message.

These

fields are

defined as follows [51]:
N - a 16-bit field used as an opcode modifier to repre
sent the number of bits, bytes, or words involved in
the operation to be performed. This field is present
in every request but is absent in all response
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messages. It is analogous to the "count" field in the
MMFS.
Starting Address - a 16-bit field that represents the
starting address for the operation. In most cases,
this address represents the least significant address
of the data block involved.
Data - these bytes hold the actual data involved in the
message transfer. The structure of this data is
defined by the particular operation performed.
The size of the DATA field is variable,

depending on the

operation type and sometimes the value contained in the count
field (N).
Following the message text
contains

the

checksum.

The

is a one-byte

checksum value

field that

represents

the

binary addition of each byte between and including the nodal
address and the last field in the message text5. The receiving
entity uses this field to check for transmission errors. The
last byte,

ETX,

signals the end of transmission

for that

message.
The format of the request and response message texts for
a single

instruction are different.

These differences are

dependent on the parameters needed to carry out the action
specified by the opcode. As an example, consider the instruc
tion for reading two registers. Sometimes in the message text,
only

a

single

starting

address

is

needed,

and

sometimes

several addresses are specified with data interspersed between
the addresses. The exact format of the message text for each

5 If the binary representation of the checksum doesn't fit in
byte then we only send the least significant byte of the checksum
representation.
a
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of the commands Implemented in the prototype is presented in
Appendix A.
Error Handling; As stated above, errors are indicated by a
non-zero value returned in the opcode byte. There are nine
possible error codes that the PLC can specify. Of these nine,
five were implemented in the prototype. These five errors and
there associated MMFS diagnostic codes are shown in Table 3.4.
The format of the message text in the response for each of
these errors is different. The response formats for each error
type are given in Appendix A.
Table 3.4: Honeywell PLC Error Codes.

Opcode
01
02
03
07
11

Error Message
Invalid opcode
N value exceeds systemlimits
Start addr. out of memory limits
Write protect enabled
PLC access denied

MMFS Field
13
17
19
IF
05

* All numbers are given in hexadecimal notation.

3.3.3

Allen-Bradley Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
The third device selected for application of the know-

ledge-based translator is also a PLC. It is the PLC-3 manufac
tured by Allen-Bradley Co. (AB). The PLC-3 represents one of
the most powerful and sophisticated PLCs available [52]. The
AB PLC can handle up to 8190 I/O connections and extends the
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programming

environment

to

include

a

form

of

the

BASIC

programming language.
Like

the

Honeywell

system,

the

AB

PLC

requires

an

interface module, the Peripheral Communication Module (PCM),
to connect the system to other computers and networks. The
PCM provides an RS-232C interface for serial communication
using the Binary Command language (BCL) protocol [53]. The BCL
defines the rules of communication between the PLC-3 processor
and an external control device. The BCL protocol defines the
method of initiating communication,

formatting the messages

(commands and responses), and the associated timing considera
tions.

BCL is employed as a master/slave protocol with the

PLC-3 processor acting as the slave and the attached external
control device as the master. This relationship allows the
master to dictate control over the slave and initiate all
transactions.
Commands: Five
prototype
provide

instructions were

interface

(see Table

capabilities

similar

selected

3.5).

to

for use

These

those

five

selected

in the
commands
for

the

Honeywell PLC. Using these commands it is possible to read
and write to either the I/O table or data registers.

It is

also possible to transfer programs in either direction between
the PLC and a host system.
The Read Word and Write Word commands can access any part
of memory.

This includes areas such as the I/O table,

register table,

and even the user program.

the

The section of
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Table 3.5: Allen-Bradley Commands.
Read I/O Word
Read Word
Write Word
Read Block Physical
Write Block Physical

memory accessed is dependent on the extended addresses that
are specified6. The Read I/O command is used explicitly to
monitor the bits in the I/O region of memory. This command
utilizes a simpler addressing scheme to allow direct specifi
cation of the I/O location of interest. The last two commands,
Read Block Physical and Write Block Physical, provide access
to any part

of the

user program stored

commands are typical

in memory.

These

for remote operation of a PLC in an

integrated environment.
Message Format: Analogous to the Honeywell PLC, the message
format for the AB PLC is also highly structured and uses
binary coding.

The

BCL protocol

uses

a message

structure

referred to as a "command block" to format the commands sent
to the PLC (see Figure 3.5). All data is specified in 8-bit
increments, and fields such as data and addresses are always
recorded in low-byte/high-byte order. This is different from
the Honeywell, where all addresses and data were transmitted
in a high-byte/low-byte order.

6 Discussion of the different addressing schemes used by the
Allen-Bradley system is presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 3.5: Message Format for the Allen-Bradley PLC.
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The STX field signals the start of the transmission,
while the ETX field signals the end of the transmission. Like
the Honeywell PLC, the AB PLC also uses a checksum to detect
transmission errors. The ISC field value is used to couple
commands with responses, and increments with each transmis
sion. This is similar to the "transaction number" field in an
MMFS message. The BUF field specifies how many bytes the "data
buffer" of the message contains. This data buffer resembles
the

"message

Honeywell PLC.

text"

referred

to

in the

discussion

of the

It contains the command opcode and all the

parameters associated with that command. The response to the
command block is sent in a response block that has the same
general format as the command block. The only differences are
that an output sequence count (OSC) field appears in place of
the input sequence count (ISC), and the data buffer contains
the response data.
The

format of the data buffer

(message text)

varies

depending on the command issued in the request. Within the
data buffer are fields specifying the opcode, the associated
address(es), and any data passed as parameters.
Error Handling; When the PLC detects an error it places the
error code in the opcode slot of the message text in the
response block. These error codes correspond to particular
device errors. The errors recognized by the prototype trans
lator are given in Table 3.6.
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Each of these errors has a similar response format. This
response message is the same as the response block shown in
Figure 3.5, except that all data and addresses are removed and
only the response code is returned in the buffer. When the
translator receives a non-zero response code it will issue a
MMFS response message using the corresponding diagnostic codes
given in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6: Error Codes for the Allen-Bradley PLC.

Opcode
04
05
08
OF

Error Message
Address does not exist
Size is too big
Address not complete
No Privilege

MMFS Field
19
18
01
33

* All numbers are given in hexadecimal notation.

3.3.4

Dyna NC Milling Machine
Many

NC

machines

currently

in

use

do

not

have

the

capability for full remote control [54]. This means that it
is not possible to access the device directly.

Rather

it

requires that someone initialize the machine controller before
message exchange can take place. The remote services provided
by these machines usually permit uploading and downloading of
part programs, and in some systems, incremental execution of
program instructions.
Whether a machine has the capability for full remote
control is dictated by the type of controller.

Various NC
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controllers that do not provide direct remote control include:
the Dyna Mechronics line of NC milling machines,

the Boss

series of controllers (4,5,6, etc.), and several of the Fanuc
controllers [54].
For this study, a Dyna-2400 Milling machine was selected
as the representative for the NC class of shop-floor equipment
[55]. The Dyna-2400 is a bench-top milling machine that can
be directly programmed and controlled using the Dyna control
ler attached
an
not

to the

machine.

The

machine is

equipped with

RS-232C interface for serial communication. The Dyna does
have

full

remote

capability

and

can

only upload

and

download part programs to a remote source once it has been
initialized. For example,

in order to initiate the transfer

of a program, the operator must perform the following steps
at the machine controller:
1. Press the "LINE MODE" button on the controller.
2. Press the "READ/WRITE" button on the controller.
3. Answer four or five "yes/no" prompts.
Then, the remote host can perform that action for which the
machine was initialized (i.e., UPLOAD or DOWNLOAD). The only
difference between this type of device and the other devices
reviewed, is that there are no commands sent from the host.
Any message sent by the host to an uninitialized machine are
lost.
Commands: Since the Dyna does not have full remote capability,
it does not accept any commands from a host source. However,
as mentioned above,

it is possible to upload and download
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programs from the Dyna by first initializing the machine at
the controller. Therefore, any messages received by the Dyna
will contain program instructions for downloading. Likewise,
any messages sent from the Dyna will contain programs that are
being uploaded. Due to these requirements, the Dyna NC machine
does not have any commands within its messaging language.
Message Format: Like the NND Robot, the Dyna uses a characterbased messaging scheme with the messages coded using ASCII
notation.

Since

the

machine

must

be

initialized

before

communication can take place, it does not accept any commands.
The messages are composed solely of a "message text" field,
and

an

"end-of-message"

(ETX)

indicator byte

(ASCII

1A).

Because of the limited capabilities of the Dyna machine, the
content of the "message text" field is restricted to program
instructions in their machine dependent form.
3.4

THE GENERAL STRUCTURE OF MESSAGING LANGUAGES
In order to create an interface with the capability to

translate messages from one language to another, some rules
are needed to identify the general structure used by each
language. This general structure is an important element. It
reveals information needed to construct a knowledge base for
a specific messaging language. In this section, the method of
determining this structure will be addressed.
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3.4.1

The Principle Components of a Messaging Language
The similarity between the message structure of each of

the languages previously discussed is not obvious at first.
However, some common traits become apparent when one tries to
derive

a

generic

method

for

converting

between

any

two

languages. If one was to write out the message structure for
each possible request and response a device could receive or
produce, it would be evident that there exists a similarity
between

each

of

the

messages.

For

example,

consider

the

Honeywell PLC. If the message fields that appear in each of
the device's operations weres listed, the following message
structures would result. For requests:
SOH
SOH
SOH
SOH
SOH
SOH

NODE
NODE
NODE
NODE
NODE
NODE

CNTL
CNTL
CNTL
CNTL
CNTL
CNTL

ETB
ETB
ETB
ETB
ETB
ETB

STX
STX
STX
STX
STX
STX

OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP

LEN
LEN
LEN
LEN
LEN
LEN

STX
STX
STX
STX

OP
OP
OP
OP

LEN
LEN
LEN
LEN

N
N
N
N
N

ADI
ADI
ADI
ADI
ADI

CHK
CHK
CHK
AD2 AD3. . .
CHK
D1 D2 D3. . •
CHK
D1 AD2 D2 . . •
D1 D2 D3.S1 S2 S3 .CHK

EOT
EOT
EOT
EOT
EOT
EOT

and for responses:
SOH
SOH
SOH
SOH

NODE
NODE
NODE
NODE

CNTL
CNTL
CNTL
CNTL

ETB
ETB
ETB
ETB

CHK EOT
CHK EOT
D1
CHK EOT
D1 D2 D3. . .
D1 D2 D3...SI S2 S3. .. CHK EOT

These field abbreviations are defined7 as:
SOH
NODE
CNTL
ETB
STX
OP
LEN
N

-

start of header
nodal address
control character
end of transmission block
start-of-transmission
opcode field
message length
count field

7 These fields follow the definitions given in the section on
the Honeywell controller.
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AD#
D#
S#
CHK
ETX

-

address field
an element of data
sign for an element of data
checksum field
end-of-transmission

Examination of these messages provides the data needed
to identify the general structure of the messaging language.
For any language,

the general structure consists of three

principle components: a header, a body, and a trailer. This
principle stated in rule form is:
Language Rule 1: Every messaging language can be ex
pressed as composed of a header, followed by a body,
followed by a trailer.
In order to identify the fields within each of these three
components,

other rules must be applied.

The rule used to

identify the header is:
Language Rule 2: The header of a message is composed of
those fields that appear at the beginning of every
message, both requests and responses. The length of
each of these fields must be fixed.
Using this rule,

it is easy to identify the fields of the

header for the PLC. These fields are the first seven fields:
SOH, NODE, CNTL, ETB, STX, OP, and LEN.
Following the identification of the header, it is easiest
to next identify the trailer. The rule for doing this is:
Language Rule 3: The trailer of a message is composed of
those fields that appear at the end of every message,
both requests and responses. The length of each of
these fields must be fixed.
This rule is essentially identical to the rule for identifying
the header, except that the fields are positioned at the end
of the message, hence its name, the trailer.
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The third component of the message

structure

is the

message body. The body is easily identified once the header
and trailer fields have been determined. The rule for identi
fying the fields of the body is:
Language Rule 4: The body of a message is composed of
those fields not contained in either the header or
the trailer of the message. These fields do not
necessarily appear in every message. The length of
these fields will either be fixed or vary.
By definition, the fields within the body do not appear in
every message. Their inclusion is dictated by the operation
specified in the OPCODE field of the message.

It is also

possible for the message body to be empty (null) for certain
messages (not languages). This occurs in those messages where
the specified operation does not require any parameters.
Application of these rules to each of the messaging
languages in this study was performed. The results are shown
in Table 3.7, with additional detail presented in Appendix B.
Examination of these results revealed that it is conceivable
for either the header or the trailer of a message to be empty.
This requires that the Rule 1 be amended to reflect this
finding. This rule becomes:
Language Rule 1: Every messaging language is composed of
a header, followed by a body, followed by a trailer.
However, it is possible for either the header, or
trailer to be empty. But it is not possible for the
body to be empty in every message (i.e., the body may
be empty for one or more of the possible messages, but
not all).
Using these rules, it is possible to identify the major
components of any messaging language. This task of identifying
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Table 3.7: General Message Structures for each of the Device
Languages.

Messaging
Language

Fields in Message Components
Header
Body

Trailer

Message Grouper
Transaction No.
Procedural Control
Opcode

Addresses
Data Format
Data
Count
Diagnostics

Null

Honeywell
PLC

SOH
Nodal Address
Control Char.
ETB
STX

N (count)
Addresses
Data
Sign bytes

Checksum
ETX

AllenBradley
PLC

STX
ISC
Buffer Length
Opcode

Addresses
Data
Size (count)

ETX
Checksum

NND Robot

Opcode

Data
Program Number
Step Numbers
Axes Positions

<CR><LF>

Dyna NC
Machine

Null

Program Code

<SUB>

MMFS

the fields within each component of the message is the first
step required in the development of the knowledge base for a
messaging language.
3.4.2

The Body of a Message
The body is the key component of the message in terms of

translation. It is this field that causes the most difficulty.
This is due to the variability of this component in terms of
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its length, what fields it contains, and the order of those
fields. However, it is possible to link all this variability
to one determinant factor, the contents of the opcode field.
The opcode field is present in every request message and
is one of the

fields within the header component of the

message. The opcode value specified in a message is the factor
that determines what parameter fields are needed to carry out
the prescribed operation. Therefore, with knowledge of the
opcode value,

it's possible

include in the message body.

to determine which
In addition,

fields to

the opcode also

defines the order of those fields within the body of the
message. The length of the body can be calculated by determi
nation of the length of each required field.
This is demonstrated for the Honeywell PLC. Now that the
header and the trailer have been identified these fields can
be

stripped

off to

simplify examination of the different

messages. For request, the message bodies are:
Body
null
N ADI
N
ADI
N
ADI
N
ADI
N
ADI

AD2
D1
D1
D1

Opcodes
38,52,54,00
02,04,06,08,28,34,42
AD3. . .
20,22
D2
D3.
..
12,14,16,30,36
AD2 D2 . ..
24,26,40
D2
D3...S1 S2 S3. . .
18

and for responses, the message bodies are:
Body
null
D1
D1 D2 D3. . .
D1 D2 D3...S1 S2 S3. . .

Opcodes
12,14,16,18,24,26,
30,36,38,40,42,54
52
02,04,08,20,22,28,34,00
06
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The values in the right-hand column list the opcodes associ
ated with each message body. This association provides the
required

knowledge

that

relates

the

opcode

value

to

the

structure of the body, and the field order within the body.
Therefore, by having just the opcode value for a message it
is possible to determine

all

the unknowns

concerning the

fields within the body. This is an essential step in carrying
out the translation of a message from one messaging language
to that of another.
Note that within a device's response message either no
opcode

field

is present or the opcode

indicating errors.

So,

field

is used

for

in order to determine the unknowns

about the body of the response message,

it is necessary to

know the value of the request opcode. Besides specifying the
structure of the request body, the request opcode also defines
the same characteristics for body of the response message as
well.
In the MMFS messaging language, the procedural control
field of the response message is used to indicate an error.
The

response

opcode

echoes

the

opcode

specified

in

the

request. This method is different from the devices, but the
unknowns

associated

with

the

message

body

can

still

be

determined based on the request opcode.
3.5

CONCLUSION
After examining each of these messaging languages, it is

easy to understand the difficulty in establishing communica
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tion between shop-floor devices. Each device uses a different
means of writing a message. None of the devices possessed any
similarity in the way a message was constructed. Even for the
same device type, the case of the two PLCs from different
vendors,

the messaging language was

incompatible.

Each of

these five messaging languages possess marked differences in
the way a message is composed and expressed. The variations
introduced by these different device languages will provide
a good foundation for demonstrating the functionality of the
knowledge-based interface, both in the area of providing the
message

translation

service

and

in

the

requirements

for

assimilating the required knowledge.
As was shown in the last section, even though messaging
languages are different, one can derive a common foundation
with which to represent them. It is this common basis that
will serve as the platform for the performing the service of
message translation.

CHAPTER IV
OPERATION OF THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERFACE
4.1

INTRODUCTION
At the shop-floor level, there are many different types

of devices in use. Examples of these include robots, numerical-control (NC) machines, and programmable logic controllers
(PLCs). As demonstrated in Chapter 3, each of these shopfloor devices employs some type of messaging language for
communication and control of the device. Their use of differ
ent messaging languages results in an inability to communicate
with each other. This necessitates a need for custom programs
that

can

translate

messages

from

one

language

format

to

another. This research addresses the design and implementation
of a software-based program for message translation.
The use of a software interface to translate messages
between incompatible messaging languages solves the compati
bility problem. However, the task of developing and implement
ing these programs can be quite tedious and complex. Such an
effort requires the development and coding of a custom program
for each pair of incompatible messaging languages. This chore
requires the services of a skilled programmer with a working
knowledge of communication protocols.
Translators can be applied to networks in one of two
ways. The first method involves the development of a transla
tor for each pair of messaging languages that reside on the
122
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network. For example, consider a network where there are six
different devices, each using a different messaging language.
In order to maintain full communication compatibility between
all devices,

there

is a need

for 15 translators

convert between each possible pair of

(one to

languages). If the

number of different messaging languages increases to eleven,
then the number of translators needed escalates to 55. These
numbers represent the maximums, since some devices might not
need

to

intercommunicate

and,

therefore,

not

require

the

services of a translator. This method of implementation is
inefficient and requires a large effort to eliminate incompat
ibilities.
An alternative to this method involves using a common
(standard)

messaging language for all communication on the

network (i.e., a network standard). Then, if any device sends
(and receive) a message across the network it only needs to
be

able

to

write

(and

read)

messages

using

the

network

standard for messaging (see Figure 4.1). Using this implemen
tation method,

the same example network containing the six

different messaging languages would only require six transla
tors.

Each

translator

converts

between

a

device-specific

format and that of the network standard. Even if the number
of different messaging languages

increased to eleven,

the

number of translators needed would only be eleven (as opposed
to

55).

Therefore,

this

method

of

specifying

a

network

standard for messaging provides a more efficient and effective
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Figure 4.1: Shop-floor Network using a Network Standard for
Messaging.
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means of achieving compatibility.

The MAP standard follows

this principle and specifies a single messaging language for
use as the network standard.

For version 2.2 of MAP, this

standard language is the Manufacturing Message Format Standard
(MMFS).
This research effort focuses on the design and construc
tion of a knowledge-based program to provide the service of
message translation. The resulting software interface can then
be used in either of the two environments mentioned above (no
network standard,

or use of a network standard)

to provide

compatibility between the shop-floor devices connected to the
network.
between

The
any

interface
two

program

would

device-specific

translate

messaging

messages

languages,

or

between a device-specific language and that of the underlying
network

standard.

This

design

permits

the

connection

of

devices to the network which do not conform to the network
messaging standard. Instead of developing a custom interface
for each non-standard device, one would use a single program
shell and construct a knowledge base for each language. This
approach

requires

less time and doesn't demand

a highly-

skilled programmer to perform the task. Also, this technique
will aid in simplifying the construction, implementation, and
maintenance of the interface.
This

chapter

begins

with

a

discussion

of

the

basic

structure of the knowledge-based interface program. This is
followed by a presentation of the operation of the interface
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program. The chapter is concluded with an example demonstrat
ing the translation of a message for Honeywell PLC.
4.2

PROGRAM STRUCTURE
A

knowledge-based

conceptually

consist

program

of

three

for

main

message
components:

translation
a

control

program, and two knowledge bases (see Figure 4.2) . The control
program is the main shell of the system.

It contains the

interface routines for receiving messages, coordinating the
translation activity, and transmitting messages. The objective
in the design of the control program is to make its operation
independent of the type of messaging languages with which it
is associated. Thus, the control program is not allowed to
contain any routines dependent on the characteristics of a
particular

messaging

language.

This

constraint

permits

unrestricted application of the interface to all messaging
languages.
The two system knowledge bases relate to each of the
messaging languages. One knowledge base contains knowledge of
the network standard for messaging, and the other contains
knowledge of the device-specific standard for messaging. Each
knowledge base is used to declare the characteristics of a
specific messaging language (i.e., the device, or the network
standard). These characteristics include the syntax of the
message (structure, notation, etc.) and the semantics of the
message elements (fields, operations, etc.). The contents of
these knowledge bases and how they are organized is the focus

A

t t a c h e d
D

D ev ic e

e v ic e

L anguage

Knowledge-Based Interface
Network Msg. Language
Knowledge-Base
(MMFS)

Device Msg. Language
KncwtedgeBase

N e tw o rk

M

M

S ta n d a r d

F S - b a s e d

N e tw o r k

Figure 4.2: Conceptual Block Diagram of the Knowledge-Based
Interface.
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of the next chapter.
In the design and construction of the system,
important

that

the

contents

of

these

knowledge

it is

bases

be

independent of the control program, and independent of each
other. This independence eliminates any need to be concerned
with the operation and contents of the other parts of the
system. Total independence of each program component might
not be possible, but the amount of interdependence must be
minimized. This simplifies the construction and maintenance
of the resulting interface. Further discussion of these issues
is presented in Chapter 6 where the actual system implementa
tion is discussed.
4.3

BASIC SYSTEM OPERATION
The

function

of

the

knowledge-based

program

is

to

translate messages between two different messaging standards.
In the discussion below, one standard pertains to a device
specific format (DSF) of an attached shop-floor device, and
the

other

to

the

network

standard.

For

this

study,

the

Manufacturing Message Format Standard (MMFS) was selected as
the network standard. This is because MMFS was designation as
the standard messaging language for the Manufacturing Automa
tion Protocol (MAP) specification, Version 2.2.
The knowledge-based program is positioned between a shopfloor device and a network node
position,

the

interface

(see Figure 4.3).

intercepts

all

messages

In this
sent

and

received by the device. If the device sends a message, then
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Attached
Device

Knowledge-Based
Interface
Program

Physical Medium
Figure 4.3: Network Node with Attached Device.
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the interface will translate it to conform to the network
standard for messaging. The message is then passed on to the
network node for further processing before transmission. If
the message is in route to the device, then the interface
translates the message from the network standard to that of
the device. Once converted, the message is passed on to the
device for execution.
4.3.1

Operational Steps
When the system translates a message,

it converts the

message from one messaging language form (source language) to
that of another (destination language). In this translation
activity the translator is concerned with both the syntax and
the semantics of the message.

The task of performing the

translation service can be broken down into the three steps:
1. Parse the message received and extract the semantical
elements embodied in the message syntax.
2. Convert the semantical elements to the form used by
the destination language.
3. Assemble the new message using the converted semanti
cal elements.
These steps represent the translation of a message from one
format to another. In a two-way exchange of messages (requests
and responses)

these same steps would be applied

in both

directions. The flowchart in Figure 4.4 outlines the inter
face's operation. In the sections which follow the operations
within
detail.

each

of these

three

steps

is

examined

in

further
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Parse M essage

S av e Param eters
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Assemble Response
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Transmit M essage

No

Await
Response?

Yes

Figure 4.4: Flowchart of the Steps used by the Interface when
Translating a Message.
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4.4

PARSING
The objective of this phase of the translation process

is to extract and store the contents of the different fields
of the message. Prior to receiving a message, the interface
remains

in an

idle mode where

it

continually

checks

for

incoming messages. When it receives a message, the interface
determines which of the two messaging languages the message
uses. This decision is based on the source of the message. If
the message comes from the device interface port then it uses
the device-specific messaging language.

But if the message

comes from a lower layer service-access-point in the network
node, the MMFS language is used.
Once the interface receives the message and determines
its language, the control program then activates the routines
which

parse

the message.

Parsing

involves

the

sequential

examination and decomposition of a message into its major
fields. This decomposition task is performed using the syntax
specified in the knowledge base associated with the message's
language.

Once a field is identified and its contents ex

tracted, this data is saved in working memory1. These fields
and their contents represent the semantical elements of the
message which convey the meaning of the message.
Parsing is a key component in software systems that deal
with languages. One example of such a system is the programm1 Working memory will be explained in Chapter 5. For now,
imagine working memory a storage location where pertinent data can
be stored and retrieved easily.
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ing language compiler. A compiler is considered a translation
program that takes as input a program written in one programm
ing language and produces as output a program written in a
low-level language such as assembly or machine language [56].
The

initial

steps

lexical analysis

performed by

(scanning)

the

compiler

and syntax analysis

include

(parsing).

Lexical analysis is the process that separates the stream of
input characters (from a program code listing) into a sequence
of atomic units called tokens. Each token represents a series
of characters that can be treated as a single logical entity
(e.g., identifiers, keywords, constants, operators, punctua
tion, etc.). The definition of a token is dependent on the
source language. The scanner defines each token as consisting
of two component fields, a token type (identifiers, constants,
operators, etc.) and a token value. For example the following
characters would be defined as tokens by a FORTRAN compiler
[56]:
(
MAX
5

::
::
::

After the
analysis.

type= ")"
type= identifier
type= constant
scanner finishes,

In this

step,

value= none
value= string "MAX"
value= 5
the parser begins

the parser groups

the

syntax

identified

tokens together into syntactic structures that form statements
and expressions. During this process, the parser performs two
major functions. First, it checks to see if the tokens in the
input occur in patterns permitted by the specification for the
source language. Second, it creates a tree-like structure of
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tokens that will be used in later steps in the compiling
process.

The action of the scanner and parser are usually

linked whereby the scanner works as a co-routine with the
parser and is called anytime the parser needs a new token.
The techniques employed by a compiler are not applicable
to the task of translating messages based on the languages
specified in this study. One cannot identify a token based
only on an examination of the input characters in a message.
Of the device-specific messaging languages investigated in
this study, none provide a method for identifying the various
message fields. The only way the system could identify a field
is by knowing the fields relative position within the message.
For example,

the response message fields the Honeywell PLC

uses in a response to a "register read" instruction, are:
Header, Opcode, Message length, Register Data, Checksum, ETX
When

this

interface,

message
the

is

transmitted

interface

receives

to

the

knowledge-based

it

as

(in

hexadecimal

notation):
0101 8117 0200 0004 001A 0025 DF03
Each

field cannot be

identified by any method except

its

relative starting position, and its length. In addition, this
problem of field position is complicated by the fact that the
location of the fields is dependent on the command operation
(instruction type) issued. So, from one command to the next,
it is possible for the field positions to vary. This problem
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is common to three out of the four device messaging languages
investigated.
The solution to this problem is to identify the various
message

structures

and

correlate

them

to

the

different

operation types (defined by the opcode of the message). These
relationships are part of the information declared

in the

knowledge base. Using this knowledge, the parser can easily
decompose the message into its fields; and thereby, extract
and store the values needed in future processing steps.
Apart

from the

device

language is different.

languages,

the

MMFS

messaging

Recall that each field in the MMFS

possesses an "identification” subfield. These subfields can
be used to identify the various message fields independent of
their location. If this feature was common to all the other
messaging languages then it would be possible to use methods
similar to a compiler's scanner.
case.

Therefore,

However,

this is not the

in the design of the interface,

the MMFS

messages will be treated using the same techniques as applied
to the other messaging languages. This will ensure a commonal
ity between both languages within the interface program.
The compiler uses the separate step of parsing the data
to identify the structure of the input it receives. This step
is not

a necessary part

in the knowledge-based

interface

because it receives the input message in a structure that is
predefined by the messaging language. This structure must be
declared in the knowledge base

and made available to the
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parser for use when reading a message. Other systems that use
similar

techniques

programs

[57][58],

for

parsing

are

machine

translation

and programs employing natural language

interfaces [59], But, just like the compiler, these programs
use parsers to determine the structure and meaning of an
unstructured input.
4.5

CONVERSION
At the completion of the

"parse” phase,

the program

stores the semantical elements of the received message within
working memory. Then, the conversion of these elements begins.
The objective of the conversion process is to transform these
data elements from their present form to the form used by the
destination language.
There are two types of conversions that take place within
the system: those based on solely the syntax of the message
and those based on both syntax and semantics. An example of
a purely syntax oriented conversion is the rearrangement of
data passed within a common field of the message. Consider the
messaging language of the Allen-Bradley PLC. This language
specifies all data in the low-byte/high-byte order; whereas,
MMFS uses the reverse order, high-byte/low-byte. The conver
sion of the data

from one language to the other involves

rearranging the order of every two bytes in the data. Other
examples of syntax-oriented conversion are the conversion of
the addresses, and the "count" fields between MMFS and either
of the two PLCs. These facts concerning the syntax require
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ments of a language are declared by the user in the knowledge
base associated with each language.
The other type of conversion deals with both the syntax
and semantics of the message fields and will be designated a
semantic-based conversion. This type of conversion requires
using knowledge about how a field in the destination language
relates to the contents of one or more fields in the source
language. It is the prevalent type of conversion within the
knowledge-based interface. One need for this type of conver
sion occurs when the

interface receives

a request

for an

action that can be interpreted in several ways. For example,
as mentioned in the last chapter, PLCs have several instruc
tions

that

can

be

represented

by

the

"write1' operation

specified in MMFS. Two of these are the "write to I/O", and
the "write to register." Therefore, when faced with an MMFS
request for a "write" operation, the interface must determine
which of the device instructions is meant by this action. To
make this determination,

the interface has to examine the

address field specified in the message. This field value will
determine which area of memory (I/O or register) the instruc
tion addresses.

Based on the address,

the program selects

either the "write I/O" or "write register" opcode. In addition
to the address field, the interface might also consider the
data format field. This field could further clarify whether
the

instruction

operation.

refers

to

a

signed

or

unsigned

"write"
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To summarize, the conversions required for each message
received by the interface will vary.

These variations are

dependent on the messaging language formats in use, and the
particular instruction request, or response, processed. Almost
all of the conversions are semantic-based. This is one reason
for the complexity that occurs in the development and con
struction of a software program that performs message transla
tion.
In terms of the conversion process,

a message can be

considered as composed of three types of fields: conversion
fields, fixed fields, and calculated fields. The conversion
fields

are those

fields

in the message

whose

content

is

dependent on data contained in fields in the message of the
other language. Examples of the conversion fields include the
"opcode" and "message-type" fields2 in the message header and
all

the

fields

within

the

"body"

of

the

message3. These

particular fields represent the command, parameters, and data
of the message. The system processes the conversion fields
before any other message fields. These conversions require the
services of the syntax- and semantic-based conversion rou
tines.
In order to maximize the independence between the two
messaging language knowledge bases, an intermediate phase is
2 A "message-type" field refers to the field that specifies
whether the message is a request or a response message.
3 See Chapter 3 for discussion of the message components:
header, body, and trailer.
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added to the conversion process. This phase involves the use
of neutral message fields. Therefore, instead of converting
the message fields directly from the source to the destination
language.

The conversion fields in the source message are

first converted to neutral fields,

and then these neutral

fields are used to derive the field contents of the destina
tion message. Therefore, each conversion field in a message
will have a corresponding neutral field in the system.
The use of neutral fields eliminates the need for a user
to know anything about the other messaging language. A user
will

only

knowledge

need
needed

to
to

concern

themselves

convert

the

with

field

data

supplying

the

between

the

specific language format and the format used by the neutral
fields. This independence between the knowledge bases reduces
the amount of time and knowledge required of the user to
construct each knowledge base.
Once the system has converted the message fields from
the source language form to that of the neutral fields, the
results are stored in working memory slots set aside for the
neutral fields. Now the attention of the system is focused on
deriving the contents of the fixed and calculated fields in
the destination message. This task requires the use of the
information contained in the destination language knowledge
base.
The fixed fields in a message represent those fields
whose contents do not change. Therefore, the system can obtain
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the

content

of

these

fields

directly

from

facts

In

the

knowledge base. Examples of these fields are the indicator
bytes STX, ETX, etc.
The calculated fields in a message represent those fields
whose contents are dependent only on data contained in the
destination message.

This data is calculated based on the

contents of other fields within the same message. Examples of
these

fields

include

the

Determination of these

"length"

and

field values

"checksum"

fields.

is performed

last to

ensure that all needed data is available.
At the completion of the conversion phase, all the fields
needed to construct the destination message should be avail
able and stored within working memory.
4.6

ASSEMBLY
Once the conversion phase is finished,

assemble the

fields

into a message

assembling of the message

the system can

for transmission.

is based on the

syntax

The

of the

destination language specified in the knowledge base.

The

correct syntax for a message is determined by the operation
(opcode) value specified in the message. Once the message is
assembled it is passed on to its destination, which is either
an attached device, or a lower layer protocol in the network
node.
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4.7

EXAMPLE OF THE MESSAGE TRANSLATION PROCESS
This section presents an example which illustrates the

steps involved in the translation process. The example message
represents

one

half

of

a

message

exchange

between

the

Honeywell PLC and a remote host, both attached to the same
network.

The host

sends a message request using the MMFS

messaging language. This message requests that the PLC accept
three

data

values

(12,

123,

and

566)

and

store

them

in

consecutive registers beginning at address 4200d (1068h). In
this

example,

language,

and

the

MMFS

messaging

the

Honeywell

language

language

is

is
the

the

source

destination

language.
The MMFS message is a request for the device to perform
some type of specified action. In this example, the action is
to

"write"

(WRI)

memory location,

three data values to memory starting at
1068h (see Figure 4.5). The parser begins

translation by reading the message. This involves locating
each of the message fields (OC, TN, CRQ, etc.) and storing
their contents (10, 01, 01, etc.) in working memory.
The program locates the various fields of the message by
consulting the knowledge base to get the order and length of
each field in the message. When the interface comes across the
opcode value it uses this value to determine the structure of
the

message

body.

For the

example

shown,

the WRI

opcode

correlates with the particular structure defined by the list:
["Address","Count","Data Format","Data"]

Source Language (MMFS)

< 0 C :1 0 x T N :0 1 > < C R Q > < W R I> < F A :0 2 ;1 0 6 8 > < C T :0 3 x U IF > < D S :0 6 > « 0 0 0 C 0 0 7 B 0 2 3 6 »
< 0 1 :10 x 1 F:01 > < 2 0 :0 1 > < 4 1 :0 2 > < 0 7 :8 2 ;1 0 6 8 > < 0 B :0 3 > < 2 8 :1 5 x 0 5 :0 6 > « 0 0 0 C 0 0 7 B 0 2 3 6 »

*

t

(M S G _ T Y P E )

|

(A D D R E S S )

(O P C O D E )

A

(DATA FO R M AT)

(D A TA )

(C O U N T )

Neutral Fields
M SG TY PE

= REQ U EST

OPCODE

= W R IT E

A D D RESS

= 1068

COUNT

= 03

DATA F O R M A T

= U N SIG N ED INTEGER

CHAR
= 000C 007B 0236

D ATA

Destination Language (Honeywell PLC)
< S O H x N O D E _ A D R x C N T l_ x E T B x S T X x O P x U E N x C O U N T x A D D R x D A T A x C H K S U M x E T X >
01

01

01

17

02

10

000A

0003

1068

000C 007B 0236

for

03

a Write

to
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Figure 4.5: Interface Translation Example
Register Instruction.

6F
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This structure defines the presence and order of the various
fields that can appear within the body. Therefore, when the
interface reaches the body of the message it will be able to
correctly identify those fields within the body and extract
and store the needed data.
Following this step, the system begins the conversion of
this data into an intermediate form for storage in the neutral
field slots in working memory. The parts of the source message
that relate to these neutral fields are indicated in Figure 4.5
by the parenthesized field names above the message. The other
fields within the message are not needed to derive the message
in the destination language. However, they will be needed in
the construction of a response message, if one is returned.
Rules written by the user convert the field data into
their neutral form. One example is the rule used for determin
ing the value of the neutral field "msg_type." This rule is:
IF (Procedural Control field is a member of the list of
request fields)
THEN (Neutral Msg_type field = Request)
ELSE IF (Procedural Control field is a member of the
list of response fields)
THEN (Neutral Msg_type field = Response)
ELSE (Neutral Msg_type field = Error Response)
The procedural control field (CRQ) value is 2001 (see Figure 4.5
). This field value is a member of the list of request fields
given in the knowledge base. Therefore, the message represents
a request. Another example demonstrating a different approach
is the conversion of an address field. A rule for this field
is:
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IF
(Address field is present within working memory)
THEN (remove the first two bytes in that field)
AND (Neutral Address field = remaining data).
This rule examines working memory to determine if an address
exists for the source language.

If one is found,

then the

program retrieves the address and removes the first two bytes.
These two bytes

represent the

ID-subfield

and the

length

octet. The data following these two bytes is the address, or
addresses,
address

of interest. This data is stored in the neutral

field

in working

memory.

This

rule

represents

a

syntax-based conversion.
In a similar manner, the rest of the message's fields
are converted to their neutral form using the remaining rules
within the knowledge base. Examination of the results of these
conversions reveals the simplicity involved in determining
these

neutral

field

values

from

the

input

message

(see

Figure 4.5).
The next step is the conversion of the neutral fields to
the

format

of

the

destination

language.

This

process

is

similar to that described above, and involves the use of rules
contained within the knowledge base.
these

conversions

will

be

As mentioned before,

a mixture

of

syntax-based

and

semantic-based conversions. The most interesting conversion
involves the determination of the opcode for the destination
language. This is a semantic-based conversion that involves
the

examination

of

the

contents

of

three

fields. The rule for this conversion is:

of the

neutral
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IF
AND
AND
THEN

(Neutral Opcode field
(Neutral Address field
(Neutral Data format field
(Destination Opcode field

=
>
=
=

"Write")
02FF
)
Unsigned Integer)
10)

This rule examines the opcode, address, and data format field
to determine the opcode field of the destination message. This
use of multiple fields is necessary since the neutral opcode
field value of

"write"

is not explicit enough

for direct

conversion to a command within the PLC4. In this rule, the
neutral

opcode

quested,
operation

field specifies the type

of operation

re

"write." The data format field specifies that the
involves

the

data

type,

unsigned

integers.

The

neutral address field points to the location in memory where
the operation takes place. If its location is associated with
registers5 (address greater than 02FFh)

then the operation

deals with register manipulation. Together, this information
explicitly defines the operation as writing unsigned values
to registers, which is destination opcode lOh.
Once the remainder of the neutral fields are converted,
the other fields of the destination message must be deter
mined. Since the values of the fixed fields don't change, they
are retrieved first from the knowledge base. Then, the program
calculates the checksum based on what fields are within the
domain of its calculation.

For the Honeywell,

this domain

4 For example, the write operation could be a write I/O, write
register, or a write signed register.
5 The memory areas dedicated to I/O and registers will be
stated in the device's manual.
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encompasses

all

fields

between

and

including

the

"node

address" field and the last field in the message body.
The message is now ready to be assembled. The assembly
of the device-specific message involves the extraction of each
field's contents from working memory and the concatenation of
these values to form the message. The structure of the message
is based on the opcode of the message, in this case a "write
to

registers."

This

structure

fields within the message.

specifies the order of the

Again,

the variation

in order

arises within the body of the message. Therefore, the inter
face uses the opcode to retrieve the body structure.

This

knowledge appears in the knowledge base as the list:
["Count","Address","Data"]
This list specifies which fields are within the body and their
order. Using this information, the system is able to construct
the destination message. This final device-specific message
is shown in Figure 4.5.
4.8

CONCLUSION
The

sections

translation
is

operation

independent

described

of which

in

language

the

previous

represents

the

source and the destination. The knowledge-based interface uses
the same steps to translate the response returned by the
device once it executes the request. The only difference is
that the MMFS would become the destination language, and the
device the source.
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The

operation

different

than

of

other

the

message

translation

translation

systems

system

(i.e.,

is

language

compilers, machine translators, and natural language systems) .
These other systems use the parser to determine the structure
of the input, whereas the parser in the message translation
system relies on a predefined structure. This difference is
due to the inability of the system to identify the individual
fields of a message based only on the contents of the input
stream. In the message translation system, fields are identi
fied based

on

their

length

and

relative

position

in

the

message.
The design rules derived in this chapter are:
Design Rule 1: The message translation interface is made
up of three components:
a control program, and a
knowledge base for each messaging language.
Design Rule 2: The control program must operate indepen
dently of the particular messaging languages to which
it is applied.
Design Rule 3: The knowledge contained in the knowledge
bases must be independent of the each other.
Corollary: In order to attain independence between
the knowledge bases, an intermediate format for
storing translated data is required.
These rules provide the foundation for design and development
of the software interface for message translation.
The program designed outlined in this chapter,

is not

restricted to translating between a network standard (MMFS)
and

a device. This design is applicable to

the translation

between any two messaging languages commonly found on the shop
floor.

CHAPTER V
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED DESIGN
5.1

INTRODUCTION
The knowledge-based design was selected in this research

because of the advantages it offers. These advantages result
from the

structure

provided by

such a

design.

Using the

knowledge-based approach, it is possible to achieve a clear
separation between the main (control) program and the know
ledge it uses to perform the task. Therefore,

if one could

implement a translation program using such a design, it might
be possible to create a system where all the device dependent
knowledge

is

completely

separate

from the

routines

which

perform the translation service (control program).
The functional requirements of a knowledge-based transla
tion program are addressed in this chapter. These requirements
are investigated by examining the functionality of a prototype
system developed in this research. This system is based on the
messaging requirements dictated by five different shop-floor
messaging languages. The description of the system is pres
ented in a manner independent of any specific programming
language. Instead, the focus is on the functions performed by
the various components of the system and the knowledge needed
to perform these

functions.

In the

sections that

follow,

discussion is presented on each of the system's components.
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These components include the working memory, knowledge bases,
and control program.
5.2

WORKING MEMORY
Before discussing the details of the control program or

knowledge base,

it is necessary to define working memory.

Working memory is analogous to a human's short term memory,
in

that

both

memory

systems

are

actively

used

to

solve

problems. The key factor is that the memory contents are not
permanently stored. Instead, the system will delete (forget)
the information contained in working memory at some point or
time. The purpose for using working memory is to provide a
place where information can easily be stored and made avail
able for immediate recall when needed.
The knowledge-based interface uses working memory to hold
data concerning the current message undergoing translation.
The data it contains can be classified into two major groups:
language-dependent data, and language-independent data. The
language-dependent data

encompasses

the message

data that

relates explicitly to one particular massaging language. The
language-independent data is the neutral data used by the
system to aid in the translation process. Within each of these
groups,

the data can be further classified as relating to

either the message, fields, or system (see Figure 5.1).

WORKING MEMORY

L
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g
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a

g

e

D

e p

e n

d

e n

t

D

a t a

M e s s a g e Related Data
- M essa g e
- M e s s a g e Structure
Field Related Data
- List of Active Fields
- Field Data
- M e s s a g e Number

L

a

n

g

u

a

g

e

I n

d

e p

e n

d

e n

t

D

a t a

Field Related Data
- Neutral Field Data
- Neutral R equest O pcode
- Neutral Error Diagnostics

.S y s t e m

,

P

a t a

- Flags

Figure 5.1: Block Diagram of Working Memory.
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5.2.1

Language-Dependent
The language-dependent section of working memory is the

larger section of the two. This is because the data is stored
in duplicate, one set for each of the two languages addressed
by the system.

In terms of message related data,

message

and the message's

itself

structure

are

both the
stored

in

working memory. The message is stored in whole just as it was
received. This makes it available for the software routines
to later retrieve the message for manipulation in translation."
Also, once the message is translated it is stored in working
memory where it awaits transmission by the system. The message
structure stored in working memory defines the structure of
the current message or the structure of the message the system
will derive.
The field related data in the language-dependent section
of working memory contains a list of active fields, a message
number

for each

field,

and specific data

concerning each

field. The list of active fields represents those fields that
make up the current message. The contents of this list varies
and may change with each message. This makes it necessary to
store this information within working memory where it can
easily be recalled and changed.

The message number is the

sequence number used by some messaging languages (e.g., MMFS,
and that of the Allen-Bradley PLC) . This number is dynamic and
must be incremented for each message processed.
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The last piece of data in the language-dependent group
is information about the individual fields within the message.
This data includes:
-

the
the
the
the
its

messaging language in which the field is used,
field's position within the message,
length of the field in bytes,
field's name, and
contents.

This data partially defines the structure of a message and
some characteristics of each of the fields it contains. The
values of position and length allow the system to define the
location of the field within the message. The field's name
provides a means of referencing the data without knowledge of
the specific characteristics of that field. This is necessary
since within the body, the position of some fields vary from
one message to another.
Some of the "field" data listed above is static in nature
and some of it is dynamic. However, all of the data is stored
in working memory as a compound data object. The compound data
object resembles the structure employed by a knowledge frame.
A frame is declarative scheme for knowledge representation
that, in this case, resembles the traditional "record" data
structure that contains information relevant to one object or
concept. Each piece of information about the object is stored
in a slot within the

frame.

Therefore,

the data about a

message field could be defined as a frame (or record) consist
ing of five slots:
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FIELD:
Language:
Position:
Length:
Name:
Contents:

MMFS
2
3 bytes
Opcode
23

It is possible to declare subslots for each of the slots
already defined. For example, in the knowledge-based interface
the body of the message is defined as one field. But, as was
shown in Chapter 3, the message body is composed of several
fields. These fields are defined as subfields of the "body"
field. Therefore,

these fields will have the same position

value as the body field, but are distinguished by different
subposition

values.

For

example,

the

frame

defining

the

address subfield is:
FIELD:
Language: MMFS
Position: 4
Subposition: 1
Length:
2 bytes
Name:
Address
Contents: 1068
This method of storing information about a field provides
a significant advantage in retrieving the data from memory.
It is possible to retrieve all the information about an object
by specifying only a few of the slot values.

Thus,

it is

possible to determine a field's position in the message using
only the field's name and its language. For example, to deter
mine the position of the "address" field for MMFS, the user
would only need to write the statement (using Prolog):
FIELD(MMFS,Position,Subposition,Length,ADDRESS,Contents)
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The

system would

search working memory

for a

frame

that

matches this statement. Based on the frame declared above the
system would return the information:
Position. = 4
Subposition = 1
Length = 2 bytes
Address = 1068
Therefore, using only two pieces of data, it is possible to
retrieve all the data in the MMFS "address" field frame.
5.2.2

Language-Independent
The language-independent data in working memory contains

both field related data and system data. The field related
data is composed of the "neutral field" data used as an inter
mediate phase in the conversion of data between messaging
languages. Compared with the language-specific field data, the
only characteristics needed to specify the neutral field data
are the field's name, length, and contents. Since the neutral
fields

are

independent of any language,

the

language and

position values are no longer needed. The frame-based repre
sentation for the "neutral field" is:
Neutral FIELD:
Name:
Length:
Contents:
Also stored in the field-related section is the opcode
used in the request message in neutral form, and an error
diagnostic.

The structure of both the request and response

messages is dependent on the opcode specified in the request.
Therefore, it is necessary that the system save the neutral
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opcode of the request message

for use

in translating the

response. This opcode value is stored in working memory.
Another important part of the messaging process is the
detection of errors. The Knowledge-Based Interface is capable
of detecting error conditions returned by devices. These error
conditions are not stored as fields but are stored within
working memory using neutral diagnostic identifiers (e.g., Bad
Opcode, Write Protect, etc.).
The last part of the language-independent section of
working memory is reserved for system variables and flags.
Flags signal the detection of a messaging error, and indicate
the condition where the current message requires additional
parameters to perform translation.

The system flags denote

certain process conditions. The system then uses these flags
to direct the processing of the message.
The size and contents of working memory are not limited.
As the features of the knowledge-based interface expand it is
possible to add additional frames for storing the new data and
information.
5.3

KNOWLEDGE BASE
The knowledge-based interface uses two knowledge bases,

one for each messaging language. The knowledge contained in
each of these is identical in both structure and functional
ity.

This

is because the system applies the

same control

program routines to process messages which use either messag
ing language. The differences between the knowledge bases for
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the two languages is in the content of knowledge statements
used to express the semantics and syntax of the language. The
similarity between the two knowledge bases simplifies their
construction

and

maintenance

by

providing

a

consistent

approach to expressing the knowledge for any language.
The

following

sections

discuss

the

representation

techniques needed to express the knowledge. This is followed
by a detailed look at the structure of the knowledge base and
its contents. The contents of the knowledge base are presented
independent of any particular device. However, the examples
given relate to the devices used in the simulation tests.
These examples demonstrate the principles and techniques of
expressing the knowledge.
5.3.1

Knowledge Representation
Each system knowledge base uses two different schemes to

represent

the

knowledge.

The

first

representation

method

expresses knowledge in the form of facts. These are simple
statements that allow the user to quickly retrieve the needed
information

based

on

certain

call

parameters.

Use

of

a

compound data object allows the system to treat several pieces
of related information as a single item. This representation
is identical to the frame structure used for storing data in
working memory. The only difference is that these facts are
permanent and can't be changed or deleted.

For example,

a

knowledge fact specifying the message body structure for a
particular opcode value would be:
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BODY STRUCTURE TYPE:
Language:
Message Type:
Opcode Value:
Structure Type:
Incomplete Message:

MMFS
Request
2501
5
no

This frame defines the structure for the body of the current
message. This fact states that the body structure is of "Type
5" for a request MMFS message with an opcode value of "2501"
(a write operation for a PLC).
The

second

method

of

knowledge

representation

uses

production rules (IF-THEN statements) in the form of routines
that perform actions. These routines are written by the user
to

provide

the

necessary

declaration

or

manipulation

of

message data. The system uses production rules to initialize
data in working memory, calculate field data (such as length,
checksums, etc.), and perform the data conversion. A produc
tion rule for initializing the field data in working memory
would take the form:
RULE: Initialize Fields:
IF
AND
THEN
AND
AND
AND
AND

(Language = MMFS
)
(Message Type = Request)
(assert(field(MMFS,1,0,2,"Length"
,"")))
(assert(field(MMFS,2,0,2,"Msg_num" ,"")))
(assert(field(MMFS,3,0,2,"Msg_type","")))
(assert(field(MMFS,4,0,2,"Opcode"
,"")))
(assert(field(MMFS,5,0,2,"Body"
,"")))

This routine stores (asserts) each of the facts stated in the
rule

consequent

to

working memory.

Together,

these

facts

define the characteristics of the various message fields that
makeup an MMFS request message. In the Prolog language, the
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conditional part of the statement is satisfied using a calling
statement with the same argument values as stated

in the

conditional part of the rule. So, to execute this knowledge
routine, the system issues the call:
initialize_fields(MMFS,request)
Other possible calls include:
initialize_fields(MMFS,response)
and
initialize_fields(device,request)
These calls are similar, but the argument values don't match
the rule's conditions. Therefore, the system will not execute
(fire) the rule.
A different type of production rule uses conditions that
the system must evaluate based on other rules and facts that
appear in the knowledge base.

For example, a rule used

by the

system to detect the "message type" is:
RULE: Neutral Conversion Message Type:
IF
AND
AND

(Language = MMFS)
(Field
= Message Type)
(Procedural Control field = member ofthe list
request fields)
THEN (Neutral Message Type field = Request)
ELSE (Neutral Message Type field = Response)

of

This rule uses a "list of request fields" stored in working
memory. The action specified by the rule sets the contents of
the neutral field named "message type" to either "request" or
"response." In Prolog, the call for this rule is the state
ment:
Neutral_conversion(MMFS,message_type,Neutral_message_type)
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This calling statement returns the data for the neutral field
"message type" to the calling routine. In the calling state
ment, the "Neutral Message Type" argument, is referred to as
a free variable since it is not bound at the time of the call.
5.3.2

Knowledge Base Structure
The knowledge base is organized into four major sections

as shown in Figure 5.2. Even though a knowledge base's size
will vary depending on the characteristics of the messaging
language, the functionality of each section remains the same.
Initialization Section:

The first section in the knowledge

base contains the production rules needed to initialize the
field data

in working memory.

These

rules

allocate

space

within working memory and store initial values of the field
parameters. This data is identical to the field data presented
earlier in the discussion of working memory.
Also within this section is the declaration of the names
of the neutral fields that the system uses in the conversion
of the message elements. This declaration is independent of
any language,

and no characteristics for these

fields are

given, only the names are specified. The system uses these
names to allocate storage space for these fields in working
memory.

The

declaration

of

these

field

names

is

in

the

knowledge base, instead of the control program, so that the
user may add to the list of fields.

If the user adds more

fields to the list, the system will automatically allocate the

KNOWLEDGE BASE

Field Data Initialization

Language Characteristics

Parsing Knowledge

Conversion Knowledge

Figure 5.2: Block Diagram of a Knowledge Base.
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slots in working memory and make them available for the user
to include in the rules for field conversion.
Language

Characteristics:

The

second

section

contains

knowledge that specifies the basic characteristics of the
messaging language. This knowledge is represented using facts.
The contents of this section can further be categorized as
knowledge that pertains to message structure or knowledge that
relates to the individual fields of the message.
Language Rule 1 states that a message is composed of
those fields that reside in the header, body, and trailer of
a message. By definition (Language Rules 2 and 3), the fields
in the header and trailer of the message are static. This
means that for every message in that language, those fields
will always be the same size and appear in the same position.
Therefore, it is possible to store the information about these
fields as facts in the knowledge base. However, the knowledgebased

interface system stores these

facts as part of the

message field data in working memory. This method allows for
a consistent representation and handling of all the fields in
a message independent of whether they are static or dynamic.
To complete the knowledge about the message structure,
the structure of the message body must be defined. As stated
in Language Rule 4, the message body contains those fields
that do not appear in every message. Therefore, the structure
of body is variable and can't be expressed as easily as the
rest of the message. This makes it necessary to declare in the
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knowledge base all the possible field arrangements that might
appear within the message body.
The fields that make-up the body of a message are those
fields that carry the data and parameters for the specified
operation. Hence, it is possible to correlate the message body
structure to the opcode value that the message carries.

In

addition, it is also possible for more than one opcode to use
the same structure for the body of a message. Therefore, in
order to reduce the complexity of this section of the know
ledge base, each possible message structure is identified by
a "type" and each opcode is declared as using a particular
body structure type. This body "type" identifies what fields
appear in the message body, and their order.
As an example, consider the messaging language for the
Honeywell

PLC.

The possible body

structures used

in this

messaging language are listed in Table 5.1. Each body struc
ture is assigned a "type" number. Then the opcodes that use
each body structure are identified and listed. This informa
tion is then transferred and stored in the knowledge base
using frames of the form:
BODY SUBFIELD
Language:
Body Type:
Fields:

STRUCTURE:
Device
Type 3
[ Count, Address, Data ]

which can be stated in Prolog as the compound data object:
body_subfield_structure(Device,Type 3,[Count,Address,Data])
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Table 5.1: Possible Message Body Fields for the Honeywell PLC.

TYPE
1
2
3
4

Fields in Message Body
null
Count
Address
Count
Address
Data
Data

Request
Opcodes
00
02,04,22
0C,10,24

Response
Opcodes
0C,10,22,24
00,02,04

The remaining knowledge in the language characteristics
section of the knowledge base is about the various fields that
appear in a message. This field related knowledge states facts
about
- the number of fields in the header and trailer of the
message,
- which codes indicate requests and responses (normal
and error),
- which fields should be used to calculate values for
the length field and the checksum,
- the length of the various fields in each messaging
language,
- which fields in the message are used to indicate
errors, and
- the characteristics of the fields within the message
body.
This knowledge is expressed using frames.
The last set of facts in the list above pertain to the
fields within the message body. In addition to the variability
in the structure of the message body, there is also variabil
ity in a single field between two different body types. Even
though the same type of field (i.e., count, address, etc.)
appears in two different types of message bodies, this doesn't
mean it has the same characteristics in each. One example of
this difference exists for the "count" (CT) field in the MMFS
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language.

The

"count"

field

is

an

optional

field

in the

message body of a "read" operation, but it is a required field
in the message body for a "write" operation. These facts are
represented by the two frames:
SUBFIELD CHARACTERISTICS:
Language:
MMFS
Body Type: 5
Field Name: Count
Length:
2
Required:
no
ID code:
OB

(Write operation)

SUBFIELD CHARACTERISTICS:
Language:
MMFS
Body Type: 6
Field Name: Count
Length:
2
Required:
yes
ID code:
OB

(Read operation)

Therefore,

it is necessary that the characteristics of each

field in each body type be specified as separate facts within
the knowledge base.
In addition to these variations, there exists one more
level of variation that can occur,

that is variation in a

single field for a single body type. Sometimes a single body
type is shared by two or more opcodes. It is possible for a
field in that body to have different characteristics for each
opcode. For example, in the messaging language for the AllenBradley PLC, three different addressing schemes are used to
represent the address

fieldwithin amessage. Messages that

specify the operation

of"read I/O" and

"read register" use

the same body type (structure). For these messages the body
contains just the "address" field. However, the format of this
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address

field is not the same for both.

Therefore,

it is

necessary to further declare this difference using another
type of knowledge frame. This knowledge is expressed as:
SUBFIELD FORMAT:
Language:
Device
Field Name: Address
Opcode:
23
(Read I/O)
Length:
2
SUBFIELD FORMAT:
Language:
Device
Field Name: Address
Opcode:
12
(Read register)
Length:
-1
These frames specify a direct relationship between an opcode
value and the characteristics of the named subfield for a
specified language. This particular frame only specifies the
length of the field, but the user could declare additional
characteristics by appending more slots to the frame. For the
Allen-Bradley PLC, a field's length was the only characteris
tic that needed further definition. The "-1 " value for the
length field indicates to the program that the field's length
is variable. Hence, determination of its length will require
the use of additional knowledge.
Some of the knowledge contained in this section of the
knowledge base could be combined to form more complex data
objects. This may reduce the size of the knowledge base, but
it might also increase the complexity of the control program
and the appearance of the knowledge. This choice is up to the
system designer. For the knowledge-based interface developed
in this research, there is a small amount of redundant infor-
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nation between the facts in the knowledge. This redundancy is
needed

to

reduce

both

the

program's

complexity

and

the

complexity of the compound data objects used to represent the
knowledge. ,
5.3.3

Parsing Knowledge
Parsing involves extracting the data in each field of

the message and storing it in working memory. This requires
knowledge

of

the message

structure.

The

only

information

concerning message structure not provided previously is how
to handle variable length fields. The length of these fields
is not dependent on the opcode of the message.

Thus,

the

system must determine the length based on other characteris
tics of the message.
By definition, those fields in the header and trailer of
a message must have fixed lengths. Therefore, only the fields
in the body of a message will possess this characteristic. The
data field is an example of a field whose length is almost
always variable. However, it is possible for other fields to
also be of variable length (i.e., count, address, etc.).
Production rules within this section of the knowledge
provide the routines needed to calculate the length of these
fields. This is performed using knowledge about the character
istics of the language and the field data contained in working
memory.

Determination of the length of the

fields

in the

message body is not difficult, but it does require the user
to carefully consider the possible message structures.
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As the system parses the message it physically extracts
the

field data

from the message being processed.

As this

occurs, the size of the message decreases. When the system
invokes these rules to calculate the length, they receive the
message in its current form with the field data of interest
at the head of the message. Therefore, it is only necessary
to determine how much more of the message to consider for that
field.

For

example,

the

variable length field,

NND Assembly Robot

only has

one

"data." This is also the only field

within the body of the message. So when the system invokes the
knowledge routine to determine the length of the data field,
the routine receives the data of the message body and the
trailer.

From the analysis of the message structure,

it is

known that the data field is the only field in the message
body. It is also a fact that the trailer has a fixed length
of two bytes. Hence, the length of the "data" field can be
calculated as:
Data field length = current length of the message - 2
This calculation in rule form could be expressed as:
IF
(Language = Robot Device)
AND (Field
= Data
)
THEN (Length
= current message length -

2)

The system would determine the current length of the message
using either a routine defined in the control

program or a

basic primitive of the programming language.
Besides calculation of the field lengths,

thissection

of the knowledge base also contains routines which determine
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the length of the message body. These routines are formulated
in the same manner as those used to calculate the length of
the individual fields.
5.3.4

Conversion Knowledge
This

section

of

the

knowledge

base

is

used

in

the

conversion of the field data. The knowledge is represented
using both facts and production rules. This knowledge can be
divided into four major groups (see Figure 5.3).
The first group contains the knowledge to convert between
neutral opcodes and those specific to each messaging language.
Recall that, in theconversion
converted to a neutral

process thefield

format andstored

data is first

in aneutralfield.

Then, the neutral field data are converted to the standard
specified by the other messaging language. These two steps
provide the complete conversion of the message data.
The

knowledge

concerning

the

opcode

conversion

is

expressed using both frames and rules. The frames have the
form:
OPCODE CONVERSION:
Language:
Opcode:
Neutral Opcode:

MMFS
4102
Write

This frame provides a direct relation between the neutral
opcode of the system and the opcode specific to the MMFS
messaging language. Therefore, using this single frame it is
possible to convert between the MMFS opcode, and the "neutral”
opcode. If the "neutral” opcode is known, this same frame can
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CONVERSION KNOWLEDGE
Opcode Conversion

Discrete Reid Conversion

Reid Conversion
- L ang uage -Specific to Neutral
-Neutral to L a ng uag e-Sp eci fi c

User Defined

Figure 5.3: Major Groups of the Conversion Section of the
Knowledge Base.
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be used to determine the MMFS

opcode.

The

call

for this

conversion is:
OPCODE CONVERSION(MMFS,Opcode,"Write")
The system would scan the knowledge base and find a match with
the variable "Opcode" set to 4102. Likewise, it is possible
to find the neutral opcode by specifying the language-specific
opcode, leaving the neutral opcode as a free variable. This
method of representation only requires one frame to facilitate
conversion in either direction.
The use of rules for opcode conversion is necessary when
more than one language-specific opcode relates to a neutral
opcode.

This

operation

happens

for

both

PLC

devices.

in an MMFS message could be

The

"write"

interpreted by the

device as either a "write" to I/O or a "write" to registers.
Therefore, a rule is needed to distinguish between these two
different operations. As shown in the frame above, the MMFS
opcode for "write" translates directly into the neutral opcode
"write." The rule for converting between the neutral opcode
and the language-specific opcode has the form:
IF
AND
AND
THEN
ELSE

(Language
= PLC
)
(Neutral Opcode = Write )
(Neutral Address < 02FF )
(Opcode = "Write I/O"
)
(Opcode = "Write Register)

This rule only performs the conversion in a single direction,
neutral

opcode

to

language-specific

opcode.

In

order

to

convert in the reverse direction the system must use another
rule. This rule is:
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IF
AND

(Language = PLC
)
[(Opcode
= Write I/O )
OR (Opcode = Write Register)]
THEN (Neutral Opcode = Write)

In some languages

(Prolog for instance)

it is possible to

create one rule that the system could use to convert in both
directions.
The next grouping of knowledge in this section is for
the conversion of specific fields. These are the fields within
the message that contain distinct (discrete) values represent
ing

specific

message.

characteristics

or conditions

concerning

the

Examples of these fields are the "error" and the

"data format" fields. In some messaging languages, the "error"
field is not a specific field within the message. Usually (in
all

the

devices

investigated

in this

study)

an

error

is

indicated by a value carried in a named field in the message.
For the PLCs, this field is the "opcode" field of the response
message,

and for the robot it is the "data"

field of the

response message. The MMFS messaging language does specify an
error field labeled as the "diagnostic" field carried in the
message body.
If the system detects an error in the message then in
the conversion process a neutral diagnostic related to the
error type is placed in the neutral error field in working
memory. The knowledge needed to perform this conversion uses
a frame format identical to that used in the opcode conver
sion. It is:
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ERROR CODES:
Language:
MMFS
Code:
01
Diagnostic: "Unspecified Error"
Just as in the case of the opcode conversion, the system can
use

this

knowledge

frame

to

convert

in

either

direction

between the language-specific error and the neutral

error

diagnostic.
The

"data

format"

field

is

another

field

that

uses

distinct values to represent defined formats (i.e., unsigned
integer, binary, etc.). Again, the same frame format as for
the error is used-to represent the conversion knowledge.
The next knowledge group in this section of the knowledge
base pertains to conversion of the field data. The first set
of knowledge in this group converts between the languagespecific fields of the message and the neutral fields of the
system. This knowledge is represented using production rules.
The objective of these rules
specific

data

neutral fields.

they

receive

is to convert the

into data

language-

for storage

in the

Part of the action performed by each rule

includes the storage of the data within the neutral field slot
in working memory. One important point is that there must be
a

rule

for

each

of

the

neutral

fields

specified

in the

initialization section of the knowledge base.
The conditions specified in these rules, and the manipu
lations

performed

by

these

rules,

use

both

the

language

characteristics stored in the knowledge base and the field
data stored in working memory. For the most part, the conver
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sion process performed by each rule involves a minor manipula
tion of the field data it receives. As an example, consider
the conversion of the nMsg_type" field in an MMFS message. The
rule for this field is:
IF
AND
AND
THEN
ELSE

(Language = MMFS)
(Field
= Message Type)
(Contents = MEMBER OF "List of Request Message
Types")
(Message Type Neutral Field = Request)
(Message Type Neutral Field = Response)

The "List of Request Message Types" is found in the knowledge
base. The MEMBER OF symbol is a primitive routine provided by
the system to determine if the specified value is a member of
a list.
It is important to keep in mind the format of the neutral
fields. These rules must convert the data into this format
before that data is saved in working memory. The format of
these neutral fields does not change. This allows the system
to maintain independence between the two language knowledge
bases. The format of the neutral fields used by the knowledgebased interface is given in Appendix B.
The

second

set

of

conversion

knowledge

is

used

for

converting the data from the neutral format to that of the
destination language. The knowledge in this section also uses
production rules similar to those just presented. However, now
the conversion routines will use the neutral field data stored
in working memory to derive the language-specific field data.
Consider the rule for determining the diagnostic error field
in an MMFS message:
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IF
(Language = MMFS)
AND
(Neutral Error
= "Unspecified Error")
THEN (MMFS Error Field = ERROR CODES(Neutral Error))
This rule uses the ERROR CODES frame to determine the lan
guage-specific

(MMFS) error code based on knowledge of the

"neutral" error. In this section of the knowledge, there must
be a rule for each of the language-specific fields in the
messaging language. This includes all possible fields in the
header, body, and trailer of the message.
The last knowledge group in this section of the knowledge
base is language dependent rules or primitives.

These are

routines that the user needed, but were not offered by the
system.

In the construction of the knowledge base for the

Honeywell

PLC,

additional

facts

are

needed.

These

facts

correlate a model number returned by the device to an ASCII
message for use in identifying the device. This knowledge is
represented using frames of the form:
MODEL:
Code:
"01"
Model: IPC 620-10
5.3.5

Conclusion
Construction of the knowledge base is the job of the

user. At first inspection it may seem to be a large task, but
this is deceiving. If one had to start from scratch then the
job would be difficult, but with experience it is relatively
simple.
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The knowledge contained in each section of the knowledge
base can be expressed in several ways. The important point of
this discussion was not to explicitly define the representa
tion of the knowledge, but to provide an understanding of what
knowledge the system requires to perform its services.
5.4

CONTROL PROGRAM
The control program is the shell of the system. This is

the part of the
application.

The

interface that does not change with each
objective

in the

design

of

the

control

program is to provide a system where the user doesn't need to
concern himself with the operation of the control program.
This thought is conveyed in the rule:
Design Rule 2: The control program must operate indepen
dently of the particular messaging languages to which
it is applied.
If the control program's design takes into account this rule,
then it will be applicable for any two messaging languages.
With this rule in mind, the control program was designed and
constructed.
The control program is composed of five major functional
groups (see Figure 5.4). These groups represent the routines
that provide the services of the system.

In the sections

below, the discussion outlines the functionality of each group
of routines.

CONTROL PROGRAM

Man Routines

Parsing Routines

Conversion Routines

Assembly Routines

General System Primitives

Figure 5.4: Block Diagram of the Control Program.
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5.4.1

Main Routines
The first functional group encompasses the main routines.

This set of routines perform the following functions:
-

initialize the system,
detect an incoming message,
receive and transmit messages,
coordinate the translation process, and
reset working memory.

The system performs the initialization routine only when
the system is started. The purpose of initialization is to set
the communication parameters for receipt and transmission of
messages.

For

the

prototype

system,

initialization

also

establishes the user interface for viewing the activity of the
system. During initialization, working memory is initialized
based on statements contained in the knowledge base.

This

involves the allocation of the memory frames and the storage
of initial values within certain frame slots.
The system must be able to detect when a message is sent
to the interface.

Thus,

the program continually scans the

system's communication ports. When the system detects activity
at the port, it receives the message. These ports represent
the physical links (or buffers) to the device (or its control
ler) , and the network node. When the system receives a message
it specifies the messaging language (device-specific language
or MMFS) used by the message based on the message's source
(device port, or network node). Separate routines are used to
perform the receipt and transmission of messages for either
the device or network node.
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The translation of a message

involves several

steps.

These steps represent calls to routines contained in other
sections of the control program. The coordination of these
steps is the major function of the main program. Within these
translation steps, the main program must be able to handle the
case when a received message is incomplete.

An incomplete

command message does not carry sufficient data to assemble a
complete destination message. Therefore, the interface must
proceed by issuing a response to the first message and then
await another.

This process continues until the

interface

receives sufficient data to construct the destination message.
Once

the

system

has

completed

the

translation

of

a

message, the system is reset to handle additional messages.
This

involves erasing the contents of working memory,

and

reinitializing the field data.
5.4.2

Parsing Routines
The second group of routines deals exclusively with the

"parsing" phase of the translation process.

It is in this

phase that the system reads the message, extracts the seman
tical elements, and stores them in working memory.
The parsing of a message involves assigning segments of
the message to field elements. The structural relationship of
these elements within a message is demonstrated by the parse
tree shown in Figure 5.5. The determination of this parsing
structure for a particular messaging language occurs prior to
the development of the knowledge base using the Language Rules
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M essage:

M essage

H ead e r

Com ponents:

Fields:

Subfields:

Length

M e ssa g e
M m b er

M essage
Type

O pcode

A ddress

Body

Trailer

Body

Nul

Count

Data

Figure 5.5: Parse Tree for the MMFS Massaging Language.
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given

in

Chapter

3.

The

knowledge

declaring

the

message

structure is contained in the knowledge base and in working
memory. Using these knowledge sources it is possible for the
system to correctly parse the message. Table 5.2 shows the
results of a parse for an MMFS message based on the structure
given in Figure 5.5.
Table 5.2: Assigning Message Data to the Semantical Elements
that make up an MMFS Message.

MMFS message: 010E1F0120014102078201000B020504000C0022
Semantical
Class
Length
Message Number
Message Type
Opcode
Body

Subclass

Address
Count
Data

Data
010E
1F01
2001
4102
07820100
0B02
0504000C0022

The parsing is performed by sequentially going through
the message one field at a time. The order of the fields is
determined by recalling the field data from working memory
based on the value in the position slot.

So for the MMFS

messaging language the identity and characteristics of the
first field in the message would be determined with a call of
the form:
field(MMFS,1,0,Length,Name,Contents)
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This call specifies the messaging language (MMFS), the field's
position (1), and the field's subposition (0). The system will
look for a match within working memory. If it finds one, then
it returns

the values

for the

field's

length,

name,

and

contents (which are free at this time). Knowing the length of
the field, the system extracts the specified number of bytes
from the message and stores the data in working memory. The
system stores the data using an identical call, except that
now all the arguments

in the statement are bound.

As the

system performs these activities, it physically removes the
data from the message. Therefore, as the parsing precedes the
size

of

the

message

decreases.

The

parsing

procedure

is

repeated until the message data is depleted.
The four rules defined in Chapter 3 provide a guideline
for identifying the structure of messaging languages. Rule 1
stated that a message is composed of three major components:
the header, body, and trailer. However, Rule 4, stated that
the structure of the message body is variable. This means that
the order, presence, and length of the fields in the body are
variable. This is the reason that the system does not store
any data concerning the fields in the message body during the
initialization process. The only data initialized is a frame
for the entire body. This frame only specifies the position
of the body within the message and does not define its length.
This presents a complication to the parsing routine outlined
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above. When the system reaches the body of the message it
doesn't know how much of the message to extract.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, the structure of the message
body is directly related to the value contained in the opcode
field of the message. Therefore, if the opcode value is known,
then it is possible to determine the characteristics of the
message body. When the system encounters the opcode field it
will

activate

determine

the

another
length

routine
and

in

the

structure

control

(body

program

"type")

of

to
the

message body. The length is determined using a production rule
in the knowledge base within the parsing section. The value
returned by the system is stored within working memory in the
"body field" frame. Thus, when the system reaches the body,
the length slot within the frame contains a valid value. The
knowledge base specifies a message structure in terms of a
body structure "type." Once determined the system stores this
"type" value in working memory for use when parsing the body.
This parsing technique creates another requirement for
the messaging language.

This requirement is stated in the

rule:
Language Rule 5: The opcode field within a message must
be located in the header of the message.
Corollary: If the message has no opcode or the opcode
is located in the trailer of the message, then the
message body may only contain one field.
If the opcode is in the message header, then its value is
always known by the time the system reaches the message body.
This allows the system to predetermine the characteristics of
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the message body prior to reading it. If the opcode is not
contained in the header, then the only way to determine the
message body is if the body only has one field. The system
then can determine the length of the body and its field by
subtracting the fixed lengths of the trailer fields. Under
these conditions, if the body contained more than one field,
the system would not be able to determine the characteristics
of each field or their order.

This is the reason for the

rule's corollary.
When the system reaches the body of the message,

it

extracts the data. This data is the data for all the fields
within the message body. Just as for the opcode, the system
jumps to another routine when it encounters the body of the
message. This routine retrieves the structure of the message
body (in the form of a list of field names) using the value
of the body type stored in working memory. Then the system
extracts the data for each of these fields within the body.
The system refers to these fields as subfields.
When parsing the message body, the system examines the
knowledge base to determine the characteristics of each field.
These characteristics allow the system to extract the data for
each subfield and store it in working memory. If the knowledge
base data indicates that the field has a variable length, then
the system uses the production rules in the parsing section
of the knowledge base to determine its length.
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Another problem arises with messaging
specify some

fields as optional.

languages that

These are fields

in the

message body that may or may not appear in the message. Their
use is dependent on the entity that originated the message.
In order for the system to handle optional fields, it must be
able to identify the fields. This places another restriction
on the messaging language for which the system can be used.
This restriction is expressed in the rule:
Language Rule 6: If a message body contains fields whose
use is optional, then there must be some means of
identifying the fields.
The fields that appear in the message body vary depending on
the operation stated in the message.

However,

for a given

operation the same fields will always appear in the message
body.

This

is the body type

(structure)

specified

in the

knowledge base. Now an optional field is different in that
within

a

single

body

type

the

field's

use

for

a

single

operation is not required. Its inclusion is the decision of
the entity that formulated the message.
MMFS allows the use of optional fields within the message
body. For example, in a "write" operation, the body structure
is:
[ Address, Count, Data Format, Data ]
This list defines all the fields that are possible within the
message body for a "write" operation. The knowledge defining
the

characteristics

of

each

subfield

in

that

body

type

specifies that both the "count" and "data format" fields are
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optional. The knowledge frame that supplies these facts is of
the form:
SUBFIELD CHARACTERISTICS:
Language:
MMFS
Body Type: 5
Field Name: Count
Length:
2
Required:
no
ID code:
OB
Using the message body field list from the knowledge base,
the system will parse the body data. Using the characteristics
for the first field the system extracts the data. Then, the
system checks to see if the data is in fact an address using
the data in the "ID code" frame slot. To extract the code from
the data, the system must know the location of the code within
the field. This location is also specified in the language
characteristics section of the knowledge base in a frame of
the form:
POSITION OF ID:
Language: MMFS
Position: 0
Length:
1
The "position" field specifies the number of bytes from the
beginning of the message where the ID code begins. Then using
this position and the "length" value, the system can extract
the code from the field data and check to see if it matches
the "ID code" in the frame slot for that field.
If the code matches, then the system knows that field is
present and stores it in working memory. If the match fails,
then the data is put back in the message and the process goes
onto the next field in the list. If the "required" slot of the
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subfield frame indicates that the field is not optional, then
the identification checking routines are skipped.
Error Handling: The knowledge-based interface is capable of
handling the detection and translation of error diagnostics
in response messages. This task is accomplished by the parsing
routines in the control program.
As stated earlier, an error is indicated within a message
in one of two ways. One way is to dedicate a field to carry
an error code in the response message. For the devices tested,
this field was either the opcode or the message body. As the
system parses a response message and extracts the field data,
it checks the knowledge base to determine if the current field
carries

the

error

information.

If

so,

then

the

system

retrieves a code from the knowledge base that indicates a
positive response (no error). This code is compared with the
data

in

the

field.

If

a match

results,

then

the

system

considers the response to be error-free. But, if it doesn't
match then the field contains an error code.
If the system detects an error code, it uses the error
code information in the knowledge base and converts this code
to a neutral diagnostic message for storage in working memory.
The

knowledge

section

of

for this

the

routine

knowledge

base.

resides
The

in the

error

conversion

routine

also

retrieves the structure of the message body from the knowledge
base. The system will use this structure to parse the remain
der of the message.
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Based

on

this

design,

the

system

requires

that

the

messaging language conform to the rule:
Language Rule 7: Error codes may only reside within the
header or first field of the message body.
The system itself only checks for errors in response messages.
These are not messaging errors, but errors returned by the
communicating

entity

(i.e.,

device)

indicating

that

the

message it received had a syntactical or semantical error. The
system does

not

check

request it receives.

for

syntax

errors

in the

incoming

It assumes that all messages received

contain no errors. The ability to check incoming request is
possible,

but would require expansion of both the control

program and the knowledge base.
5.4.3

Conversion Routines
The third section of the control program converts the

message data from one language standard to that of another.
In

the

conversion

process,

the

originating

language

is

referred to as the source language, and the other language as
the destination

language.

As discussed

in Chapter 4,

the

conversion process requires two major steps:
1. conversion of the message data from the source
language to that of the neutral fields, and
2. conversion of the neutral field data to the field data
used in the destination language.
The conversion of the language-specific field data to
neutral field data is a simple process. The system retrieves
the list of neutral field names declared in the initialization
section of the knowledge base.

Then,

it sequentially goes
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through this list one field at a tine. For each field nane on
the list, the system retrieves from working memory the data
and

characteristics

for

the

matches the specified name.

language-specific

field

that

The program then examines the

knowledge base to find the production rule that specifies how
to perform the conversion. Upon completion of that field's
data conversion, the results are stored in working memory.
Based on this mode of operation it becomes apparent that
the user must declare a neutral field name that is identical
to

each

of the

language-specific

fields

in the messaging

language that requires conversion. This requirement is stated
as:
Design Rule 4: A neutral field must be declared for each
and every field in both messaging languages that
requires conversion. These fields must have the same
names as the names of the language specific fields.
A field that requires conversion is identified by two charac
teristics.

First,

it

is a field whose value changes

from

message to message (i.e., the contents are not fixed). Second,
a

conversion

routine

within

the

knowledge

base

uses

the

field's data to derive the data for a field in the destination
language.

When

selecting names

for both the neutral,

and

language-specific fields, it is important to be consistent.
To reduce the chance of error, a list of possible field names
is included in the comments in the knowledge base to help the
user in development.
Once the necessary field data are converted from the
source language to the neutral field format, the second step
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in

the

conversion

process

begins.

This

starts

with

the

conversion of the opcode from its neutral field form to that
of the destination language.
The opcode conversion occurs first since the structure
of the message depends on its value. The conversion of the
opcode is performed by retrieving the neutral field opcode
value

and

associated

querying

the

knowledge

language-specific

base

value.

to

Once

determine
completed,

the
the

language-specific value is stored in working memory in the
field frame for the opcode of the destination language. During
the

conversion

process,

the

system

determines

the

body

structure for the destination message and stores the body
"type" value in working memory. This value is used later to
determine the required subfields for the body of the destina
tion message, and to assemble the destination message.
When the message

is a request,

the system saves the

opcode value in a special slot in working memory.

This is

because in addition to the request message body structure,
the body structure of the response is also dependent on the
value of the opcode in the request. Therefore, this opcode
value is used in the translation process of a request message
and

that

of

the

response

to

the

request.

This

behavior

establishes another restriction on the messaging language.
This restriction is expressed as the rule:
Language Rule 8: The structure of the message body of
both the request and response messages must be
dependent on the opcode value used in the request
message.
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Corollary: If the messaging language doesn't use an
opcode, then the structure of the message body and
the length of each field within it must be fixed.
However, if the message body only contains one field,
then that field's length may vary.
If this rule does not hold, then the system will be unable to
determine the message structure and perform the translation
services. However, as the corollary states, if the messaging
language does not use an opcode, then the message structure
of the body must be fixed and specified in the knowledge base.
Following the conversion of the opcode, the rest of the
fields needed in the destination message are converted. The
steps for the conversion are almost identical to those used
to convert the language-specific field data to neutral field
data. The major difference is that, instead of using a list
of neutral

field names,

the system retrieves

from working

memory a list of language-specific field names. This list of
names represents those fields in the header and trailer of
the message. By definition, this list represents the fields
that will appear in every message.
Before

using

this

list

of

names,

the

system

first

consults the knowledge base to determine what fields reside
in the message body. This knowledge depends on the body type
determined

during

the

opcode

conversion

process.

These

subfield names are then appended to the list of languagespecific field names. The resulting list of fields represents
all

the

language-specific

fields

needed

to

construct

complete destination message for the desired operation.

the
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Using this list of field names, the system consults the
knowledge base and executes those production rules associated
with each

field name.

The major source of data

for these

conversion routines is the neutral field data contained in
working memory. The data returned by the conversion routines
are not in their final destination form. The system must check
the data to determine if the length of the data is the same
as that

specified

in the knowledge base.

If the

size

is

incorrect, then the system appends leading zeros to the front
of the field to correct its length. If the length is correct,
or listed as variable, then nothing is done. Following the
conversion of each field and the check of its size, the data
is stored in the language-specific field in working memory.
The order of the fields in the list of language-specific
fields is critical. If the conversion of a field is dependent
on data in another language-specific field, then that field's
data must have already been determined.

If not,

then the

conversion process will either fail or result in inaccurate
data. One example of this is the calculation of the value for
the checksum field. This calculation assumes that the data of
each field in the domain of the checksum is available for use
in the calculation. Therefore, when declaring this list, it
is important to correctly order these fields based on their
dependence on one another.
The second step of the conversion process is different
from the first. In the first step, the system only dealt with
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those fields that affected the destination message. Whereas,
in this second step, the system must consider every field in
the destination message. These additional fields include the
fixed and calculated fields of the message. These fields are
different in that their content is not derived from source
data, but is instead obtained from calculations or examination
of the knowledge base.
5.4.4

Assembly Routines
At the completion of the conversion phase of the transla

tion process, all the data needed to assemble the destination
message is contained within working memory. The system must
now retrieve this data in the correct order and assemble the
destination message.
The first step assembles the subfields of the message
body.

The

names

of

these

subfields

and

their

order

are

obtained from the knowledge base using the value of the body
"type" specified in working memory. The data of each subfield
is retrieved from working memory and concatenated together to
form the message body. This data is then stored in the "body"
field in working memory.
The next step in the assembly phase concatenates all the
message

fields

accomplished

to

using

form

the

destination

the

position

value,

message.
available

This
in

is
the

"field" data frame, to determine the proper location of each
field. Beginning with the field in the first position, the
data of each field is retrieved from working memory. The data
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is

assimilated

position.

Once

until
the

the

system

message

reaches

the

is assembled

it

last

is

field

stored

in

working memory. The assembled message is now available for
transmission.
5.4.5

General System Primitives
The last section of the control program contains basic

routines that are not specific to the translation process.
These

are

routines that one might use

in other types

of

programs also. In some programming languages, these routines
may exist as built-in primitives, but in others the programmer
must

write

them.

Examples

of

these

include

routines

for

primary data conversion (e.g., hexadecimal to decimal, integer
to string,
member,

etc.),

etc.).

and list manipulation

(e.g.,

appending,

The content of this section of the control

program is dependent on the programming language chosen for
implementation and the actual method used

for coding the

system.
5.5

CONCLUSION
This chapter investigated the details of a knowledge-

based system for message translation. The contents of working
memory

is

composed

of

language-dependent,

and

language-

independent data.

This component of the system provides a

method

store

to

easily

and

recall

message

data.

For the

language knowledge bases, four different types of knowledge
are required. This includes:
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1. knowledge which initializes message data,
2. knowledge that specifies the characteristics of the
language,
3. knowledge that designates how to parse the message,
and
4. knowledge that indicates how to convert the message
data.
This knowledge is represented using either frames or produc
tion rules.
The last system component, the control program,

is the

shell of the system. The routines of the control program are
divided

into

the

five

groups:

main,

parsing,

conversion,

assembly, and primitive. The purpose of each of these sections

1. Main - initializes the system and directs the opera
tion of the program,
2. Parsing - extracts and stores the field data from the
input message,
3. Conversion - converts the field data from the source
to the destination messaging language,
4. Assembly - constructs the destination message from
the field data provided in the conversion phase.
5. Primitive - provide special system primitives required
by other routines in the control program.
This

component

applications.

of

the

system

that

never

changes

between

Only the contents of the knowledge bases is

affected in new applications.
The task of translating a single message is not compli
cated. However, when designing a system to handle translations
between any two messaging languages, the task becomes complex.
The system described in this chapter represents the thoughts
and conclusions obtained during the design of a system that
could translate between five different messaging languages.
Because of the variation between these languages, the result
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ing system is considered robust. But, as in any system, there
are always limitations. For this system the limitations are
in the type of messaging language to which the interface can
be applied. If each of the eight specified "Language Rules"
is satisfied by the messaging language,

then there

is an

excellent chance that the system will be able to provide the
translation service for the language.

CHAPTER VI
PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION AND
EVALUATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS
6.1

INTRODUCTION
This research resulted in the development of a prototype

knowledge-based interface which performs message translation.
This interface has the capability to translate between the
MMFS messaging language and any of the four device-specific
languages

selected

for this

study.

None

of the messaging

languages selected was compatible with MMFS.

Each of these

languages imposed -different requirements on the system. The
result

is a robust prototype system with a wide range of

applications.
This chapter looks at the prototype system in terms of
its applications. The discussion begins with a description of
the prototype system and the tests performed with this system.
This is followed by a presentation of the results obtained
when the system was applied in a simulated environment. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of the limitations and
requirements imposed by the knowledge-based design.
6.2

PROTOTYPE KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERFACE
In this section, the characteristics of the prototype

program
coding

are
of

reviewed.

the

design

This

program

presented

represents

Chapter

5.

The

the

actual

prototype

program is listed in Appendix C. This appendix contains the
196
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code for the assembly language routines, control program, and
each of the knowledge bases: MMFS, robot, NC machine, and both
PLCs.
6.2.1

Programming Language
The prototype knowledge-based interface was developed on

an IBM PC/AT-class microcomputer. The implementation of the
knowledge-based design required complete development of the
program. This was because the translation task didn't fit the
capabilities of the knowledge-based shells currently avail
able.
The prototype program was written using Turbo Prolog.
Turbo

Prolog

was

developed

by

Borland

International

for

explicit use on microcomputers. It represents one implementa
tion of the Prolog language.

Turbo Prolog is a high level

language with an excellent programming environment,
built in debugger.

and a

Programs written using Turbo Prolog can

also be compiled to executable code for execution on any IBM
compatible microcomputer. Since Prolog's operation is based
on the use of a stack,

the operation of the prototype is

limited by the stack space available. This problem is only a
software limitation which could be eliminated by improvements
in the

programming

techniques

used,

or

by

the

use

of

a

different programming language such as LISP or C.
This prototype implementation is not meant to demonstrate
programming techniques. The purpose of the prototype is to
illustrate the feasibility and usefulness of the knowledge-
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based

design,

and

to

explore

the

design

issues.

In

all

likelihood, a production system would be ported to a lower
level language such as LISP, or even the more portable and
popular

"C" language.

Important

factors

in the production

system are the speed of execution and the ability to generate
knowledge

base

code

maintained by an

that

can

be

easily

constructed

inexperienced communications

and

engineer or

technician.
6.2.2

Program Structure
A Turbo Prolog program is composed of two main sections:

program declarations and program clauses (see Figure 6.1). The
program declarations are not a normal part of other Prolog
programs.

However,

the declarations are necessary in Turbo

Prolog because it is a "typed" Prolog compiler. This means
that the programmer must declare the types of objects used by
each of the statements in the program. This speeds execution
of the complied program [60].
The
parts.

declarations

The

section

of

the

program

has

several

first part declares the names of any external

routines called by the program.

The second part lists the

system "domains." These domains are like the "types" used in
Pascal. They allow the programmer to assign distinctive names
to different kinds of data. These names are then equated to
a standard type

(string,

integer,

etc.).

The next set of

declarations requires that the user specify the variables and
arguments that are used in the database (working memory) . This
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KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERFACE PROGRAM
Program D eclarations

Program C lauses

Control Program

. Knowledge Base

Figure 6.1: Block Diagram of Prototype Program.
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is followed by a complete list of the statements (clauses or
routines) used in the program (control program and knowledge
bases). The last declaration made in this section is the goal.
The goal represents the aim of the system. In the case of the
prototype, the goal is stated such that the system is never
able to satisfy it. This causes the system to run continuous
ly.
The next section of the program contains the program
clauses. These clauses represent the code used by the system
to carry out the goal. This includes both the control program
and the knowledge bases.

In the Prolog language there are

basically two types of clauses: rules and facts. Therefore,
coding of routines must use production

(IF-THEN)

logic to

derive the equivalent action of a desired routine. This is not
a difficult task.

In fact,

it is possible to imitate many

types of procedural routines even though Prolog is a declara
tive language [61].
The Turbo Prolog compiler requires that all statements
of

the

same

restriction,

type
it

is

be

grouped

not

together.

physically

Because

possible

to

of
have

this
two

separate knowledge bases. This is because the same statements
are used to define the knowledge for each language. The result
is that the two knowledge bases are intertwined. However, the
knowledge pertinent to each is easily identifiable because
each statement carries an additional argument to identify its
relation to a particular language. Recall that in the discus
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sion of the knowledge base, each rule and frame presented had
a slot or condition labeled, "language." This is the argument
used to identify which language a knowledge statement refers.
For example,
Robot,

the

in the prototype knowledge base

facts

for the NND

identifying error-free response codes is

expressed as:
positive_response_codes(language_l,"2003",2).
positive_response_codes(language_2,"454E",2).
The first argument (slot) of the statement (frame) states the
messaging language.

"Language_l" is equivalent to the MMFS

messaging language,

and "Language_2"

is equivalent to the

messaging language used by the robot.
So, even though there is physically only one knowledge
base, conceptually there are two. This restriction imposed by
the programming language does not affect the effort required
to construct the interface, it only makes its appearance more
complex. This has no affect on the control program since no
clauses are shared between the control program and knowledge
base.
6.2.3

Program Description
The functional details of the knowledge-based interface

were presented in Chapter 5. The discussion in this section
presents those characteristics of the prototype program that
were not covered previously.
Contro1 Program:

When

the

system

receives

a message

it

converts the message into a string of ASCII characters. The
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system then works with the message as a string. This simpli
fies the handling and manipulation of the message. The only
inconvenience occurs when some form of mathematical manipula
tion is required. For these cases, generic system primitives
were written to provide the conversion between the string and
numeric formats.
Due to the nature of the Prolog language, the program
uses a large amount of recursion. This is an efficient method
for handling each step of the translation process: parsing,
conversion, and assembling. This is one reason for the use of
lists in the knowledge base. These lists act as the indices
for stepping through the recursive routine. Another indicator
used in recursion is the position value for the field. This
value is used in both the parsing and assembly routines.
If the system were implemented as a production program,
several routines would require modification. These are:
- the routines which receive the message,
- the routines which transmit the message, and
- the routine which initialize the system.
There are two routines that check the system ports for
the arrival of a message.
service access point)
arrived.

The

other

One routine checks the port

(or

to determine if an MMFS message has

routine

checks

the

device port

for

a

message. If a message is detected, then it is read and stored
in working memory.
string

form

before

These

routines convert

storing

it.

In

the

routines are represented by the clauses:

the message to

prototype,

these
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read_msg_f ile(Language_l,Language_2)
The first argument of the message call identifies which port
(language)

is

addressed.

The

second

argument

defines

the

destination language to the system.
The transmission of a translated message to its appro
priate destination is handled in the same manner. There are
two routines, one to send the message to the network node,
and one to transmit it to the device.
In

addition

to

initializing

system

variables,

the

initialization routine establishes communications with the
devices. This involves setting the communication parameters
(i.e., baud rate, parity, etc.). When the system is applied
on-line in a manufacturing environment,
establish the

interface

this

routine must

as a communicating entity to the

network and to the device.
Besides

modifying

these

routines,

one might wish

to

remove the statements of the system that display the transla
tion activity on the screen. These statements slow the system
and are only necessary for research and debugging. Also in the
system are "readchar(_)" statements. These statements pause
the system so it is possible to view the information written
to the screen. A user would also want to remove these state
ments .
Knowledge Base: The knowledge base is the part of the system
that is the responsibility of the user. The knowledge con
tained in this section of the code declares the characteris
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tics of the language and specifies how to convert data between
the format of the language, and that of the neutral fields.
Construction of the knowledge base is best approached in
two phases. First, the user would gather information about the
messaging language from the communications manual. This phase
is

concerned with

determining

the

characteristics

of

the

language (fields, lengths, structures, etc.). Not all of the
information needed is provided explicitly in the manual. For
these cases, the user must use the "Language Rules" outlined
in previous chapters. Application of these rules will allow
the user to easily derive the

remaining

information.

The

result of this phase is information that can be directly used
within the knowledge base.
The second phase of the construction process involves
taking the information obtained in the first phase and placing
it in facts and rules within the knowledge base. Some of this
phase is essentially fill-in-the-blank. However, the develop
ment of the conversion knowledge requires the user to code
rules in the programming language. These rules are responsible
for converting the data between the language-specific format
of the system and that of the neutral fields. Both phases of
this process are illustrated for one messaging language in
Appendix C.
It is important that every statement

(rule and fact)

declared by the program remain in the knowledge base. Even if
a particular statement is not used by the language, it must
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appear in the knowledge base. If not, then the compiler will
not compile the code. If a particular type of rule, or fact,
does not apply to the language, there are ways to indicate
this in the statement. These include such fixes as setting the
length to zero, indicating the contents as null (i.e., ""),
etc.

Examples of this appear in the device knowledge base

listings in Appendix C.
In some messaging languages, there may not be an opcode.
This occurs when a device doesn't provide full remote control
(such as the Dyna NC machine) . In these systems, the operation
is specified by the operator as they key it in on the control
ler manually (i.e., download or upload). Due to the design of
the

prototype

system,

its

operation

is

dependent

on

the

presence of an opcode field in the message. Therefore, in the
initialization section of the knowledge base, one must declare
an opcode frame and save it to working memory. The fact that
the opcode is not used is designated by assigning a length of
zero to the field. The system then knows that the opcode field
is not a part of the message. For example, the initialization
of the message fields for the Dyna NC machine are:
initialize_fields(language_2,_) :asserta(field(language_2,l,0, 0,"Opcode”,"" )),
asserta(field(language_2,2,0,-l,,,Body,,
)),
asserta(field(language__2,3,0, 1,"ETX"
,"1A")).
The system realizes that the opcode is not a part of the
message because it has a length of zero.

Notice that the

opcode is declared as the first field in the message. This
does not affect the resulting message in any way.
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Sometimes, a language uses an opcode in the request, but
not in the response. This is the case for the NND Assembly
Robot. This situation is handled in the same manner. The only
difference is that when declaring the fields in the initial
ization section, the user must distinguish between the request
message format and the response message format. These state
ment declarations are:
initialize_fields(language_2,request) :asserta(field(language_2,l,0, 2,"Opcode", ) ) ,
asserta(field(language_2,2,0,-1,"Body" ,""
)),
asserta(field(language_2,3,0, 2,"ETX"
,"0D0A")).
initialize_fields(language_2,response) :asserta(field(language_2,1,0, 0,"Opcode",""
)),
asserta(field(language_2,2,0,-1,"Body"
,""
)),
asserta(field(language_2,3,0, 2,"ETX"
,"0D0A")).
The only difference in the rules is that for the response
message the opcode field's length is set to zero. This tells
the system the opcode field is not used in a response message.
6.2.4

Execution of the System
The prototype's operation is such that the user can view

the system's interpretation of a message at various stages in
the translation process. There are two windows on the screen,
one

for the host

language,

MMFS,

and one

for the device

language. Any message received or sent to either device will
appear in the corresponding screen. This makes it easy to view
the operation of the system.
In addition to the entire message, the system also prints
its interpretation of the message structure to the screen.
During the parsing step, the system displays the field's name
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and the data it contains. The body of the message is also
printed, and then the contents of each subfield is output to
the screen. At the end of each step in the process the system
pauses, until the user hits any key. This allows the user to
view the message data, otherwise the data would scroll off the
screen as the system receives new messages.
6.3

EXPERIMENTAL 8ETUP
To test the design of the system, two types of tests were

run. The first involves simulated runs using messages that
involve all the various operations implemented in each of the
knowledge

bases.

The

prototype

system so

second

test

entailed

connecting

it can communicate with

the

a shop-floor

device. This test provided a chance to see the system perform
in a partial on-line environment.
6.3.1

Simulation Testing
To fully test the message translation capability of the

prototype interface,

a long list of example messages were

created. These examples represent all the possible types of
operation

implemented

within

the

knowledge

base

for each

device. Each example is a complete message exchange between
the device and an imaginary host on the network. The messaging
language

of

the

host

is

the

network

standard

messaging

language, MMFS. Therefore, each message example requires two
translations.

The first is the translation of the command

message from the MMFS format to that of the device. The second
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is the translation of the device's response message back to
the MMFS.
For the simulation tests, the test messages are stored
in two separate files on the hard disk. One file represents
messages using the host language, MMFS, and the other repre
sents messages using the device's messaging language.

The

control program accesses these files using the same routines
as

it

would

in

an

actual

on-line

environment.

The

only

difference

is that these routines access a

hard drive as

opposed to

a system port. Likewise, messages

transmitted by

the prototype are not sent to the actual device, but instead
are sent to their corresponding window on the screen.
The commands selected for each device represent the type
of actions one would expect in a manufacturing environment.
Another requirement was that the command be supported by the
MMFS messaging language. This restriction was ignored for the
robot.

In this case, the examples demonstrate a method for

sending unsupported
as part of

device

commands using MMFS. Also included

the test are examples to check the error-handling

capability of the system.
A

list

of

the

selected device

commands

is given

in

Table 6.1. For further explanation of these commands consult
the discussion in Chapter 3. Appendix A presents the example
messages and error messages. It also provides discussion of
the various exchanges in terms of the translation require
ments .
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Table 6.1: Device Commands Selected for Testing.

Device
Robot

Command
Run
Origin
Move
Here

Description
Execute a program
Move arm to origin
Move arm to position given
Return the robots position

Honeywell
PLC

Read I/O
Write Outputs
Read Registers
Write Registers
Upload
Download
Read Status

Read values from I/O table
Write to outputs I/O table
Read from registers
Write to registers
Upload instructions
Download instructions
Read ID and system status

AllenBradley
PLC

Read I/O
Write Register
Read Registers
Upload
Download

Read values from I/O table
Write to registers
Read from registers
Upload instructions
Download instructions

Dyna NC
Milling
Machine

Download
Upload

Download program to machine
Upload program to host

Using these example messages it is possible to simulate
the operation of the interface in the network environment.
These runs only simulate the functionality of the knowledgebased prototype. They do not provide any indication of the
performance capability of the design. However, the point of
this research

is not to evaluate the performance,

but to

determine the functional capability of the interface.
The devices selected for the study represent three major
classes of programmable machines normally found on the shopfloor of the manufacturing environment

(see Table 6.2). By

using these different devices it is believed that the varia-
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Table 6.2: Applications of the Knowledge-Based Interface.

MACHINE TYPE
VENDOR

Programmable
Logic Controller

A

Honeywell
IPC-620

B

Allen-Bradley
PLC-3

Numerical
Control Machine

Robot
NND Assembly
Robot

Dyna Milling
Machine

tions in the messaging languages for each will improve the
design of the system and increase its range of application.
In addition to the three different device types,

one other

device of the same type, but from a different vendor was used.
This provides some indication of the similarity and differen
ces one could expect between vendors.
The

simulation

runs

performance of the system.

are

not

designed

to

track

the

Instead, the objective of these

tests is to reveal problems in the design of the interface
and to demonstrate the system's translational capabilities.
6.3.2

Communication Test
To further test the system, the prototype was adapted

for communication with a real device. The device selected for
the test was the NND Assembly Robot. However,

since no MAP

network is available, the host messaging is still simulated
by accessing messages in a file on the hard disk.
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The equipment setup required an IBM/AT-class microcom
puter with a serial port for connecting to the robot control
ler (see Figure 6.2). The prototype runs on the microcomputer
and communicates with the device using the serial link. The
system's access to the serial port is supported by a set of
assembly

language

routines

called

from within

the

Prolog

program. These routines perform the following tasks:
- initialize the serial port for communication,
- send data through the serial port, and
- read data from the serial port.
In the network environment these routines imitate the services
provided by the lower layers of a MAP network node.
6.4

EVALUATION OF RESULTS
The results of the simulation tests demonstrate that the

prototype system is capable of performing message translation.
Therefore, the knowledge-based design of a message translation
interface is a possible alternative to using the traditional
custom program.

The same prototype program was applied and

tested in four configurations. Each application involved the
translation of messages between an MMFS host and a shop-floor
device. The devices used were a robot, an NC machine, and two
PLC's .
The knowledge-based design used for translation program
creates a clear separation between the contents of the control
program and the contents of the knowledge bases. None of the
code in the control program required any revision for all four
applications of the system. This is quite an accomplishment

Robot
Controller

1

Dell System 200
Microcomputer

NND Assembly Robot

nan

D

00

RS-232 Cable

Figure 6.2: Connections of the Interface to the Robot.
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considering the variation in the messaging languages to which
it was applied.
The knowledge bases, however, are a different story. One
of the design requirements stated in Chapter 5 was to achieve
a maximum amount of independence between the knowledge bases
for each language. The user would then be able to construct
the knowledge base for one language without any knowledge of
the other. This is the optimum case. In the prototype system
this level of independence was nearly achieved. There is only
one area where the user must make some assumptions about the
other language in order to complete the construction of the
knowledge base.
In the data gathering phase of knowledge base construc
tion,

there

is one step

(Step 12)

that asks the user to

determine if each operation is "complete." An operation is
considered complete when its message contains sufficient data
and parameters to derive an equivalent message in the other
language.

If an operation

is not

complete,

then multiple

messages from the source are needed to construct the equiva
lent message in the destination language.
One example of an incomplete operation is the "select"
(SEL) operation in the MMFS messaging language. This operation
selects a program for execution. This command does not request
execution of the program, it only specifies the name of the
program to execute.

In the example messages,

the "select"

command was used once in association with the "Run" command
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of the NND Robot1. To execute the "Run" command, the MMFS host
message must specify:
1. the name of the program to execute, and
2. a request opcode equivalent to the "Run" command.
This data represents two different operations in the MMFS
messaging language.

The first operation is "select"

(SEL),

and the second is "cycle-start" (CST). At the zero conformance
level MMFS

allows each message to carry only one opcode.

Therefore, in order to supply the needed field data for the
destination robot message, two MMFS messages are required. The
first

message

supplies

the

program

name,

and

the

second

specifies the execution opcode.
The

problem

occurs

in

determining

if

a

message

is

"complete." In order to make this determination, a user would
need to know about the operations implemented in the other
language and how they relate. This requirement violates the
total independence between the language knowledge bases. This
problem only occurs in the translation of request messages.
Response

messages

only

included (as in MMFS)
Therefore,

carry

data,

and

if

an

opcode

is

it is an echo of the request opcode.

it is possible for a single response message to

return all the data.
Now, since the devices can't initiate requests, there is
no need to perform this step (Step 12) in the construction
phase of the knowledge base.
1 The example messages
Appendix A.

It is safe to designate all

for this

case

are written

out

in
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opcodes as "complete." This assumption only applies to devices
that are slaves to the host, a condition that is true of most
programmable devices found on the shop-floor. Therefore, for
the

prototype

system,

the

need

to

determine

whether

an

operation is "complete" or not is restricted to only the host
language (in this case, MMFS).
One possible solution to this problem would require that
the system inspect the fields of the destination message. If
any fields are empty then it would be apparent that additional
data is needed to complete the operation. The system could
then issue a response to the first message,

and await the

remaining data. This method of operation would require major
modification of the current prototype system, and is an issue
for future research.
Another positive aspect of the knowledge bases is the
consistency between the code used for each. The first attempt
at programming a knowledge-based interface resulted in two
knowledge bases that differed in their approach to declaring
the knowledge of each messaging language [2][62]. This method
made

knowledge

base

construction

a

difficult

task.

One

objective of this research is to create a system where the
knowledge

base

design

for

both

languages

is

identical.

Therefore, the only difference between the knowledge bases is
the knowledge stated within the rules and facts. This approach
results in a consistency that simplifies the construction and
maintenance of the knowledge bases. After some experience, a
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user will become proficient at constructing the knowledge
base.
6.4.1

Language Knowledge Bases
In the simulation runs, the prototype system translated

messages between the MMFS messaging language and a particular
device-specific language.

This required the development of

five knowledge bases, one for MMFS, and one for each device
language. When developing a knowledge base, the construction
of that knowledge base should not be limited to a particular
application.

If developed correctly the same knowledge base

can be used in combination with any other messaging language.
As an example, the same MMFS knowledge base was used in
the system with each of the other four devicelanguages.
modification was

needed

to customize the

knowledge

No

for a

particular device. This demonstrates the usefulness of the
knowledge-based design. Instead of developing a new interface
for each application, the user only addresses one small part
of the system, the knowledge base of the new language. This
makes it easy to adapt the interface to many different devices
when a network standard for messaging is employed.
The size of the knowledge bases, in terms of the number
of rules and facts, varied from 32 for the Dyna NC machine,
to 136 for the MMFS. The size is dependent on several factors:
- the number of fields in the message,
- the number of available operations, and
- the number of different structures of the message body.
Table 6.3 shows these figures for each of the knowledge bases.
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Table 6.3: Statistics for each of the Knowledge Bases.

Knowledge Base
Section
Initialization
Characteristics
Parsing
Conversion
User-Defined

MMFS
1
79
5
49
2

NND
Robot
2
30
3
13
1

Total

136

49

90

91

32

12
12
9
8

5
4
4
1

9
7
5
4

12
4
7
5

2
1
0
0

No. fields
N o . body types
N o . opcodes
No. error
codes

A-B
PLC
1
54
6
28
1

Honeywell
PLC
1
51
3
32
4

Dyna
NC m/
1
19
4
7
1

The biggest factor governing the size of a knowledge base
is the number of fields in the message. Since some fields are
static and their values constant, the fields that require the
most code are those fields labeled as "conversion fields."
These fields contain data needed to derive the message in the
other language. This data must be stored and manipulated in
the translation process. This factor affects several sections
of the knowledge base, including the initialization section,
the

language

characteristics

section,

and

the

conversion

section.
The biggest knowledge base is that for the MMFS language.
The implementation for this

language contains the largest

number of fields, opcodes, and body types. The language used
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by the Honeywell PLC also has twelve fields in the message,
but only seven of these are conversion fields.
The number of rules and facts in the knowledge bases of
the PLCs are about the same. Due to the similarity in the
device commands, there is a lot of similarity in the way these
two

languages

are

handled.

However,

there

are

two

major

differences between these languages. The first is in the order
used to express the contents of the field. The Allen-Bradley
PLC uses a reverse order of the bytes (low-byte/high-byte) in
the contents

of the

fields

in the message body.

This

is

different from the high-byte/low-byte order for the neutral
fields. Such a difference requires additional manipulation of
the data. The second difference is that the Honeywell uses one
addressing

method,

while

the

Allen-Bradley

uses

three.

Additional code is required to distinguish between each of the
addressing schemes when converting the data.
The small size of the Dyna knowledge base is attributable
to the

limited messaging

capability of the

language.

All

messages are sent in one direction only. There are no opcodes,
and all

exchanges

require

the operator to

initialize the

device manually.
For

similar

fields

(i.e.,

addresses,

opcodes,

data,

etc.), the rules and facts associated with these fields may
be identical for each device.
section of the knowledge base,

For example,

in the parsing

the rule to determine the

length of the "data" field in the message body is identical
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for each of the four different devices and MMFS. This is also
true for:
- every device in the language-specific to neutral field
conversion of the "data" field in the body of a message,
and
- the PLCs when the neutral "address" field data is
converted to a language-specific "address."
Other examples of similarity are also evident between
the knowledge bases. Thus, the development of one knowledge
base can use others as examples. A knowledge base can even be
copied and edited for development of another. For the know
ledge bases in this study, Table 6.4 shows the percentage of
reusable

code

between

each

of

the

five

knowledge

bases.

Between the four devices, at least 10% of the code could have
been used directly. The large values for the Dyna result from
the small size of the knowledge base. The Dyna uses a simple
language and only requires a few basic manipulations in the
translation process.
The figures in the table only account for the code in
the two knowledge bases that is identical. These figure do
not indicate the similarity between the code in the knowledge
bases. Therefore, in the development of the knowledge base it
would be beneficial to begin with the code from another device
knowledge base.
The time and effort required to develop a knowledge base
are difficult to estimate.
base the user must:

In order to develop a knowledge
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Table 6.4:
Bases.

Percentage

MMFS

Lancruaae

NND
Robot

Code

Honeywell
PLC

between

A-B
PLC

Knowledge

Dyna
NC m/c

10

28

14

18

63

27

-

23

34

7

33

23

-

44

7

41

12

16

-

NND Robot

7

Honeywell PLC

8

Allen-Bradley
PLC
Dyna NC m/c

-

Reusable

12

MMFS

Mote:

of

18
-

-

This table reads - 18% of the code for the Robot
knowledge base is identical to the code from the
MMFS knowledge base.

familiarize themselves with the language,
gather the data from the manual,
code the rules and facts, and
run tests to verify the knowledge.

The time

required

for each step will

vary with

a user's

experience.
To implement a knowledge base, the user will need some
experience with the programming language. This experience is
needed to code the knowledge into rules. Once the necessary
information about the language is coded into the knowledge
base, the user must verify the knowledge. One way to do this
is to develop a set of example messages that test the capabil
ity of the system in all areas. Then, attach the knowledge
base to a simulation system (like the prototype) where the
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execution can be monitored. This would allow the user to spot
errors in the knowledge and to perform additional test.
Overall, the process of building and testing a knowledge
base will require a single person about one or two days.
However, this could be simplified if one used an example such
as the one shown in Appendix B. With experience, this time
could be reduced to less than a day.
6.5

REQUIREMENTS AND LIMITATIONS OF THE SYSTEM

6.5.1

Requirements
The knowledge-based design,

as described in Chapter 5

and demonstrated in the prototype, has several requirements.
The basic requirements are stated in the

"Language Rules"

listed earlier. In general, these rules placed conditions on
the language concerning:
-

the
the
the
the

overall structure,
location of fields in the message,
use of optional fields within a message, and
dependency of structure on the opcodes.

Application of these rules make it possible to determine, at
an early stage, if a particular language is suitable for use
with the interface.

This can be accomplished prior to any

coding of the knowledge base.
To maintain

independence between the contents of the

knowledge bases, neutral fields are used. These neutral fields
require that there be a field for every field
that is a "conversion" field.

This is a

in themessage

requirementthat the

user must fulfill in the development of the knowledge base.
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This

requirement

is

addressed

in

the

discussion

of

the

knowledge base development process outlined in Appendix B.
Lastly,

the user must declare an opcode field in the

header of every message. Even if the language doesn't need an
opcode, it must have a frame for it in working memory. This
requirement is not a desired feature of the system and should
be eliminated.
6.5.2

Limitations
In addition to these requirements, the system has several

limitations in its operation.
handling.

The prototype

The first of these is error

system does not

check

for syntax

errors in messages it receives. All messages are assumed to
be free from errors and ready for processing. If a defective
message is received, the system will either enter an infinite
loop or produce irrelevant data. Consequently, the prototype
system could not be used in an on-line environment.
When implementing the system, the device must act as a
slave device incapable of initiating request messages. Only
the host language, MMFS, can initiate requests. The system
was designed to allow free exchange in both directions, but
all

applications

of

the

system

involved

a

master-slave

relationship between the two messaging entities. This repre
sents the normal mode

of communication at the

shop-floor

level. Although, the system was designed and programmed such
that either language could initiate a request, this capability
has not been tested.
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Another limitation of the present prototype system is
that it can only deal with one message set at a time. Thus,
if the

interface has processed

a request message

and

is

awaiting a response, it cannot accept another request (unless
there is no response) . This limitation is not a problem, since
each device can only process one message at a time. However,
the efficiency of the system could be improved if the system
were allowed to process other requests while it waited for the
device's response. This is another area where further study
is needed.
Similarly, the system is also not capable of processing
messages that contain more than one opcode. These messages,
termed "multiple transaction messages," are available within
MMFS,

but not at the conformance level considered in this

research. Since the device can only process one operation at
a time, there is no need for a message with several opcodes.
The only advantage

offered by this type of message

is a

reduction in the time spent waiting for the next message.
These

limitations

are

significant

when

considering

application of the system in an on-line environment. However,
the purpose of this study was to examine the capability of a
knowledge-based design to perform translation, and to describe
the functionality of such a system.
6.6

CONCLUSION
The knowledge-based design of the system was successful.

All the design rules, stated in the previous chapters, were
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fulfilled by the prototype system. It is not possible to make
any general conclusions about the capabilities of the proto
type system based on this sampling of messaging languages.
However, the results from these tests do indicate the poten
tial of such a system to provide the translation service.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter presents a summary of the research, conclu
sions reached as a result of the work, and recommendations
for future work. The summary reviews the research problem and
presents the objectives of the study. The conclusions then
present the results of the research in light of the objec
tives. The chapter is then concluded with recommendations on
how this work could be extended to provide additional contri
butions in this research area.

7.1

SUMMARY
This research addresses the use of a knowledge-based

software interface for message translation.

The purpose of

the interface is to eliminate the incompatibilities that exist
between the messaging languages of shop-floor devices. One of
the major barriers to achieving integration in manufacturing
facilities is establishing communications between the individ
ual computerized elements.
This research focuses on one problem in the area of shopfloor

communications.

This

is the

incompatibility

of

the

standards used for messaging between devices on the shopfloor. Integration at this level concerns a large number of
heterogeneous equipment. Elimination of the incompatibilities
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in messaging is one step toward simplifying the integration
process.
This research asserts that a knowledge-based design can
be used
design

for a translation
simplifies

interface.

the

interface.

development

Furthermore,

and maintenance

such a
of

the

These advantages are the result of the program

structure provided by the knowledge-based design. This design
provides a clear separation between the control program that
directs the translation process, and the knowledge bases that
supply the information about how to translate a message of a
particular language. Separation between the program shell and
the

language

specific

knowledge

allows

the

same

control

program to be used foi* every interface application. Therefore,
when adapting the system to a new device, the user only needs
to address the knowledge base for the new language.

This type

of design simplifies the construction process. Also, since the
contents of the knowledge base is modularized, it is easy to
locate and decipher this

knowledge.

Thus,

less effort

is

required to maintain such a system.
This research fills a void in the literature concerning
the problems that exist in message translation. No other work
has been reported in this area. Some related work on software
interfaces have been published, but the details and problems
of these systems are not discussed because they are commercial
systems. This research challenges the contemporary approach
of developing a custom interface which requires extensive
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programming efforts for each interface. The novelty of the
knowledge-based interface is that a major portion of the code
is reusable.
The goal of this research focuses on investigating the
capability
service

of

a knowledge-based

of message

translation.

interface
The

to

perform

objectives

stated

the
to

support this goal, include the specification of the design of
such a system, and the subsequent development of a prototype
employing the design. The resulting system would then provide
a means to test the design for a variety of messaging lan
guages to determine the functionality of the design concept.

7.2

CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this research was to investigate the design

of a knowledge-based program for message translation. This is
a unique approach compared to the procedural programs used for
software interfaces today. The results of this investigation
are expressed in the form of a set of design rules and a set
of language rules. The design rules specify the requirements
for the

impending design of the

interface.

Each of these

requirements was satisfied by the prototype implementation.
The result of each rule is:
1.
control

A system whose program structure is composed of a
program

and

a

knowledge

base

for

each messaging

language. Even though there is physically only one knowledge
base, each language uses its own set of rules and facts. No
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single knowledge statement is shared between the languages.
It

is

the

Prolog

compiler

that

restricted

the

physical

placement of the program code.
2. A control program that is completely separate from
the knowledge base. No statements are shared between the two
parts of the program. The result is that the control program
is applicable for use with any language knowledge base.
3. A system where total functional independence between
the knowledge bases was nearly achieved. This was accomplished
by use of an intermediate phase for conversion of the message
data. This intermediate phase involved the creation and use
of neutral fields. By using neutral fields the user does not
have to know the format of the data in the other language.
Their only responsibility is to specify the knowledge for the
conversion of the data between the language-specific format
and that of the neutral fields. The contents of the other
knowledge

base

completes

the

conversion

process.

Total

independence between the knowledge bases was breached by one
variable. This variable specifies whether an operation in the
source language translates completely to another operation in
the destination language. Specification of this variable was
only necessary for the host language, and not for any of the
devices.
The prototype system was tested using simulation runs.
The results of these tests show that a knowledge-based design
is a viable alternative to the approach of programming a
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custom interface. Because of the variety of languages used in
testing,

the

design

was

exposed

to

a

large variation

in

messaging characteristics.

The system handled each without

error,

flexibility

demonstrating

its

to

adapt

to

other

systems. In each case no changes were required in the control
program. In addition, the contents of the MMFS knowledge base
was not changed for any of the applications. Therefore, the
only effort required to adapt the system to each device, was
the development of one additional knowledge base for the lan
guage of the new device.
In order to apply a single control program to translate
messages for several languages a common structure must exist.
This structure is identified by the eight "language rules"
derived during the design of the system and examination of the
messaging languages. The first four of these rules define a
message structure common to each of the messaging languages.
The second four rules then designate specific requirements
about individual fields within the message. Application of
these rules allow a user to determine if a language is viable
for use with the interface before any code is ever written.
7.2.1

Benefits
The knowledge-based design was selected because of the

advantages it offers in comparison with the development of a
custom program. These benefits are:
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1. The system's design is not restricted to operation
between a device language and a network standard.

It can

translate between any two messaging languages. Therefore, it
can also be used in an environment where no network standard
is employed.
2. The system is flexible.

It can be adapted to many

different devices. The user only needs to address one part of
the system code, the knowledge base for that device.
3. The system is expandable. The user can make changes
or add new knowledge to the knowledge base to handle changes
in the messaging language standards. This simplifies efforts
to maintain the manufacturing facility at current standards.
4. The system is easy to maintain. Due to the modularity
of the knowledge base contents, a user can easily locate and
identify a particular type of knowledge that needs editing.
5. The requirements of the user are less than if develop
ing a custom interface. The user doesn't have to be as skilled
a programming, or possess a detailed knowledge of communica
tions. However, the user still must know how to program in the
source language, and have a basic understanding of communica
tions. This is one area that can be improved. One solution in
this area is addressed in the next section on future work.
6. The user doesn't need to address the code within the
control program. Their only concern is constructing a know
ledge base for the device's messaging language.
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7.

The prototype program can be used In its current form

as a tool for testing newly developed knowledge bases in a
simulated environment. This would permit testing and debugging
of the knowledge base contents in a risk-free environment.
7.3

RECOMMENDATION
This

research

represents

a new

approach

to

building

interfaces for message translation. The focus of this research
was on the initial step of demonstrating the capability of the
knowledge-based system to provide the translation service.
Therefore,

the results obtained in this study provide the

foundation for further investigation in this area. During the
research several issues emerged that indicated the need for
additional research. Each of these issues is presented below.
In this research, the MMFS was implemented at conformance
level

zero.

At this

level,

messages may contain only one

transaction. This means that only one operation (opcode) can
be specified in each message. However, at higher conformance
levels, MMFS allows the use of messages that contain multiple
transactions. This type of messaging would allow the host to
specify several operations for the device to carry out in
succession.
Processing of this type of messages is possible based on
the specified system design. There are two ways to handle the
operation.

The first method employs another parser in the

system which examines each message for multiple transactions.
If found, then the message would be divided into individual
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messages containing only one transaction.

The system would

then store these messages in a "first-in first-out"
queue and process one at a time.

(FIFO)

The second method is an

extension of the first. In this method, once a single opcode
message is translated it is sent to the device. Then while the
device is processing that request, the system would go ahead
and process the next message in the queue.

The translated

request would then reside in another queue awaiting transmis
sion to the device when ready. Either of these methods would
require improvements in the management of message data in
working memory.
Another feature that could be provided by the knowledgebased

interface

involves

improved

error

handling.

In

its

current mode of operation, the interface has the capability
to recognize and translate error messages from the device.
Some of these errors result

from mistakes

in the request

messages from the host. These messages are processed by the
interface, and sent to the device. The device then responds
with an error code, and the interface informs the host. This
whole process could be shortened, by allowing the interface
to check the request message for errors before it is sent to
the device. If the interface discovers errors in the request,
it would issue a response informing the host without ever
sending the request to the device. This form of error detec
tion would reduce processing time on the device. Also, since
the message doesn’t have to travel to the device and back, the
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time required to inform the host of the error is reduced. The
result is an increase in the overall efficiency of the system.
The interface doesn't have to perform extensive checking, it
could be programmed to check the contents of only certain
fields within the message.
Additional research is also needed to determine a method
for eliminating the one variable of dependence between the
knowledge bases. This investigation would involve determining
a better method for recognizing when a message is incomplete.
One solution for handling this situation, is for the operation
of the system to be driven based on the contents of the fields
in the message. If a message field is empty, then the system
knows that additional data is needed. It could then issue a
response and wait for the data in the next message. Based on
the sampling of messaging languages used in this study, this
variable was only needed for one command in one language.
Investigation of additional languages is needed to determine
if this is a general problem shared by other languages, or if
it is limited to this one case. If it is not a problem, then
an additional "Language Rule" would need to be specified to
restrict the application of the system to this particular
case.
Use of this system was limited to the case where the
network host represented the master, and each of the devices
were slaves. In this arrangement, the devices are not allowed
to initiate transactions. They may only respond to commands
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from the master.

In this research,

this was not a problem

since none of the devices in this study had that capability.
But what about applying the interface for translation between
two entities of equal standing where either could initiate a
request? This type of system would still
design

principles,

but

additional

follow the same

consideration

would

be

needed in the direction provided by the control program.
One area that would enhance the value of system would be
the development of a user interface to the knowledge base. The
purpose of this interface would be to aid in the process of
gathering the information about the language and programming
the knowledge base. Such a system would query the user for
information about the language. Throughout the process, the
system would provide context sensitive help for unexperienced
users.

This

help

would

include

definitions

of

additional explanations of any questions asked.
having to program in a specific language,

terms

and

Instead of

the user could

develop rules using english-like statements that the system
would

then

interpret

and

code

in

the

source

programming

language. The knowledge employed by this user interface would
include the "language rules" developed earlier. These rules
specify the requirements of the messaging language and aid in
identifying the structure of the language.
Such a knowledge acquisition system would significantly
reduce the knowledge requirement of the user and enhance the
process

of

constructing the knowledge base.

This type

of
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interface would also succeed in reducing the chance of logic
errors compared with a knowledge base coded directly by the
user.
Additional work is required before the system could be
applied in a real-time environment. In this type of environ
ment

the

factor.

performance
The

of

prototype

the

system

system
was

becomes

written

an

to

important

demonstrate

functionality and not performance. Therefore, the system would
need to be rewritten to optimize its execution speed. This
would require a skilled programmer and the use of a program
ming language that produces faster code. The design of the
system, as stated in Chapter 5, would not change, only the
programming method used.
The

resulting

system

would

then

determine its performance capabilities.

require

testing

to

This testing would

need to measure the time required to translate a message from
the receipt of the message to its transmission.

In a shop-

floor environment, an execution time of approximately 5 msec
would be required [63]. A small value is necessary to minimize
the delay of the message at this stage of processing.
One potential use of the system is as a translator for
a device connected to a MAP network.

The system could be

installed as either one of the service elements of an applica
tion protocol,

or as a separate

interface apart

from the

application layer (maybe an eight layer). The program is not
large and could easily be incorporated as part of the services
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provided at the network node to which the device is connected.
This application would require further investigation of how
the program would interface with the other protocols in the
layer.

Some modification of the

control

program would be

necessary to account for different environment of the system.
These changes would affect the input/output routines in the
control program.
The new standard messaging language that is going to
replace MMFS is the Manufacturing Message Standard (MMS) . This
is the messaging language specified in the current version of
MAP. Compared to MMFS, MMS is a significant standard since it
is at the draft international standard level, as opposed to
MMFS which was the created by GM as an ad hoc specification.
Therefore, it will be necessary to investigate the application
of

this

knowledge-based

interface

to

the

MMS

messaging

language.
Aside from MAP applications, the knowledge-based inter
face can be used to providing messaging compatibility in those
facilities that use other proprietary vendor networks. This
interface could be used to attach devices to the network that
don't conform to the vendor standard. These applications are
possible, but require further investigation and testing.
With the growing use of standards in all areas, the need
for translators is growing. The application of a knowledgebased translator is not limited to just message translation
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at

the

shop-floor

level.

This

research

foundation needed for further study.

has

created

the
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APPENDIX A
MESSAGE EXAMPLES USED IN SIMULATION TESTING
A.1

INTRODUCTION
In order to test the system for each possible command

type, it was necessary to devise example messages that employ
these commands.

These examples simulate the messaging that

might occur between a shop-floor device attached to a network
node and some other user on the network. The network language
used in the simulation is the Manufacturing Message Format
Standard (MMFS). In the examples given, each message exchange
is broken down into the four phases that would occur in the
translation process

of a request/response

exchange.

These

phases are:
1. The
the
2. The
the
3. The
the
4. The

MMFS message sent from the host and received by
translator.
device-specific message sent by the translator to
device.
device-specific response sent from the device to
translator.
MMFS message sent by the translator to the host.

Besides demonstrating the capability of the translator, these
example messages illustrate the structure of both the MMFS
messages and the various device-specific messages.

For the

MMFS

used

related

messages

the

following

notation

is

represent the content subfields of some of the fields:
no = number of octets
nn = transaction number
nc = count number
243

to
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nd = number of data items
ni = an integer number
In the examples, each individual message is written in
several different formats. The first format uses the mnemonic
representation for the fields within the message. Then each
time the message is rewritten, it gradually changes from its
mnemonic representation to a purely hexadecimal notation which
is used in the transmission of the message. This presentation
format makes it easier to understand the meaning and content
of each message than if only the hexadecimal notation was
given. The final message, in hexadecimal notation, is divided
into groups of 4 digits

(where two digits represents one

byte). This division is used to simplify the reading of the
message.

The dividing spaces are not transmitted with the

message. The notation used to represent each field is identi
cal to that used in Chapters 3 and 4.

A.2

NND ASSEMBLY ROBOT
The

following

message

examples

pertain

to

the

NND

Assembly robot. Each message exchange presented, demonstrates
the commands that the translator is able to handle. The reader
may consult the user manual for additional details on these
and other device commands [1].
A.2.1

RUN Command
A request for the execution of the RUN command requires

the use of the "cycle start"

(CST) action field within the
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MMFS. Since the robot controller can hold up to six programs
simultaneously,
execute.

the

user

must

specify

which

program

This requires the use of the MMFS "select"

to

(SEL)

field. Since the SEL field is also an action field, the MMFS
host must issue two messages1 to supply the needed parameters
for execution of the robot's RUN command. Therefore, the first
message to the robot will specify the program name (supplied
in the CH data field).
The second message from the MMFS host sends the CST field
to request the execution of the selected program.

The UI

(unsigned integer) field that follows the CST field is a data
format field. This is an optional field that can be used to
specify how many cycles of the program to run. Since the NND
Robot is only capable of running one cycle for each command
it is not necessary to send this field. Therefore, since 1 is
the only value possible, all other values will be ignored.
The message exchange for this command are:
First Message from MMFS host:
<OC><TNxCRQ><SEL><CH>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x S E L x C H :"n" >
<01:n o x l F : n n x 2 0 : 0 1 x 2 5 : 0 2 X 1 9 : "3">
<01: 0 8 x l F : n n x 2 0 : 0 1 X 2 5 : 0 2 X 1 9 : 33>
0108 1F01 2001 2502 1933
Upon receipt of the message, the translator examines the facts
in the knowledge-base. From this data the translator is able
to determine that the SEL action field has no direct relation
1 At MMFS conformance level 1, each message may only contain
a single action field. This rule was followed since MMS also
enforces this same restriction.
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to

a command within the

robot.

Therefore,

it

stores

the

parameter fields and responds directly to the MMFS user. Then
the interface waits for the receipt of a second message to
complete the command.
Response from translator to MMFS host:
<OC><TNxFRS><SEL>
<0C:n o x T N :nn><FRS><SEL>
<01: 0 6 x i F : n n x 2 0 : 0 3 X 2 5 :02>
0106 1F01 2003 2502
The host does not issue more than one message to a device at
a time. This is because each device only has the capability
to store and process one command at a time. Therefore, after
the host receives the response to the first message it will
issue the second message to complete the command. This message

Second Message from MMFS host:
<OCXTNXCRQXCSTXUI>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x C S T x U I :ni>
<01:noxiF:nn><20:0 1 x 4 7 : 02><15:ni>
<01:08X1F: 0 2 X 2 0 : 0 1 X 4 7 : 0 2 x 1 5 : 01>
0108 1F02 2001 4702 1501
or the UI field can be left off and the translator will
use the default value of one (one cycle):
<01: 0AX1F: nn><20:01X47:02>
0106 1F02 2001 4702
Message from translator to robot:

The formulation of this

message requires the combination of the field contents from
the previous two MMFS request messages.
RN 3 1 77 < C RXLF >
524E 2033 2020 3120 2037 3720 0D0A
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In addition to the program name, the RUN command requires the
specification of the first step at which to begin execution,
and last step at which to stop. These values are hardcoded in
the translator as 1 and 77. Therefore, any request for the RUN
command will result in the execution of the entire program
starting at the first step. This hardcoding is required since
the MMFS actions used provide no means for passing additional
parameters of this type. The device responds to this request
as:
Response from device to translator:
END< CR> <LF>
454E 440D OA
Response from translator to MMFS host:
<OCXTN><FRSXCST>
<0C:n o x T N :nn><FRS><CST>
<01: noxlF: n n x 2 0 :0 3 X 4 7 : 02>
<01:06><1F: 0 2 X 2 0 : 0 3 X 4 7 : 02>
0106 1F02 2003 4702
It

is

possible

multiple

action

appendix

in

MAP

to

structure

fields.

an

However,

specifies

that

MMFS

message

containing

the preface to the MMFS
future

evolution

of

the

messaging language will restrict each message to the use of
only

one

action

field

(one transaction). Therefore,

this

example implements the command without the use of a multiple
action message.
Device Error Handling: If the program name is incorrect then
the robot responds with an error message. Most likely, the
error is due to a program number that is not in the range of
1-6. When this happens, the translator will receive the device
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error and translate it to correspond to the MMFS diagnostic
(DI) error, "command not executable", function code 01. The
procedural

control

field NRS

indicates the

response as a

negative, erred response.

A.2.2

Device responds:

ERR<CR><LF>
4552 520D 0A

MMFS response:

<OC><TN><NRS><CSTxDI>
<OC: n o x T N :n n x N R S x C S T x D I :01>
<01: 08X1F: 0 2 X 2 0 : 0 4 X 4 7 :0 2 X 2 7 :01>
0108 1F02 2004 4702 2701

Direct Commands
The commands described in this section are not supported

by explicit MMFS fields. Therefore, they can only be requested
using the "Native"

(NTV)

field of the MMFS.

These device

specific command messages are passed directly to the control
ler within the data stream of the MMFS message. The commands
selected for illustration of this technique are:
Origin - this command tells the robot to move to its home
position. Its format is:
0G<CR><LF>
Move Immediate - this command tells the robot to move to
the position specified by the parameters. Its format
is:
MI sp h al a2 a3 a4 a5 <CR><LF>
sp = speed parameter (0=low, l=high)
h = hand parameter (0=close, l=open)
al-a5 = position of the five axes
Here - this command instructs the robot to output the
present value of all the axes, including the hand
position. Its format is:
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HE<CRXLF>
Each of these

commands

is presented below,

using example

messages.
Message from MMFS host: The general format of the MMFS message

<OC><TN><CRQXNTVXDS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x N T V x D S :msg_length>« "message" »
<01: noxiF: nn><20:01X29:04x05: length>«"message"»
The direct commands are passed by replacing the "message" in
the data stream with the robot command. For example:
Origin: <01:noxiF:nn><20: 0 1 x 2 9 : 0 4 X 0 5 : 0 2 > « " O G " »
<01:08X1F: n n x 2 0 : 0 1 X 2 9 : 0 4 X 0 5 : 0 2 X < 4 F 4 7 »
0108 1F01 2001 2904 0502 4F47
Move:

<01: n o x i F :nn><20:01x29:04x05: len>
« " M I s h al a2 a3 a4 a5 " »
<01: noxiF: n n x 2 0 : 0 1 X 2 9 : 0 4 X 0 5 : 24>
« " M I 0 1 7777 7777 999 7777 999 " »
<01:08X1F: n n x 2 0 : 0 1 x 2 9 : 0 4 x 0 5 : 24>
« 4 D 4 9 2 03 02 02 0312 02 03 7 373 7 372 02 03 7 37 37 372 020
393939202037373737202039393920»
0108 1F01 2001 2904 0524 4D49 2030 2020 3120
2037 3737 3720 2037 3737 3720 2039 3939
2020 3737 3737 2020 3939 3920

Here: <01:noxiF:nn><20: 0 1 x 2 9 : 0 4 x 0 5 : 0 2 x < " H E " »
<01: 0 8 x l F : n n x 2 0 : 0 1 X 2 9 : 0 4 X 0 5 : 0 2 x < 4 8 4 5 »
0108 1F01 2001 2904 0502 4845
Message

from

translator

to

robot:

Once

the

requests

are

received and translated the following messages would be sent
to the robot:
Origin: OG<CR><LF>
4F47 0D0A
Move:

MI 0 1 7777 7777 999 7777 999 <CR X L F >
4D49 2030 2020 3120 2037 3737 3720 2037 3737
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3720 2039 3939 2020 3737 3737 2020 3939
3920 0D0A
Here:

HE<CR><LF>
4845 ODOA

Response from robot to translator: The response for the OG
and HI commands is the same. It is:
END<CRXLF>
454E 440D 0A
The HE command returns parameters that correspond to the axes
positions and hand position

(open or closed). Its response

would b e :
0,1000,511,1000,600,700<CRXLF>
302C 3130 3030 2C35 3131 2C31 3030 302C 3630 302C
3730 300D 0A
Response

from

translator

to

MMFS

host:

In

this

message

exchange, the NTV field is the action of the message. There
fore, it must be contained in the response. Its presence also
indicates
specific

that

the

response.

data
For

stream will

the

"origin"

contain
and

the

"move

device

immediate"

commands, the response would be:
<0CXTNXFRSXNTVXDS>
<OC:n o x T N :nn><FRSxNTV><DS>
<01: noxiF: n n x 2 0 : 0 3 x 2 9 : 0 4 x 0 5 : 0 3 x < " E N D " »
<01: 0 8 x l F : n n x 2 0 : 0 3 X 2 9 : 0 4 X 0 5 : 0 3 X < 4 5 4 E 4 4 »
0108 1F01 2003 2904 0503 454E 44
For the "here" command the response would be:
<OCxTN><FRS><NTVxDS>
<0C:n o x T N :nn><FRS><NTVxDS>
<01 :noxlF:nn><20:0 3 x 2 9 : 0 4 x 0 5 :17>...
« " 0 , 1000, 511,1000, 600,7 0 0 " »
<01: 0 8 x l F : n n x 2 0 : 0 3 X 2 9 : 0 4 X 0 5 :17>«302C313030302C3531
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312C313030302C3630302C373030»
0108 1F01 2003 2904 0517 302C 3130 3030 2C35 3131 2C31
3030 302C 3630 302C 3730 30

A.2.3

Device Error Handling
If the robot detects an error,

it will send the same

response as it did in the RUN command example. As before, no
indication

is

given

providing

a

reason

for

the

error.

Notification of an error in the response is by use of the
negative procedural control field, NRS,
(DI)

code,

and the diagnostic

"command not executable." For any of the three

commands, the error responses would be:
Device responds:
ERR<CR><LF>
MMFS response:
<OCXTN><NRSXNTV><DI>
<OC:n o x T N :nn><NRS><NTVxDI>
<01:08X1F: nn><20: 0 4 X 2 9 : 0 4 x 2 7 : 01>
0108 1F01 2004 2904 2701

A.3

HONEYWELL PLC
There is an example message given below for each of the

seven commands selected for implementation in the prototype
interface. The message examples that follow use abbreviations
to represent the various message fields. These abbreviations
are:
<HDR>
<0P>
<CKSUM>
<ETX>
<LEN>
<LHB,LLB>
<N>

- Header
- Opcode
- Checksum
- End of transmission
- Message length
- represents the msg. length in HB, LB form
- the same functionality as a count field
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<NHB,NLB> - represents the N field in its high-byte/lowbyte form
<ADR>
- Starting address
<AHB,ALB> - represents the starting address in highbyte/low-byte form
<DATA>
- data of the message

A.3.1

Read 16M I/O Command (OPCODE 02h)
This command allows the host to read 16*N consecutive

bits in the data table area of memory. This coincides with
the inputs or outputs associated with the system. Therefore,
in order to read one 16-bit block from the I/O portion of
memory, the following message exchange would take place. The
response

to

this

read

command

is

one

16-bit

value,

21

(decimal)2.
Message from MMFS host: The MMFS request message specifies
the REA action

field with

its parameters.

The parameters

include the FA field which defines the address from which the
read is to take place, and the CT field designates how many
16-bit words to read. The data read is returned in a data
stream in the response MMFS message.
<OCXTN><CRQ><REA><FAXCT>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x R E A x F A :len;a d d r e s s x C T :nm
<0C: O C X T N :n n x C R Q X R E A X F A : len=2 ;AHB A L B X C T :nm>
<01:0 C X 1 F : 0 1 X 2 0 :0 1 X 4 1 : 0 1 X 0 7 : 8 2 ; 0 0 F0X0B:01>
010C 1F01 2001 4101 0782 00F0 0B01
if CT field is left off, then assume CT=1 and only read
one word.
<OC><TNXCRQXREAXFA>
2 When decimal notation is used a "d" will follow the number.
Likewise, for hexadecimal notation, an "h" will be used.
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<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x R E A x F A :len;address>
<0C: O A X T N : n n x C R Q x R E A x F A : len=2;AHB ALB>
<01: O A x i F :n n x 2 0:01x41:01x07:82; 00 F0>
010A 1F01 2001 4101 0782 00F0
Message from translator to PLC: The message sent to the PLC
requires only that the count and the address be predefined.
The read operation corresponds to a device opcode of 2. The
message is given in both decimal (Dec) and hexadecimal (Hex)
notation below. Only the final message is hexadecimal,

all

other forms use decimal.
<HDRX0PXLENXNXADRXCKSUMXETX>
<1,1,1,23,2X2X0,4 X N H B ,N L B X A H B ,A L B X C K S U M x 3>
Dec- 1,1,1,23,2,2,0,4,0,1,0,240,18,3
Hex - 0101 0117 0202 0004 0001 00F0 1203
Response from PLC to

translator: The response from the

PLC

contains the data in the parameters field. A zero opcode in
the

response

indicates

a

successful

read

operation

was

performed.
<HDRxOP><LEN><. ..Data.. .><CKSUMXETX>
<1,1,129,23, 2 X 0 X L H B , LLBxi6-bit valuexCKSUM><3>
Dec - 1,1,129,23,2,0,0,2,21,177,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0200 0002 0015 B103
Response from translator to MMFS host: The MMFS

responsewill

indicate the count that was retrieved. This is the same count
(CT) value as was transmitted in the MMFS request. However,
if no count was specified in the request, then a count of one
is assumed and specified in the response.
<OC><TN><FRSXREAXCT><DS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x F R S x R E A x C T :n c x D S :l e n > « d a t a »
<01: OAxiF: n n x 2 0 :03x41:01X0B: 0 1 x 0 5 : 0 2 x < 0 0 1 5 »
010A 1F01 2003 4101 0B01 0502 0015
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A.3.2

Write H outputs (OPCODE OCh)
This instruction writes to the memory locations associ

ated with the output status table and the real outputs.

In

this example, the 16-bit values of 12d and 34d are sent to
the output table, beginning with address 256d.
Message from MMFS host: The MMFS message for this command is
similar to the "read" instruction, except that now the WRI
action field is used and the data to be written is passed in
a data stream.
<OC><TN><CRQ><WRI><FA><CTXDS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x W R l x F A :len;a d d r e s s x C T :nm>
<DS:n d > « d a t a »
<0C:O E X T N :n n x C R Q x W R l x F A : len=2 ;AHB ALB><CT:nm>
<DS:n d > « d a t a »
<01: 0EX1F: 01X20: 0 1 X 4 1 : 0 2 X 0 7 : 8 2 ; 01 00X0B: 02>
<05:0 4 > « 0 0 0 C 0 0 2 2 »
010E 1F01 2001 4102 0782 0100 0B02 0504 000C 0022
Message from translator to PLC:
<HDR><OP><LEN><N><ADRxdataxCKSUM><ETX>
<1,1,1,23,2X12 X L H B ,L L B X N H B ,N L B x A H B ,ALB><data>
<CKSUM><3>
<1,1,1,23,2X12X0, 8 X 0 , 2 X 1 , 0 X 0 , 1 2 ,0, 34X96><3>
Dec - 1,1,1,23,2,12,0,8,0,2,1,0,0,12,0,34,96,3
Hex - 0101 0117 020C 0008 0002 0100 000C 0022 6003
Response from PLC to translator: No parameters or data are
returned by the device. The purpose of the response is to
acknowledge the completion of a successful write operation.
<HDRX0PXLENXCKSUMXETX>
<1,1,129,23, 2 X 0 X 0 , 0 X C K S U M X 3 >
Dec - 1,1,129,23,2,0,0,0,155,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0200 0000 9B03
Response

from translator to MMFS host:

message contains no data.

The MMFS

response

It too only acknowledges to the

requester that the WRI operation was successfully performed.
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<OCXTN><FRSXWRI>
<0C:n o x T N :nn><FRS><WRI>
<01:06><lF:nn><20:0 3 x 4 1 : 02>
0106 1F01 2003 4102

A.3.3

Read N Registers (OPCODE 04h)
This instruction reads the contents of the Data Register

Table. Since it is referring to a register location in memory,
the starting address must be greater than 4095. The translator
will know it is reading from the register table and not the
I/O table by inspection of the starting address. The example
given below reads two registers beginning with the register
at address 4112d

(lOlOh). The values retrieved from these

locations are 26 and 37.
Hessage from MMFS host: This message exchange uses the UIF
field to indicate that the data read is of type unsigned
integer.
<OC><TN><CRQ><REAxFA><CTXUIF>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x R E A x F A :len;a d d r e s s x C T :nm><UIF>
<0C:0 E X T N :n n x C R Q x R E A x F A :len=2 ;10 1 0 X C T :0 2 X 2 8 : 15>
<01: 0EX1F: 01 X 2 0 : 0 1 X 4 1 : 0 1 x 0 7 : 8 2 ; 10 10X0B: 0 2 x 2 8 : 15>
010E 1F01 2001 4101 0782 1010 0B02 2815
If CT field is left off, then assume CT=1. Then read only
one register.
<0CXTNXCRQXREAXFAXUIF>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x R E A x F A :len;address><UIF>
<0C: 0CXTN: n n x C R Q x R E A x F A : len=2 ;AHB ALB><28:15>
<01: O C X IF: 01 X 2 0 : 0 1 x 4 1 : 0 1 x 0 7 : 8 2 ; 10 1 0 x 2 8 : 15>
010C 1F01 2001 4101 0782 1010 2815

Message from translator to PLC: The UIF field is not used in
the device message, and was only provided to demonstrate its
possible use. However,

if the device had the capability to
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execute either a signed or unsigned operation,

it would be

necessary to use this data format field. Its presence would
distinguish between the need to use a signed or unsigned
operation.
<HDR><OP><LEN><N><ADR><CKSUMXETX>
<1,1,1,23,2X4X0,4 X N H B ,N L B X A H B ,A L B X C K S U M X 3>
Dec- 1,1,1,23,2,4,0,4,0,2,16,16,69,3
Hex - 0101 0117 0204 0004 0002 1010 4503
Response from PLC to translator:
< H D R X O P X L E N > < . . .Data. ..><CKSUM><ETX>
<1,1,129,23, 2><0><LHB, LLBX2_16-bitregisters><CKSUM><3>
Dec - 1,1,129,23,2,0,0,4,0,26,0,37,223,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0200 0004 001A 0025 DF03
Response from translator to MMFS host: As in the case of the
Read I/O instruction, the count (CT) value used in the request
also appears in the response.
<OCXTNXFRSXREAXCTXUIFXDS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x F R S x R E A x C T :02><UIF><DS:l e n > « data »
<01: 0CX1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 3 x 4 1 : 01X0B: 0 2 x 2 8 : 1 5 x 0 5 : 04x<001A0025>
010C 1F01 2003 4101 0B02 2815 0504 001A 0025
A.3.4

Write N Registers (OPCODE lOh)
This instruction writes to the individual locations in

the

Data Register Table.

In this

example,

three

register

values 12, 123, and 566, are written to memory starting at
address 4200d (1068h). This message uses the same basic format
as the others.
Message from MMFS host: Since the request is a write instruc
tion, the data is transmitted in the data stream field as part
of the message. The count field (CT) indicates the number of
registers involved in the operation.
<0C><TN><CRQ><WRIXFA><CT><UIFXDS>
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<0C: n o x T N :n n x C R Q x W R l x F A : len; addr.><CT: ran><UIF>
<DS:n d > « d a t a »
<0C: 1 0 X T N : n n x C R Q X W R l X F A : 02 ?AHB ALBXCT: 03><UIF>
<DS:06>«000C 007B 0 2 3 6 »
<01:10X1F: 01X20:01x41:02x07:82,“10 68X0B: 0 3 X 2 8 : 15>
<05:06>«000C 007B 0 2 3 6 »
0110 1F01 2001 4102 0782 1068 0B03 2815 0506 OOOC 007B 0236
Message from translator to PLC:
<HDR><OP><LEN><NXADR><data><CKSUMXETX>
<1,1,1,23,2 X 1 6 X L H B , L L B x N H B ,N L B x A H B ,ALBXdata>
<CKSUM><3>
<1,1,1,23,2X16X0, 1 0 X 0 , 3X16,104X0,12, 0,123, 2,54>
<111><3>
Dec-1,1,1,23,2,16,0,10,0,3,16,104,0,12,0,123,2,54,111,3
Hex-0101 0117 0210 000A 0003 1068 OOOC 007B 0236 6F03
Response from PLC to translator:
<HDR><OPXLEN><CKSUMXETX>
<1,1,129, 23 , 2 X 0 X 0 , 0><155><3>
Dec - 1,1,129,23,2,0,0,0,155,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0200 0000 9B03
Response from translator to MMFS host:
<OCXTNXFRSXWRI>
<0C: n o x T N :n n x F R S x W R I >
<01:06X1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 3 X 4 1 : 02>
0106 1F01 2003 4102

A.3.5

Upload M Program Memory Words (OPCODE 22h)
This instruction is used to upload program memory. The

instruction transfers up to 150 of the 24-bit memory words
and

packs

each

into

two

16-bit data words.

This

example

message request that 2 instructions be uploaded beginning from
memory location, 5000d (1388h).
Message from MMFS host:

The MMFS message format is identical

to the "read" messages shown above, except for two differ
ences. The first difference is the use of the "read upload"
(RUL)

action field as opposed to just a "read" field. The

second difference pertains to the fact that the CT field now
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specifies the number of octets to transfer in the message, as
opposed to the number of registers, or words (instructions).
In translation,

the interface will convert this MMFS count

value to a value corresponding to the number of instructions
transferred.
<OC><TN><CRQXRUL><FA><CT>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x R U L x F A :len;a d d r e s s x C T :nm>
<0C:0C><TN:nnxCRQ><RULxFA:len=2 ;13 88><CT:08>
<01: 0CX1F: 01X20: 0 1 X 4 1 : 0 4 X 0 7 :82 ;13 88X0B: 08>
010C 1F01 2001 4104 0782 1388 0B08
Message from translator to PLC: The MMFS count value of 8
octets (bytes) translates to 2 instruction for the PLC. This
conversion is performed using the knowledge that each device
instruction is equivalent to 4 bytes.
<HDRX0PXLENXNXADRXCKSUMXETX>
<1,1,1,23,2X34X0,4 X N H B ,N L B X A H B ,A L B X C K S U M X 3>
<1,1,1, 23, 2 X 3 4 X 0 , 4><0,2 X 1 9 , 136><222x3>
Dec - 1,1,1,23,2,34,0,4,0,2,19,136,222,3
Hex - 0101 0117 0222 0004 0002 1388 DE03
Response from PLC to translator:
<HDRXO P > < L E N X . ..Data. . .><CKSUMXETX>
<1,1,129,23,2X0X0 , 8><two instructions><CKSUM><3>
<1,1,129, 23, 2 X 0 X 0 , 8 X 0 , 1 2 , 214, 54, 0,18,196, 4 8 X 1 9 3 X 3 >
Dec - 1,1,129,23,2,0,0,8,0,12,214,54,0,18,196,48,193,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0200 0008 OOOC D636 0012 C430 C103
Response from translator to MMFS host: The program instruc
tions of the device are returned in the data stream field of
the response message.

Note that the MMFS

response to the

upload command doesn't require a count field.
<0CXTNXFRSXRULXDS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x F R S x R U L x D S :length>« data »
<01:08X1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 3 X 4 1 : 0 4 X 0 5 : 08X<000CD6360012C430»
0108 1F01 2003 4104 0508 OOOC D636 0012 C430
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The format of the data returned by the device and received in
the data stream is:
0,opcode
HB_addr.,LB_addr.
0,opcode
HB_addr.,LB_addr.

A.3.6

* 24-bit memory word at
the starting address
* 24-bit memory word at
starting address + 1
* etc.

Download N Program Memory Words (OPCODE 24h)
This instruction downloads data from the host to program

memory. The download instruction can accept up to 150 memory
words using the same data format as for the upload instruc
tion. In the example to follow, the same two memory instruc
tions will be downloaded to the PLC and put back in the same
memory location, 5000d (1388h).
Message from MMFS host:
<OCXTN><CRQ><WDLXFA><DS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x W D L x F A :len;a d d r e s s x D S :n d > « d a t a »
<0C: l O x T N :n n x C R Q x W D L x F A : len=2; 13 88><DS:08>
« t w o 4-byte instructions»
<01:1 0 x i F : n n x 2 0 :01x41:09x07:82; 13 8 8 x 0 5 : 08>
«OOOCD636 0012C430»
0110 1F01 2001 4109 0782 1388 0508 OOOC D636 0012 C430
Message from translator to PLC:
<HDR><OP><LEN><N><ADRXdataxCKSUM><ETX>
<1,1,1,23,2 X 36 X L H B ,L L B X N H B ,N L B X A H B ,ALBXdata><CKSUM><3 >
<1,1,1,23, 2 X 3 6 X 0 , 1 2 X 0 , 2 X 1 9 , 1 3 6 X 0 , 1 2 , 214, 54, 0,18,196,48>
<6><3>
Dec - 1,1,1,23,2,36,0,12,0,2,19,136,0,12,214,54,0,18,196,48,
6,3
Hex - 0101 0117 0224 OOOC 0002 1388 OOOC D636 0012 C430 0603
Response from PLC to translator:
<HDRX0PXLENXCKSUMXETX>
<1,1,129, 23, 2 X 0 X 0 , 0 X 1 5 5 X 3 >
Dec - 1,1,129,23,2,0,0,0,155,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0200 0000 9B03
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Response from translator to MMFS host:
<OCxTN><FRS><WDL>
<0C: n o x T N :nn><FRS><WDL>
<01:06X1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 3 X 4 1 : 09>
0106 1F01 2003 4109

A.3.7

Read CIH Status (OPCODE OOh)
This instruction is a diagnostic tool available for use

by the host computer. When executed, this instruction returns
information concerning the status of the CIM and PLC. It also
provides a tabulation of the message exchanges which have
occurred since the power up of the CIM or the last execution
of the instruction.
Message from MMFS host: A request for status information is
accomplished by use of the "identification" (IDN) field within
MMFS. This field allows a remote device to inquire about other
connected devices.
<0CXTNXCRQXIDN>
<0C:n o x T N :nn><CRQ><IDN>
<0C:06xTN:nnxCRQ><IDN>
<01:06X1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 1 x 2 9 : 02>
0106 1F01 2001 2902
Message from translator to PLC: In this message, no data or
parameters are passed.
<HDR><OPXLEN><CKSUMXETX>
<1,1,1,23,2X0X0, 0 X 2 7 X 3 >
Dec - 1,1,1,23,2,0,0,0,27,3
Hex - 0101 0117 0200 0000 1B03
Response from PLC to translator:

The data returned by the

device is passed in a predefined order given below.
< H D R X 0 P X L E N > < . ..Data.. .><CKSUM><ETX>
<1,1,129,23, 2 x 0 x 0 , 1 4 x . ..Data.. .xCKSUM><3>
<1,1,129, 23, 2 X 0 X 0 , 1 4 X 1 1 , 2,1,3,1,1, 0,0,0, 0, 0,0, 0,0 X 1 9 3 X 3 >
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Dec - 1,1,129,23,2,0,0,14,11,2,1,3,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,188,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0200 000E 0B02 0103 0101 0000 0000 0000
0000 BC03
The "data" in this message contains the following fields in
the order given [2]:
CIM Revision - a number which represents the CIM revision
level (8-bits).
Card Address - a number from 0 to 3 which represents the
address of the CIM on the PC backplane (8-bits).
PC Model - a number that represents the IPC 620 Processor
mode (8-bits). (1 = 620 Model 15)
PC Revision - a number that represents the PC revision
(8-bits).
PC Interface - reports the current status of the CIM/PC
interface (8-bits). A value of 0 means that no
connection has been established. A value of 1 indi
cates that the interface is functional.
PC Mode - represents the general state of the PLC (8bits).
The next four fields all require 16-bits each. These fields
contain counter values indicating:
Received Message Counter - the number of messages
received.
Transmitted Message Counter - the number of message
transmitted.
Received Error Count - counts the number of errors that
have been detected.
Invalid Message Count - counts the number of messages
received
that
contained
invalid
opcodes
and
parameters.
Response

from

translator

to MMFS

host:

Of

all

the

data

returned by the device, the MMFS identification field will
use only the vendor name, the model number of the device, and
the revision number. The interface will use the knowledge base
to translate between the values returned by the device and
their

respective ASCII-based messages.

The character data

format field is used to return the text data.
<OC><TN><FRS><IDN><CHXCH><CH>
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<0C:n o x T N :n n x F R S x l D N x C H :len;v e n d o r x C H :len ;model>
<CH:len;revision>
<01: 1 B X 1 F :nn><20:03 X 2 9 : 02><CH:89 ?"HONEYWELL" >
<CH: 86; "620-15"xCH: "33">
<01: 1BX1F: n n x 2 0 :03X29:02x19:89; 484F4E455957454C4C>
<19:86; 36323 02D31 3 5 X 1 9 : 33>
011B 1F01 2003 2902 1989 484F 4E45 5957 454C 4C19 8636
3230 2D31 3519 33

A.3.8

Device Error Handling
Several error types are possible. Indication of an error

is denoted by the opcode in the response message from the PLC.
Therefore, it is the job of the translator to interpret these
messages in light of those diagnostic fields within MMFS.
Possible errors are (numbers are in hexadecimal):
Opcode
01
02
03
07
11

Error Message
Invalid opcode
N value exceeds systemlimits
Start addr. out of memory limits
Write protect enabled
PLC access denied

MMFS Field
13
17
19
IF
05

Each of these errors has an associated response message
format which can be used to retrieve data concerning the
error. In the prototype implementation, the translator reads
the opcode to determine

if an error has

occurred.

If

it

detects an error, the translator then retrieves the corre
sponding MMFS diagnostic code and returns this code in the
diagnostic error field.

Other information returned by the

device is discarded by the translator.
The message returned by each error is different. However,
the framework for each error type is similar. This framework
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is given in the examples to follow. To implement it for a
specific instruction type fill in the blanks with the appro
priate values for that message type.
Error 01 -> Invalid opcode
MMFS 13 -> Request not recognized.
This error indicates that the PLC received an opcode for which
there is no existing instruction. The response returns the
invalid opcode (bad_opcode).
Response Message from Device:
C H D R X O P X L E N X O P sent><CKSUM><ETX>
<1,1,129,23,2X1X0, 2><0,Bad_opcodexCKSUM><3>
Dec - l,l,129,23,2,l,0,2,0,Bad_opcode,cksum,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0201 0002 00?? ??03
Response Message sent to Host (MMFS format):
<OC><TN><NRSxrequest action field><DI>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x N R S x a c t i o n f i e l d x D I :13>
<01: 08><lF:nnx20:04x??:??><27:13>
Error 02
MMFS 17

-> N value exceeds system limits
-> Out-of-Bounds Count

This error response informs the user that the requested N
(count) value is too large. The invalid N value is returned
in the response along with the opcode and starting address.
Response Message from Device:
< H D R X O P X L E N X O P _ s e n t X N X S T A R T ADDRxCKSUMXETX>
<1,1,129,23,2><2><0,6><0,op_sent><N><START ADDR>
<CKSUM><3>
Dec - l,l,129,23,2,2,0,6,0,op_sent,N,Addr,cksum,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0202 0006 00?? ???? ???? ??03
Response Message sent to Host (MMFS format):
<OC><TN><NRSxrequest action field><DI>
<0C: n o x T N :n n x N R S x a c t i o n f i e l d x D I :17>
<01:08X1F: nn><20:04><??:??><27:17>
Error 03
MMFS 19

-> Start addr. out of memory limits
-> Invalid explicit address
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This error indicates that the starting address value specified
in the instruction exceeds the limits of available memory.
The invalid starting address, N value, and opcode are con
tained in the response message.
Response Message from Device:
<HDR><OP><LEN><OP_sentXN><START A D D R X C K S U M X E T X >
<1,1,129, 23 ,2 X 3 X 0 , 6 X 0 , o p _ s e n t X N X S T A R T ADDR>
<CKSMX3>
Dec - l,l,129,23,2,3,0,6,0,op_sent,N,Addr,cksum,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0203 0006 00?? ???? ???? ??03
Response Message sent to Host (MMFS format):
<OC><TN><NRSxrequest action field><DI>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x N R S x a c t i o n f i e l d x D I :19>
<01:08><lF:nnx20:04x??:??><27:19>
Error 07
MMFS IF

-> Write protect enabled
-> Write protection

This error occurs when a write instruction is directed toward
a location in memory which is write protected.
Response Message from Device:
<HDRX0PXLENXCKSUMXETX>
<1,1,129,23 ,2 X 7 X 0 , 0 X C K S U M X 3 >
Dec - 1,1,129,23,2,7,0,0,cksum,3
Hex - 0101 8117 ^0207 0000 ??03
Response Message sent to Host (MMFS format):
< O C x T N x N R S x r e q u e s t action field><DI>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x N R S x a c t i o n f i e l d x D I :1F>
<01:08xiF:nnx20:04><??:??><27:1F>
Error 11
MMFS 05

-> PLC access denied
-> Device not available

This error response is issued when the host tries to access
the

PLC at

a time

when

it

is unavailable,

processing requirements within the PLC.
Response Message from Device:
<HDRX0PXLENXCKSUMXETX>

due to

other
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<1,1,129, 23, 2 X 1 7 X 0 , 0><CKSUM><3>
Dec - l,l,129,23,2,17,0,0,cksum,3
Hex - 0101 8117 0211 0000 ??03
Response Message sent to Host (MMFS format):
<OC><TN><NRSxreguest action field><DI>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x N R S x a c t i o n f i e l d x D I :05>
<01:08><lF:nnx20:04x??:??><27:05>

A.4

ALLEN-BRADLEY PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLER
The following discussion presents message examples for

each of the five commands implemented for the AB PLC. These
messages represent actual message exchanges tested in simula
tion. The formulation of the MMFS messages in these examples
follows the same logic as the corresponding instructions for
the Honeywell PLC. For discussion of these details refer to
the section on the Honeywell PLC.
Abbreviations used in the example messages include the
following:
<STX>
<ISC>
<0SC>
<BUF>
<0P>
<ALB>
<AHB>
<AB#>
<ADM>
<ADR>
<ETX>
<CKSUM>
A.4.1

—
—
-

Start of Transmission
Input Sequence Count
Output Sequence Count
Buffer Size
Opcode (command)
Low byte of specified Address
High byte of specified Address
Address byte number #
Address mask
Address field
End of transmission
Checksum

Addressing Formats
The Allen-Bradley PLC implements a complex scheme for

addressing. Whereas, the Honeywell uses absolute addressing,
the AB PLC divides memory up into ten major areas. To access
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memory, the PLC uses three different formats for addressing.
The read/write operations to the I/O specify the use of an
I/O address format.
the use

The upload/download operations require

of absolute physical

extended addressing,

addresses.

The

last

format,

is used by all the other instructions,

including the read/write operations to the registers. Each of
these formats is presented below.

I/O Address Format: The purpose of the I/O address format is
to allow the user to directly specify the I/O module address
ed by the instruction.

This format uses 16-bits, with the

most-significant-bit designating if the module is an input or
output module. Bits 3 through 10 of theaddress specify
rack number,

and

the

bits 0 through 2 indicate theparticular

module (slot) within that rack. This format is:
Output Word:

0000 Oxxx xxxx xyyy

Input Word:

1000 Oxxx xxxx xyyy

where: xxx xxxx x = binary rep. for rack number
yyy
= binary rep. for module group number
Physical Address Format: This format specifies the absolute
memory address using

four address bytes.

These bytes

are

ordered from the least significant to the most significant.

Extended Address Format: This format is used to access the
major area divisions in memory. When an extended address is
sent to the PLC-3 processor, it must follow an address mask
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byte.

The purpose of the mask byte is to tell the PLC-3

processor which address levels the following addresses define.
The individual bits of the address mask represent the differ
ent levels in memory. If a bit in the mask has a value of one,
then the level corresponding to that bit will be defined by
a one byte address that will follow.

If a bit is set to zero,

then the default for that level is assumed to hold.
The AB PLC uses six levels to define memory. The highest
level corresponds to bit 0 in the mask, and the lowest level
with bit 5. The O-bit corresponds to the major area in memory
being addressed (i.e., system status, pointers, module status,
data table, user program, etc.). The lowest level, bit 5, must
be specified by an address even if it is the same as the
default setting. Therefore, when specifying the address it is
not necessary to provide a value for each of the levels in
memory. One can set the bit in the mask to zero and accept
the default setting. This reduces the size of the message
transmitted.

For

further

information

of

these

addressing

schemes see reference [3].
Each of these methods of addressing is demonstrated in
the examples to follow. These different methods have no major
affect on the operation of the translator. It is the respon
sibility of the host to provide the required parameters within
the address field and order them correctly. This requires that
the MMFS host know what mask and addresses it must send. This
requirement is not an unusual request, since it is necessary
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for the host to know these characteristics of any device it
is controlling or monitoring.

A.4.2

Read I/O Word (OPCODE 23h)
This command allows the host to read individual words

from the I/O section of the data table area in memory3. The
example message requests the output word represented rack 6,
module group 4. The data word returned is lC61h (7265d).
Message from MMFS host:
<OCXTNXCRQ><REA><FA>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x R E A x F A :len;address>
<0C: OAXTN: n n x C R Q X R E A X F A : len=2 ?ALB AHB>
<01: OAxlF: 01X20:0 1 x 4 1 : 0 1 x 0 7 : 8 2 ; 3 4 00>
010A 1F01 2001 4101 0782 3400
Message

from

translator

to

PLC:

The

buffer

(BUF)

field

specifies the length of the message from the opcode (OP) field
to the last byte before the ETX field. The checksum field is
calculated

using

the

contents

of

all

the

fields

in

the

message.
<STXXISCXBUFX0PXALBXAHBXETXXCKSUM>
<02><01X03X23X34X00X03XCKSUM>
0201 0323 3400 0360
Response from PLC to translator:
<STXX0SCXBUFX0PXDLBXDHBXETXXCKSUM>
<02><01><03><00><61X1C><03><86>
0201 0300 611C 0386
Response from translator to MMFS host: Since this instruction
only reads one word from memory, the count field (CT) contains
the value,

1. Also note that the data has been transformed

3 All number in the examples will use hexadecimal notation.
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from its low-byte/high-byte order to the high-byte/low-byte
order of MMFS.
<OC><TN> < FRS > <REA>< C T X DS >
<0C:no><TN:nnxFRS><REA><CT;01><DS:len>« data »
<01:0AX1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 3 X 4 1 :01X0B: 0 1 X 0 5 : 0 2 > « 1 C 6 1 »
010A 1F01 2003 4101 0B01 0502 1C61
A.4.3

Read Vord - Register (OPCODE 12h)
This command allows the host to read individual words

from the

Data Table

restricted to the

area

in memory.

I/O table as was

This command
the Read

is not

I/O command

outlined above. The "read word" command can be used to access
I/O words, registers, or any other area in memory. Like the
previous command, only a single word is read in one instruc
tion. The example below request the retrieval of "word 3" in
"file 0" of the data table.

The value returned from this

location is 0805h (2053d).
Message from MMFS host:
<0CXTNXCRQXREAXFA>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x R E A x F A :len;address>
<0C: 0 B X T N :nnxC R Q x R E A x F A : l e n = 3 ; A D M AB1 AB2>
<01: OBxlF:nn><20:01x41:01x07:83 ;24 0D 03>
010B 1F01 2001 4101 0783 240D 03
Message from translator to PLC:
<STX><ISC><BUF><0PXADRXETX><CKSUM>
<STXXISCXBUFX0PXADMXAB1XAB2XETXXCKSUM>
<02><01><04><12><24><0DX03X03X50>
0201 0412 240D 0303 50
Response from PLC to translator:
<STXX0SCXBUFX0PXDLBXDHBXETXXCKSUM>
<02 > < 0 1 X 0 3 > < 0 0 > < 0 5 > < 0 8 X 0 3 X 1 6 >
0201 0300 0508 0316
Response from translator to MMFS host: As before, since this
instruction can only read one word at a time, the translator
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assumes a count (CT) value of one, if it was not specified in
the request.
<OCXTN><FRS><REA><CTXDS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x F R S x R E A x C T :o i x D S :len>«DHB, D L B »
<01:0AX1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 3 X 4 1 : OlxOB: 0 1 x 0 5 : 0 2 X < 0 8 0 5 »
010A 1F01 2003 4101 0B01 0502 0805

A.4.4

Write Word - Register (OPCODE 14h)
This command allows the host to write individual words

into memory. In this example message the word 9108h is written
into memory in the integer section of the Data Table. This
command

uses

the

extended

addressing

format.

The

address

format given for this example command is:
Memory Level
Address
Address
Address
Address
Address

Mask
-> 0011 1100
Byte 1 -> 0000 0101
Byte
2 -> 0000 0000
Byte
3 -> 0000 0000
Byte
4 -> 0000 0000

= 3Ch
= 05h
= OOh
= OOh
= OOh

Section
File
Structure
Word

Since four of the bits in the address mask are set to one,
then four addresses must be specified. The default values for
the first two levels (the major memory area and the context)
are requested since bits 0 and 1 of the address mask are set
to zero. These defaults specify the Data Table area of memory,
and a context value of one. The first address byte points to
section 5 which represents the integer section of the data
table. The following three address bytes specify the values
for the other levels: File, Structure, and Word. The structure
of the MMFS command is the same as for the "write" operation
on the Honeywell PLC.
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Message from MMFS host:
<OC><TN><CRQ><WRI><FA><CTXDS>
<0C: n o x T N :n n x C R Q x W R l x F A :len;addr.X C T :O l x D S :l e n > « D a t a »
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x W R l x F A :len=2 ;A D R X C T :01>
<DS:len=2x<DHB, D L B »
<01:0 F X 1 F : 01X20:01X41:02X07:85.;3C 05 00 00 00><0B:01>
<05:82>«9108>>
010F 1F01 2001 4102 0785 3C05 0000 000B 0105 8291 08
Message from translator to PLC:
<STX><ISC><BUF><OP><ADRxdataxETX><CKSUM>
<STXXISCXBUFX0PXADMXAB1XAB2XAB3XAB4XDLBXDHB>
<ETXXCKSUM>
<02X0lX08Xl4X3CX05XQ0XQ0X00X08X9lX03XFO
0201 0814 3C05 0000 0008 9103 FC
Response from PLC to translator:
<STXX0SCXBUFX0PXETXXCKSUM>
<02><01X01XOOX03X07>
0201 0100 0307
Response from translator to MMFS host:
<OCXTNXFRSXWRI>
<0C:n o x T N :nn><FRS><WRI>
<01:06X1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 3 X 4 1 : 02>
0106 1F01 2003 4102

A.4.5

Upload Program (OPCODE 07h)
To upload a program from the PLC requires use of the

device command,

"Read Block Physical." The example message

given below uses this command to request five words be read
starting with word 10248h. The program is returned in the form
of 16-bit words.
Message from MMFS host:
<0CXTNXCRQXRULXFAXCT>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x R U L x F A :len ;a d d r e s s x C T :nm>
<0C:0 E X T N :n n x C R Q x R U L X F A : len=4 ;AB1 AB2 AB3 AB4><CT:NM>
<01:O E x l F : 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 1 X 4 1 : 0 4 X 0 7 : 8 4 ;48 02 01 OOXOB:OA>
010E 1F01 2001 4104 0784 4802 0100 0B0A
Message from translator to PLC: The count specified in the
MMFS message designates the number of octets to transfer. This
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number must be translated to the number of 16-bits words. This
is a simple conversion, requiring only the specification that
there are two octets in 16-bits.
<STX><ISC><BUF><OP><ADR><SIZEXETXXCKSUM>
< S T X X I S C X B U F X 0 P X A B 1 X A B 2 X A B 3 ><AB4 X S I ZE><ETXXCKSUM>
<02X01X07X07X48X02X(>1X00X05X00X03X64>
0201 0707 4802 0100 0500 0364
Response from PLC to translator:
<STX><OSC><BUF><OP><SIZE><DataxETXXCKSUM>
<02><01><nbx00><05xData in format; L B H B . . .><03><CKSUM>
< 0 2 X 0 1 X 0 C X 0 0 X 0 5 > < 0 4 0 3 0F02 0300 1002 7 D 8 E X 0 3 X 4 F >
0201 0C00 0504 030F 0203 0010 027D 8E03 4F
Response from translator to MMFS host:
<0C><TN><FRSXRULXDS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x F R S x R U L x D S :l e n > « data »
<01: 08X1F: 01X20: 03X41: 04X05: 0 A > « 0 3 04 020F 0003 0210 8E7D>
0108 1F01 2003 4104 050A 0304 020F 0003 0210 8E7D
A.4.6

Download Program (OPCODE 08h)
The command for downloading from the host to the PLC is

the Write Block Physical" command.

In the example message,

the host will request that two data words be placed in memory
at the absolute address, 2001h.
Message from MMFS host:
<OC><TN><CRQxWDL><FAxDS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x C R Q x W D L x F A :len;a d d r e s s x D S :n d > « d a t a »
<0C: O E x T N :nn><CRQ><WDL><FA: len=4 ;AB1 AB2 AB3 AB4>
<DS:n d > « d a t a »
<01: 0EX1F: 01X20: 01X41: 09X07:84 ;01 20 00 00>
<05: 04>«0519 0 1 2 0 »
010E 1F01 2001 4109 0784 0120 0000 0504 0519 0120
Message from translator to PLC:
<STX><ISC><BUF><OP><ADR><SIZExDataxETX><CKSUM>
<STX><ISC><BUF><OP><ABl><AB2><AB3XAB4><SIZExData>
<ETXXCKSUM>
<02><05><0B><08><01><20><00><00><02><00X1905 2 0 0 1 X 0 3 X 7 F >
0205 0B08 0120 0000 0200 1905 2001 037F
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The format of the <data> is:

LSB of 1st data word
MSB of 1st data word
LSB of 2nd data word

Response from PLC to translator:
<STX><OSC><BUF><OP><ETXXCKSUM>
<02X05X01X00X03X0B>
0205 0100 030B
Response from translator to MMFS host:
<0CXTNXFRSXWDL>
<0C:n o x T N :nn><FRS><WDL>
<01:06X1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 3 X 4 1 : 09>
0106 1F01 2003 4109

A.4.7

Device Error Handling
An error can be detected by examining the contents of

the opcode field in the response message block from the PLC.
Therefore, it is the job of the translator to interpret these
messages in light of those diagnostic fields within MMFS.
Errors implemented in translator are (all numbers in hexadeci
mal notation):
Opcode
04
05
08
OF
Each

of

format.

Error Message
Address does not exist
Size is too big
Address not complete
No Privilege
these
The

errors

has

translator

an

will

MMFS Field
19
18
19
33

associated
read

the

response

response

message

opcode

to

determine if an error has occurred. If the system detects an
error, the corresponding MMFS diagnostic field is selected
and returned to the host.
The response message returned by each error is different.
However, the framework for each response is similar. These
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response frameworks are given below for each of the errors
listed. To implement the response for a specific instruction,
just fill in the appropriate blanks.
Error 04
MMFS 19

-> Address does not exist
-> Invalid explicit address

This error indicates that the PLC received an address that
has not been allocated in memory.
Response from PLC to translator:
<STXXOSC><BUF><OPXETX><CKSUM>
<02xnnx0lx04X03XCKSUM>
02?? 0104 03??
Response from translator to MMFS host:
< O C x T N x N R S x r e q u e s t action field><DI>
< 0 C : n o x T N : n n x N R S x a c t i o n fieldxDI: 19>
<01:08><lF:nn><20:04><??:??><27:19>
Error 05
MMFS 18

-> Size is too big
-> Message size too small

This error response informs the user that the SIZE of the
response was too big to fit in the allotted space

(maximum

message size is 63 words).
Response from PLC to translator:
<STXXOSCXBUFXOPXETXXCKSUM>
<02xnnx0lx05X03xCKSUM>
02?? 0105 03??
Response from translator to MMFS host:
<OC><TN><NRSxrequest action field><DI>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x N R S x a c t i o n f i e l d x D I :18>
<01:08X1F: n n x 2 0 :04 x ? ? :? ? x 2 7 :18>
Error 08
MMFS 19

-> Address not complete
-> Invalid explicit address

This error indicates that the address value specified in the
instruction is not complete and missing some bytes.
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Response from PLC to translator:
<STXxOSC><BUF><OP><ETX><CKSUM>
< 0 2 > < n n > < 0 lX08X0 3 x C K S U M >
02?? 0108 03??
Response from translator to MMFS host:
<OC><TN><NRSxrequest action field><DI>
<0C: n o x T N :n n x N R S x a c t i o n f i e l d x D I :19>
<01:08xiF: nn><20:0 4 x ? ? :? ? x 2 7 :19>
Error OF
MMFS 33

-> No Privilege
-> Action Failed - Privilege

This error message is issued whenever an operation attempts
to perform a task for which it does not have privilege.
Response from PLC to translator:
<STX><OSC><BUFXOP><ETXXCKSUM>
< 0 2 > <nn><0lX0Fx03 x C K S U M >
02?? 010F 03??
Response from translator to MMFS host:
<OC><TNxNRSxrequest action fieldxDI>
< 0 C : n o x T N : n n x N R S x a c t i o n f i e l d x D I :33>
<01:08X1F: nn><20:04><??:1 1 x 2 1 :33>

A.5

DYNA NC MILLING MACHINE
The

following

message

examples

pertain

milling machine, Dyna Electronics, Inc.
does

not provide

full

to

the

Dyna

[4]. Since the Dyna

remote capability,

no MMFS

request

message can be received, unless the machine is first initial
ized. The only message exchanges possible are those messages
containing

programs

transferred

(uploaded

or

downloaded)

between the Dyna and the remote host.
A.5.1

Downloading a Program
To download a program, the MMFS host must operate as if

it is responding to a request even though one was not sent.
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The request is represented by the operator initializing the
machine.

The

field used to provide this type of download

service is the "unsolicited data response" (UDR) procedural
control field. This field is used to send data in the form of
a response, for the case when no request is sent. Therefore,
only a single message is sent by the MMFS host.
When the UDR field is combined with the "transmit" (XMT)
action field, the message transfers data as in the case of a
response to a transmit request. The data is transferred using
a data stream with the data representing program instructions
for the device.
The translator will treat any message containing the UDR
field as a response message. Therefore, the response format
for the action field, XMT, will be used. The message exchange
shown below

illustrates the downloading

of an NC program

containing five lines of code.
Message from MMFS host: Notice that the trailer field is not
part of the data sent to the device.
<OCXTN><UDR><XMTXDS>
<OC:n o x T N :nnxUDR><XMT><DS:n d > « program »
<01: noxiF: nn><20:07X25:01X05: nd>«program instr. »
<01:08><1F:01X20:07><25:01X05:5A>...
« 0 0 0 START INS 22<CR><LF>001 FR X
14.2<CR><LF>
002 SETUP >ZCXyu<CRXLF>003 GOCX 2 .6327<CRXLF>
004 END
<CRXLF»>
0108 1F01 2007 2501 055A 3030 3020 5354 4152 5420 494E
5320 3232 0D0A 3030 3120 4652 2058 2020 2020 3134
2E32 0D0A 3030 3220 5345 5455 5020 3E7A 6378 7975
0D0A 3030 3320 474F 4358 2020 322E 3633 3237 0D0A
3030 3420 454E 4420 2020 2020 2020 2020 0D0A
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Message

from

translator

to

NC

machine:

The

message

the

translator sends to the machine ends up as just the contents
of

the

data

stream

plus

the

trailer

field

(the

program

instruction and <SUB> character). This would be:
000 START INS 22<CR><LF>001 FR X
002 SETUP >zcxyu<CR><LF>003 GOCX
004 END
<CRXLFXSUB>

14.2<CR><LF>
2.6327<CR><LF>

Response from device to translator: There is r.o response from
the device.
Response from translator to MMFS host: The UDR action field
does not require a response.

A.5.2

Uploading Program to the Host
The uploading of a program from the Dyna machine to a

remote host requires the same type of action.

Again,

the

machine must be initialized. The device will then send the
unsolicited data to the host. This message is then translated
into an MMFS message using the UDR action field. The format
of the messages is the same as that for the download message.
There are no messages sent to the device, only messages sent
from the device to the host.
Message from device to translator:
000 START INS 22<CRxLF>001 FR X
002 SETUP >ZCXyu<CRXLF>003 GOCX
004 END
<CRXLFXSUB>

14.2<CRXLF>
2 .6327<CRXLF>

Message from translator to MMFS host: The UDR and XMT fields
are used in the same manner as before.
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<OCXTN><UDRXXMT><DS>
<0C:n o x T N :n n x U D R x D S :n d x < program »
<01:n o x i F :nn><20:07X25:01x05: nd>«program instr. »
<01:08X1F: 0 1 X 2 0 : 0 7 X 2 5 : 0 1 x 0 5 : 5A>...
« 0 0 0 START INS 22<CRxLF>001 FR X
14.2<CR><LF>
002 SETUP >zcxyu<CRxLF>003 GOCX 2.6327<CRxLF>
004 END
<CRxLF»>
0108 1F01 2007
2501 055A 3030 3020 5354 4152 5420 494E
5320 3232
0D0A 3030 3120 4652 2058 2020 2020 3134
2E32 ODOA
3030 3220 5345 5455 5020 3E7A 6378 7975
ODOA 3030
3320 474F 4358 2020 322E 3633 3237 ODOA
3030 3420
454E 4420 2020 2020 2020 2020 ODOA
A.5.3

Device Error Handling
The Dyna does not provide any means for detecting errors.

Therefore, no error handling is provided by the interface for
this device.
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APPENDIX B
CONSTRUCTING A KNOWLEDGE-BASE
FOR THE PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
B.l

INTRODUCTION
Before applying the knowledge-based interface, the user

must construct a knowledge base for each of the two messaging
languages. This task requires the user to examine the contents
of the device's communications manual and extract the neces
sary information to place within the knowledge base.
In the text that follows, the construction process for
a single knowledge base is presented. This process is illus
trated in two phases. The first describes the necessary steps
that one must
language.

Each

follow to gather the information about the
step

of

the

process

is

illustrated

using

examples for the messaging language of the Honeywell PLC. The
second phase explains the statements in the knowledge base and
demonstrates how to use the information from the first phase
to specify the knowledge. In order to understand the contents
of this appendix, the reader must have read Chapter 5.
B.2

CONSTRUCTION STEPS
The steps required to gather the necessary information

about a messaging language are presented below. The messaging
language addressed in these steps is referred to as the source
language. The other language of the system will be referred
to as the destination language.
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STEP l : The user must first obtain the communications manual
describing the characteristics of the messaging language. The
information in this manual is crucial

for determining the

details about the language such as: its structure, accepted
operations, and message fields used. It is not necessary that
the user understand the details presented in the manual, but
some understanding of the terminology used will be needed to
identify what information to retrieve.
STEP 2 : Write down the message structure for each command
(both requests and responses). This involves recording the
fields

that

appear

in each message

and

their

order.

For

example, for the Honeywell PLC, the message structure for all
requests are1:
SOH
SOH
SOH
SOH
SOH
SOH

NODE
NODE
NODE
NODE
NODE
NODE

CNTL
CNTL
CNTL
CNTL
CNTL
CNTL

ETB
ETB
ETB
ETB
ETB
ETB

STX
STX
STX
STX
STX
STX

OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP

LEN
LEN
LEN
LEN
LEN
LEN

N
N
N
N
N

ADI
ADI
ADI
ADI
ADI

CHK
CHK
AD2 A D3. . •
CHK
D1 D2 D3. . •
CHK
D1 AD2 D2. • •
CHK
D1 D2 D3.S1 S2 S3 CHK

EOT
EOT
EOT
EOT
EOT
EOT

and for responses they are:
SOH
SOH
SOH
SOH

NODE
NODE
NODE
NODE

CNTL
CNTL
CNTL
CNTL

ETB
ETB
ETB
ETB

STX
STX
STX
STX

OP
OP
OP
OP

LEN
LEN
LEN
LEN

CHK EOT
D1
CHK EOT
D1 D2 D3 . . .
CHK EOT
D1 D2 D3...SI S2 S3. . CHK EOT

These are the structures used by messages for all the opera
tions that the device performs.

When

listing the message

structures, all identical structures should be eliminated.

1 See Appendix A for definitions for the field abbreviations
used.
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Next

the

user

needs

to

apply

the

"Language

Rules"

presented Chapter 3. The first rule states:
Language Rule 1: Every messaging language is composed of
a header, body, and trailer. However, it is possible
for either the header, or trailer to be empty. But it
is not possible for the body to be empty in every
message (i.e., the body may be empty for one or more
of the possible messages, but not all).
Therefore, every message is considered to be composed of the
three components: header, body, and trailer. The next three
rules

identify

the

fields

that

belong

in

each

of

these

sections. Beginning with rule 2:
Language Rule 2: The header of a message is composed of
those fields that appear at the beginning of every
message, both requests and responses. The length of
these fields must be constant.
Applying this rule to the list of messages above reveals that
the first seven fields belong to the header. These fields are:
SOH NODE CNTL ETB STX OP LEN
Next Rule 3 is applied to identify the trailer of the message.
This rule is stated as:
Language Rule 3: The trailer of a message is composed
of those fields that appear at the end of every
message, both requests and responses. The length of
these fields must be constant.
Examination

of the message

structure

list shows that the

trailer contains the two fields:
CHK EOT
These are the checksum and end-of-transmission fields.
Now "Rule 4" is applied to determine the fields that lie
within the message body. This rule is:
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Language Rule 4: The body of a message is composed of
those fields not contained in either the header or
the trailer of the message. These fields do not
necessarily appear in every message. The length of
these fields may be constant, but it is not a re
quirement.
The only fields left in the message structure (after removing
those in the header and trailer) are:
N ADDRESS DATA
STEP 3 : For each of the fields listed in Step 2, make a table
indicating the length of the field, and its value if known.
For the Honeywell PLC this table is ("contents" values use
hexadecimal notation):
Fields
SOH
NODE
CNTL
ETB
STX
OP
LEN
N
ADR
DATA
CHK
EOT

Length
in Bvtes
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1

Contents
Reouest ResDonse
1
1
1
1
1
81
17
17
2
2

3

3

Meanina
Start of Header
Nodal Address
Message type
End of trans. block
Start of trans.
Opcode
Length of msg. text
Count
Starting address
Data carried in msg.
Checksum
End of transmission

Any data left blank indicates that the value is variable and
dependent on the message. The field length of the "Data" field
is blank because this length is not fixed and varies from
message to message.
STEP

4 : Determine which of

these

fields will

need

to be

converted. This step focuses on deciding which fields in the
message

carry data

that

the

system

needs

to

construct

a
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message

in

the

other

language.

These

fields

are

termed,

"conversion" fields. The other fields in the message contain
either values that are fixed, or values that are calculated
based only on data in other fields of the same message.
This step requires the user to have some understanding
of the translation process. In general, the fields that are
usually needed for conversion are: the opcode, count, address,
data, and any other field contained in the message body. About
the only fields contained in the header or trailer that the
system will use in conversion are the "message type," and
"opcode" fields.
For the Honeywell PLC, the conversion fields are identi
fied as: CNTL, OPCODE, N, ADR, and DATA. The values carried
in these fields are needed by the interface program to derive
the equivalent message in the destination language.
STEP 5 : Assign a field name to each message field. The system
will use these names to identify the field's data

in the

knowledge base. Examples for possible field names, and what
they represent, are:
Msg_number - a value used to identify a message.
Msg_type
- a code that identifies if a message is a
request, response, or some other form of these
(e.g., request that doesn't require a response,
abort, etc.).
Length - specifies the length of some portion of the
message.
Count
- a value relating to some number of objects or
events, such as register, instructions, number
of execution cycles, etc.
Address - a memory location where the operation is to
take place.
Opcode - a value specifying what operation to perform
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Data
STX

- the data carried in the message.
- a value used to indicate the start of a message
or block within the message.
ETX
- a value used to indicate the end of a message
(end-of-transmission).
Checksum - a value used in error detection. Represents
the sum of the values contained in certain
fields in the message.
DataFormat - a code that identifies the type
of data
carried in a message (i.e., integer, binary,
etc.)
If none of the descriptions fit a particular field type in
the

messaging

language,

then

create

a new

one

that

best

describes its purpose. The field names for the Honeywell are:

Body:

SOH
NODE
CNTL
ETB
STX
OP
LEN

- SOH
Node_adr
- Msg type
- ETB
- STX
Opcode
— Length

N
AD#
D#

—

CHK
EOT

—

Count
- Address
—
Data
-

Checksum
ETX

This is not a difficult step, but it is important to use
the sample names listed above if they fit the description of
the field. This is because the translation program converts
data from one language field to the other based on the field
names given. Therefore, it is necessary that the name of each
conversion field be represented by a neutral field with the
same name. The list of neutral field names that represents the
requirements of all five languages is:
neutral_fields(["Msg_type","Count","Address","Opcode",
"Char","Un_int","Data","Data_format"]).
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STEP 6 : Write the list of message structures again, this time
leave off the fields in the header and trailer. This is a list
of the structure for only the body of the message (see list
in next step).
STEP 7 ; Write down the opcode value that relates to each
message structure.
Request
null
N ADR
N ADI AD2
N
ADR D1
N
ADI D1
N
ADR D1

For the Honeywell, this list is given is:

AD3...
D2
D 3 ...
AD2 D2...
D2
D3...S1 S2 S3...

Request
null
D
D1 D2 D3...
D1 D2 D3...SI S2 S3...

Opcodes (hexadecimal)
00,26,34,36
02, 04,06,08,1C,22,2A
14,16
0C,0E,10,2D,24
18,1A,28
12
Opcodes
0C,0E,10,12,18,1A,
ID,24,26,28,2A,36
34
00,02,04,08,14,16,10,22
06

This step shows the relationship between the opcode and the
structure of the message body.
STEP 8 : Delete the message bodies

from the list that are

associated with commands not available for use. In most cases
only a few of the device commands relate to commands available
to the host. For example in the Honeywell PLC, the MMFS host
has no way to formulate a message requesting the reading or
writing of scattered I/O or registers. Therefore, the third
and fourth structures on the request list are eliminated. In
addition, the particular model of PLC in use does not work
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with signed numbers. This results in the elimination of the
last instruction on both the request and response lists.
For the prototype, the operations and opcodes selected
for implementation are:
Read Status
= 00
Read 16N I/O
= 02
Write N Outputs = 0C
Read Registers = 04
Write Registers = 10
Upload N Program Words
= 22
Download N Program Words = 24
The resulting list of message body structures is:
Request
null
N ADR
N ADR D1

D2

Opcodes (hexadecimal)
00
02,
04, 22
0C,
10, 24

D3...

Request
null
D1 D2 D3...

Opcodes
0C,
10, 24
00,
02, 04, 22

STEP 9 : Rewrite the list ofstructures
assigned in step 3. The result

of

using the field names

this exercise is:

Request
null
Count Address
Count Address Data

Opcodes (hexadecimal)
00
02,
04, 22
0C,
10, 24

Request
null
Data

Opcodes
0C,
10, 24
00,
02, 04, 22

The "Data" field is used to represent data contained in a
single

byte,

Therefore,

or

data

contained

the fields containing

inmultiple

data

fields.

data Dl,D2,

and

D3, are

combined into the one field labeled "Data."
The
represent

list
the

that

result

structures

at
of

this

the

step

message

of

the

bodies

process,
that

the
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knowledge-based Interface will have to handle. The information
in these tables will be used to create a reference table in
the knowledge base that maps the message structure of the body
to the opcode of the message.
STEP 10; Assign a number to each different message structure.
The

system

will

use

these

numbers

to

identify

the

body

structure and to retrieve that structure from elsewhere in
the knowledge base. The list now becomes:
Body
Type
1
2
3

Request
Message Structure
null
Count Address
Count Address Data

Opcodes (hexadecimal)
00
02, 04, 22
0C, 10, 24

Body
Type
1
4

Response
Message Structure
null
Data

Opcodes
0C, 10, 24
00, 02, 04, 22

STEP 11: Using the communications manual, find answers to the
following questions:
A. Which field in the response message carries the error
code?
B. What are the codes indicating a positive response?
C. What fields are used in the checksum calculation?
D. What fields are used in the length calculation?
E. Can the fields in the message be identified by just
their content? If so, then where is this code located
in the field?
F. What is the body structure for an error message?
Not all devices will use some of these features, and there
fore, will not have answers. For these cases, there are ways
to specify the information to indicate the absence of know
ledge with regards to a certain feature.
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Question A: The manual specifies that an error is indicated
by a non-zero value returned in the opcode field.
Question B: The zero value returned in the opcode field of
the response message, represents the positive response code.
This is the value in the error field that indicates that the
response was error free.
Question C: The manual defines the checksum domain as all
field from the "nodal address" field to the last field in the
message body, inclusive.
Question D: The length is defined as the sum of the lengths
of all fields in the body of the message.
Question

E:

This

question

is trying to

determine

if the

messaging language is an ID-based language. This describes a
language where it is possible to identify a field by a leading
byte or some attribute it contains.

One example of an ID-

based language is the MMFS messaging language. The first byte
in each field contains a value that identifies the field. The
messaging language of the Honeywell PLC is not an ID-based
language.
Question F: The response error message is not restricted to
one structure,

it may have several.

In these cases it is

necessary that the structure be identified and related to a
specific error code or codes. The Honeywell PLC provides nine
different error codes. Each of these uses one of two struc
tures :
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Body
Type
1
4

Message Structure
null
Data

Opcodes (hexadecimal)
05, 06, 07, 11
01, 02, 03, 04, 50

It is necessary that a body type be assigned to each of these
structures. Most likely, they will use one or more of the
structures previously defined in Step 9, as was the case for
the Honeywell PLC.
STEP 12: Determine if each operation specified is a complete
message operation for the other language. This is a task that
violates the boundaries between the knowledge bases. What must
be done is to determine if an operation specified in the
language translates into a complete operation in the other
language. If not, then multiple messages from the source are
needed to complete one message to the destination. The reason
this occurs is that the destination operation requires several
parameters that can only be supplied using multiple messages
from the source.
For each device, all operations are complete. At this
stage of the prototype,

it is reasonably safe to make the

assumption that all the operations associated with a device
are complete and will translate to a destination message on
a one to one scale.
STEP 13; Determine if any fields in the message body can have
several different formats. This is also a task that requires
examining each of the operations to determine if a field is
formatted differently. One example that is quite obvious is
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when

a

device

specifies

the

use

of

different

addressing

schemes. This occurs with the Allen-Bradley PLC. Because of
this

it

is possible

for the same

field in the

structure to have different characteristics,

same body

in this case

length.
For the Honeywell, only one addressing scheme is used.
However,

the count value used refers to different objects

whose length varies.

For example, when the count specifies

the number registers it is referring to the number of 16-bit
words in the data field. But when the count specifies instruc
tions it is referring to 32-bits of data at a time. It is
important that the knowledge base document this variation. For
the Honeywell, the information for the count field is recorded
for each operation as a "bytes/count" value. These are:
Opcode
00
02
04
0C
10
22
24

Bvtes/Count
1
2
2
2
2
4
4

Therefore, when the opcode has the value of "0C," the value
in the "count field specifies the number of two-byte values
in the data.
STEP 14: For each opcode select a neutral field opcode value
that identifies the operation best. The list of neutral field
opcodes available, are:
Name
Direct

- specification of a file name
- used to pass a command in the data stream
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Read
- read value from device memory (register, I/O)
Write
- write value to memory (registers, I/O, etc.)
Upload - transfer memory contents from device to host
Download - transfer memory contents from host to device
Transmit - transfer memory contents between users
Run
- execute a program on a robotic device
Read Status - reads status of attached device
The upload, and download opcodes are explicit to PLCs. If a
file

transferis needed on another device, then select the

"transmit” opcode.
For the PLC, the relationship between the device opcodes
and the neutral opcodes is:
Device Opcode
00
02
04
OC
10
22
24

Neutral Opcode
Read Status
Read
Read
Write
Write
Upload
Download

Note that several of the opcodes use the same neutral opcode.
The system will distinguish between these values using rules
in the knowledge base.
STEP 15: For each error code value, specify a neutral error
code that identifies the error type best. This step is similar
to the last step, except that now it is neutral error codes
that the user must select. The list of neutral error codes
available are:
Unspecified Error - neutral error (when no specific type)
Access Denied
- operation was denied access to device
Bad Opcode
- opcode does not exist
Bad Count
- count value doesn't make sense
Count Too Big
- count value exceeds limits
Write Protect
- memory area accessed is protected
No Privilege
- privilege required for operation
Address Limit Exceeded - address value exceeds limits
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For the PLC, these neutral codes relate to the device error
codes as:
Device Error
01
02
03
07
11
This

completes

Neutral Error
Bad Opcode
Bad Count
Address Limit Exceeded
Write Protect
Access Denied
the

knowledge

gathering

phase

of

the

construction process. Now with this data readily available
and stated in the proper form, the second phase can begin.
B.3

FORMAT OF THE NEUTRAL FIELDS
In order to create

and use the data

of the neutral

fields, it is necessary that the user understand the meaning
and format of each field.

The neutral

fields are used to

provide an intermediate format for the data converted from
one language to the other. This stage is necessary so that
the user does not have to know the format of the fields in
the other language in order to derive the conversion formulas
for their language. This maintains the independence between
the knowledge contained in the knowledge bases of the two
messaging languages.
The neutral fields of the system and their definitions
include:
Msg_type - Indicate whether the message is a request, or
a response.
Opcode
- Specifies the operation to be performed.
Address - This is the location in memory where the
operation is to take place.
Count
- The number of objects associated with the
action.
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Data
- Contains the data of the message.
Char
- Contains character data.
Un_int
- Contains unsigned integer data.
Data_format - Specifies the format of the data carried
in the data field (i.e., character, integer,
etc.).
The user must be sure that for every conversion field in their
language, there is a neutral field by the same name. There is
a difference between the use of the

"Char,"

and

"Un_int"

fields and the "Data format" field. The system uses the former
type of fields to carry data of the specified type; the latter
field type specifies the format of the data contained in the
"data" field.
The format of the neutral fields are all similar. All
data carried in the fields is specified using a high-byte/low-byte

ordering.

The

"Msg_type,"

"Opcode,"

and

"Data

format" fields are not specified as values, but instead are
designated by descriptive phrases. The rest of the neutral
fields

are

used

to

hold

data

derived

from

the

message.

Therefore, the data they contain will also be character-based
strings (since the message is stored as a string of charac
ters) .
The neutral

field list given above was sufficient to

handle all of the messaging languages used in this research,
but it is possible for other languages to need more. For these
cases, just
add more field names to the list of neutral fields declared
in the

initialization section of the knowledge base.

The

system uses this list to direct the conversion of the lan-
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guage-specific data to neutral data. For every name added to
the

list,

the user must also add a "specific_to_neutral"

production rule to the conversion section of the knowledge
base. If the neutral field is not pertinent to a particular
language no

rule

is needed.

The

following

statement will

handle these cases:
specific_to_neutral(language_2,_,0,_).
This rule

(or frame) catches all calls, where the length of

the language-specific field

(of the same name)

has a zero

length. This is an indication that the field does not exist.
B.4

BUILDING THE KNOWLEDGE BASE
In the discussion that follows, the information and data

gathered

in the

above

steps will be used to

specify the

contents of the knowledge base. Each of the sections below
discusses the knowledge that appears in each section of the
knowledge

base.

Some

knowledge

of

Prolog

is

required

to

understand the specifics of the examples presented.
B.4.1

Initialization Section
This section of the knowledge base allocates space in

working memory and stores data concerning the fields of the
system. Only the fields in the header and trailer are speci
fied directly.

The

fields in the body of the message are

represented by the one field labeled "Body." The clause which
performs this task is:
initialize_fields(Language,Message Type)
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The first argument,

"language," specifies which language to

which the clause pertains. The second argument specifies the
message type, or "flow," of the message. Its value indicates
if the message is. either a request or a response.

If the

fields are identical in both a request and response, then this
field is left as a free variable (designated by "_") . These
arguments can be viewed as conditions which the system must
satisfy before the execution of the statements begins.
For the Honeywell PLC, the clause is:
initialize_fields(language_2,_) :,"01")),
asserta(field(language_2, 1,0, I1,
f •SOH"
asserta(field(language_2, 2,0, I1,
f 'Node_adr" , " 0 1 " ) ) ,
asserta(field(language_2, 3,0, I1,
)),
f 'Msg type"
,"17")),
asserta(field(language_2, 4,0, I1,
f •ETB"
,"02")),
asserta(field(language_2, 5,0, I1,
f 'STX"
•Opcode"
asserta(field(language_2, 6,0, I1,
)),
f
asserta(field(language_2, 7,0, 2, 'Length"
)),
asserta(field(language_2, 8,0,-1,
)),
I f •Body"
asserta(field(language_2, 9,0, 1,
)),
1/ •Checksum"
,"03")),
asserta(field(language_2,10,0, 1, •ETX"
asserta(field_list(language_2,["SOH","Node_adr",
"Msg_type","ETB","STX","Opcode",
"Length","Checksum","ETX"])).
The

argument

value,

"language_2,"

represents

the

device

connected to the interface. This as opposed to the network
host, MMFS (language_l). This production rule asserts (saves)
the

statements

to

working memory

using

the

frame

format

specified by the statement. In this case the "field" frame is
used for storing the information concerning each field in the
message.

This

frame

follows the

same

format described

in

Chapter 5. This format is:
field(Language,Position,Subposition,Length,Name,Contents)
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The

data

contained

in

these

statements

can

be

obtained

directly from the information gathered earlier.
The

value

of

the

"position"

indicates

the

field's

location in the message with respect to the other fields. In
these statements it is important that all fields that appear
in the message body, be left off. These fields are accounted
for by the "Body" field. Since no fields are specified for
the message body,

the "subposition" slot is zero for each

statement. If any field has a constant value for both request
and response messages, this value is declared in the "con
tents" slot of the field frame.
The last statement in this rule, specifies the names of
the fields in the header and trailer of the message. As stated
in Chapter 5, the order of these field names is important. If
the determination of a field's value is dependent on a value
contained in another field, then this field must be listed
after that field. This is the reason why the "length" field
is close to the end of the list, and the checksum field is
next to the last. The calculation of the checksum field is
dependent on all field values except the SOH and ETX fields.
Use the information gathered previously about what fields are
needed in the length, and checksum calculations to help in
constructing this list. It might also be necessary to check
the order of this list after development of the rules in the
"neutral-to-specific" part of the conversion section of the
knowledge base.
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B.4.2

Language Characteristics Section
This

section of the knowledge base

contains

a

large

number of different clauses and requires the use of a large
quantity of the information gathered in the steps outlined
earlier. All the clauses in this section of the knowledge base
are in the form of facts. These facts can be represented as
frames that relate the data entered to a given concept or
obj ect2.
If the data gathering was
stage

of

exercise.

construction

will

faithfully completed,

resemble

a

this

fill-in-the-blank

In the text that follows each of the clauses is

presented and its arguments defined.

Examples are provided

based on the information about the messaging language for the
Honeywell PLC.
The first fact indicates if the language is ID-based,
and defines the location of the identification attribute. This
fact is stated as:
position_of_id_in_field(Language,Location,Length)
The "location" defines how many bytes from the start of the
message the attribute is located. The next value then defines
its length (in bytes). Using these two values it is possible
to extract the ID attribute for testing.

2 This method of representation is presented with examples in
Chapter 5.
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Since the Honeywell is not an ID-based language, this
fact is indicated by a zero in both the location slot, and
the length slot. The fact becomes:
position_of_id_in_field(language_2,0,0).
The

next

set

of

facts

define

the

number

of

fields

contained within the header and trailer of the message. This
data can be obtained directly from the results of Step 2. The
results are expressed as:
number_header_f ields(language_2, 7).
number_trailer_fields(language_2, 2).
In order to identify when a response message is expected,
the system examines a specific field in the request message
for a code. The name of this field and the codes that indicate
a response is expected, are declared in the knowledge state
ments :
list_of_codes_indicating_response(Language,Field,
List of Codes)
For the Honeywell PLC, a response is always expected. The code
indicating this is always the same. It is the value of "01"
carried

in

the

"message

type"

field.

This

knowledge

is

expressed:
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language_2,"Msg_type",
["01 "]).

The next set of facts deal with the data contained in
the "message type" field. The first fact requires identifying
the code used by the language to indicate a positive response.
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This information was acquired in Step 11. The statement that
records this data is:
positive_response_code(Language,Code,Length).
This fact specifies the code and its length in bytes. For the
PLC this becomes:
positive_response_code(language_2,"00",1).
Also related to message type, is the fact:
list_of_msg_types(Language,Field,Message Type,
List of codes).
This statement defines the codes that identify the particular
type of message. The "Message Type" argument specifies if the
list relates to codes for either a "request" or "response."
The "field" specified indicates where in the message to look
for one of the codes contained in the list. The system uses
this knowledge to determine if it should await a response
message based on a value contained in the specified field. The
PLC only has one response code carried in the "message type"
field. Therefore, this fact is stated as:
list_of_msg_types(language_2,"Msg_type",request,["01"]).
list_of_msg_types(language_2,"Msg_type",response,["81"]).
Using this knowledge, the system could identify a message as
either a request or response by examining the contents of the
"Msg_type" field.
The answers to the questions in Step 11, also designated
which fields to use in the calculation of both the length
field and the checksum field. This data is recorded in the
facts:
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fields_in_length_calc(language_2,["Body"]).
fields_in_checksum(language_2,["Node_adr","Msg_type",
"ETB","STX","Opcode","Length","Body"]).
The order in which these fields are listed is not important.
If either the length or checksum field is not used in the
language, then just leave the list blank (i.e. []).
The field used to indicate an error in a response message
is designated by the simple statement:
error_field(language_2,"Opcode").
This fact identifies that the "opcode" field in PLC's response
message carries the error codes.
In Step 3, a table was created that defined the length
of each field in the message. Specification of this data in
the knowledge base requires the statement:
field_length(Language,Field,Length).
A separate statement is used to specify the length of each
field in the message, this includes all possible fields that
make up the body. Using the data from the table, these facts
become:
field_length(language_2,"SOH"
,1).
field_length(language_2,"Node_adr",1).
field_length(language_2,"Msg_type",1).
field_length(language_2,"ETB"
,1).
field_length(language_2,"STX"
,1).
field_length(language_2,"Opcode" ,1).
field_length(language_2,"Length" ,2).
field_length(language_2,"Count"
,2).
field_length(language_2,"Address" ,2).
field_length(language_2,"Data"
,-1).
field_length(language_2,"Checksum",1).
field_length(language_2,"ETX"
,1).
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Recall that in the table, the length of the "data" field could
not be determined.

Its length was variable.

This

fact is

implied by placing a "-i» value in the length slot.
The

rest

of

this

section

of the knowledge

base,

is

dedicated to specifying the characteristics of the message
body. The first facts define the relationship between the body
structure types and the opcodes of the language. The data for
this knowledge was specified in Step 10 above. The knowledge
frame used to enter this data is:
body_structure_type(Language,Message Type,Opcode,
Body Type,Bytes/Count,Complete Message?).
The slots within this frame specify the language, the message
type (request or response) for which the structure applies,
the

opcode value,

and the value of the

"body type."

One

statement is required for each opcode value. The last argument
"incomplete message?" relates to the information determined
in Step 12. If the opcode translates directly and no addition
al messages are needed to complete the destination message,
then use the value "no." If not, then place "yes" within the
slot. The "yes" value indicates to the system that additional
messages are needed from the source in order to complete the
translation of the destination message.
The value designated for "bytes/count" represents the
number of bytes required for each object specified in the
count field. For example, the count field that specifies the
number of registers in the operation, refers to a given number
of two-byte data items. This count is different from the count
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value used in the program transfers. Each increment in these
count values refers to four-bytes of data.
Using the information gathered earlier, these structure
statements for the Honeywell PLC become:
body_structure_type(language_2,request,"00",MType
body_structure_type (language_2,request,"02", "Type
body_structure_type (language_2,request,"04", "Type
body_structure_type(language_2,request,"0C","Type
body_structure_type(language_2,request,"10","Type
body_structure_type(language_2,request,"22","Type
body_structure_type (language_2,request, "24", "Type

1",l,no).
2", 2, no) .
2", 2, no).
3",2,no) .
3",2,no).
2",4,no).
3", 4, no).

body_structure_type(language_2,response,"00","Type4",l,no).
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"02","Type4",2,no).
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"04","Type4",2,no).
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"0C","Typel",2,no).
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"10","Typel",2,no).
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"22","Type4",4,no).
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"24","Typel",4,no).
Just as the body type for the request and response was
needed, so also must the body type for the error message be
designated. The information for these statements was obtained
as an answer to one of the questions in Step 11.

For the

Honeywell

11

PLC,

error

types

01,

02,

03,

07,

and

were

implemented. The structure for these types are expressed as:
body_error_type(language_2,response,"07","Type 1",1,no).
body_error_type(language_2,response,"11","Type 1",1,no).
body_error_type(language_2,response,_
,"Type 4",l,no).
In these statements, all the remaining error code values (01,
02,

and

03)

were

satisfied

by

the

last

statement.

This

statement places the "_" symbol in the argument slot. This
symbolizes that any value is acceptable. Since the rest of
the codes use the same body type, only one statement can be
used to specify them. This a more efficient method of specify-
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ing the knowledge, but it makes the contents of the knowledge
base harder to interpret.
The next statement presents the fields that appear in
each body type. This statement is:
body_subf ield_structure(Language,Body Type,
List of fields).
For the PLC, the four body type structures are stated as:
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 1",[]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 2",
["Count","Address"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 3",
["Count","Address","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 4",["Data"]).
The order in which the fields are listed represents their
actual order within the message body. The characteristics of
each of these body fields is expressed and related to the body
type where it is used. This data is specified in the frame:
subfield_characteristics(Language,Body Type,Field,
Length,Need,ID)
This frame is identified by the language, body type, and field
name. Once matched,

the system can determine for the given

body type, the field's length, necessity, the number of bytes
per count, and the ID-code. The argument label "need" indi
cates to the system if the field is an optional
required

("R")

field in the message body.

("0")

or

If the field is

optional, then the system uses the ID-code listed to identify
the field and determine if it is present in the message. If
the messaging language is not an ID-based language, then all
fields will have an "R" in the "need" slot and the ID is
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designated as null

(i.e.,

"").

For the Honeywell PLC, the

characteristics of the fields in the message body are:
subfield_characteristics(language_2,"Type 2"
2
subfield_characteristics(language_2,"Type 2"
2
subfield_characteristics(language_2,"Type 3"
2
subfield_characteristics(language_2 ,"Type 3"
2
subfield_characteristics(language_2 ,"Type 3"
-1
subfield_characteristics(Language_2 ,"Type 4"
-1

"Count",
'R',"") .
"Address" ,
'R ',"") .
"Count" ,
'R '," ") .
"Address" ,
'R ',"") c
"Data",
•R',"") .
"Data",
'R 1,"") .

Note that since no fields appear in body type 1, no statement
is needed for this type. Also, just as before, a length value
of “-l” indicates that the field's length is variable and the
system will need to determine it by some other means.
The

last knowledge

knowledge base

statement

in this

section of the

further defines the characteristics of the

fields within the body of the message. This statement is:
subfield_format(Language,Field,Opcode,Length).
This frame is identified by the language,

field name,

and

opcode value. The data provided by the statement relates to
a particular opcode. In the current prototype, only the length
of

the

further

"address"

field,

clarification.

in

This

the
is

Allen-Bradley
due

to

its

PLC,

use

of

needs
three

different methods of addressing. Therefore, the length of the
address field must be specified for each opcode to indicate
which scheme is used.
Use

of this

knowledge

statement

is dependent

on the

language. Only the fields that require further definition need
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to

use

this

statement.

For

example,

the

Honeywell

PLC's

language doesn't have any variation in the characteristics of
a field within a body type. Therefore, the statement is filled
in as:
sub f ield_format(1anguage_2,_,_,0).
This completes the "language characteristics" section of
the

knowledge

base.

Although

there

is

a

large

number of

statements within this section, specification of the knowledge
is not a difficult task.
B .4.3

Parsing Knowledge
This section of the knowledge base contains only two

different production

rules.

The

system uses

the

first to

calculate the length of the message body, and the second is
used

to

calculate

the

length

of the

message

body

fields

declared as variable length.
The Prolog format of a production rule is different than
one would expect. The rule is stated in a THEN-IF format. One
example is:
calculate_length(language_l,_,Message,Data) IF
statement1(arguments) AND
statement2(arguments) AND
Data = Message.
This rule is equivalent to the statement:
IF (statement1 is true)
AND (statement2 is true)
AND ( "Data" = "message")
THEN (statement "calculate_length" is true).
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In terms of how Prolog executes the statement. A better
interpretation of this same rule is:
IF (Language = language_l)
AND (statementl = true)
AND (statement2 = true)
THEN (Data = Message)
If all the bound arguments of the "calculate_length" statement
(indicated by

lowercase

first

letter)

are matched by the

calling statement, then the system will attempt to execute the
other statements listed after the symbol, "IF". If any of the
statements fail (not true or can be performed) then the rule
is found false and execution stops.
Free variables are indicated by a capital for their first
letter. These variable will either be bound on the call, or
bound in one of the conditional statements.
above,

the

call

will

specify

data

for the

In the example
free variable

"Message." Therefore, if the bound arguments match, then the
free variable "Message" is bound to the message data supplied
in the same argument slot in the calling statement. Then in
the execution of the statements, the data bound to "Message"
is bound

also to the

free variable

"Data."

This data

is

returned to the calling statement as a bound variable. This
logic is not easy to grasp the first time and requires some
practice to gain familiarity with the method.
In order to calculate the length of the body of the
message, the user must have an understanding of the message
structure. When the system fires the rule, the data that it
passes to the statement contains all of the message after the
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opcode field. Therefore, for the Honeywell PLC this amounts
to all of the message beginning with the "length" field. The
data received by the rule would still contain the following
fields
Length Body Checksum ETX
Now the "length" field of the message specifies the number of
bytes in the body of the message. Therefore, the length of the
message body is equivalent to the value given in the length
field.

Since the

length field's length is two bytes,

the

system must read these two bytes and return the value as the
body's length. This action is implemented in rule form as:
calculate_body_length(language_2,_,Message,Length)
frontstr(4,Message,Str_len,_),
conv_hexstr_int(Str_len,0,Number),
Length = Number.

:-

The first instruction in the statement removes the first four
characters

from

the

message

string.

Four

characters

are

removed, since one byte is represented by two characters in
the string. The second string converts the string length into
a decimal

number.

This number

statement for use by the system.

is returned to the calling
The

arguments

of

the

statement are:
calculate_body_length(Language,Message Type,Message Data,
Length)
The "message type" (request or response) is not stated since
the calculation is the same for both.
The second production rule used to calculate the lengths
of the subfields in the message body is:
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calculate_subf ield_length(Language,Field,Data,
Current Length,Calculated Length)
In the call to the knowledge base, the first four arguments
are bound. These specify the language, the field name, the
message data, and the length. The message data passed to the
routine contains that part of the message body from that field
to the end of the message body. Therefore, this data doesn't
contain any data concerning the fields in the trailer. The
data pertaining to the field of interest is at the front of
the data received. The "current length" is the length of the
data that was determined previously from the knowledge base.
For a variable length field, this value is "-1."
The user must create a production rule for each variable
length field. Those fields who length is fixed are handled by
the rule:
calculate_subfield_lengthLen,Length)
Length = Len.
This rule says that for any language,
the

"calculated

length"

equal

to

:-

field, and data, set

the

"current

length."

Therefore, this rule determines the length of all subfields
that carry fixed lengths. Since the call to a variable length
field is also satisfied by this rule, this rule must follow
the others.
For the Honeywell PLC, the only variable length field is
the "data" field. The routine for this calculation is:
calculate_subf ield_length (language_2,"Data",Data,-1, Length):str_len(Data,Len),
Length = Len/2.
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Since the data subfield is the only field in the message body,
the length of this field is equal to the length of the data
passed to the rule. The first statement in the rule calculates
the number of characters in the string. The length in bytes
is obtained by dividing the result by two. This is necessary
since there are two characters per byte in the data string.
This completes the parsing section of the knowledge base.
This section requires the user to examine the message struc
ture and the data passed to each type of production rule. In
order to write these rules the user must have some experience
in programming.
B .4.4

Conversion Knowledge
This section of knowledge base is the largest.

It is

composed of several subsections dedicated to particular types
of conversion. The knowledge contained in this section of the
knowledge base is represented using both facts and rules. In
the discussion that follows, the knowledge statements used in
each section are presented.
Opcode Conversion: The opcode conversion section relates the
opcode

values

to

the

neutral

opcode

values. The

neutral

opcodes are specified as ASCII strings. Using the information
from Step 14 for the Honeywell PLC, these statements are:
opcode_conversion(language_2,"00","Read Status").
opcode_conversion(language_2,"22","Upload"
).
opcode_conversion(language_2,"24","Download"
).
opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,"Read") :retract(neutral_field("Address",A,Address)),
assertz(neutral_junk("Address",A,Address)),
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Address < "02FF",
retract(neutral_junk("Address",X,Y)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X,Y)), !,
Opcode = "02".
opcode_conversion(language_2,"04","Read") :retract(neutral_junk("Address",X,Y)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X,Y)).
opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,"Write") :retract(neutral_field("Address",A,Address)),
assertz(neutral_junk("Address",A,Address)),
Address < "02FF",
retract(neutral_junk("Address",X,Y)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X, Y)), !,
Opcode = "0C".
opcode_conversion(language_2,"10","Write") :retract(neutral_junk("Address",X,Y)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X,Y)).
Production rules are used to distinguish between the device
opcodes

that have

the

same

neutral

opcode.

For the

PLC,

address data is all that is needed to make this distinction.
If the address points to I/O then the operation is affiliated
with I/O, otherwise it deals with registers. This logic is
used in rules for both the read and the write neutral opcodes.
The value of the address was obtained from the neutral
field

frame

in working

memory.

Note

that

this

value

is

retrieved (retract) and then placed back in memory (asserta).
This is required since Prolog provides no way to read the data
without removing it. A temporary frame (neutral_junk) is used
to store the field data in the routine. This is necessary to
maintain the correct flow of the program. If not used, then
if the address condition fails, the program will retrieve the
same value from working memory and try it again, thinking that
it is a different value.

By removing it from memory,

and
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storing it in a different frame, the rule will fail when it
tries to get another value. This forces the system to go to
the next statement. This statement then restores the correct
values to memory3.
Discrete Field Conversion; This section of the knowledge base
uses only facts to express the knowledge. These fact relate
the explicit error codes of the device to the neutral error
codes of the system. This data is listed in the Step 15, and
expressed in frame form as the facts:
error_codes(language_2,"Ol","Bad Opcode").
error_codes(language_2,"02","Bad Count").
error_codes(language_2,"03","Address Limit Exceeded").
error_codes(language_2,"07","Write Protect").
error_codes(language_2,"11","Access Denied").
The system will use this knowledge to convert between the
language-specific errors, and the neutral opcodes.

Field Conversion: This is the section of the knowledge base
where all the action occurs. The knowledge in this section
houses

two

sets

of

routines.

The

first

set

converts

the

language-specific data to neutral field data. The second set
does the opposite, it converts neutral field data to languagespecific data.
The format of the statement used for the first knowledge
set is:
specific_to_neutral(Language,Field,Length,Contents)

3 Some experience with Prolog is required to understand the
logic portrayed in these routines.
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The "language" and "field" arguments are bound in the rule
statement and used by the system to identify the correct rule
to fire. The "length" and "contents" are also bound at the
time of the call. These values carry the length and contents
of the language specific field. The routine specified by the
rule uses these values to determine the data to store in the
neutral

field.

This

neutral

field

has

the

same

name

as

specified by the value in the "field" argument.
As

an

example,

consider

the

rule

that

converts

the

language-specific opcode value to the neutral opcode value.
This rule is:
specific_to_neutral(language_2," O p c o d e " O p c o d e ) :opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",l,Gen_opcode)).
This rule uses the knowledge that relates the device opcodes
to the neutral opcodes. This fact returns the neutral opcode
for storage in working memory.
logic,

with

each

routine

Other routines use similar

storing

the

neutral

field

data

obtained in working memory.
For this type of conversion,
routine

for each

fields.

If

the

field
field

specified
does

not

the user must develop a
in the

pertain

list
to

of

the

neutral

messaging

language then no rule is needed except:
specific_to_neutral(language_2,_,0,_).
This statement handles those cases where there is no languagespecific

field to match a particular neutral

field.

This

statement causes the system to skip the field, and continue
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with

the

processing

of

the

other

fields.

For

additional

examples, consult the listing of the Honeywell PLC knowledge
base given in Appendix C.
The second knowledge set uses productions rules also.
The format of the calling statement for these rules is:
neutral_to_specific(Language,Field,Current Contents,
Contents)
The rule is identified by the "language" and "field" values
in the calling statement. The argument containing the "current
contents"

of the

field

contents don't change.

is needed

for those

fields

whose

These fields are recognized by the

system using the rule:
neutral_to_specific(language_2,_,Contents,New_Contents)
not (Contents *=""),
New_contents = Contents.

:-

This rule states that if the contents is not blank, then set
the new contents to the current value in that field. This data
is returned to the system which stores it in working memory.
For the

other

fields,

the

user must write

rules

to

determine the field's value based on the neutral field data
and other facts in the knowledge base. One example of this
type of rule is:
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Count", Contents)
retract(neutral_field("Count",X,Contents)),
asserta(neutral_field("Count",X,Contents)).

:-

This rule determines the contents of the language-specific
"count" field. It sets the value of the count equal to the
value contained in the neutral field frame in working memory.
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For additional examples of these routines consult the listings
of the knowledge bases in Appendix C.
B.5

CONCLUSION
Building a knowledge base is never a simple task. The

steps

outlined

in this

appendix

gathering the necessary data

provide

for use

a

guideline

in the

for

construction

process. The requirements of the user are:
1. They must have access to the communications
manual describing the messaging language.
2. They must have a fundamental understanding of
communications.
3. The user must have some a basic knowledge of
the programming language.
If a user interface was developed to aid in the knowledge
acquisition phase,

requirements

2,

and

3 above,

could be

relaxed.
In order for the system to operate,
knowledge
twice.

bases.

Therefore,

these

it requires two

steps must

be

repeated

If user is adapting the system to another device on

the same network,

then it is only necessary that the user

construct one knowledge base, that of the new language. This
is the advantage provided by the knowledge-based design of
the system.

APPENDIX C
PROGRAM LISTINGS OF PROTOTYPE SYSTEM
C.l

INTRODUCTION
In this

appendix

the program code

is given

for the

prototype system. This code was written using Turbo Prolog
from Borland International. The first listing is the code for
the control program. This is the code used in the simulation
experiments.
routines

The next listing contains the control program

that had to be changed to adapt the

system

for

connection to the robot. These listing are followed by the
assembly language code that is used to support the serial
interface. These routines are linked to the control program
through external calls. The last set of listings contain the
five knowledge bases associated with each of the messaging
languages addressed in this study. These listing are preceded
by a list of definitions for each of the knowledge statements
that are used in a knowledge base.
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Cm2

CONTROL PROGRAM

/*
KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERFACE FOR MESSAGE TRANSLATION
*/
/ft*********************************************************/
/* Programmer: John M. Usher
*/
/* Data:
6/22/89
*/
/* Language:
Turbo Prolog Version 2.0
*/
/*
*/
/*
The following code wasdeveloped as apartial
*/
/* requirement for a doctoral degree in the college of
*/
/* Engineering Sciences at Louisiana StateUniversity,
*/
/* Baton Rouge.
*/
/*This program
wasdesigned
for use as acommunications*/
/* interface between programmable devices found on the
*/
/* shop-floor of a manufacturing facility. The program
*/
/* will translate between two different messaging lang*/
/* uages. The user must develop a knowledge base for each */
/* language using the instructions outlined in the
*/
/* dissertation.
*/
/**********************************************************/

domains
number, position, length
data, type, field, id
language, flow
flag
list_of_fields
list_of_values
file

=
=
=
=
—
=
=

integer
string
symbol
char
string*
integer*
language_l; language_2

database
/* Language dependent variables */
message(language,data)
message_number(language,number)
body_type(language,type)
field_list(language,1ist_of_fields)
field(language,position,position,length,field,data)
junk(language,position,position,length,field,data)
/* Language independent variables */
neutral_f ield(field,length,data)
neutral_j unk(field,length,data)
neutral_request_opcode(data)
neutral_msg_type(symbol)
error_f1a g (data)
junk_flag(data)
message_incomplete_flag(symbol)
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predicates
add_on_front(number,data,data)
allocate_slots(language,1ist_of_fields,position,position)
allocate_subfield_slots(language)
append(field,list_of_fields,list_of_fields)
assemble(language,number,position,data,data)
assemble_message(language)
assemble_subfields(language)
body_error_type(language,flow,data,type,number,symbol)
body_structure_type(language,flow,data,type,number,symbol)
body_subf ield_structure(language,type,1ist_of_fields)
calculate_body_length(language,flow,data,length)
calculate_chk(language,list_of_f ields,number,number)
calculate_len(language,list_of_fields,length,length)
calculate_subfield_lengtii (language,field,data,length,length)
check_for_error(language,flow,data,field)
check_for_f ield(language,flow,data,f ield,pos ition,data)
check_id(language,id,length,flag,data,position,
position,position,data,field)
check_size(language,field,data,length,data)
combine_subfields(language,list_of_fields,position,data,
data)
conv_hexstr_int(data,number,number)
conv_hexstr_byte_int(data,number)
conv_int_hexstr(integer,string)
conv_real_int(real,integer)
convert_f ield(language,1ist_of_fields)
convert_from_neutral(language)
convert_neutral_f ields(language,1ist_of_f ields)
convert_message(language,language,flow)
convert_op(language,language,flow,data,data)
convert_opcode(language,language,flow)
convert_to_char(data,data,data)
convert_to_neutral(language)
convert_to_hexstr(data,data,data)
data_format_code(language,data,data)
detect_incomming_msg(language,language)
error_codes(language,data,data)
error_field(language,field)
error_routine(language,data)
fields_in_checksum(language,list_of_fields)
f ields_in_length_calc(language,1ist_of_fields)
field_length(language,field,length)
neutral_fields(list_of_fields)
neutral_to_specif ic(language,data,data,data)
get_bits(number,1ist_of_values,number,number)
get_body_structure_type(language,flow,type,symbol)
get_contents(language,position,data)
get_field_contents(language,field,length,data)
get_number_bits_set(data,number)
get_data_len(language,length)
get_id(position,integer,data,id)
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get_response(language,language)
hex_int(string,integer)
hex_num(data,number)
initialize_fields(language,flow)
initialize_system
interchange_bytes(data,data,data)
join_list(list_of_fields,list_of_fields,list_of_fields)
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language,field,
1ist_of_fields)
list_of_msg_types(language,flow,list_of_fields)
member(data,list_of_fields)
model(data,data)
num_hex(integer,string)
number_header_fields(language,number)
number_trailer_fields(language,number)
opcode_conversion(language,data,data)
openwindow(language)
parse_message(language,flow)
position_of_id_in_field(language,position,position)
positive_response_code(language,data,length)
read_each_field(language,flow,data,position)
read_msg_f ile(language,language)
need_more_data(symbol,language,language,flow)
read_subf ields(language,type,list_of_f ields,position,
position,data)
reset_system
reset_working_memory
restore_f ield_contents(language,field,pos ition,pos ition,
length,data)
retract_f ield_contents(language,field,pos ition,pos ition,
length,data)
retract_fields(language,position)
retract_source_subfields(language)
retract_subf ields(language,position,position)
run(language,language)
specific_to_neutral(language,field,length,Data)
subfield_characteristics(language,type,field,length,flag,id)
subfield_format(language,field,data,length)
transmit_message(language)
goal
initialize_system,
detect_incomming_msg(Source,Dest).
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clauses
/**********************************************************/

/*

CONTROL PROGRAM: Main Predicates

*/

/**********************************************************/

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

The following code is the control program for the
*/
Knowledge-Based Interface. These routine perform the
*/
parsing, conversion, and assembly of the messages that */
it receives. The routines contained in this program are*/
independent of any specific language.
*/

/**********************************************************/

initialize_system :/* Opens the file for reading. Creates a window for each */
/* language to monitor the activity of the translator.
*/
/* Then it initializes the parameters to hold message
*/
/* numbers if used by the language.
*/
openread (language_l,!lrobot 1. txt"),
openread(language_2,"robot2.txt"),
makewindow(6,0,6,"KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERFACE PROGRAM",
0,0,4, 80),
makewindow(1,23,7,"Interface Window for Language 1 (MMFS)",
1,0,11,80),
makewindow(2,71,7,"Interface Window for Language 2 (Device)"
,12,0,13,80),
asserta(message_number(language_l,0)),
asserta(message_number(language_2,0)),
reset_system.
detect_incomming_msg(Source,Dest) :read_msg_file(Source,Dest),
run(Source,Dest), !,
detect_incomming_msg(_,_).
run(Source,Dest) :parse_message(Source,request),
asserta(neutral_msg_type(request)),
readchar(_),
retract(message_incomplete_flag(Ans)),
asserta(message_incomplete_flag(Ans)),
need_more_data(Ans,Source,Dest,request),
convert_message(Source,Dest,request),
openwindow(Dest), nl,
assemble_message(Dest),
transmit_message(Dest),
readchar(_),
get_response(Source,Dest),
reset_working_memory,
readchar(_),
reset_system.
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need_more_data(yes,Source,Dest,Flow) :/* This routine handles the case when a message from the
/* source is incomplete and requires asecond message.
/* The interface will issue a response and receive the
/* second message.
convert_message(Source,Dest,request), n l ,
retract(neutral_msg_type(_)),
asserta(neutral_msg_type(response)),
convert_message(Dest,Source,response),
assemble_message(Source),
transmit_message(Source),
readchar(_),
retract_fields(Dest,1),
initialize_fields(Source,request),
initialize_fields(Dest,request),
retract(neutral_msg_type(_)),
asserta(neutral_msg_type(request)),
read_msg_file(Source,Dest),
parse_message(Source,Flow).
need_more_data(no,_,_,_).

*/
*/
*/
*/

get_response(Source,Dest)
/* If a respone is expected then this routine will parse, */
/* convert, and assemble, the response message.
*/
list_of_codes_indicating_response(Source,Field,List),
retract(field(Source,A,B,C,Field,Contents)),
asserta(field(Source,A,B,C,Field,Contents)),
member(Contents,List),
read_msg_file(Dest,Source),
initialize_fields(Dest,response),
retract(neutral_msg_type(_)),
asserta(neutral_msg_type(response)),
retract_source_subfields(Source),
parse_message(Dest,response),
convert_message(Dest,Source,response),
readchar(_),
openwindow(Source), nl,
assemble_message(Source),
transmit_message(Source).
get_response(_,_).
read_msg_file(language_l,language_2) :/* For simulation purposes, the messages are contained in*/
/* files. This routine will read the message and write it */
/* to the screen.
*/
readdevice(language_l),
not(eof(language_l)),
readln(Msg),
asserta(message(language_l,Msg)),
openwindow(language_l),
nl,nl, write("Language 1 message is ",Msg), nl,
readdevice(keyboard).
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read_msg_f ile(language_2,language_l) :/* For simulation purposes, the messages are contained in */
/* files. This routine will read the message and write it */
/* to the screen.
*/
readdevice(language_2),
not(eof(language_2)),
readln(Msg),
asserta(message(language_2,Msg)),
openwindow(language_2),
nl,nl, write("Language 2 message is ",Msg), nl,
readdevice(keyboard).
read_msg_file(_,_) :/* If no more messages, then close the file and exit
closefile(language_l),
closefile(language_2),
exit.

*/

transmit_message(language_l) :retract(message(language_l,Message)),
write("Language 1 message is ",Message).
transmit_message(language_2) :retract(message(language_2,Message)),
write("Language 2 message is ",Message).
reset_system :/* Clears the windows, resets the error flag, and
/* initilizes fields. Clears out working memory except
/* for the message_number parameter
gotowindow(2), clearwindow,
gotowindow(1), clearwindow,
asserta(error_flag("")),
initialize_fields(language_l,request),
initialize_fields(language_2,request).
reset_working_memory :retract(message_number(language_l,Numl)),
retract(message_number(language_2,Num2)),
retractall(_),
asserta(message_number(language_l,Numl)),
asserta(message_number(language_2,Num2)).

*/
*/
*/
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/**********************************************************/

/*

CONTROL PROGRAM: Parsing Predicates

*/

/**********************************************************/

/* The routines in this section of the control program
*/
/* are used to parse a message and extract the data of the*/
/* various message fields for storage in the database
*/
/* field slots.
*/
/**********************************************************/

parse_message(Language,Flow) :/* Parse message and extract the contents of each field. */
retract(message(Language,Message)),
read_each_field(Language,Flow,Message,1).
read_each_field(_,_,"",_).
read_each_f ield(Language,FIow,Message,Pos ition) :/* This routine extracts the data from the message and
*/
/* places it in the appropriate field slot in the database*/
retract(field(Language,Position,A,Length,Field,_)),
Num = Length *2,
frontstr(Num,Message,Contents,Rest_of_msg),
writef("Field No.%2.2 is the %8.8 field, and it contains
%- ",Pos ition,Field,Contents),n l ,
asserta(field(Language,Position,A,Length,Field,
Contents)),
check_for_f ield(Language,Flow,Contents,Field,Pos ition,
Rest_of_msg),
New_pos = Position + 1,
read_each_field(Language,Flow,Rest_of_msg,New__pos).
check_for_field(Language,Flow,Contents,"Opcode",_,Msg)
/* Defines length of message body. Also calls error
/* checking routine
get_body_structure_type(Language,FIow,Type,Aga in),
asserta(message_incomplete_flag(Again)),
asserta(body_type(Language,Type)),
check_for_error(Language,Flow,Contents,"Opcode"),
calculate_body_length(Language,Flow,Msg,Length),
retract(field(Language,A,B,_,"Body",D)),
asserta(field(Language,A,B,Length,"Body",D)).

:*/
*/

check_for_field(Language,Flow,Contents,"Body",Position,_) :/* Checks for errors, and reads message body subfields.
*/
check_for_error(Language,Flow,Contents,"Body"),
retract(body_type(Language,Type)),
asserta(body_type(Language,Type)),
body_subf ield_structure(Language,Type,List_of_subfields),
read_subf ields(Language,Type,List_of_subfields,Position,
1,Contents).
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check_for_field(Language,response,Contents,Field,_, _) :/* Checks other fields for errors if indicated in */
/* knowledge base.
*/
check_for_error(Language,response,Contents,Field).
c h e c k _ f o r _ f i e l d .
check_for_error(_,request,_,_).
check_for_error(Language,response,Contents,Field) :/* Traps error when returned in the variable "Field" */
error_field(Language,Field),
positive_response_code(Language,Code,Len),
Length = Len*2,
frontstr(Length,Contents,Msg_code,_),
Code <> Msg_code,
error_routine(Language,Msg_code).
check_for_error(_,_,_,_).
error_routine(Language,Code)
/* Enter code to retrieve error diagnostic and save it in */
/* the database. Also need to determine the "body_error_ */
/* type" for the response format.
*/
error_codes(Language,Code,Diagnostic),
retract(error_flag(_)),
asserta(error_flag(Diagnostic)),
body_error_type(Language,response,Code,Type,_,Aga in),
retract(message_incomplete_flag(_)),
asserta(message_incomplete_flag(Again)),
retract(body_type(Language,_)),
asserta(body_type(Language,Type)).
get_body_structure_type(Language,request,Type,Again) :/* Determines the field type (format) for a request. */
retract(field(Language,A,B,C,"Opcode",Contents)),
asserta(f ield(Language,A ,B ,C ,"Opcode",Contents)),
body_structure_type(Language,request,Contents,Type,_,
Again).
get_body_structure_type(Language,response,Type,Again) :/* Determines the field type (format) for a response. */
retract(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
opcode_conversion(Language,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
body_structure_type(Language,response,Opcode,Type,_,
Again).
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read_subfields(_,_, []
.
read_subfields(Language,Type,[Field[Rest],Position,
Subposition,Data)
/* Read each subfield in a list, determines its length,
*/
/* and stores its data in the database.
*/
subf ield_characteristics(Language,Type,Field,Len,Need,Id),
calculate_subfield_length(Language,Field,Data,Len,Length),
check_id(Language,Id,Length,Need,Data,Position,
Subposition,Next_sub,Rest_of_data,Field),
read_subf ields(Language,Type,Rest,Position,Next_sub,
Rest_of_data).
check_id(Language,_,Length,'R',Data,Position,Subposition,
Next_sub,Rest_of_data,Field) :/* For the case when the subfield is required (R): stores */
/* the subfield in the database.
*/
Num = Length *2,
frontstr(Num,Data,Contents,Rest_of_data),
Next_sub = Subposition + 1,
writef("
the %8.8 subfield, has contents
,Field,Contents),nl,
asserta(field(Language,Position,Subposition,Length,
Field,Contents)).
check_id(Language,Id,Length,'O',Data,Position,Subposition,
Next_sub,Rest_of_data,Field)
/* For the case when the subfield is optional (0): checks */
/* its ID to determine if the data belong to the subfield */
/* being considered.
*/
/* If so, then it stores the data.
*/
position_of_id_in_field(Language,Pos,Len),
Num = Len*2,
get_id(Pos,Num,Data,R_id),
Id = R_id,
Number = Length*2,
frontstr(Number,Data,Contents,Rest_of_data),
Next_sub = Subposition + 1,
writef("
the %8.8 subfield, has contents %-"
,Field,Contents),nl,
asserta(field(Language,Position,Subposition,Length,Field,
Contents)).
check_id(_,_,_,'O',Data,_,Current_sub,Next_sub,
Rest_of_data,_) :/* If the id of the optional field does not match, this
*/
/* means that the field isnot in this message. Therefore,*/
/* restore message, and go on to the next possible message*/
/* subfield.
*/
Next_sub = Current_sub,
Rest of data = Data.
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get_id(Position,Number,Field,Id) :/* Retrieves field ID based on its position. */
Remove - Position * 2,
frontstr(Remove,Field,Rest),
frontstr(Number,Rest,Id,_).

/**********************************************************/

/*

CONTROL PROGRAM: Conversion Predicates

*/

/A*********************************************************/

/* The routines in this section of the control program
/* are used to convert the field data from one language
/* format to that of another language format.

*/
*/
*/

/**********************************************************/

convert_message(Source,Dest,Flow) :/* The opcode is first converted to determine the format
/* of the destination message. Then the database subfield
/* slots for that.specific message type are allocated.
/* This is followed by the conversion of the source data
/* to the format of the destination data and storage in
/* the appropriate dest. fields and subfields.
convert_to_neutral(Source),
convert_opcode(Source,Dest,Flow),
allocate_subfield_slots(Dest),
convert_from_neutral(Dest).

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

convert_to_neutral(Language) :neutral_fields(List),
convert_neutral_fields(Language,List).
convert_neutral_fields(_,[]).
convert_neutral_fields(Language,[Field[Rest]) :retract_field_contents(Language,Field,Pos,Sub,Length,
Contents),
specific_to_neutral(Language,Field,Length,Contents),
restore_f ield_contents(Language,Field,Pos,Sub,Length,
Contents),
convert_neutral_f ields(Language,Rest).
convert_opcode(Source,Dest,Flow) :/* Converts neutral opcode to its destination equivalent. */
retract(neutral_field("Opcode,,,Len,Gen_opcode)),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",Len,Gen_opcode)),
convert_op(Source,Dest,Flow,Gen_opcode,Dest_opcode),
retract(f ield(Dest,Da,Db,Dc,"Opcode",_)),
asserta(field(Dest,Da,Db,Dc,"Opcode",Dest_opcode)).
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convert_op(_,Dest,request,Gen_op,Dest_op) :/* Convert request opcode from neutral format to destina- */
/* tlon opcode. Opcode is saved in the database for use in*/
/* conversion of response. Retreives the type of subfield */
/* structure for body of the Destination message.
*/
opcode_convers ion(Dest,Dest_op,Gen_op),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_op)),
body_structure_type(Dest,request,Dest_op,Type
asserta(body_type(Dest,Type)).
convert_op(_,Dest,response,_,Dest_op):/* An error free response has been received. Get opcode
*/
/* based on the opcode given in the request. Retrieves the*/
/* type of body structure of the destination message.
*/
retract(error_flag("")), asserta(error_flag("")),
retract(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_op)),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_op)),
opcode_conversion(Dest,Dest_op,Gen_op),
body_structure_type(Dest,response,Dest_op,T y p e ,
asserta(body_type(Dest,Type)).
convert_op(_,Dest,r e s p o n s e O p c o d e ) :/* Traps the error response, retrieves the default error */
/* type. Again, the opcode is based on the request opcode.*/
/* Gets the body structure type of the destination message*/
retract(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_op)),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_op)),
opcode_conversion(Dest,Opcode,Gen_op),
body_error_type(Dest,response,Gen_op,T y p e ,
asserta(body_type(Dest,Type)).
allocate_subfield_slots(Language) :/* Allocates slots in the database for the subfields. It */
/* is assumed that the only the message body has subfields*/
retract(body_type(Language,Type)),
asserta(body_type(Language,Type)),
retract(field(Language,Position,A,B,"Body",C)),
asserta(field(Language,Position,A,B,"Body",C)),
body_subf ield_structure(Language,Type,List_of_subfields),
allocate_slots(Language,List_of_subfields,Position,1).
allocate_slots(_,(],_,_).
allocate_slots(Language,[SubfieldjRest],Position,
Subposition) :/* Allocate subfield slots & append name to list of fields*/
asserta(field(Language,Position,Subposition,-1,
Subfield,"")),
retract(field_list(Language,List)),
append(Subfield,List,New_list),
asserta(field_list(Language,New_list)),
Next_sub = Subposition + 1,
allocate_slots(Language,Rest,Position,Next_sub).
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convert_from_neutral(Language) s/* Get list of fields requiring conversion, and call */
/* routines for each.
*/
retract(field_list(Language,List_of_fields)),
convert_field(Language,List_of_fields).
convert_field(_,[]).
convert_f ield(Language,[Field JRest]) :/* Converts data from one format to that of another. Also */
/* checks that the size of the field is correct.
*/
retract(field(Language,A,B,_,Field,Contents)),
neutral_to_specific(Language,Field,Contents,Con),
check_size(Language,Field,Con,Length,Fitted_con),
assertz(field(Language,A,B,Length,Field,Fitted_con)),
convert_field(Language,Rest).
check_size(_,_,,,,l,0,,,,,) .
check_size(Language,Field,01d_con,New_len,New_con) :/* Makes size of the field fit the required specifications*/
/* Routine will finish if the current size is incorrect.
*/
str_len(01d_con,Number),
Length = Number/2,
f ield_length(Language,Field,Req_len),
not(Length >= Req_len),
Add = Req_len - Length,
add_on_front(Add,01d_con,New_con),
New_len = Req_len.
check_size(_,_,01d_con,New_len,New_con) :/* Handles case when the current size is correct. This
/* will occur for all fields with variable lengths.
str_len(01d_con,Number),
New_len = Number/2,
New_con = 01d_con.

*/
*/

add_on_front(0,Old,New)
New = Old.
add_on_front(Num,Con_l,Con_2) :/* Adds "O” to front of data to correct its size */
concat("00",Con_l,Con_2),
New_num = Num - 1,
add_on_front(New_num,New_con,Con_2),
Con_2 = New_con.
calculate_len(_,(],_,0).
calculate_len(Language,[FieldjRest],_,Length)
/* Calculates the length of the message for placement in */
/* the length field. Routine is passed a list of fields to*/
/* be included in the calculation.
*/
get_field_contents(Language,Field,Value,_),
calculate_len(Language,Rest,Value,Len),
Length = Len + Value.
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calculate_chk(_, [] 0 ) .
calculate_chk(Language,[FieldjRest]Total)
/* Based on a list of fields, calculates the checksum from*/
/* the of each of those fields in the message.
*/
get_field_contents(Language,Field,_,Contents),
conv_hexstr_int(Contents,0,Value),
calculate_chk(Language,Rest,Value,Sum),
Total = Sum + Value.
get_field_contents(_,"Body",0,"").
/* Message body is accounted for by subfields in the list.*/
get_field_contents(Language,Field,Length,Contents) :/* Returns the LENGTH and CONTENTS of a specified FIELD.
retract(field(Language,A,B,Length,Field,Contents)),
assertz(field(Language,A,B,Length,Field,Contents)).
get_field_contents(_,_,0,"").
/* When field doesn't exist */
retract_f ield_contents(Language,Field,Pos,Sub,Length,
Contents)
retract(field(Language,Pos,Sub,Length,Field,Contents)).
retract_field_contents(_,_,0,0,0,"").
/* When field doesn't exist */
r e s t o r e _ f i e l d _ c o n t e n t s 0,"").
/* When field doesn't exist */
restore_field_contents(Language,Field,Pos,Sub,Length,
Contents)
asserta(field(Language,Pos,Sub,Length,Field,Contents)).
retract_source_subfields(Language) :/* Deletes the subfields from the database. */
retract(field(Language,Position,A,B,"Body",_)),
asserta(field(Language,Position,A,B,"Body","")),
retract_subfields(Language,Position,1).
retract_subfields(Language,Position,Sub) :retract(field(Language,Position,Sub,_,_,_)),
New_sub = Sub + 1 ,
retract_subfields(Language,Position,New_sub).
retract_subfields(_,_,_).
retract_fields(Language,Position) :r e t r a c t ( f i e l d ( L a n g u a g e , P o s i t i o n , ),
Newjpos = Position + 1,
retract_fields(Language,New_pos).
retract_fields(_,_).

*/
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/ft*********************************************************/

/*

CONTROL PROGRAM: Assembly Predicates

*/

/**********************************************************/

/* The routines in this section of the control program
/* are used to assemble the fields into a message for
/* transmission.

*/
*/
*/

/A*********************************************************/

assemble_message(Language)
/* First assembles the subfields and then the fields. The
/* number of fields in the message is calculated from
/* knowledge of header and trailer. The number of fields
/* in the body is considered 1, since all the subfields
/* were already concatentated in another routine.
number_header_fields(Language,Header),
number_trailer_fields(Language,Trailer),
Number = Header + Trailer + 1,
assemble_subfields(Language),
assemble(Language,Number,1,"",Message),
asserta(message(Language,Message)).

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

assemble_subfields(Language)
/* Assembles subfields based on the message body structure*/
retract(body_type(Language,Type)),
retract(field(Language,Position,A,B,"Body",_)),
body_subfield—Structure(Language,Type,List_of_subfields),
combine_subfields(Language,List_of_subfields,Position,"",
Contents),
asserta(field(Language,Position,A,B,"Body",Contents)).
combine_subfields( _ , [ ] •
combine_subfields(Language,(SubfieldjRest],Position,_,
Message)
/* Concatenates all the fields in the list provided. */
retract(field(Language,Position,Subfield,Contents)),
combine_subfields(Language,Rest,Position,Contents,Msg),
concat(Contents,Msg,Message).
assemble(_,0,_,_,"").
assemble(Language,Number,Position,_,Message) :/* Assembles all the major fields of the language. */
get_contents(Language,Position,Contents),
Num = Number - 1,
Next_pos = Position + 1,
assemble(Language,Num,Next_pos,Contents,Msg),
concat(Contents,Msg,Message).
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get_contents(Language,Position,Contents) :/* Retrieves contents of a field. If the field does not */
/* exist then nothing is returned
.
*/
retract(field(Language,Position,Field,Contents)),
writef("Field No.%2.2 is the %8.8 field, and it contains
%-",Position,Field,Contents),nl.
get_contents(_,_,"")•

/a*********************************************************/
/*
CONTROL PROGRAM: Basic System Primitives
*/
/A*********************************************************/

/* The routines in this section of the control program
*/
/* are general functions available to the control program */
/* and knowledge bases.
*/
/**********************************************************/

interchange_bytes("",_,"").
interchangejbytes(Message,_,Contents) :/* This routine receives a string message. It then swaps */
/* the low byte and high byte in each word. This primitive*/
/* is used when one language uses a high/low ordering of */
/* bytes and the other uses a low/high order.
*/
frontstr(2,Message,Byte_l,First),
frontstr(2,First,Byte_2,Second),
concat(Byte_2,Byte_l,Head),
interchange_bytes(Second,Head,Con),
concat(Head,Con,Contents).
get_number_bits_set(Byte,Number) :/* Routine receives a two character string (BYTE) that
/* represents the equivalent integer number contained in
/* a byte of memory. This string is converted to an
/* integer. Then the number of bits set in this value is
/* determined and returned in the variable NUMBER.
conv_hexstr_byte_int(Byte,Int_byte),
List = (128,64,32,16,8,4,2,1),
get_bits(Int_byte,List,0,Number).
get_bits(_,[],_,0).
get_bits(Byte,[Value{Rest],_,Number)
Num = Byte div Value,
Rem = Byte mod Value,
get_bits(Rem,Rest,Num,Sum),
Number = Sum + Num.
join_list([],List,List).
j oin_list([Head JTail),List2,[Head jList3]) :/* Joins two lists together */
join_list(Tail,List2,List3) .

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
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append(Field,List,[Field|List]) .
/* Appends a string (FIELD) to head of a list of strings */
member(Name,[Name!]).
member(Name,[_|Tail])
member(Name,Tail).
/* Determines if the string (NAME) is a member of the */
/* given list.
*/
convert_to_char("",_,"").
convert_to_char(Message,_,Char_msg) :frontstr(2,Message,Byte,Rest),
conv_hexstr_byte_int(Byte,Ascii_byte),
char_int(Char_byte,Ascii_byte),
str_char(Str_byte,Char_byte),
convert_to_char(Rest,Str_byte,Msg),
concat(Str_byte,Msg,Char_msg).
convert_to_hexstr (" ", _,"11) .
convert_to_hexstr(Message,_,Str_msg) :frontstr(1,Message,Str_byte,Rest),
str_char(Str_byte,Char_byte),
char_int(Char_byte,Asc ii_byte),
conv_int_hexstr(Ascii_byte,Hexstr_byte),
convert_to_hexstr(Rest,Hexstr_byte,Msg),
concat(Hexstr_byte,Msg,Str_msg).
conv_hexstr_int("",_,0).
conv_hexstr_int(St_val,_,Int_val) :/* Converts astring in hex intoanequivalent integer */
/* value.
*/
frontstr(2,St_val,St_byte,Rest),
conv_hexstr_byte_int(St_byte,Value),
conv_hexstr_int(Rest,Value,Sum),
Int_val = Sum + Value.
conv_hexstr_byte_int(Byte,Value) :/* Converts atwodigit
hexstring to
/* integer value.
frontstr(1,Byte,Top,Bottom),
hex_num(Top,Num_l),
Num_l*16 = Sum,
hex_num(Bottom,Num_2),
Num 2 + Sum = Value.

itsequivalent

*/
*/
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conv_int_hexstr(Value,Byte) :/* Converts an integer number(Value), which must be less
/* than 65535 into a two digit hex number. If the length
/* of the hex is greater than two, then only the low two
/* digits are kept.
Num_l = Value mod 4096,
Num_2 = Num_l mod 256,
Num_3 = Num_2 div 16,
Num_4 = Num_2 mod 16,
num_hex(Num_3,Top),
num_hex(Num_4,Bottom),
concat(Top,Bottom,Byte).
conv_real_int(R,N)
R = N.
/* Converst a real number to an integer number

*/
*/
*/
*/

*/

num_hex(Value,Byte) :Value > 9,
hex_int(Byte,Value).
num_hex(Value,Byte)
str_int(Byte,Value).
hex_num(Byte,Value) :Byte < "A",
str_int(Byte,Value).
hex_num(Byte,Value)
hex_int(Byte,Value).
hex_int("A",10).
hex_int("B", 11).
hex_int("C",12) .
hex_int("D",13).
hex_int("E",14).
hex_int("F",15).
openwindow(language_l) :- gotowindow(1).
openwindow(language_2)
gotowindow(2).
/**********************************************************/

/*

END of Control Program

*/

/**********************************************************/
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C.3

CONTROL PROGRAM ROUTINES FOR ON-LINE USE

Turbo Prolog requires that all external routines used by
the program be declared in a section of the program referred
to as

"global predicates." These declarations specify the

input,

output characteristics of the call and specify the

language

used

to

program

the

external

prototype application to the robot,

routine.

For

the

the following routines

were required:
global predicates
write_message(string,integer) - (i,i) language asm
read_device(string)
- (i)
language asm
initialize_device
language asm
initialize_system
/* Opens the file for reading. Creates awindow for each */
/* language to monitor the activity of the translator.
*/
/* Then it initializes the parameters to hold message
*/
/* numbers if used by the language.
*/
initialize_device,
openread(language_l,"demo.txt"),
makewindow(6, 0,6,"KNOWLEDGE-BASED INTERFACE PROGRAM",
0,0,4,80),
makewindow(1,23,7,"Interface Window for Language 1 (MMFS)",
1,0,11,80),
makewindow(2,71,7,"Interface Window for Language 2 (Device)
",12,0,13,80),
asserta(message_number(language_l,0)),
asserta(message_number(language_2,0)),
reset_system.
read_msg_f ile(language_2,language_l) :/* Language_2 is associated with the device. This routine */
/* calls the external assembly routines to read from the */
/* serial port. Turbo prolog requires that the parameter */
/* MSG passed be bound before it is called.
*/
Msg ="01234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789",
read_device(Msg),
convert_to_hexstr(Msg,"",Message),
asserta(message(language_2,Message)),
openwindow(language_2),
nl,nl, write("Language 2 message is ",Message), nl.

read_msg_file(language_l,language_2) :/* If no more messages, then close file and exit program.
closefile(language_l), exit.
read_msg_file(language_2,language_l) :- exit.
transmit_message(language_l) :retract(message(language_l,Message)),
write("Language_l message is ",Message).
transmitjmessage(language_2) :/* Sends message to device. */
retract(message(language_2,Message)),
write("Language_2 message is ",Message),
str_len(Message,Len),
Length = Len/2,
convert_to_char(Message,"",Request),
write_message(Request,Length).
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C.4

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
The following code listing contains the assembly language

programs that were used by the prototype system to access the
serial ports on the microcomputer. These routines are specific
to the hardware of the IBM PC and compatibles. The code was
written

and

compiled

using

Turbo

Assembler

from

Borland

International.
; ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE ROUTINES FOR THE KNOWLEDGE-BASED
? INTERFACE PROGRAM
•
9

; Programmer: John M. Usher

Date: 6/30/89

9

; This program is used to provide the communciation routines
; for the Knowledge-Based Interface written in Turbo Prolog.
; The routines used are:
•
9

;
;
;
;
;

Initialize_device_0 - initializes the serial port
parameters.
Read_device_0
- reads a message from the serial
port.
Write_message_0
- writes a message to the serial port

•
9

; Parameters are passed on the stack using the conventions
; outlined in the Turbo Prolog manual.
•
9

.MODEL

large

KBI_PR0G segment
assume
public
public
public

byte
cs:KBI_PR0G,d s :KBI_PR0G
INITIALIZE_DEVICE_0
READ_DEVICE_0
WRITE_MESSAGE_0

public baseaddress
baseaddress
charlength
stopbits
parity
message

dw
db
db
db
db

1 1
lib
000b
00000b
50h DUP('

')
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INITIALIZE DEVICE 0
proc far
push bp
save base pointer
mov bp,sp
mov si,ds
save data segment
mov ax,KBI_PR0G
point DS to data
mov ds,ax
mov
mov
mov
mov
add
mov

ax,40h
es,ax
dx,es:[0]
baseaddress,dx
dx, 3
al,10000000b

out
dec
dec
mov
out
dec

dx,al
dx
dx
al, 0
dx,al
dx

mov
out

al,60h
dx,al

;LSB to 1200bps
;send byte to reg(3F8H)

mov
or
or
or
add
out

al,0
al,charlength
al,stopbits
al,parity
dx, 3
dx,al

;initialize al to 0
;set bits of char length
;set stop bits and
; parity
;point to line control register
;send initialization value

dec
dec
mov
out

dx
dx
al,0
dx,al

;point ES to BIOS data area
9

;get base addr. for serial port 1
;write baseaddress to memory
;point to line control register
;toggle port address for other
; registers on UART chip
;point to MSB of baud rate divisor
9

;MSB for 1200bps
;send byte to reg (3F9H)
;point to LSB of baud rate divisor

point to interrupt enable regiser
disable all interrupts
send byte

; This routine empties the port of any stray characters
again: mov
add
in
test
jz
mov
in
jmp

dx,baseaddress
dx,5
al,dx
al,l
cont
d x ,baseaddress
a l ,dx
again

cont:

mov ds,si
pop bp
ret
INITIALIZE DEVICE

endp

;base address for C0M1
;point to line status register
•
9

;check if character is in port
;if not, then finished
;if yes, move address for the
; port and read character
;jump back to check for more
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READ DEVICE 0 proc
push bp
mov bp,sp
mov si,ds
mov ax,KBI_PROG
mov ds,ax

far
Save the pointers
Save the data segment
Set the data segment

les

bx,dword ptr [bp+6] ;set es:bx to point to
; storage location.
test_again:
mov dx,baseaddress
;Base address for C0M1
add dx,5
;Point to line status reg.
•
in
al,dx
9
test al,l
;Check if char, is in port
test_again
;if not loop back
jz
mov dx,baseaddress
;if yes, read char from port
in
al,dx
; into the memory location
mov byte ptr es:[bx],al ; pointed to by the stack.
inc bx
cmp al,Oah
;Check for the end of msg,
jnz test_again
;loop back, wait for next char
mov
mov

al, 0
;Puts the required NUL at end
byte ptr es:[bx],al ; of the message.

mov ds,si
pop bp
ret 4
READ_DEVICE_0
endp

;Restore data seg. & pointers
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WRITE_MESSAGE_0 proc
push bp
mov bp,sp
mov si,ds
mov ax,KBI_PROG
mov ds,ax
mov
les
mov
another:
mov
mov
inc
inc
dec
jnz

far

;Establish the data segment

cx,word ptr [bp+6]
;Set number of bytes to read
di,dword ptr [bp+8] ;Point to message from stack
bx,offset message
;Point to memory to store it
al,byte ptr es:[di] ;Move one char to memory
[bx],al
bx
;Point to next location
di
cx
;Decrement count
another
;If count <> 0, then loop

mov
lea
mov

cx,word ptr [bp+6]
dx,message
b x ,3

;Print out msg
;Load message address
;Set file handle for COM port

mov
int

ah,4Oh
21h

;Call int 21h function 4Oh
; which writes a string of
; length CX
;restore data segment and
; pointer.

mov ds,si
pop bp
ret 6
WRITE_MESSAGE_0
KBI_PROG ends
end

endp
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C.5

KNOWLEDGE BASES
The following listings contain the code for each of the

knowledge

bases

used

in this

knowledge

base

listing

for

study.
each

of

There

is

the

five

a

separate
messaging

languages addressed. The type of knowledge statements used by
each knowledge base are identical. Only the knowledge they
specify is different. Due to the repetition of the code, only
language-specific comments are included in the knowledge base.
These

listing do not contain any comments

format

of

the

knowledge

statements

and

specifying the
their

meaning.

Therefore, each of these statements is defined below.
C.5.1

Definition of Statements Used in the Knowledge Base
Each of the knowledge statements contained in a knowledge

base

is

explained

below.

The

meanings

of

the

arguments

contained in each of these statements are similar for many of
the routines. These arguments are defined as:
Language - defines the language with which the knowledge
statement is associated.
Position - defines the position of the field in the
message (i.e., 1st, 2nd, etc.).
Number - used to hold an integer value. The meaning of
this argument depends on the statements in which it
appears.
Data - used to hold the contents of the message field.
Field - specifies the name of the field.
Type
- defines the type of structure of the message
body.
Length - specifies the length of the field in bytes.
Flow - specifies the message type of the message. Will
carry the actual symbol "request" or "response."
Flag - holds a value used to as a flag in the program.
Definition is dependent on the language statement.
List_of_fields - a list containing names of fields to be
used for a specific purpose.
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These names will be appear below in the argument slots of the
knowledge

statements

when

they

are

explained.

This

will

designate the arguments types each statement uses.
Initialization Section:
initialize_fields(Language,Flow) - used to allocate frames in
working memory for the major fields in a message using
"Language." Initial values for some field slots is stored
at this time. A list of the field's names is also stored
to working memory.
neutral_fields(List_of_fields)
the neutral fields.

- specifies the names of all

Language Characteristics Section:
position_of_id_in_field(Language,Position,Length) - defines
the position of the ID in the field. The "position" value
specifies the starting byte number.
The "length"
specifies how many bytes the ID attribute occupies. If
the language is not ID-based then set the "position" and
"length" values to zero.
number_header_fields(Language,Number) - defines the "number"
of fields in the header of the message.
number_trailer_fields(Language,Number) - defines the "number"
of fields in the trailer of the message.
positive_response_code(Language,Data,Length) - defines the
field values the represent positive error free responses.
The length of this value (in bytes) is given by the value
in "length."
list_of_codes_indicating_response(Language, Field, List_of_
fields) - specifies the name of the field used to
indicate a response. Values in this field that indicate
a response are given in the list.
list_of_msg_types(Language,Flow,List_of_fields) - specifies
the codes for each message type specified in the "flow"
argument.
fields_in_length_calc(Language,List_of_fields)
- specifies
which fields are included in the calculation of the
length field.
fields_in_checksum(Language,List_of_fields) - specifies which
fields are included in the calculation of the checksum.
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field_length(Language,Field,Length)
the named field.

- defines the length of

error_field(Language,Field) - defines the name of the field
that carries the error code.
body_error_type(Language,Flow,Data,Type,Number,Symbol)
defines the "type" of structure for the message body of
an error message. This structure is defined based on the
"flow" (request or response), and the value of the
message opcode carried in the "data" argument. The
"number" and "symbol" arguments are not used at this
time, but are included to maintain a frame structure
identical to "body_structure_type."
body_structure_type(Language,Flow,Data,Type,Number,Symbol) defines the "type" of structure used by the message
body. This structure is defined based on the "flow"
(request or response), and the opcode value carried in
the "data" argument. The "number" argument specifies the
"bytes/count" for this particular message body. The
"symbol" parameters specifies if the operation of this
type is a "complete" operation4.
body_subfield_structure(Language,Type,List_of_fields)
declares the subfields that appear in a message body of
the specified "type." The order of the fields in the list
represents the order of the subfields in the body.
subfield_characteristics(Language,Type,Field,Length,Flag,ID)
- defines the characteristics of a "field" that appears
in the specified body "type." Defines the field's length
and specifies if it is an optional field ("0") or a
required field ("R") using the "flag" parameter. The "ID"
argument is used to specify the ID of the field if it has
one.
subfield_format(Language,Field,Data,Length) - specifies the
length of the named "field" as it appears in the body of
a message with an opcode equivalent to that specified in
"data."

4 See Chapter 6 and Appendix B for discussion concerning this
parameter.
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Parsing Section:
calculate_body_length(Language,Flow,Data,Length) - used to
calculate the length of the message body. The routine is
specific to the flow of the message, request or response.
The "data" field carries part of the message. This part
represents the message from just after the opcode field
to the end. The "length" argument is bound in the routine
from the calculation specified.
calculate_subfield_length(Language,Field,Data,Length,Length)
- calculates the length of the named subfield (Field).
The part of the message passed in "data" is the message
body starting at the named field to the end of the body.
If the field has a predefined length this is given in the
first "length" argument. If the "length" of the subfield
is variable, this value will be "-1." The last argument
is bound to the length calculated by the routine.
Conversion Section;
opcode_conversion(Language,Data,Data) - relates the languagespecific opcode, contained in the first "data" argument,
to a neutral field opcode (contained in the second).
error_codes(Language,Data,Data)
- relates the
languagespecific error code, contained in the first "data"
argument, to a neutral field error code in the second.
data_format_code(Language,Data,Data) - relates the languagespecific data-format code, contained in the first "data"
argument, to a neutral field data-format code (contained
in the second).
specific_to_neutral(Language,Field,Length,Data)
- converts
the language-specific "data" contained in the named
"field" into neutral field data. This knowledge rule must
also store the neutral field value derived in working
memory. The length of the language-specific data is given
by the value in "length." There will be a rule for every
neutral field named earlier.
neutral_to_specific(Language,Field,Data,Data) - converts the
neutral field data for the named "field" into languagespecific data. This converted data is passed back in the
second "data" argument. The first "data" argument will
contain the contents of the language-specific field at
the time of the call. If this field contains data, this
indicates it must be a constant field whose contents is
fixed. A rule must be specified for every field that the
language contains. This includes subfields also.
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C.5.2

Knowledge Base for NND Assembly Robot

/**********************************************************/

/*

KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR MESSAGING LANGUAGES

*/

/**********************************************************/

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

The knowledge bases for both languages are specified
in the code below. Those predicates making reference
to "Language_l" are associated with one messaging
language and those labeled "language_2" refer to a
different messaging language. In this knowledge base:

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
language_l : Manufacturing Messaging Format Std. (MMFS)*/
language_2 : NND Assembly Robot.
*/
*/
No comments are listed in this code. A description of */
each routine is given in Appendix B of the dissertation*/
This appendix provides information on the purpose of
*/
each routine and rules for developing the code for
*/
other languages.
*/

/a*********************************************************/

/A*********************************************************/

/* INITIALIZATION KNOWLEDGE ROUTINES

*/

/A*********************************************************/

initialize_fields(language_l,_) :asserta(field(language_l,1,0, 2,"Length"
asserta(field(language_l,2,0, 2,"Msg_number"
asserta(field(language_l,3,0, 2,"Msg_type"
asserta(field(language_l,4,0, 2,"Opcode"
asserta(field(language_l,5,0,-1,"Body"
asserta(field_list(language_l,["Msg_number","Msg_type",
"Opcode","Length"])).
initialize_fields(language_2,request) :asserta(field(language_2, 1,0, 2,"Opcode" ,""
)),
asserta(field(language_2, 2,0,-1,"Body"
,""
)),
asserta(field(language_2, 3,0, 2,"ETX"
,"0D0A")),
asserta(field_list(language_2,["Opcode","ETX"])).
initialize_fields(language_2,response) :asserta(field(language_2, 1,0, 0,"Opcode",""
)),
asserta(field(language_2, 2,0,-1,"Body"
,""
)),
asserta(field(language_2, 3,0, 2,"ETX"
,"QD0A")),
asserta(field_list(language_2,["ETX"])).
neutral_fields(["Msg_type","Count","Address","Opcode",
"Char","Un_int","Data","Data_format"]).
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/dr*********************************************************/

/* KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING BASIC LANGUAGE CHARACTERISTICS.

*/

/**********************************************************/

position_of_id_in_field(language_l,0,1).
position_of_id_in_field(language_2,0,0).
number_header_fields(language_l,
number_header_f ields(language_2,
number_trailer_fields(language_l,
number_trailer_fields(language_2,

4).
1).
0).
1).

positive_response_code(language_l,"2003",2).
positive_response_code(language_2,"454E",2).
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language_l,"Msg_type",
["2001”])•
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language_2,"",[]).
list_of_msg_types(language_l,request, ["2001"]).
list_of_msg_types(language_l,response,["2003","2004",
"2007"]).
1ist_of_msg_types(language_2,request, []).
list_of_msg_types(language_2,response,[]).
f ields_in_length_calc (language_l, ["Msg_nuxnber", "Msg_type",
"Opcode","Body"]).
fields_in_length_calc(language_2,[]).
fields_in_checksum(language_l,[]).
fields_in_checksum(language_2,[]).
field length
field" length
field_ length
field_ length
field_ length
field length
field" length
field" length
field" length
field" length
field" length
field" length

language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l

•Length"
'Msg_number"
'Msg_type"
•Opcode"
'Count"
•Address"
•Data_format"
•Char"
'Un_int"
•Data"
'Diagnostic"
•Err_string"

field_length
field_length
field_length
field_length
field_length

language_2
language_2
language_2
language_2
language_2

'Opcode"
•Char"
•UnJLnt"
'Data"
'ETX"

,-1)
, 2)
, 2)
,-1)
,2)

2)
2)
2)
2)
2)

“D
2)
- 1)

- 1)
- 1)

2)
-1)
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error_field(language_l,"Msg_type").
error_field(language_2,"Body"
).
body_error_type(language_l,response,_,"Type 12",l,no).
body_error_type(language_2,response,_,"Type 2" ,l,no).
body_structure_type(language_l,request,"2501","Type2",l,no).
body_structure_type (language_l,request,"2502","Type 3",l,yes).
body_structure_type(language_l,request,"2902","Typel",l,no).
body_structure_type(language_l,request,"2904","Type4", 1,no).
body_structure_type(language_l,request,"4101","Type5",l,no).
body_structure_type(language_l,request, "4102","Type6",1,no) .
body_structure_type(language_l,request,"4104","Type7",1,no).
body_structure_type(language_l,request,"4109","Types", 1,no).
body_structure_type(language_l,request,"4702","Type9",l,no).
body_structure_type(language_l,response,"2501","Type
body_structure_type(language_l,response,"2502","Type
body_structure_type(language_l,response,"2902","Type
body_structure_type(language_l,response,"2904","Type
body_structure_type(language_l,response,"4101","Type
body_structure_type(language_l,response,"4102","Type
body_structure_type(language_l,response,"4104","Type
body_structure_type(language_l,response,"4109","Type
body_structure_type(language_l,response,"4702","Type

4",l,no).
1",l,yes)
10",1,no)
4" ,l,no)
11",1,no)
1" ,l,no)
4" ,l,no)
1" ,l,no)
1" ,l,no)

body_structure_type(language_2,request,"524E","Type 4",1, no).
body_structure_type(language_2,request,"FFFF","Type 3",1, no).
body_structure_type(language_2,request,""
,"Type2",l, no).
body_structure_type(1anguage_2,r e s p o n s e "Type 2",1, no).
b o d y _ s t r u c t u r e _ t y p e ( _ , 1,no)
write("No opcode code of that type"), exit.
body_subf ield_structure(language_l,"Type 1",[]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 2",
["Char","Data_format"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 3" ,["Char"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 4",
["Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 5",
["Address","Count","Data_format"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 6",
["Address","Count","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 7",
["Address","Count"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 8",
["Address","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 9" ,["Un_int"]).
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body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 10",
["Char","Char","Char"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 11",
["Count","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subf ield_structure(language_l,"Type 12",
["Diagnostic","Err_string"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 1",[]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 2",["Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 3 ", ["Char"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type4",["Char","Data"]).

subfield_characteristics language l, "Type
-1,'R',"19 1•
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28
subfield_ characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"19 I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 I •
subfield_ characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"05 I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 J •
subf ield_ characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"0B I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28
subfield_ characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'R',"OB I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"05 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'R',"0B 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 1 •
subfield_ characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 I •
subfield_ characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"05
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'O',"15 1•
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"19 )•

2"

"Char",

2"

"Data_format"

3"

"Char",

4"

"Data_format"

4"

"Data",

5"

"Address",

5"

"Count",

5"

"Data_format"

6"

"Address",

6"

"Count",

6"

"Data_format"

6"

"Data",

7"

"Address",

7"

"Count",

8"

"Address",

8"

"Data_format"

8"

"Data",

9 n

"Un_int",

10" "Char",
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subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
2, 'R',"OB").
subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
2, 'O',"28").
subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
-1,»R',"05").
subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
2, 'R',"27").
subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
-1,'O',"3D").

11","Count",

subfield_characteristics(language_2,"Type
-1,'R',"").
subfield_characteristics(language_2,"Type
2,'R ',"").
subfield_characteristics(language_2,"Type
2, 1R 1,"").
subfield_characteristics(language_2,"Type
-1,1R ',"").

2","Data",

11","Data_format",
11","Data",
12","Diagnostic",
12","Err_string",

3","Char",
4","Char",
4","Data",

subfield_format(language_l,_,_,0). /* Not used */
subfield_format(l a n g u a g e _ 2 , 0). /* Not used */
/**********************************************************/

/* KNOWLEDGE ROUTINES USED IN PARSING

*/

/**********************************************************/

calculate_body_length(l a n g u a g e _ l M e s s a g e ,Length) :/* "Body" field length = length of the rest of the message*/
str_len(Message,Len),
Length = Len/2.
calculate_body_length(language_2,_,Message,Length) :/* There is no opcode in the response message.Therefore,
*/
/* all the response data except the last twobytes
(<CR> */
/* <LF>) are in the body of the message.
*/
str_len(Message,Len),
Length = Len/2 - 2. / ‘subtract two ETX bytes: <CR><LF>*/
calculate_subfield_length(language_l,"Data",Data,-1,
Length) :/* The data stream is at the end of the message so, its
/* length is = to the length of the rest of the message.
str_len(Data,Len),
Length = Len/2.

*/
*/
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calculate_subfield_length(language_l,_,Data,-1,Length) :/* The MMFS language allows just about any of the fields
*/
/* to assume variable lengths. MMFS also uses one method */
/* for specifying the length of the field. If the high bit*/
/* of the second byte is set, then that byte contains the */
/* length of the data to follow. If it is not set thenthe*/
/* length is two bytes and the second byte contains the
*/
/* data. If set, then length = number in lower 7 bits
*/
/* plus the two for the ID and Length bytes.
*/
frontstr(2,Data,_,Rest),
frontstr(2,Rest,Second,_),
conv_hexstr_byte_int(Second,Byte),
bitand(Byte,128,Msb),
Msb = 128,
/* Case when MSB is set */
bitand(Byte,127,Len),
Length = Len + 2.
ca 1culate_sub f ie 1d_length (1anguage_l,_, _, -1,2).
/* Case when MSB=0 */
calculate_subfield_length(language_2,"Data",Data,-1,
Length) :/* There is only one subfield within the message body.
/* Therefore, the length of the field is the length of
/* the DATA is contains.
str_len(Data,Len),
Length = Len/2.

*/
*/
*/

calculate_subfield_length(_,_,_,Len,Length) Length = Len.
/**********************************************************y

/* KNOWLEDGE USED FOR CONVERSION

*/

/**************** •.<*****************************************/

/**********************************************************/

/* Maps between language_l opcodes & neutral field opcodes*/
/A*********************************************************/
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2501","Transmit"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2502","Name"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2902","Read Status").
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2904","Direct"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4101","Read"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4102","Write"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4104","Upload"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4109","Download"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4702","Run"
).
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/A*********************************************************/
/* Maps between language_2 opcodes & neutral field opcodes*/
/**********************************************************/

opcode_conversion(language_2,""
,"Direct”).
opcode_conversion(language_2,"524E","Run"
).
opcode_conversion(language_2,"FFFF","Name" ).
error_codes(language_l,"01","Unspecified Error").
error_codes(language_l,"05","Access Denied").
error_codes(language_l,"13","Bad Opcode").
error_codes(language_l,"17","Bad Count").
error_codes(language_l,"18","Count Too Big").
error_codes(language_l,"19","Address Limit Exceeded").
error_codes(language_l,"IF","Write Protect").
error_codes(language_l,"33","No privilege").
error_codes(language_2,"4552"/'Unspecified Error").
data_format_code(language_l,"2815","Unsigned Integer").
/**********************************************************/

/* Converts language specific fields to neutral fields

*/

/**********************************************************/

specific_to_neutral(language_l,_,0,_).
/* Case when field is not used in the language. */
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Msg_type",_,Contents)
list_of_msg_types(language_l,request,List),
member(Contents,List),
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",l,"Request")).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l," M s g _ t y p e " /* If not request then must be a response */
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",1,"Response")).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Opcode",_,Opcode) :opcode_conversion(language_l,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",l,Gen_opcode)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Length",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Length",Len,Data)).

:-
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specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Count",Length,Contents) :/* Opcode for upload (4104) uses a count that refers to
*/
/* bytes and not the number of instructions as expected by*/
/* the neutral field. So calculate number of instructions */
/* based on value for how many bytes/instruction for the */
/* corresponding opcode in the other language.
*/
retract(field(language_l,A,B,C ,"Opcode","4104")),
asserta(field(language_l,A ,B ,C ,"Opcode","4104")),
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4104",Gen_op),
opcode_conversion(language_2,L2_op,Gen_op),
body_structure_type(language_2,request,L2_op,_,Div,_),
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Value),
conv_hexstr_int(Value,0,Int_val),
New_val = Int_val/Div,
conv_int_hexstr(New_val,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Count",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Address",Length,Contents)
frontstr(4,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 2,
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Data_format",Length,Code)
data_format_code(language_l,Code,Form),
asserta(neutral_field("Data_format",Length,Form)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Char",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Un_int",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Un_int",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Data",Length,Contents)
frontstr(4,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 2,
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Len,Data)).

:-

:-
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specific_to_neutral(language_20,_).
/* Case when field is not used in the language. */
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Data",Length,Contents)
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Contents)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Opcode",_,Opcode) :opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",l,Gen_opcode)).
/A*********************************************************/

/* Converts neutral field data to language_l field data
*/
/**********************************************************/
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Opcode",Old,Contents)
Contents = Old.
neutral_to_specif ic(language_l,"Msg_number","",Contents) :/* Case when have a request need to supply own msg_number */
retract(message_number(language_l,Number)),
Num = Number + 1,
asserta(message_number(language_l,Num)),
conv_int_hexstr(Num,St_num),
concat("IF",St_num,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_number",Old,Contents)
/* Responses use the same msg_number as the requests. */
Contents = Old.
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_type",_,"2007") :/* If a request is sent to MMFS then must be a UDR */
retract(neutral_msg_type(request)).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_type",_,"2003") :/* No error is indicated, so issue a positive response */
retract(error_flag("H)),
asserta(error_flag("")).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_type",_,"2004").
/* Indicates an error response */
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Address",_,Contents) :retract(neutral_field("Address",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Length,Value)),
New_len = Length + 128,
/* Sets MSB for long format */
conv_int_hexstr(New_len,St_len),
concat("07",St_len,First),
concat(First,Value,Contents).
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neutral_to_specific(language_l," C o u n t " C o n t e n t s )
/* If the response message from the device, does not use */
/* count field, then it is necessary to determine the
*/
/* count based on the number of bytes in the "Data" field.*/
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
retract(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
opcode_conversion(language_2,L2_op,Gen_opcode),
body_structure_type(language_2,request,L2_op,_,Div,_),
Len = Length/Div,
conv_int_hexstr(Len,Str_len),
concat("OB",Str_len,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data",_,Contents)
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
conv_int_hexstr(Length,Str_length),
concat("05",Str_length,Head),
concat(Head,Value,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data_format",_,"") :/* When there is no data, then don't need a format. */
retract(neutral_field("Data",B,"")),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",B, "")).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data_format",_,Contents)
/* If there is data, and a format was specified, then */
/* return format
*/
retract(neutral_field("Data_format",A,Form)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data_format",A,Form)),
data_format_code(language_l,Contents,Form).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Char",_,Contents) :/* Case when char, data is expressed using the long format*/
retract(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)),
asserta(neutral_junk("Char",Len,Data)),
Len > 1,
retract(neutra1_junk("Char",_,_)),
L = Len + 128,
/* Set MSB */
conv_int_hexstr(L,L_str),
concat("19",L_str,Head),
concat(Head,Data,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Char",_,Contents) :/* Case where character data is only one byte. */
retract(neutral_junk("Char",1,Data)),
asserta(neutral_field("Char",l,Data)),
concat("19",Data,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Un_int",_,"").
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neutral_to_specific(language_l#" L e n g t h " C o n t e n t s ) :/* Octet count grouper does not include the data of the */
/* datastream, so the data must be subtracted from the */
/* total determined length.
*/
fields_in_length_calc(language_l,List),
retract(body_type(language_l,Type)),
asserta(body_type(language_l,Type)),
body_subfield_structure(language_l,Type,
List_of_subfields),
join_list(List_of_subfields,List,New_list),
calculate_len(language_l,New_list,0,Len),
get_data_len(language_l,Data_len),
Length = Len - Data_len,
conv_int_hexstr(Length,St_len),
concat("01",St_len,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Err_string",Old,Contents)
/* Error String not used for this device */
Contents = Old.
neutral_to_specific(language_l," D i a g n o s tic"Contents)
retract(error_flag(Diag)),
asserta(error_flag(Diag)),
error_codes(language_l,Code,Diag),
concat("27",Code,Contents).

:-

neutral_to_specific(language_l,_,_,"").
/A*********************************************************/

/* Converts neutral field data to language_2 field data

*/

/**********************************************************/

neutral_to_specif ic(language_2,_,Contents,New_Contents) :/* If the field already has contents, then leave alone.
*/
/* This is for those fields with fixed contents (and the */
/* opcode) since it was already converted.
*/
not(Contents = ""),
New_contents = Contents.
neutral_to_specif ic(language_2,"Opcode","","").
/* When native fields are used */
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Un_int",_,"").
neutral_to_specific(language_2," C h a r " C o n t e n t s )
retract(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)),
asserta(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)),
concat("20",Data,Contents).

:-
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neutral_to_specific(language_2," D a t a " C o n t e n t s )
retract(neutral_field("Data",Len,Contents)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Len,Contents)).

:-

neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Data",_,"2020312020373720").
/* Data field is empty. This only occurs with the RUN */
/* instruction. It is necessary that default data be
*/
/* supplied.
*/
/**********************************************************/
/* USER DEFINED PRIMITIVES
*/
/**********************************************************/

get_data_len(1anguage_l,Length) :retract(field(language_l,A,B,Len,"Data",C)),
asserta(field(language_l,A,B,Len,"Data",C)),
Length = Len - 2.
/* Accounts for DS grouper */
get_data_len(_,0).
model("","").

/* Not used in this language */
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C.5.3

Knowledge Base for Dyna NC Machine

/**********************************************************/

/*

KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR MESSAGING LANGUAGES

*/

/*****************************************&****************/

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

The knowledge bases for both languages are specified
in the code below. Those predicates making reference
to "Language_l" are associated with one messaging
language and those labeled "language_2" refer to a
different messaging language. In this knowledge base:

*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
*/
language_l : Manufacturing Messaging Format Std. (MMFS)*/
language_2 : Dyna NC Milling Machine DMP-2400.
*/
*/
No comments are listed in this code. A description of */
each routine is given in Appendix B of the dissertation*/
This appendix provides information on the purpose of
*/
each routine and rules for developing the code for
*/
other languages.
*/

/**********************************************************/

/* INITIALIZATION KNOWLEDGE ROUTINES

*/

/**********************************************************/

initialize_fields(language_l,_) :asserta(field(language_l,1,0, 2,"Length"
#""))/
asserta(field(language_l,2,0, 2,"Msg_number","")),
asserta(field(language_l,3,0, 2,"Msg_type"
,"")),
asserta(field(language_l,4,0, 2,"Opcode"
r,M,))f
asserta(field(language_l,5,0,-l,"Body"
,"")),
asserta(field_list(language_l,["Msg_number","Msg_type",
"Opcode","Length"])).
initialize_fields(language_2,_) :asserta(field(language_2, 1,0, 0,"Opcode","" )),
asserta(field(language_2, 2,0,-1,"Body"
,"" )),
asserta(field(language_2, 3,0, 1,"ETX"
,"1A")),
asserta(field_list(language_2,["ETX"])).
neutral_f ields ([ " M s g ^ y p e " ,"Count","Address","Opcode",
"Char","Un_int","Data","Data_format"]).
/**********************************************************/

/* KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING BASIC LANGUAGE CHARACTERISTICS.

*/

/**********************************************************/

position_of_id_in_field(language_l,0,1).
position_of_id_in_field(language_2,0,0).

number_header_f ields(language_l,
number_header_f ields(language_2,
number_trailer_fields(language_l,
number_trailer_fields(language_2,

4).
1).
0).
1).

positive_response_code(language_l,"2003",2).
positive_response_code(language_2,""
,1).
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language_l,"Msg_type",
["2001"]).
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language_2,"",[]).
list_of_msg_types(language_l,request, ["2001"]).
list_of_msg_types(language_l,response,["2003","2004",
"2007"]).
1ist_of_msg_types(language_2,request, []).
list_of_msg_types(language_2,response,[]).
fields_in_length_calc(language_l,["Msg_number","Msg_type"
"Opcode","Body"]).
fields_in_length_calc(language_2,[]).
fields_in_checksum(language_l,[]).
fields_in_checksum(language_2,[]).
field length
field" length
field_ length
field_ length
field length
field" length
field" length
field_ length
field_ length
field_ length
field_ length
field length

language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l
language_l

field_length language_2
field_length language_2

•Length"
2 ).
'Msg_number"
2 ).
•Msg_type"
2 ).
2 ).
•Opcode"
2 ).
'Count"
•Address"
-1 ).
'Data_format" 2 ).
•Char"
-1 ).
•Un_int"
-1 ).
'Data"
“ 1) •
2 ).
'Diagnostic"
•Err_string" - 1 ) •
•Data"
'ETX"

,-1).
,1). /* <SUB> byte */

error_field(language_l, Msg_type").
error_field(language_2,"Body"
)
body_error_type(language_l,response,_,"Type 12", 1,no)
body_error_type(language_2,response,_,"Type 1" ,1,no)
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body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type (language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type (language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l

request,"2501","Type
request,"2502","Type
request,"2902","Type
request,"2904","Type
request,"4101","Type
request,"4102","Type
request,"4104","Type
request,"4109","Type
request,"4702","Type

4",1, no),
3",l,yes).
1",1, no).
4",1, no).
5",1, no),
6",1, no),
7",1, no),
8",1, no),
9",1, no).

body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
b°dy_stiructure_type (language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_stmcture_type (language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l

response,"2501","Type
response,"2502","Type
response,"2902","Type
response,"2904","Type
response,"4101","Type
response,"4102","Type
response,"4104","Type
response,"4109","Type
response,"4702","Type

4" ,l,no)
1",l,yes)
10",1,no)
4" ,l,no)
11",1,no)
1" ,l,no)
4" ,l,no)
1" ,l,no)
1" ,l,no)

body_structure_type(language_2,request ,"","Type 1",1, no).
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"","Type 1",1, no).
b o d y _ s t r u c t u r e _ t y p e 1 ,no) :write("No opcode code of that type"), exit.
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 1" ,[]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 2" ,
["Char","Data_format"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 3" ,["Char"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 4" ,
["Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 5",
["Address","Count","Data_format"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 6",
["Address","Count","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 7",
["Address","Count"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 8",
["Address","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 9" ,["Un_int"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 10",
["Char","Char","Char"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 11",
["Count","Data_format","Data"]) .
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 12",
["Diagnostic","Err_string"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 1",["Data"]).
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subfield_characteristics language 1, "Type
-1,'R',"19 ).
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 I •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,*R',"19 J •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 I •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"05 1 •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 J •
subf ield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"0B J •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 I •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,*R',"07 I •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'R',"OB 1•
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 I•
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"05 I •
subf ield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 1 •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'R',"OB J •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 I •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 1 •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"05 1 •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'O',"15 1 •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"19 1 •
subf ield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'R', "OB I •
subf ield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 1 •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"05 J •
subfield_characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'R',"27 1•
subf ield_characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'O',"3D J •

2"

"Char",

2" , 'Data_format",
3"

"Char",

4" , 'Data_format",
4"

"Data",

5"

"Address",

5"

"Count",

5" , 'Data_format",
6"

"Address",

6"

"Count",

6" , 'Data_format",
6"

"Data",

7"

"Address",

7"

"Count",

8"

"Address",

8" , 'Data_format",
8"

"Data",

9"

"Un_int",

10" "Char",
11" "Count",
11", "Data_format" ,
11" "Data",
12" "Diagnostic" ,
12" "Err_string",

subfield_characteristics language 2, "Type 1","Data",
- 1 , 'R ', "") .
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subfield_format(language_l,_,_,0). /* Not used */
subfield_format(language_2,_,_,0). /* Not used */
/**********************************************************/

/* KNOWLEDGE ROUTINES USED IN PARSING

*/

/**********************************************************/

calculate_body_length(l a n g u a g e _ l M e s s a g e ,Length) :/* "Body" field length = length of the rest of the message*/
str_len(Message,Len),
Length = Len/2.
calculate_body_length(language_2,request,Message,Length) :/* "Body" field length = length of the rest of the message*/
/*
minus one byte for the ETX field */
str_len(Message,Len),
Length = Len/2 - 1.
calculate_body_length(language_2,response,_,0) :write("** ERROR ** No response messages for machine!").

calculate_subfield_length(language_l,"Data",Data,-1,
Length) :/* The data stream is at the end of the message so, its
/* length is = to the length of the rest of the message.
str_len(Data,Len),
Length = Len/2.

*/
*/

calculate_subfield_length(language_l,_,Data,-1,Length) :/* The MMFS language allows just about any of the fields */
/* to assume variable lengths. MMFS also uses one method */
/* for specifying the length of the field. If the high bit*/
/* of the second byte is set, then that byte contains the */
/* length of the data to follow. If it is not set then the*/
/* length is two bytes and the second byte contains the
*/
/* data. If set, then length = number in lower 7 bits
*/
/* plus the two for the ID and Length bytes.
*/
frontstr(2,Data,_,Rest),
frontstr(2,Rest,Second,_),
conv_hexstr_byte_int(Second,Byte),
bitand(Byte,128,Msb),
Msb = 128,
/* Case when MSB is set */
bitand(Byte,127,Len),
Length = Len + 2.
calculate_subf ield_length(language_l,_,_,-1,2).
/* Case when MSB=0 */
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calculate__subf ield_length (language_2,"Data",Data,-1,
Length):/* There is only one subfield within the message body.
*/
/* Therefore, the length of the field is the length of the*/
/* DATA it contains.
*/
str_len(Data,Len),
Length = Len/2.
calculate_subfield_lengthLen,Length)

Length = Len.

/A*********************************************************/

/* KNOWLEDGE USED FOR CONVERSION

*/

/**********************************************************/
y**********************************************************/

/* Maps between language_l opcodes & neutral field opcodes*/
/**********************************************************/
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2501","Transmit"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2502","Name"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2902","Read Status").
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2904","Direct"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4101","Read"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4102","Write"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4104","Upload"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4109","Download"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4702","Run"
).

/* Maps between language_2 opcodes & neutral field opcodes*/
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/

opcode_conversion(language_2,"","Transmit").
error_codes(language_l,"01","Unspecified Error").
error_codes(language_l,"05","Access Denied").
error_codes(language_l,"13","Bad Opcode").
error_codes(language_l,"17","Bad Count").
error_codes(language_l,"18","Count Too Big").
error_codes(language_l,"19","Address Limit Exceeded").
error_codes(language_l,"i f " ,"Write Protect").
error_codes(language__l, "33", "No privilege").
error_codes(language_2,"",""). /* No error handling */
data_format_code(language_l,"2815","Unsigned Integer").
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/**********************************************************/
/* Converts language specific fields to neutral fields
*/
/**********************************************************/

specific_to_neutral(language_l,_,0,_).
/* Case when field is not used in the language. */
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Msg_type",_,Contents)
list_of_msg_types(language_l,request,List),
member(Contents,List),
asserta (neutral_f ield ("Msg_type",1, "Request")).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l," M s g _ t y p e " :/* If not request then must be a response */
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",1,"Response")).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Opcode",_,Opcode) :opcode_conversion(language_l,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",l,Gen_opcode)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Length",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len - Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Length",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Count",Length,Contents) :/* Opcode for upload (4104) uses a count that refers to
*/
/* bytes and not the number of instructions as expected by*/
/* the neutral field. So calculate number of instructions */
/* based on value for how many bytes/instruction for the */
/* corresponding opcode in the other language.
*/
retract(field(language_l,A,B,C,"Opcode","4104")),
asserta(field(language_l,A,B,C,"Opcode","4104")),
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4104",Gen_op),
opcode_conversion(language_2,L2_op,Gen_op),
body_structure_type(language_2,request,L2_op,_,Div,_),
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Value),
conv_hexstr_int(Value,0,Int_val),
New_val = Int_val/Div,
conv_int_hexstr(New_val,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Count",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Address",Length,Contents) :frontstr(4,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 2,
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Len,Data)).
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specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Char",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Data_format",Length,Code) :data_format_code(language_l,Code,Form),
asserta(neutral_field("Data_format",Length,Form)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Char",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Un_int",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_f ield("Un_int",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Data",Length,Contents)
frontstr(4,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 2,
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Len,Data)).

:-

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Opcode",_,Opcode) :opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",l,Gen_opcode)).
specific_to_neutral(language_2,_,0,_).
/* Case when field is not used in the language. */
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Data",Length,Contents)
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Contents)).

:-

/**********************************************************/

/* Converts neutral field data to language_l field data

*/

/**********************************************************/

neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Opcode",Old,Contents)
Contents = Old.

:-

neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_number","",Contents) :/* Case when have a request need to supply own msg_number */
retract(message_number(language_l,Number)),
Num = Number + 1,
asserta(message_number(language_l,Num)),
conv_int_hexstr(Num,St_num),
concat("IF",St_num,Contents).
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neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_number",Old,Contents)
/* Responses use the same msg_number as the requests. */
Contents = Old.
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_type",_,"2007") :/* If a request is sent to MMFS then must be a UDR */
retract(neutral_msg_type(request)).
neutral_to_specific(language_l," M s g _ t y p e " "2003") :/* No error is indicated, so issue a positive response */
retract(error_flag("")),
asserta(error_flag("")).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_type,,,_/•'2004").
/* Indicates an error response */
neutral_to_specific(language_l," A d d r e s s " C o n t e n t s ) :retract(neutral_field("Address",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Length,Value)),
New_len = Length + 128,
/* Sets MSB for long format */
conv_int_hexstr(New_len,St_len),
concat("07",St_len,First),
concat(First,Value,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Count",_,Contents) :/* If the response message from the device, does not use */
/* count field, then it is necessary to determine the
*/
/* count based on the number of bytes in the "Data" field.*/
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
retract(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
opcode_conversion(language_2,L2_op,Gen_opcode),
body_structure_type(language_2,request,L2_op,_,Div,_),
Len = Length/Div,
conv_int_hexstr(Len,Str_len),
concat("0B",Str_len,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data",_,Contents)
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
conv_int_hexstr(Length,Str_length),
concat("05",Str_length,Head),
concat(Head,Value,Contents).

:-

neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data_format",_,"") :/* When there is no data, then don't need a format. */
retract(neutral_field("Data",B,"")),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",B,"")).
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neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data_format",_,Contents) :/* If there is data, and a format was specified, then */
/* return format
*/
retract(neutral_field(,,Data_format",A,Form)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data_format",A,Form)),
data_format_code(language_l,Contents,Form).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Char",_,Contents) :/* Case when char, data is expressed using the long format*/
retract(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)),
asserta(neutral_junk("Char",Len,Data)),
Len > 1,
retract(neutral_junk("Char",_,_)),
L = Len + 128,
/* Set MSB */
conv_int_hexstr(L,L_str),
concat("19",L_str,Head),
concat(Head,Data,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Char",_,Contents) :/* Case where character data is only one byte. */
retract(neutral_junk("Char",1,Data)),
asserta(neutral_field("Char",1,Data)),
concat("19",Data,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Un_int",_,"").
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Length",_,Contents)
/* Octet count grouper does not include the data of the */
/* datastream, so the data must be subtracted from the */
/* total determined length.
*/
fields_in_length_calc(language_l,List),
retract(body_type(language_l,Type)),
asserta(body_type(language_l,Type)),
body_subfield_structure(language_l,Type,
List_of_subfields),
j oin_list(List_of_subfields,List,New_list),
calculate_len(language_l,New_list,0,Len),
get_data_len(language_l,Data_len),
Length = Len - Data_len,
conv_int_hexstr(Length,St_len),
concat("01",St_len,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Err_string",Old,Contents)
/* Error String not used for this device */
Contents = Old.
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Diagnostic",_,Contents)
retract(error_flag(Diag)),
asserta(error_flag(Diag)),
error_codes(language_l,Code,Diag),
concat("27",Code,Contents).

:-
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neutral_to_specific(language_l,_,_,"").
/**********************************************************/

/* Converts neutral field data to language_2 field data

*/

/**********************************************************/

neutral_to_specific(language_2,_,Contents,New_Contents)
not(Contents = ""),
New_contents = Contents.
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Data",_,Contents)
retract(neutral_field("Data",Len,Contents)),
assertz(neutral_field("Data",Len,Contents)).

:-

:-

/**********************************************************/

/* USER DEFINED PRIMITIVES.

*/

/**********************************************************/

get_data_len(language_l,Length)
retract(field(language_l,A,B,Len,"Data",C)),
asserta(field(language_l,A,B,Len,"Data",C)),
Length = Len - 2.
/* Accounts for DS grouper */
get_data_len(_,0).
model("","").

/* Not used in this language */
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C.5.4

Knowledge Base for the Honeywell FLC

/**********************************************************/

/*

KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR MESSAGING LANGUAGES

*/

/jut********************************************************/

/*
The knowledge bases for both languages are specified */
*/
/* in the code below. Those predicates making reference
*/
/* to "Language_l" are associated with one messaging
*/
/* language and those labeled "language_2" refer to a
/* different messaging language. In this knowledge base: */
*/
/*
/* language_l : Manufacturing Messaging Format Std. (MMFS)*/
/* language_2 : Honeywell IPC-620 Programmable Logic
*/
Controller.
*/
/*
/*
*/
/* No comments are listed in this code. A description of */
/* each routine is given in Appendix B of the dissertation*/
*/
/* This appendix provides information on the purpose of
*/
/* each routine and rules for developing the code for
*/
/* other languages.
/**********************************************************/
/**********************************************************/
/* INITIALIZATION KNOWLEDGE ROUTINES
*/
/**********************************************************/
initialize_fields(language_l,_)
asserta(f ield(language_l,1,0, 2,"Length"
asserta(f ield(language_l,2,0, 2,"Msg_number"
asserta(f ield(language_l,3,0, 2,"Msg_type"
asserta(field(language_l,4,0, 2,"Opcode"
asserta(field(language_l,5,0,-1,"Body"
asserta(field_list(language_l,["Msg_number","Msg_type",
"Opcode","Length"])) .
initialize:_fields (language_2,_)
,"0l")),
asserta (field(language_2, 1, 0, 1,"SOH"
asserta (field(language_2, 2, 0, 1,"Node_adr","01")),
asserta (field(language_2, 3, 0, 1,"Msg_type","" )),
,"17")),
asserta (field(language_2, 4, 0, 1,"ETB"
,"02")),
asserta (field(language_2, 5, 0, 1,"STX"
asserta (field(language_2, 6, 0, 1,"Opcode" ,"" )),
)),
asserta (field(language_2, 7, 0, 2,"Length"
,"" )),
asserta (field(language_2, 8, 0,-1,"Body"
asserta (field(language_2, 9, 0, 1,"Checksum","" )),
,"03")),
asserta (field(language_2,10, 0, 1,"ETX"
asserta (f ield_list (language_:2,["SOH","Node_adr",
"Msg_type ••' .iETBi.#"STX","Opcode",
"Length","Checksum","ETX"])).
neutral_fields(["Msg_type","Count","Address","Opcode",
"Char","Un_int","Data","Data_format"])
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/**********************************************************/

/* KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING BASIC LANGUAGE CHARACTERISTICS.
*/
/A*********************************************************/
position_of_id_in_field(language_l,0,1).
position_of_id_in_f ield(language_2,0,0).
number_header_f ields(language_l,
number_header_f ields(language_2,
number_trailer_fields(language_l,
number_trailer_fields(language_2,

4).
7).
0).
2).

positive_response_code(language_l,"2003",2).
positive_response_code(language_2,"00"
,1).
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language_l,"Msg_type",
["2001"])•
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language_2,"Msg_type",
["01"]
).
list_of_msg_types(language_l,request, ["2001"]).
1ist_of_msg_types(language_l,response,["2003","2 004",
"2007"]).
list_of_msg_types(language_2,request, ["01"]) .
list_of_msg_types(language_2,response,["81"]).
fields in length calc(language l,["Msg number","Msg type",
"Opcode","Body"]).
fields_in_length_calc(language_2,["Body"]).
fields_in_checksum(language_l,[]).
fields_in_checksum(language_2,["Node_adr","Msg_type","ETB",
"STX","Opcode","Length","Body"]).
field_length(language_l,"Length"
, 2).
field_length(language_l,"Msg_number" , 2).
field_length(language_l,"Msg_type"
, 2).
field_length(language_l,"Opcode"
, 2).
field_length(language_l,"Count"
, 2).
field_length(language_l,"Address"
,-1).
field_length(language_l,"Data_format", 2).
field_length(language_l,"Char"
,-1).
field_length(language_l,"Un_int"
,-1).
field_length(language_l,"Data"
,-1).
field_length(language_l,"Diagnostic" , 2).
field_length(language_l,"Err_string" ,-1).
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field_length (language_2,"SOH11
field_length(language_2,"Node_adr"
field_length(language_2,"Msg_type"
field_length(language_2,"ETB"
field_length(language_2,"STX"
field_length(language_2,"Opcode"
field_length(language_2,"Length"
field_length(language_2,"Count"
field_length(language_2,"Address"
field_length(language_2,"Data"
,
field_length(language_2,"Checksum"
field_length(language_2,"ETX"

)
)
2)
2)
2)
1)
1)
1)

error_f ield(language_l,"Msg_type").
error_field(language_2,"Opcode" ).
body_error_type(language_l,response,_

,"Type 12", 1,no)

body_error_type(language_2,response,"07","Type 1" ,2,no)
body_error_type(language_2,response,"11","Type 1" ,2,no)
body_error_type(language_2,response,_
,"Type 4" ,2,no)
body_structure_type(language_:
body_structure_type(language_:
body_structure_type(language_:
body_structure_type(language_:
body_structure_type(language_:
body_structure_type(language_:
body_structure_type(language_:
body_structure_type(language_:
body_structure_type(language_:

,request,"2501","Type
,request,"2502","Type
,request,"2902","Type
,request,"2904","Type
,request,"4101","Type
,request,"4102","Type
,request,"4104","Type
,request,"4109","Type
,request,"4702","Type

2",1, no).
3",l,yes).
1",1, no).
4",1, no).
5",1, no).
6",1, no).
7",1, no).
8",1, no).
9",1, no).

body_structure_type(language_: ,response,"2501","Type
body_structure_type(language_: ,response,"2502","Type
body_structure_type(language_: ,response,"2902","Type
body_structure_type(language_: ,response,"2904","Type
body_structure_type(language_l ,response,"4101","Type
body_structure_type(language_l ,response,"4102","Type
body_structure_type(language_l ,response,"4104","Type
body_structure_type(language_l ,response,"4109","Type
body_structure_type(language_l ,response,"4702","Type
body_structure_type(language_ 2,request,"00","Type
body_structure_type(language_ 2,request,"02","Type
body_structure_type(language_ 2,request,"04","Type
body_structure_type(language_ 2,request,"0C","Type
body_structure_type(language_ 2,request,"10","Type
body_structure_type(language_ 2,request,"22","Type
body_structure_type(language_ 2,request,"24","Type

4" ,l,no)
1" ,l,no)
10",l,no)
4" ,l,no)
11",l,no)
1" ,l,no)
4" ,l,no)
1" ,l,no)
1" ,l,no)

l",2,no).
2",2,no).
2",2,no).
3",2,no).
3",2,no).
2",4,no).
3",4,no).
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body_structure_type(language_2,response,"00", "Type
body_.structure_type (language_2,response, "02", "Type
body” structure_type(language_2,response,"04","Type
body_structure_type (language_2,response,"0C","Type
body_structure__type(language_2,response,"10","Type
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"22","Type
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"24","Type

4",2,no).
4",2,no) .
4",2,no) .
1", 2, no) .
l",2,no).
4",4,no).
l",4,no).

b o d y _ s t r u c t u r e _ t y p e "",l,no)
write("No opcode code of that type"), exit.
body_subf ield_structure(language_l,"Type 1",[]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 2",
["Char","Data_format"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 3" ,["Char"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 4",
["Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 5",
["Address","Count","Data_format"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 6",
["Address","Count","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 7",
["Address","Count"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 8",
["Address","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structu r e (language_l,"Type 9" ,["Un_int"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 10",
["Char","Char","Char")).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 11",
["Count","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 12",
["Diagnostic","Err_string"]).
body_subfield_structur e (language_2,"Type 1", []) .
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 2",["Count",
"Address"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 3",["Count",
"Address","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 4",["Data"]).
subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
- 1 , 'R*,"19").
subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
2 , 'O',"28").
subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
- 1 , 'R',"19")•
subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
2 , 'O',"28").
subfield_characteristics(language_l,"Type
- 1 , 'R',"05").

2" ,"Char",
2" ,"Data_format",
3" ,"Char",
4" ,"Data_format",
4" ,"Data",
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subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'R',"07").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
2 , 'O',"0B").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
2 , 'O',"28").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'R',"07").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
2 , 'R',"OB").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
2 , 'O',"28").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'R',"05").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'R*,"07").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
2, 'R*,"0B").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'R',"07").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
2, 'O',"28").
subfield, characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'R',"05").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'O',"15").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'R',"19").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
2, 'R',"0B").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
2, 'O',"28").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'R',"05").
subfield, .characteristics language_l,"Type
2 , *R',"27").
subfield, characteristics language_l,"Type
-1,'O',"3D").

5" ,"Address",
5" ,"Count",
5" ,"Data_format",
6" ,"Address",
6" ,"Count",
6" ,"Data_format",
6" ,"Data",
7" ,"Address",
7" ,"Count",
8" ,"Address",
8" ,"Data_format",
8" ,"Data",
9" ,"Un_int",
10","Char",
11","Count",
11"," Da ta_f ormat",
11","Data",
12","Diagnostic",
12","Err_string",

subfield, characteristics language_2,"Type 2","Count",
2,'R ',"").
subfield, characteristics language_2,"Type 2","Address",
2 , 'R',"").
subfield. .characteristics language_2,"Type 3","Count",
2, 'R',"").
subfield. characteristics language_2,"Type 3","Address",
2,'R ',"").
subfield, .characteristics language_2,"Type 3","Address",
2,•R ',"").
subfield. characteristics language_2,"Type 3","Data",
-1,'R ',"").
subfield characteristics(language_2,"Type 4","Data",-1,'R ',"")
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subfield_format(language_l,_,_,0). /* Not used by language*/
subfield_format(language_2,_,_,0). /* Not used by language*/
/ft*********************************************************/
/* KNOWLEDGE ROUTINES USED IN PARSING
*/
/**********************************************************/

calculate_body_length(language_l,_,Message,Length) :/* "Body" field length = length of the rest of the message */
str_len(Message,Len),
Length = Len/2.
calculate_body_length(language_2, Message,Length) :/* "Body" field length = value in "Length" field (variable)*/
/* But we have not read length field yet, it is the next
*/
/* message field. Therefore, we need to go in and get it. */
frontstr(4,Message,Str_len,_),
conv_hexstr_int(Str_len,0,Number),
Length = Number.
calculate_subfield_length(language_l,"Data",Data,-1,
Length) :/* The data stream is at the end of the message so, its
/* length is = to the length of the rest of the message.
str_len(Data,Len),
Length = Len/2.

*/
*/

calculate_subfield_length(language_l,_,Data,-1,Length) :/* The MMFS language allows just about any of the fields */
/* to assume variable lengths. MMFS also uses one method */
/* for specifying the length of the field. If the high bit*/
/* of the second byte is set, then that byte contains the */
/* length of the data to follow. If it is not set then the*/
/* length is two bytes and the second byte contains the
*/
/* data. If set, then length = number in lower 7 bits
*/
/* plus the two for the ID and Length bytes.
*/
frontstr(2,Data,_,Rest),
frontstr(2,Rest,Second,_),
conv_hexstr_byte_int(Second,Byte),
bitand(Byte,128,Msb),
Msb = 128,
/* Case when MSB is set */
bitand(Byte,127,Len),
Length = Len + 2.
calculate_subfield_length(language_l,_,_,-1,2).
/* Case when MSB=0 */
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calculate_subfield_length(language_2,"Data",Data,-1,
Length) :/* The DATA field is the last subfield in the body of the */
/* message. Therefore, its length is equal to the length */
/* of message in DATA argument.
*/
str_len(Data,Len),
Length = Len/2.
calculate_subfield_lengthLen,Length)

Length = Len.

/ft*********************************************************/
/* KNOWLEDGE USED FOR CONVERSION
*/
/ft*********************************************************/
/* Maps between language_l opcodes & neutral field opcodes*/
/**********************************************************/

opcode_conversion(language_l,"2501","Transmit"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2502","Name"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2902","Read Status").
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2904","Direct"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4101","Read"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4102","Write"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4104","Upload"
).
opcode_convers3on(language_l,"4109","Download"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4702","Run"
).
/■k-k1c-k-k-k-kic*-k-k-tc-kicic-k'k-k*-k*-k-k-k-k'k-ic-k-k*-k‘
k-lc*1eifk-k-k-kii-k'k-k1c-k-k*‘
k-iiic-k'ic*’
k1c*1cy
/* Maps between language_2 opcodes & neutral field opcodes*/
/**********************************************************/

opcode_conversion(language_2,"00","Read Status"
opcode_conversion(language_2,"22","Upload"
opcode_conversion(language_2,"24","Download"

).
).
).

opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,"Read") :/* If address in I/O region, then request is Reading I/O. */
retract(neutral_field("Address",A,Address)),
assertz(neutral_junk("Address",A,Address)),
Address < "02FF",
retract(neutral_junk("Address",X,Y)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X,Y)), !,
Opcode = "02".
opcode_conversion(language_2,"04","Read")
/* Request is for Reading Registers. */
retract(neutral_j unk ("Address",X ,Y )),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X ,Y)).
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opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,"Write") :/* If address in I/O region, then request is Write to I/O */
retract(neutral_field("Address",A,Address)),
assertz(neutral_junk("Address",A,Address)),
Address < "02FF",
retract(neutral_junk("Address",X,Y)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X, Y)), !,
Opcode = "OC".
opcode_conversion(language_2,"10","Write") :/* Else, Write to registers. */
retract(neutral_j u n k ("Address",X ,Y )),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X ,Y )).
/**********************************************************/

/* Field conversion knowledge

*/

/**********************************************************/

error_codes(language_l,"01","Unspecified Error").
error_codes(language_l,"05","Access Denied").
error_codes(language_l,"13","Bad Opcode").
error_codes(language_l,"17","Bad Count").
error_codes(language_l,"18","Count Too Big").
error_codes(language_l,"19","Address Limit Exceeded").
error_codes(language_l,"IF","Write Protect").
error_codes(language_l,"33","No privilege").
error_codes(language_2,"01","Bad Opcode").
error_codes(language_2,"02","Bad Count").
error_codes(language_2,"03","Address Limit Exceeded").
error_codes(language_2,"07","Write Protect").
error_codes(language_2,"11","Access Denied").
data_format_code(language_l,"2815","Unsigned Integer").
/**********************************************************/

/* Converts language specific fields to neutral fields

*/

/**********************************************************/

specific_to_neutral(language_l,_,0,_).
/* Case when field is not used in the language. */
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Msg_type",_,Contents)
list_of_msg_types(language_l,request,List),
member(Contents,List),
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",1,"Request")).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Msg_type",_,_)
/* If not request then must be a response */
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",1,"Response")).

:-
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specific_to_neutral(language_l," O p c o d e " O p c o d e ) :opcode_conversion(language_l,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",1,Gen_opcode)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Length",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Length",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Count",Length,Contents)
/* Opcode for upload (4104) uses a count that refers to
*/
/* bytes and not the number of instructions as expected by*/
/* the neutral field. So calculate number of instructions */
/* based on value for how many bytes/instruct ion for the */
/* corresponding opcode in the other language.
*/
retract(field(language_l,A,B,C,"Opcode","4104")),
asserta(field(language_l,A,B,C,"Opcode","4104")),
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4104",Gen_op),
opcode_conversion(language_2,L2_op,Gen_op),
body_structure_type(language_2,request,L2_op,_,Div,_),
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Value),
conv__hexstr_int (Value,0, Int_val),
New_val = Int_val/Div,
conv_int_hexstr(New_val,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Count",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Address",Length,Contents) :frontstr(4,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 2,
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Data_format",Length,Code) :data_format^code(language_l,Code,Form),
asserta(neutral_field("Data_format",Length,Form)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Char",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Un_int",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Un_int",Len,Data)).

:-
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specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Data",Length,Contents)
frontstr(4,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 2,
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_2,_,0,_).
/* Case when field is not used in the language. Applies */
/* to fields: Data_format, Char, and Un_int.
*/
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Opcode",_,Opcode) :opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",l,Gen_opcode)).
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Length",Length,Contents)
asserta(neutral_field("Length",Length,Contents)).
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Msg_type",_,Contents)
list_of_msg_types(language_2,request,List),
member(Contents,List),
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",1,"Request")).

:-

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Msg_type",_,_) :/* If not request then must be a response */
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",1,"Response")).
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Count",Length,Contents)
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Length,Contents)).

:-

specific_to_neutral (language__2,"Address",Length,Contents) :asserta(neutral_field("Address",Length,Contents)).
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Data",_,Data) :/* If opcode is Read Status, then extract data */
retract(neutral_request_opcode("Read Status")),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode("Read Status")),
frontstr(4,Data,_,Restl),
frontstr(2,Rest1,Model_code,Rest2),
model(Model_code,Model),
str_len(Model,Len),
Length2 = Len/2,
frontstr(2,Rest2,Rev,_),
conv_hexstr_byte_int(Rev,Int_rev),
Value = Int_rev + 4 8 ,
/* Converts it to ASCII number */
conv_int_hexstr(Value,Revision),
asserta(neutral_field("Char",Length2,Model)),
asserta(neutral_field("Char",9,"484F4E455957454C4C")),
asserta(neutral_field("Char",1,Revision)).
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Data",Length,Contents)
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Contents)).

:-
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/**********************************************************/

/* Converts neutral field data to language_l field data

*/

/**********************************************************/

neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Opcode",Old,Contents)
Contents = Old.
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_number","",Contents) :/* Case when have a request need to supply own msg_number */
retract(message_number(language_l,Number)),
Num = Number + 1,
asserta(message_number(language_l,Num)),
conv_int_hexstr(Num,St_num),
concat("IF",St_num,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_number",Old,Contents)
/* Responses use the same msg_number as the requests. */
Contents = Old.
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_type",_,"2007") :/* If a request is sent to MMFS then must be a UDR */
retract(neutral_msg_type(request)).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_type",_,"2003") :/* No error is indicated, so issue a positive response */
retract(error_flag("")),
asserta(error_flag("")).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_type",_,"2004").
/* Indicates an error response */
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Address",_,Contents) :retract(neutral_field("Address",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Length,Value)),
New_len = Length + 128,
/* Sets MSB for long format */
conv_int_hexstr(New_len,St_len),
concat("07",St_len,First),
concat(First,Value,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Count",_,Contents) :/* If the response message from the device, does not use */
/* count field, then it is necessary to determine the
*/
/* count based on the number of bytes in the "Data" field.*/
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
retract(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
opcode_conversion(language_2,L2_op,Gen_opcode),
body_structure_type(language_2,request,L2_op,_,Div,_),
Len = Length/Div,
conv_int_hexstr(Len,Str_len),
concat ("0B",StrJLen, Contents).
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neutral_to^specific(language_l,"Data",_,Contents)
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
conv_int_hexstr(Length,Str_length),
concat("05",Str_length,Head),
concat(Head,Value,Contents).

:-

neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data_format",_,"") :/* When there is no data, then don't need a format. */
retract(neutral_field("Data",B,"")),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",B,"")).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data_format",_,Contents) :/* If there is data, and a format was specified, then */
/* return format
*/
retract(neutral_field("Data_format",A,Form)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data_format",A,Form)),
data_format_code(language_l,Contents,Form).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Char",_,Contents) :/* Case when char, data is expressed using the long format*/
retract(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)),
asserta(neutral_junk("Char",Len,Data)),
Len > 1,
retract(neutral_junk("Char",_,_)),
L = Len + 128,
/* Set MSB */
conv_int_hexstr(L ,L_str),
concat("19",L_str,Head),
concat(Head,Data,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Char",_,Contents) :/* Case where character data is only one byte. */
retract(neutral_junk("Char",1,Data)),
asserta(neutral_field("Char",1,Data)),
concat("19",Data,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Un_int",_,"").
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Length",_,Contents) :/* Octet count grouper does not include the data of the */
/* datastream, so the data must be subtracted from the */
/* total determined length.
*/
fields_in_length_calc(language_l,List),
retract(body_type(language_l,Type)),
asserta(body_type(language_l,Type)),
body_subfield_structure(language_l,Type,
List_of_subfields),
join_list(List_of_subfields,List,New_list),
calculate_len(language_l,New_list,0,Len),
get_data_len(language_l,Data_len),
Length = Len - Data_len,
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conv_int_hexstr(Length,St_len),
concat("01",St_len,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Err_string",Old,Contents) :/* Error String not used for this device */
Contents = Old.
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Diagnostic",_,Contents)
retract(error_flag(Diag)),
asserta(error_flag(Diag)),
error_codes(language_l,Code,Diag),
concat("27",Code,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,_,_,"").
/**********************************************************/

/* Converts neutral field data to language_2 field data

*/

/**********************************************************/

neutral_to_specific(language_2,_,Contents,New_Contents) :/* If the field already has contents, then leave alone.
*/
/* This is for those fields with fixed contents (and the */
/* opcode) since it was already converted.
*/
not(Contents = ""),
New_contents = Contents.
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Msg_number",_,Contents)
retract(message_number(language_2,Value)),
New_Value = Value + 1,
assertz(message_number(language_2,New_Value)),
conv_int_hexstr(New_Value,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Msg_type",_,"01")
retract(neutral_field("Msg_type",Len,"Request")),
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",Len,"Request")).
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Msg_type",_,"81").
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Address",_,Contents)
retract(neutral_field("Address",Len,Contents)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Len,Contents)).
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Count",_,Contents)
retract(neutral_field("Count",X,Contents)),
asserta(neutral_field("Count",X,Contents)).

:-

:-

neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Count",_,Contents) :/*If no count field is given, calculate it from DATA field*/
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
retract(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
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opcode_conversion(language_2,L2_op,Gen_opcode),
body_structure_type(language_2,request,L2_op,_,Div,_),
Len = Length/Div,
conv_int_hexstr(Len,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_2," C o u n t " "01").
/* If there is no DATA field, then assume count is 1 */
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Length",_,Contents) :fields_in_length_calc(language_2,List),
retract(body_type(language_2,Type)),
asserta(body_type(language_2,Type)),
body_subfield_structure(language_2,Type,List_of_subfields),
j oin_list(List_of_subfields,List,New_list),
calculate_len(language_2,New_list,0,Length),
conv_int_hexstr(Length,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Checksum",_,Contents) :fields_in_checksum(language_2,List),
retract(body_type(language_2,Type)),
asserta(body_type(language_2,Type)),
body_subfield_structure(language_2 ,Type,List_of_sxabfields),
join_list(List_of_subfields,List,New_list),
calculate_chk(language_2,New_list,0,Value),
conv_int_hexstr(Value,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Data",_,Contents) :/* The data order is low byte/high byte so need to ex*/
/* change every the bytes in each word of the data field. */
retract(neutral_field("Data",Len,Contents)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Len,Contents)).
/A*********************************************************/

/* USER DEFINED PRIMITIVES

*/

/**********************************************************/

get_data_len(language_l,Length) :retract(field(language_l,A,B,Len,"Data",C)),
asserta(field(language_l,A,B,Len,"Data",C)),
Length = Len - 2. /* For DS grouper */
get_data_len(_,0).
model("00","3632302D3130").
model("01","3632302D3135").
model("02","3632302D3230").
model("03","3632302D3330").

/*
/*
/*
/*

620-10
620-15
620-20
620-30

*/
*/
*/
*/
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C.5.5

Knowledge Base for the Allen-Bradley PLC

/it*********************************************************/
/*
KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR MESSAGING LANGUAGES
*/
/**********************************************************/

/*
The knowledge bases for both languages are specified */
/* in the code below. Those predicates making reference
*/
/* to "Language_l" are associated with one messaging
*/
/* language and those labeled "language_2" refer to a
*/
/* different messaging language. In this knowledge base: */
/*
*/
/* language_l : Manufacturing Messaging Format Std. (MMFS)*/
/* language_2 : Allen-Bradley PLC-3 Programmable Logic
*/
Controller.
*/
/*
/*
*/
/* No comments are listed in this code. A description of */
/* each routine is given in Appendix B of the dissertation*/
*/
/* This appendix provides information on the purpose of
*/
/* each routine and rules for developing the code for
*/
/* other languages.
/**********************************************************/
/**********************************************************/
/* INITIALIZATION KNOWLEDGE ROUTINES
*/
/**********************************************************^

initialize_fields(language_l,_) :asserta(field(language_l,1,0, 2,"Length"
asserta(field(language_l,2,0, 2,"Msg_number"
asserta(field(language_l,3,0, 2,"Msg_type"
asserta(field(language_l,4,0, 2,"Opcode"
asserta(field(language_l,5,0,-1,"Body"
asserta(field_list(language_l,["Msg_number", 'Msg_type",
"Opcode","Length"])).
initialize:_fields(language_2,_)
asserta (field(language_2, 1,0, 1 "STX"
"02 ")) ,
asserta (field(language_2, 2,0, 1 "Msg_number" .... })
llll
j
asserta (field(language_2, 3,0, 1 "Length"
l
l
l
l
j
asserta (field(language_2, 4,0, 1 "Opcode"
llll
j
asserta (field(language_2, 5,0,-1 "Body"
asserta (field(language_2, 6,0, 1 "ETX"
"03")
till
j
asserta (field(language_2, 7,0, 1, "Checksum"
asserta (field_list(language_2,["STX","Msg_number",
"Length","Opcode","ETX","Checksum"]))
neutral_fields(["Msg_type","Count","Address","Opcode",
"Char","Un_int","Data","Data__format"))
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/ft*********************************************************/
/* KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING BASIC LANGUAGE CHARACTERISTICS.
*/
/ft*********************************************************/
position_of_id_in_field(language_l,0,1).
position_of_id_in_field(language_2,0,0).
number_header_fields(language_l,
number_header_f ields(language_2,
number_trailer_fields(language_l,
number_trailer_fields(language_2,

4).
4).
0).
2).

positive_response_code(language_l,"2003",2).
positive_response_code(language_2,,,00" ,1).
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language_l,"Msg_type",
["2001"]).
list_of_codes_indicating_response(language_2,"",[]).
list_of_msg_types(language_l,request, ["2001"]).
list_of_msg_types(language_l,response,["2003","2004",
"2007"]).
1ist_of_msg_types(language_2,request, []).
list_of_msg_types(language_2,response,[]).
fields_in_length_calc(language_l,["Msg_number","Msg_type",
"Opcode","Body"]).
fields_in_length_calc(language_2,["Opcode","Body"]).
fields_in_checksum(language_l,[]).
fields_in_checksum(language_2,["STX","Msg_number","Length",
"Opcode","Body","ETX"]).
field_length(language_l,"Length"
, 2).
field_length(language_l,"Msg_number" , 2).
field_length(language_l,"Msg_type"
, 2).
field_length(language_l,"Opcode"
, 2).
field_length(language_l,"Count"
, 2).
field_length(language_l,"Address"
,-1).
field_length(language_l,"Data_format", 2).
field_length(language_l,"Char"
,-1).
field_length(language_l,"Un_int"
,-1).
field_length(language_l,"Data"
,-1).
field_length(language_l,"Diagnostic" , 2).
field_length(language_l,"Err_string" ,-1).
field_length(language_2,"STX"
,1).
field_length(language_2,"Msg_number",1).
field_length(language_2,"Length"
,1).
field_length(language_2,"Opcode"
,1).
f ield_length(language_2,"Count"
,2).
field_length(language_2,"Address"
,-1).
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field_length(language_2,"Data"
field_length(language_2,"ETX"
field_length(language_2,"Checksum"

,-1).
,1).
,1).

error_field(language_l,"Msg_type").
error_field(language_2,"Opcode" ).
body_error_type(language_l,response,_,"Type 12",l,no).
body_error_type(language_2,response,_,"Type 1" ,2,no).
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l

request,"2501", "Type
request,"2502", "Type
request,"2902", "Type
request,"2904", "Type
request,"4101", "Type
request,"4102", "Type
request,"4104", "Type
request,"4109", "Type
request,"4702", "Type

body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l
body_structure_type(language_l

response,"2501" ,"Type
response,"2502" ,"Type
response,"2902" ,"Type
response,"2904" ,"Type
response,"4101" ,"Type
response,"4102" ,"Type
response,"4104" ,"Type
response,"4109" ,"Type
response,"4702" ,"Type

2",1 no).
3",1 yes).
1",1 no).
4",1 no).
5",1 no).
6",l no).
7",1 no).
8",1 no) .
9",1 no) .
4"
1",
10"
4"
11"
1"
4"
1"
1"

1/no)
L,yes)
1/no)
1/no)
1/no)
1/no)
1/no)
1/no)
1/no)
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body_structure_type (language_2,request," 07 ", "Type
body_structure_type (language_2,request,"08", "Type
body_structure_type(language_2,request, "12", "Type
body_structure_type (language_2,request,"14", "Type
body_structure_type(language_2,request,"23","Type

4 ", 2,
7 ", 2,
3",2,
5", 2,
3",2,

body_structure_type (language_2,response ,"07", "Type
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"08","Type
body_structure_type(language_2,response,"12","Type
body_structure_type (language_2,response," 1 4 , "Type
body_structure_type (language_2,response ,"23", "Type

no).
no).
no).
no).
no).

6", 2,
1",2,
2 ", 2,
1", 2,
2 ", 2,

no).
no).
no).
no).
no).

b o d y _ s t r u c t u r e _ t y p e 0,no) :write("No opcode code of that type"), exit.
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 1",[]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 2",
["Char","Data_format"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 3" ,["Char"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 4",
["Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 5",
["Address","Count","Data_format"])
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 6",
["Address","Count","Data_format","Data"])
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 7",
["Address","Count"]).
body_subf ield_structure(language_l,"Type 8",
["Address","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 9" ,["Un_int"]).
body_subf ield_structure(language_l,"Type 10",
["Char","Char","Char"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 11",
["Count","Data_format","Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_l,"Type 12",
["Diagnostic","Err_string"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type

1",[]).
2",["Data"]).
3",["Address"]).
4",["Address",
"Count"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 5",["Address",
"Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 6",["Count",
"Data"]).
body_subfield_structure(language_2,"Type 7",["Address",
"Count","Data"])
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subfield_characteristics language 1, "Type
-1,'R',"19 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2, 'O',"28 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"19 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language l "Type
2 , 'O',"28 I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,*R',"05 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"OB 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2, 'O',"28 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 J •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'R',"OB 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"05 I •
subf ield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R*,"07 I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2, 'R', "OB 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"07 J •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'O',"28 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"05 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'O',"15 I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'R',"19 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'R',"OB I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2, 'O',"28 I •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,*R',"05 1 •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
2 , 'R*,"27 J •
subfield_Characteristics language 1 "Type
-1,'O',"3D ).

2" ,"Char",
2" ,"Data_format"
3" ,"Char",
4" ,"Data_format"
4" ,"Data",
5" ,"Address",
5" ,"Count",
5" ,"Data_format"
6" ,"Address" ,
6"

, "Count" ,

6" ,"Data_format"
6" ,"Data",
7"

, "Address" ,

7" ,"Count" ,
8"

, "Address" ,

8" ,"Data_format"
8"

, "Data",

9 it , "Un_int" ,

10 " , "Char" ,
11 " , "Count" ,
11' , "Data_format"
11 ","Data",
12 " , "Diagnostic" ,
12 " , "Err_string" ,
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subfield_
subfield_
subfield_
subfield_
subfield_
subfield_
subfield_
subfield_
subf ield_
subfield_
subfield

2, "Type
)•
2, Type
)•
.2, Type
)•
2, Type
)•
2, Type
)•
2, Type
)•
2, Type
)•
2, Type
)•
2, Type
)•
2, Type
)•
2, Type

2" ,"Data"
3" ,"Address"
4" ,"Address"
4" ,"Count"
5" ,"Address"
5" ,"Data"
6" ,"Count"
6" ,"Data"
7" ,"Address"
7" ,"Count"
7" ,"Data"

subfield_format(language_l,_,_,0). /* Not used by language*/
subfield_format(language_2,"Address","23", 2).
subfield_format(language_2,"Address","07", 4).
subfield_format(language_2,"Address","08", 4).
subfield_format(language_2,"Address","12",-1).
subfield_format(language_2,"Address","14",-1).
/**********************************************************/

/* KNOWLEDGE ROUTINES USED IN PARSING

*/

/**********************************************************/

calculate_body_length(l a n g u a g e _ l M e s s a g e ,Length) :/* "Body" field length = length of the rest of the message*/
str_len(Message,Len),
Length = Len/2.
c a l c u l a t e_body_length( l a n g u a g e _ 2 L e n g t h ) :/* "Body" field length =value in "Length" field (variable)*/
/*
- length of opcode (fixed at one byte)*/
retract(field(language_2,A,B,C,"Length",Contents)),
assertz(field(language_2,A,B,C,"Length",Contents)),
conv_hexstr_int(Contents,0,Number),
Length = Number - 1.
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calculate_subfield_length(language_l,"Data” ,Data,-1,
Length) :/* The data stream is at the end of the message so, its
/* length is = to the length of the rest of the message.
str_len(Data,Len),
Length = Len/2.

*/
*/

calculate_subfield_length(language_l,_,Data,-1,Length) :/* The MMFS language allows just about any of the fields */
/* to assume variable lengths. MMFS also uses one method */
/* for specifying the length of the field. If the high bit*/
/* of the second byte is set, then that byte contains the */
/* length of the data to follow. If it is not set then the*/
/* length is two bytes and the second byte contains the
*/
/* data. If set, then length = number in lower 7 bits
*/
/* plus the two for the ID and Length bytes.
*/
frontstr(2,Data,_,Rest),
frontstr(2,Rest,Second,_),
conv_hexstr_byte_int(Second,Byte),
bitand(Byte,128,Msb),
Msb = 128,
/* Case when MSB is set */
bitand(Byte,127,Len),
Length = Len + 2.
calculate_subfield_length(language_l,_,_,-1,2).
/* Case when MSB=0 */
calculate_subfield_length(language_2,"Address",_,-1,
Length)
/* The address field size can vary, depending on the
*/
/* opcode. Based on the current opcode, a given address
*/
/* format is used. This format uses one of three formats */
/* where: format 1: fixed at 2 bytes
*/
/*
format 2: fixed at 4 bytes
*/
/*
format 3: variable; Number of bits set to one in*/
/*
first byte is equal to thenumber of */
/*
address bytes that follow.
*/
, retract(field(language_2,A,B,C,"Opcode",Opcode)),
assertz(field(language_2,A ,B ,C ,"Opcode",Opcode)),
subfield_format(language_2,"Address",Opcode,Len),
not(Len = -1),
Length = Len.
calculate_subfield_length(language_2,"Address",Data,-1,
Length) :/* Case when address format is variable (format3) and the */
/* number of bytes is determined from the first byte, the */
/* address mask.
*/
frontstr(2,Data,Mask,_),
get_number_bits_set(Mask,Number),
Length = Number + 1.
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calculate_subfield_length(language_2,"Count",_,-l,Length)
/* The count field size is dependent on the opcode and */
/* these sizes are fixed (either 2 or 4 bytes).
*/
*/
retract(field(language_2,A,B,C,"Opcode",Opcode)),
assertz(field(language_2,A,B,C,"Opcode” ,Opcode)),
subfield_format(language_2,"Count",Opcode,Length).
calculate_subfield_length(language_2,"Data",Data,-1,Length):/* DATA subfield is the last subfield in the message body.*/
/* So the subfield's length is equal to the length of
*/
/* variable DATA.
*/
str_len(Data,Len),
Length = Len/2.
calculate_subfield_length(_,_,_,Len,Length)

Length = Len.

/**********************************************************/

/* KNOWLEDGE USED FOR CONVERSION

*/

/**********************************************************/
/Aft********************************************************/

/* Maps between language_l opcodes & neutral field opcodes*/
/**********************************************************y

opcode_conversion(language_l,"2501","Transmit"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2502","Name"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2902","Read Status").
opcode_conversion(language_l,"2904","Direct"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4101","Read"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4102","Write"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4104","Upload"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4109","Download"
).
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4702","Run"
).
/**********************************************************y

/* Maps between language_2 opcodes & neutral field opcodes*/
/**********************************************************y

opcode_conversion(language_2,"14","Write"
).
opcode_conversion(language_2,"07","Upload" ).
opcode_conversion(language_2,"08","Download").
opcode_conversion(language_2,"12","Read Register" ).
opcode_conversion(language_2,"23","Read I/O"
).
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opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,"Read"):/* Use the specified address to determine if instruction */
/* is addressing registers or I/O. If the address is less */
/* than 2 bytes, then it is a read I/O instruction.
*/
/* NOTE: The address is given in low-byte,high-byte order.*/
retract(neutral_field("Address",Length,Value)),
assertz(neutral_junk("Address",Length,Value)),
Length <= 2,
retract(neutral_junk("Address",X,Y)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X,Y)), !,
Opcode = "23".
opcode_conversion(language_2,"12","Read")
/* This indicates a Read Register request */
retract(neutral_j unk ("Address",X ,Y )),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",X,Y)).
error_codes(language_l,"01","Unspecified Error").
error_codes(language_l,"05","Access Denied").
error_codes(language_l,"13","Bad Opcode").
error_codes(language_l,"17","Bad Count").
error_codes(language_l,"18","Count Too Big"),
error_codes(language_l,"19","Address Limit Exceeded").
error_codes(language_l,"IF","Write Protect").
error_codes(language_l,"33","No privilege").
error_codes(language_2,"04","Address Limit Exceeded").
error_codes(language_2,"05","Count Too Big").
error_codes(language_2,"08","Address Limit Exceeded").
error_codes(language_2,"OF","No privilege").
data_format_code(language_l,"2815","Unsigned Integer").
/**********************************************************/

/* Converts language specific fields to neutral fields

*/

/**********************************************************/

specific_to_neutral(language_l,_,0,_).
/* Case when field is not used in the language. */
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Msg_type",_,Contents)
list_of_msg_types(language_l,request,List),
member(Contents,List),
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",1,"Request")).
s p e c i f i c _ t o _ n e u t r a l ( l a n g u a g e _ l , " M s g _ t y p e " :/* If not request then must be a response */
asserta(neutral_field("Msg_type",1,"Response")).

:-
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specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Opcode",_,Opcode) :opcode_conversion(language_l,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",1,Gen_opcode)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Length",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Length",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Count",Length,Contents)
/* Opcode for upload (4104) uses a count that refers to
*/
/* bytes and not the number of instructions as expected by*/
/* the neutral field. So calculate number of instructions */
/* based on value for how many bytes/instruct ion for the */
/* corresponding opcode in the other language.
*/
retract(field(language_l,A,B,C,"Opcode","4104")),
asserta(field(language_l,A,B,C,"Opcode","4104")),
opcode_conversion(language_l,"4104",Gen_op),
opcode_conversion(language_2,L2_op,Gen_op),
body_structure_type(language_2,request,L2_op,_,Div,_),
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Value),
conv_hexstr_int(Value,0,Int_val),
New_val = Int_val/Div,
conv_int_hexstr(New_val,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Count",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Address",Length,Contents) :frontstr(4,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 2,
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Len,Data)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Data_format",Length,Code) :data_format_code(language_l,Code,Form),
asserta(neutral_field("Data_format",Length,Form)).
specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Char",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Un_int",Length,Contents)
frontstr(2,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 1,
asserta(neutral_field("Un_int",Len,Data)).

:-
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specific_to_neutral(language_l,"Data",Length,Contents)
frontstr(4,Contents,_,Data),
Len = Length - 2,
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Len,Data)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_2,_,0,_).
/* Case when field is not used in the language. */
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Opcode",_,Opcode) :opcode_conversion(language_2,Opcode,Gen_opcode),
asserta(neutral_field("Opcode",1,Gen_opcode)).
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Length",Length,Contents)
asserta(neutral_field("Length",Length,Contents)).
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Count",1,Contents)
asserta(neutrai_field("Count",1,Contents)).

:-

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Count",Length,Contents)
interchange_bytes(Contents,"",E_value),
asserta(neutral_field("Count",Length,E_value)).

:-

specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Address",Length,Contents) :asserta(neutral_field("Address",Length,Contents)).
specific_to_neutral(language_2,"Data",Length,Contents)
interchange_bytes(Contents,"",E_value),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,E_value)).

:-

/A*********************************************************/

/* Converts neutral field data to language_l field data
*/
/A*********************************************************/
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Opcode",Old,Contents)
Contents = Old.

:-

neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_number","",Contents) :/* Case when have a request need to supply own msg_number */
retract(message_number(language_l,Number)),
Num = Number + 1,
asserta(message_number(language_l,Num)),
conv_int_hexstr(Num,St_num),
concat("IF",St_num,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_number",Old,Contents) :/* Responses use the same msg_number as the requests. */
Contents = Old.
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neutral_to_specific(language_l, "Msg_type",_, "2007") :/* If a request is sent to MMFS then must be a UDR */
retract(neutral_msg_type(request)).
neutral_to_specific (language_l, "Msg_type",_, "2003") :/* No error is indicated, so issue a positive response */
retract(error_flag("")),
asserta(error_flag("")).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Msg_type",_,"2004").
/* Indicates an error response */
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Address",_,Contents) :retract(neutral_field("Address",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Length,Value)),
New_len = Length + 128,
/* Sets MSB for long format */
conv_int_hexstr(New_len,St_len),
concat("07",St_len,First),
concat(First,Value,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Count",_,Contents)
/* If the response message from the device, does not use */
/* count field, then it is necessary to determine the
*/
/* count based on the number of bytes in the "Data" field.*/
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
retract(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
opcode_conversion(language_2,L2_op,Gen_opcode),
body_structure_type(language_2,request,L2_op,_,Div,_),
Len = Length/Div,
conv_int_hexstr(Len,Str_len),
concat("0B",Str_len,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data",_,Contents)
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
conv_int_hexstr(Length,Str_length),
concat("05",Str_length,Head),
concat(Head,Value,Contents).

:-

neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data_format",_,"") :/* When there is no data, then don't need a format. */
retract(neutral_field("Data",B,"")),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",B,"")).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Data_format",_,Contents) :/* If there is data, and a format was specified, then */
/* return format
*/
retract(neutral_field("Data_format",A,Form)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data_format",A,Form)),
data_format_code(language_l,Contents,Form).
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neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Char",_,Contents) :/* Case when char, data is expressed using the long format*/
retract(neutral_field("Char",Len,Data)),
asserta(neutral_junk("Char",Len,Data)),
Len > 1,
retract(neutral_junk("Char",_,_)),
L = Len + 128,
/* Set MSB */
conv_int_hexstr(L,L_str),
concat("19",L_str,Head),
concat(Head,Data,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Char",_,Contents) :/* Case where character data is only one byte. */
retract(neutral_junk("Char",1,Data)),
asserta(neutral_field("Char", 1,Data)),
concat("19",Data,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Un_int",_,"").
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Length",_,Contents)
/* Octet count grouper does not include the data of the */
/* datastream, so the data must be subtracted from the */
/* total determined length.
*/
f ields_in_length_calc(language_l,List),
retract(body_type(language_l,Type)),
asserta(body_type(language_l,Type)),
body_subfield_structure(language_l,Type,
List_of_subfields),
join_list(List_of_subfields,List,New_list),
calculate_len(language_l,New_list,0,Len),
get_data_len(language_l,Data_len),
Length = Len - Data_len,
conv_int_hexstr(Length,St_len),
concat("01",St_len,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Err_string",Old,Contents) :/* Error String not used for this device */
Contents = Old.
neutral_to_specific(language_l,"Diagnostic",_,Contents)
retract(error_flag(Diag)),
asserta(error_flag(Diag)),
error_codes(language_l,Code,Diag),
concat("27",Code,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_l,_,_,"").

:-
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/* Converts neutral field data to language_2 field data

*/

/**********************************************************/

neutral_to_specific(language_2,_,Contents,New_Contents) :/* If the field already has contents, then leave alone.
*/
/* This is for those fields with fixed contents (and the */
/* opcode) since it was already converted.
*/
not(Contents = ""),
New_contents = Contents.
neutral_to_specif ic (language_2,"Msg_number",_, Contents)
retract(message_number(language_2,Value)),
New_Value = Value + 1,
assertz(message_number(language_2,New_Value)),
conv_int_hexstr(New_Value,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Address",_,Contents)
retract(neutral_field("Address",Len,Contents)),
asserta(neutral_field("Address",Len,Contents)).

:-

:-

neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Count",_,Contents) :/* If count field is 1 bytethenappend
"00"to
end. */
/* Uses (High/low order)
*/
retract(neutral_field("Count",1,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Count",1,Value)),
concat(Value,"00",Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Count",_,Contents)
/* If count field is 2 bytes theninterchange bytes.
/* Uses (High/low order)
retract(neutral_field("Count",2,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Count",2,Value)),
interchange_bytes(Value,"",Contents).

:*/
*/

neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Count",_,Contents) :/* If there is no "Count" field, then need to inspectthe */
/* data field to determine the number
of data
words in*/
/* the operation. The count is equal to the number of
*/
/* words in data field.
*/
retract(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Length,Value)),
retract(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
asserta(neutral_request_opcode(Gen_opcode)),
opcode__conversion (language_2,L2_op,Gen_opcode),
body_structure_type(language_2,response,L2_op,_,Div,_),
Len = Length/Div,
/* Div = bytes/instr */
conv_int_hexstr(Len,St_len),
concat(St_len,"00",Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Count",_,"01").
/* If there is no DATA field, then assume count is 1 */
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neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Length” ,_,Contents) :fields_in_length_calc(language_2,List),
retract(body_type(language_2,Type)),
asserta(body_type(language_2,Type)),
body_subfield_structure(language_2,Type,List_of_subfields),
join_list(List_of_subfields,List,New_list),
calculate_len(language_2,New_list,0,Length),
conv_int_hexstr(Length,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_2,"Checksum",_,Contents) :fields_in_checksum(language_2,List),
retract(body_type(language_2,Type)),
asserta(body_type(language_2,Type)),
body_subfield_structure(language_2,Type,List_of_subfields),
join_list(List_of_subf ields,List ,New_list),
calculate_chk(language_2,New_list,0,Value),
conv_int_hexstr(Value,Contents).
neutral_to_specific(language_2 ," D a t a " C o n t e n t s ) :/* The data order is low byte/high byte so need to ex*/
/* change every two bytes in each word of the data field. */
retract(neutral_field("Data",Len,Data)),
asserta(neutral_field("Data",Len,Data)),
interchange_bytes(Data,"",Contents).
/**********************************************************/

/* LANGUAGE DEPENDENT PRIMITIVES NEEDED IN PROCESSING.

*/

/**********************************************************/

get_data _1en(1anguage_l,Length) :retract(field(language_l,A,B,Len,"Data",C)),
asserta(field(language_l,A,B,Len,"Data",C)),
Length = Len - 2. /* For DS grouper */
get_data_len(_,0).
model("","").

/* Not used */
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